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THE PSALMS OF SOLOMON

   1  The dating is primarily on the basis of alleged allusions to events, both
national and international, in the time period in the Psalms of Solomon. The
descriptions of the foreign conqueror mentioned in Psalm 2 seems best to fit
Pompey who invaded Palestine in 63 B.C.E.  For a fuller treatment of the date of
the Psalms and the possibility that stages of editorial activity may have taken
place, see Wright, 1985: 640–641.

   2  Viteau, 1911: 186–191; Wright, 1985: 639.

   3  Depending on whether S, a marginal note on a 7th century manuscript of the
Hymns of Severus, is indeed a manuscript. See the discussion of this fragment at
the beginning of the discussion of Psalm Three.

   4  For a detailed description of the Greek and Syriac manuscripts see Trafton
(1985, 5–9) and for the Greek texts see Wright’s forthcoming volume on the
Psalms of Solomon.

CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

The eighteen poems which make up the Psalms of Solomon are
Jewish pseudepigrapha from the first century, B.C.E.1 The earliest
surviving reference to the Psalms of Solomon comes from the fifth
century C.E., where they are included in the list of the contents of
Codex Alexandrinus. The end of the codex, where the Psalms of
Solomon would have been, is missing. That the Psalms of Solomon
were included in Codex Alexandrinus indicates, at least in this one
instance, some relationship to the canonical tradition. The manu-
scripts continued to be copied and preserved in some communities,
for at various times they are included in lists as antilegomena,
pseudepigrapha, and apocrypha.2 The Greek translations are
preserved, in whole or in part, in eleven manuscripts dating from
the tenth to the sixteenth century C.E., and the Syriac translations
are found in five3 manuscripts dating from the seventh century (for
the source known as S) to the sixteenth century C.E.4 
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   5  Wright, 1985: 643.

The primary importance of the Psalms of Solomon, however,
is the light they shed on the historical and theological situation in
this first century, B.C.E.

. . . [the] Psalms of Solomon preserve one of the most detailed

messianic expectations in the immediate pre–Christian centuries.

The title, <Messiah,’ . . . is given shape and  dimension in these

psalms as they describe the person of the Messiah and the

character of his government in the age to come. There is more

substance to the ideas concerning the Messiah in the Psalms of

Solomon than any other extant Jewish writing."5

If the psalms are from the first century B.C.E., as most scholars
believe, on the occasion of the invasion by the Romans under
Pompey in 63 B.C.E., then the theological response in the psalms is
important for studying the development of the issues of theodicy,
eschatology, the suffering of the righteous, the concepts of life
after death, and the person and position of the expected Messiah.

The Original Language of the Psalms of Solomon

A. The Languages of Jewish Pseudepigrapha:

A survey of current discussion in pseudopigraphical literature
demonstrates a general consensus that much of the Judaeo–
Christian non–canonical literature (extant in various languages in
manuscripts dating from the second century B.C.E. to the ninth
century C.E.), including the Psalms of Solomon, must have been
written originally in a Semitic language (most frequently con-
sidered to be Hebrew). The following extended list of quotations
from scholars contributing to Charlesworth’s The Old Testament
Pseudepigrapha (1985) demonstrates the extent of this consensus:
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(1) Knibb (1985: 146) noted concerning the “Martyrdom and
Ascension of Isaiah” that

So far as the Martyrdom [of Isaiah] is concerned, there is good
evidence for the view that it was composed in Hebrew. . . . The
Hebrew Martyrdom of Isaiah was translated into Greek, and, as we
have seen, a fragment of the Greek translation has survived.

(2) Wintermute (1985: 43–44) expressed the opinion concerning
“Jubilees” that 

There is no longer any reason to doubt that Jubilees was originally
written in Hebrew. Nevertheless, there was still considerable latitude
for debate until the discovery of fragments of the Hebrew text at both
Qumran and Masada . . . . Consequently, it is generally maintained
that the text was written in Hebrew.

(3) Isaac (1985: 7) asserted concerning “1 Enoch” (Ethiopic Apoc-
alypse of Enoch) that 

Some scholars believe that the original language of 1 Enoch is
Hebrew; others, however, think it is Aramaic; still others contend
that the book, like Daniel was composed partly in Hebrew and partly
in Aramaic. . . . Moreover Halévy’s argument that portions of the
Ethiopic text derived ultimately from a Hebrew original has not been
disproved.

(4) Charlesworth (1985: 473–474) stated concerning the
“Treatise of Shem” that

The original language seems to be Semitic since there are abundant
Semiticism that appear to be original and personal names are defined
according to the Semitic alphabet . . . . it is impossible to discern
whether the original language is Hebrew or Aramaic (Syriac).

(5) Charlesworth (1985: 626) similarly stated concerning the
“Prayer of Manesseh” that 

The scholarly stature of the specialists who favor a Semitic original,
the lack of a detailed examination of the question by proponents of
either a Greek or a Semitic original, and the cavalier treatment of the
Syriac version(s) by almost all scholars should warn against
concluding with some authors that the issue is closed and the original
language is Greek. While the notes to the following translation
demonstrate that the Syriac version sometimes preserves a more
reliable tradition, and while I tend to favor slightly a Semitic
original, three factors preclude certainty . . . .
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(6) Priest (1985: 920) wrote concerning the “Testament of Moses”
that 

Most of the first editors and translators assumed that the original
language [of the Testament of Moses] was indeed Greek. Further
investigation, however, indicates the Greek was, in all probability,
a translation of a Semitic original . . . . but there remains a question
as to whether the original was Aramaic or Hebrew. Certainty is not
possible, but the balance of probability leans toward Hebrew.

(7) Johnson (1985: 251) noted concerning the “Life of Adam
and Eve” that 

Although no Hebrew text is extant, it is most probable that there did
exist an original Hebrew document or documents from which the
Apocalypse and Vita were translated, the Greek directly from the
Hebrew and the Latin directly either from the Hebrew or from the
Greek.

(8) Harrington (1985: 298–299) expressed the opinion con-
cerning “Pseudo–Philo” that

In an 1898 article that introduced Pseudo–Philo to the scholarly
world [“An Apocryphal Work Ascribed to Philo of Alexandria, JQR
10: 277–332], Leon Cohn argued that the Latin text is a translation
from the Greek and that underlying the Greek there must have been
a Hebrew original . . . . For example, the phrase in victoria (9:3) or
ad victoria (12:6) can be traced to the Hebrew idiom lÍ ne .sa .h,
“forever, everlasting,” but the root n .s .h in Aramaic is not used in this
sense . . . . There we are led to conclude that Hebrew, rather than
Aramaic, is the original language of Pseudo–Philo.

(9) Anderson (1985: 94) asserted concerning “2 Enoch”
(Slavonic Apocalypse of Enoch) that 

The text abounds in Semitisms . . . . It is theoretically possible that
the book, or at least parts of it, came directly from Hebrew into
Slavonic. . . . An original Semitic composition can still be suspected;
but after two stages of translation through Greek to Slavonic, it is not
now possible to tell how much written material in a Semitic language
might lie behind portions of the text which still have Semitisms, let
alone to determine which Semitic language it might have been.

(10) Metzger (1985: 520) stated concerning “The Fourth
Book of Ezra” that
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There remain, however, many other phenomena that suggest a
Semitic original lying behind the lost Greek text. Several scholars
have argued that it was Aramaic. On the other hand, the presence of
instances of notable Hebraisms (such as the infinitive absolute
construction) has lead most modern scholars to postulate a Hebrew
original underlying the Greek.

(11) Hare (1985: 380) wrote concerning “The Lives of the
Prophets” that

It is believed by many that The Lives of the Prophets was originally
written in one of the Semitic languages. A few scholars have
proposed that the original language was Syriac, but this position has
won few supporters. More widespread is the view, vigorously
defended by C. C. Torrey, that the book was composed in Hebrew.

(12) Robinson (1985: 414) concluded concerning “4 Baruch”
that

Several early scholars, particularly R. H. Charles and those
influenced by him, maintained that the original language of 4 Baruch
was Greek. Since the time of Charles, however, scholars have
generally come to favor the hypothesis of a Semitic original for the
work.

(13) Charlesworth (1985: 726) noted concerning the “Odes of
Solomon” that

Some scholars have thought that the original language [of the Odes
of Solomon] is Greek, others that it is Hebrew. It is probable that
they were composed in Syriac (or Aram.) . . . . Most importantly, the
attractive quality if the extant Syriac is indicative that Syriac is
probably the original language.

(14) Rubinkiewicz (1985: 682) asserted concerning the
“Apocalypse of Abraham” that

A thorough investigation of the original language of the Apocalypse
of Abraham has never been undertaken . . . . The Slavonic text of the
Apocalypse of Abraham contains several Hebrew names . . . . The
parallelism of the verses reflect Semitic thought. The positive instead
of a comparative betrays a Semitic original . . . . The syntax of the
temporal phrases reflects the Hebrew original of our apocalypse. . .
The foregoing suggests that the Apocalypse of Abraham was written
in a Semitic language, probably Hebrew.
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(15) Klijn (1985: 616) conjectured concerning “2 (Syriac
Apocalypse of) Baruch that

The Greek version, most of which is lost, appears to have been
translated from Hebrew. An original Hebrew should be accepted
because of the many parallels between 2 Baruch and other Jewish
literature composed in Hebrew or Aramaic. In some cases the Syriac
text is intelligible only after translating it into Hebrew. Finally, a
translation of the Syriac text into Hebrew restores a play on words
apparently contained in the original.

(16) Charlesworth (1985: 444) concluded concerning the
“History of the Rechabites” that

The Syriac version [of the History of the Rechabites] . . . may well
have been translated from a Greek text, but some of it may go back
to an earlier, Semitic source. . . . Some sections appear to have been
composed in Greek, others indicate possible translation from a
Semitic text, which could be the original language of the earliest
portions.

(17) Alexander (1985: 225) stated concerning the “3 Enoch”
(Hebrew Apocalypse of  Enoch) that 

3 Enoch is written in Hebrew. . . . There is no reason to suppose that
the work has been translated into Hebrew from another language,
such as Aramaic, in which some Merkabah traditions were written
down.

(18) Zervos (1985: 756) concluded that the “Apocalypse of
Daniel” was written in Greek, but recognized that

The case for Semitic sources for parts of the apocalyptic section (chs.
8–14) would have to be built on such slight evidence as the
occurrence of the odd Semitic place name Gouz�th (9:7) . . . and the
Semiticism “sons of men” (14:5) . . . . the most that can be said is
only that these three examples — Gouz�th in 9:7 [= Goza, a river or
channel in Babylon], ‘sons of men’ in 14:5, and the three letters on
the forehead of the Antichrist in manuscript B (9:25) — could
conceivably be faint traces of an earlier, possibly Semitic, source or
sources that underlie the whole or parts of the apocalyptic section of
the Apocalypse of Daniel.

(19) And most significantly for the purpose of the current
study, Wright (1985: 640) expressed the following opinions
concerning the “Psalms of Solomon”
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   6  For a discussion of this renewal of interest see Charlesworth, 1981.

   7  Viteau (1911: 192–239) provided an extended survey of scholarly opinions
about psalms and the debate over their original language, commencing with David
Hœschell (1614) and concluding with Rendell Harris (1909).

The Psalms of Solomon, according to the majority of scholars,
were composed in Hebrew, very soon afterward translated into
Greek, and at some later time into Syriac. . . . It is clear that the
Greek is a translation. Ryle and James, and G. B. Gray (in
APOT) noted features in common with other translations:
translational errors from Hebrew, “Semiticisms” in the Greek,
etc., . . . . our texts are indeed “translation Greek,” a
phenomenon identifiably distinct from writing originally
composed in Greek, even those written in conscious imitation
of the Septuagint . . . . The Syriac has usually been seen as a
translation from the Greek text, although there is some evidence
that it was translated from a Hebrew text.

It is most interesting that scholars have often argued
—without any extant Hebrew manuscripts—for Semitic
Vorlagen behind the extant non–Semitic texts of a number of
pseudepigraphical works which appeared in a variety of
languages and in manuscripts as late as the 9th century C.E.
But this conclusion is most often based on the detection of
supposed “Semiticisms” in these texts, with little or no appeal
to any detailed examination of the texts.

B. The Language of the Psalms of Solomon:

The current interest in the study of the Pseudepigrapha has
generated renewed interest in the Psalms of Solomon,6 as
evidenced by the work of Trafton (1985) on the Syriac psalms
and the works of Wright (1985, 1996) on the Greek psalms.
One of the questions re-examined in this period of renewed
interest is that of the original language behind the Syriac and
Greek texts. The Psalms of Solomon are thought by most
scholars to have been originally composed in Hebrew and
then translated into Greek, and then later into Syriac.7 
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Ryle and James (1891), Viteau (1911), Gray (1913), and
Hann (1982), have demonstrated with considerable evidence
that the Greek manuscripts of the Psalms of Solomon are
“translation Greek” from a Hebrew original and have ac-
cepted the idea that the Syriac manuscripts are a translation of
the Greek text of the psalms.

In the most recent focused study of the Syriac texts of the
Psalms of Solomon, Trafton (1985) suggested that the psalms
in the Syriac manuscripts of the Psalms of Solomon could be
a translation made from a Hebrew original. Trafton’s sug-
gestion has prompted this further investigation into the
question of a Hebrew Vorlage for both the Greek and Syriac
Psalms of Solomon. While Trafton made an extensive exam-
ination of the Syriac variants, his basic focus was “. . . not an
attempt to determine the original language of the Psalms of
Solomon, but rather to determine the value, if any, of the
Syriac version” (1985:22). However, Trafton addressed the
possibility of a Hebrew Vorlage, and concluded cautiously
that (1) “Nothing has been found to call into question the
scholarly consensus that the PssSol were composed in Hb,
and thus, that the Gk version was translated from Hb” (187),
and (2) “The quality, variety, and amount of evidence which
points to a Hb Vorlage, against that which points to a Gk
Vorlage, tips the balance of probability in favor of Hb.” (207).

However, one of the limitations of Trafton’s work is that
he does not offer thorough philological support for his cau-
tious conclusions that there are thirty-one places where the
differences between the Greek and Syriac texts can be best
explained by assuming a Hebrew Vorlage. Consequently,
Trafton (1985: 195) found it necessary to concede that:

Of these thirty-one passages, eight could be explained plausib ly

on the basis of lost Gk readings of which the extant Gk readings

are corruptions . . . , three could be explained on the basis of an

inner-Sy corruption . . . , and three could be explained in terms

of (mis) translation of the extant Gk readings.
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For the other seventeen passages he stated, “Sy could be ex-
plained as paraphrase, free translation, guesswork, or ‘correc-
tion’ on the part of the a Sy translator using a Gk Vorlage.” 

Wright (1988, 131–134) reviewed Trafton’s study and,
taking seriously his reservations, concluded that while
“Trafton has made a substantial contribution to research on
the Psalms of Solomon . . . the Syriac cannot at the present
time be proven to be a translation directly from the Hebrew
. . . .” Thus, the exact nature of the relationship between the
Syriac and the Greek psalms and the probability that the
Syriac and the Greek were translated from a Hebrew Vorlage
requires more definitive study. Consequently, the purpose of
this analysis is to investigate the probability that the differ-
ences between the Greek and Syriac texts of the Psalms of
Solomon can be best explained by assuming there was a
Hebrew Vorlage which was read and misread differently by
the Greek and the Syriac translators.

C. Possible Options for the Relationship of 
the Greek to the Syriac Texts:

 Theoretically, at least eight different scenarios could be
argued for with reference to the relationship of the Greek and
Syriac textual traditions. It is possible that

(1) the psalms were composed in Hebrew and were
translated into Greek, and they were subsequently trans-
lated from the Greek into Syriac. If so, the differences
between the Greek and Syriac texts could most likely be
explained by textual variants in the Greek text tradition.

(2) the psalms were composed in Hebrew and were sub-
sequently translated into Syriac, and from the Syriac they
were then translated into Greek. If so, the differences
between the Greek and Syriac texts could most likely be
explained by textual variants in the Syriac text tradition.
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(3) the psalms were composed in Hebrew and were sub-
sequently translated into Greek, and were then translated
independently of the Greek from Hebrew into Syriac. If
so, the differences between the Greek and Syriac texts
could not be explained by textual variants in either the
Greek text tradition or the Syriac text tradition, but at
times appeal would have to be made to a conjectured
Hebrew Vorlage and to Hebrew and cognate lexico-
graphy.

(4) the psalms were composed in Greek, and from the
original Greek they were translated into Syriac. If so, the
differences between the Greek and Syriac texts could
most likely be explained by textual variants in the Greek
text tradition.

(5) the psalms were composed in Syriac, and from the
original Syriac they were translated into Greek. If so, the
differences between the Greek and Syriac texts could
most likely be explained by textual variants in the Syriac
text tradition.

(6) the psalms were composed in Aramaic and were sub-
sequently translated into Greek, and from the Greek they
were then translated into Syriac. If so, the differences be-
tween the Greek and Syriac texts could probably be
explained by textual variants in the Greek tradition,
without making an appeal to Aramaic lexicography.

(7) the psalms were composed in Aramaic and were sub-
sequently translated into Syriac, and from the Syriac they
were then translated into Greek. If so, the differences
between the Greek and Syriac texts could most likely be
explained by textual variants in the Syriac text tradition,
without making any appeal to Aramaic lexicography.

(8) the psalms were composed in Hebrew and were sub-
sequently translated into Greek, and the Syriac translator
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   8  Kuhn (1937) worked with the same assumptions and presented eighteen
passages which appeared to him to have been translated directly from the Hebrew,
but Trafton (1985), in light of his reservations cite above, appears to have worked
with the first and the eighth possibilities. On the other hand, Harris (1909, 1911),
Viteau (1911), Gray (1913), Harris and Mingana (1916), Begrich (1939), and
Baars (1972) worked solely with the first possibility. No one has ventured to
suggest that possibilities two, four, five, six, or seven have any merit beyond being
theoretical possibilities.

worked from both the Hebrew original and the Greek
translation, depending upon the Syriac translator’s ability
to understand the Hebrew and/or the Greek at any partic-
ular place. If so, the differences between the Greek and
Syriac texts could not be explained simply by textual
variants in the Greek text tradition, but at times appeal
would have to be made to a conjectured Hebrew Vorlage
and to Hebrew and cognate lexicography.

The working hypothesis of this study draws primarily
from the third and eighth possibility listed here.8 The study
will attempt to demonstrate that the Greek and the Syriac
textual traditions of the Psalms of Solomon are derived from
independent translations of a Hebrew Vorlage. The focus will
be on those passages where the Greek and the Syriac texts
differ. (When the texts are in agreement, it is impossible to
tell who translated whom.) It is in the variations where the
proposal for a Hebrew Vorlage can best be tested, and if the
test of the working hypothesis demonstrates a high degree of
probability, it should be relatively easy to account for the
differences in the Greek and Syriac translations.

Essentially what follows in this study is (1) a corrobora-
tion of the conclusion made by Wright (above, page 6) and a
number of other scholars before him (above, footnote 8) that
the Greek text of the Psalms of Solomon is from a Hebrew
Vorlage, and (2) a corroboration of Kuhn’s confident conclu-
sion (“ . . . daß  ê nicht aus í, sondern direkt aus H übersetzt
hat” [1937:8]) and Trafton’s cautious agreement that the
Syriac text comes from a Hebrew Vorlage. In this study, all
eighteen of the Psalms of Solomon are reviewed and it has
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been demonstrated that a shared Vorlage can account for the
differences between the Greek and Syriac psalms in more than
200 passages.
 

Methodology

A history of the scholarly consensus that the Greek texts
of the Psalms of Solomon are translations of psalms written
originally in Hebrew will not be given in this study since
Viteau (1911) and Trafton (1985) have provided adequate
summaries. This study provides a reconstructed Vorlage for
the poetic lines which are examined. However, a full Vorlage
of all the psalms has not been provided in this study since
several “back translations” have already been done for the
Greek text of the psalms by Franz Delitzsch (manuscript,
n.d.), Frankenberg (1896), and Stein (1969–1970).

Since this study concentrates on those passages where the
Greek and Syriac differ, the verses where the Syriac and the
Greek are substantially the same have not be discussed unless
the texts which are in agreement are unintelligible or are
contextually inappropriate translations.  (Passages where the
Greek and the Syriac texts differ but the differences can be
accounted for by appeal to inner–Greek or inner–Syriac cor-
ruptions have not been reviewed.) 

This study of the Psalms of Solomon accepts the integrity
of work of the most recent textual critics: Wright for the
Greek text, and Baars and Trafton for the Syriac text. The
writer examined those passages where a textual variant in the
Greek text tradition or the Syriac textual tradition might
possibly resolve the issue. But this method was seldom pro-
ductive. It became necessary to translate the Greek text where
it disagreed with the Syriac text into Hebrew and, likewise, to
translate the Syriac text into Hebrew when it disagreed with
the Greek text. 

This process required the selection of one Hebrew word
from a broad range of synonyms for the particular Greek or
Syriac word to be reflected in the reconstructed Hebrew. The
semantic range of the various synonyms had to be carefully
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monitored. Once the reconstructed Hebrew schematization
was in focus, it was necessary to work concurrently with the
following three methods: (A) a text critical examination of the
options for the proposed Hebrew Vorlage, (B) an exegetical
analysis of the lexical options under review which was sensi-
tive to the semantic range of the words, recognizing that
different translators may have opted for different nuances of
the same word, and (C) a philological inquiry into other
options available when the first two methods proved
unsuccessful.

A. The text critical examination of the reconstructed Hebrew
options meant looking for

(1) possibilities of graphically similar letters being con-
fused in a manner which could have produced translations
which could account for the differences between the
Greek and the Syriac texts

(2) a combination of Hebrew consonants which could
have contributed to a haplography which would account
for differences between the Greek and the Syriac texts

(3) a combination of Hebrew consonants which could
have contributed to a dittography or the formation of
doublets which would account for differences

(4) a combination of Hebrew consonants which could
have contributed to a metathetic shift in a word which
would account for differences

(5) a combination of Hebrew consonants which could
have produced homographs in the unvocalized text which
would account for differences

(6)  a combination of Hebrew consonants which could
have been so misdivided that the words created by a
different word division would account for the differences.
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B. The exegetical method used in this study focused on
selecting the right definition of a word in the proposed
Hebrew Vorlage which would account for the differences
between the Greek and the Syriac texts. This involved

(1) a review of the semantic range of all the Hebrew
words which could have been read by either the Greek
translator or the Syriac translator,

(2) looking for occurrence of metonymy which could have
produced the differences in the two translations,

(3) looking for Semitic idioms which could have been
rendered differently in Greek than in Syriac,

(4) looking for homographs in the unvocalized text which
could account for such differences as active versus pas-
sive voice,

(5) looking for confusion which could occur due to
scriptio plena versus scriptio defectiva.

C. The philological method, narrowly defined involved

(1) checking lexical options in the cognate Semitic lan-
guages since the translators of the Greek and Syriac texts
were not restricted to the vocabulary found in current
Hebrew lexicons,

(2) looking for archaic Hebrew and archaisms which
could have gone unrecognized by the Greek and Syriac
translators, i.e., looking for such items as archaic em-
phatic particles, double–duty prepositions, double–duty
verbs, double–duty negatives, and double–duty vocatives,

(3) looking for occurrence of aural similarities which
could have resulted in different readings in the different
Vorlagen or a different reading of the Vorlagen.

Short of the discovery of a Hebrew manuscript of the
Psalms of Solomon, certainty about a Hebrew Vorlage is not
possible. However, if in a significant number of passages
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where the Greek and Syriac texts are different the differences
can be demonstrated by the above methodology to be ex-
plained only by a Hebrew Vorlage, then the probability of a
Hebrew Vorlage has been established.
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   9  All English translations of the Greek unless otherwise noted are from Wright
1985: 651–670.

   10  The Syriac font was designed by R. B. Wright.

   11 All English translations of the Syriac, unless otherwise noted, are from Trafton
1985: passim.

CHAPTER TWO

TEXT AND COMMENTARY

Psalm One

1:1

ejbovhsa pro;" kuvrion ejn tw'/ qlivbesqaiv me eij" tevlo"

I cried out to the Lord when I was severely troubled.9

 ,y+iR}Ab =CL)=) D> ,AiR# =WL +Ieg10

I called out to the Lord when I was distressed at my end.11

 yjxnb ytrxb hwhy la ytarq
I cried to Yahweh in my distress at my defeat

The Syriac y+iR}Ab and the Greek eij" tevlo" are very
problematic. Perles (1902: 10– 12), followed by Gray (1913:
631), suggested that the eij" tevlo" translated hxnml “to the
chief musician” and is now dislocated from its original posi-
tion as the title of the Psalm. If eij" tevlo" did not originate as
a misplaced psalm title, Gray conjectured, following Ryle and
James (1891:2–3) and Kittel (1900: 130), that it was probably
an intensification to be translated in context as “when I was
in sore distress.” Wright (1985: 651), following Viteau’s
“tribulation extréme” (1911:254–255) and most other schol-
ars, also regarded this phrase as an intensive. Trafton (1985:
24) pointed out that the Syriac does not support either of these
suggestions. He noted that in Psalm 2:5, “where the idea of
intensification is clear the Syriac has appropriately A#D`
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   12  The Hebrew Vorlage probably was neither #ws “end” nor $q “end” since one

would then expect the Syriac to have used the same stem, pu% “end” or cq
“end.” Franz Delitzsch (n.d., ad loc.) initially considered dam d[ but settled on
the translation hlkl.

   13  Syriac +iR}A is also cognate to the Arabic ?/! “the last, the end” (see
Lane, 1863: 32; J. Payne Smith, 1903: 11).

)=R{| “utterly disgraced” for eij" tevlo".” He concluded
that in 1:1a “The idea of intensification fits the context best,
but the origin of the Syriac remains unclear.” 

However, greater clarity might come from examining
alternative Hebrew words which could explain the Greek and
Syriac. First, it is important to note that in the LXX eij" tevlo"
or just tevlo" never translates tyrja “later” or rja “other,
another,” which are the Hebrew cognates of y+iR}A (see
Hatch and Redpath, 1344). This mitigates against (1) any
assumption or argument that tevlo" reflects a Hebrew or
Syriac Vorlage having the vocable rja, or (2) that the Syriac
y+iR}A was a translation of a Greek tevlo" instead of a
Hebrew Vorlage with a stem other than rja (contra Trafton,
1985: 24). Since there is no clear evidence for equating rja
and tevlo", it is necessary to look for another explanation.

A Hebrew Vorlage which would account for the Syriac
y+iR}Ab and the Greek eij" tevlo" could have been a
Hebrew text with either the noun tylkt “end” or jxn “end”
(see Jastrow, 1668 and 928, respectively).12 In the LXX eij"
(to;) tevlo" frequently translates the stem hlk “to come to the
end, to complete,” from which comes the noun tylkt “end.”
Were the Hebrew Vorlage ytylkt “my end” (or any other
form of hlk) the corresponding stem in Syriac, hl> “to
withhold, to restrain,” would not have matched the meaning
of Hebrew hlk. However, had the Hebrew Vorlage been
tylkt, the Syriac +iR}A “end” would be the anticipated
equivalent.13

Were the Hebrew Vorlage jxn “end” rather than tylkt
“end,” the corresponding Syriac homophone xC], which
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means “to be glad, to sing, to be victorious,” would obviously
have been an inappropriate translation given the context of
distress. However, the Greek tevlo" and the Syriac +iR}A
both could reflect another meaning of the Hebrew jxn
“endurance” (BDB, 664, stem I), which occurs in the
expressions jxn d[ “unto the end” and jxnl “forever, to the
end.” In such a case, the translators would have missed the
fact that the conjectured yjxn in the Vorlage would have been
from jxn “to win, to be victorious” (which can be designated
as stem II), i.e., a niphcal participle with 1cs suffix (yjxn, with
the assimilation of the n of the stem), having the meaning “my
being defeated.” This form in Hebrew would correspond to
the Aramaic active pacel “to be victorious, to overpower, to
conquer” (Jastrow, 928) and the passive citpecal, occurring in
the Targum Jerusalmi of Exodus 32:18, which reads in part,
“it is not the voice of men victorious in battle I hear; nor is it
the voice of the feeble, defeated (@yjxntmd) in battle I hear.”
(Neophyti I, 213, 506).

Therefore, a proposed Hebrew Vorlage, with either a
tylkt or a jxn “end,” can explain both the Greek tevlo" and
the Syriac +iR}A here. The translators independently, or
dependently, chose the contextually incorrect meaning of
either tylkt or jxn, both of which in other contexts would be
well translated by tevlo" and +iR}A. The tylkt or jxn of
the conjectured Vorlage should have been rendered by Greek
or Syriac words for “annihilation” or “defeat.” Were the
Vorlage some form of hlk the LXX and Syriac would then
reflect translations at the wrong end of the semantic range
since hlk has the semantic range of “to complete, to end, a
complete end,” i.e., “annihilation.” It is easy to see how a
Hebrew Vorlage with either tylkt or jxn, rather than rja,
can account for both the Syriac and Greek readings. 

The reconstructed Vorlage uses jxn “to be defeated” since
the psalmist—though defeated—was alive and able to
compose a psalm. Had the poet been annihilated (hlk), the
psalm would have gone unwritten.
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 1:3

ejlogisavmhn ejn kardiva/ mou 
o{ti ejplhvsqhn dikaiosuvnh"

ejn tw'/ eujqhnh'saiv me 
kai; pollh;n genevsqai ejn tevknoi".

I considered in my heart that
 I was full of righteousness,

for I had prospered and had many children.

 ,)=WOidz +I\#=)d L_# YB\b +B&}=)w
 ,AI[bd )AgW%b +iwhw =r+` D>

And I thought in my heart because 
I have been filled with righteousness,

When I was rich and was 
with a multitude of children.

qdxb ytalm yk yblb ytbvj
.!ynb bbr hyhaw ytwlv yk

and I thought in my heart that I was filled 
with righteousness because I had prospered 

and  became one having many children

Trafton (1985: 25) translated the last two words of this
verse, AI[bd )AgW%b, as “. . . with a multitude of
children.” He commented that “the last clause in Sy is
difficult. Gk means something like ‘I had become large with
(or, by means of) children’ [kai; pollh;n genevsqai ejn
tevknoi"] . . . . There is no obvious explanation for Sy here.”

The difference between the Greek and the Syriac and the
difficulty of the Syriac may be explained by suggesting an
underlying Hebrew text that may have had the consonant
cluster !ynbbbr, which the Greek read as !ynbb br “great in
sons” (reading the preposition b prefixed to !ynb). The Syriac
translator, seeing the same consonant cluster, read the con-
sonants !ynb bbr, “one having many sons” (the participle
bbr in a construct chain). The lack of the preposition in the
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Syriac before “sons” argues against the Syriac being trans-
lated from the Greek. If the Greek were a translation from the
Syriac, it is difficult to account for the ejn. However, if both
were translating from a Vorlage with the consonant cluster
!ynbbbr, it is simply a matter of recognizing two different
ways of dividing the consonants. There is, admittedly, not
much difference in meaning with either reading; but it is
important because it indicates the probability that a Hebrew
Vorlage explains the Greek and the Syriac differences.

In the reconstructed Vorlage, the seven–letter consonant
cluster !ynbbbr was divided as !ynb bbr, following the Syriac
textual tradition. Dividing the letters as !ynbb br, as the
Greek translator seems to have done, results in an atypical use
of br followed by the preposition b.

1:4b

kai; hJ dovxa aujtw'n e{w" ejscavtou th'" gh'"

And their glory to the end of the earth.
.A`r)d HIfW%L A#D` [n w]h+}WB$=w

And their glory to the ends of the earth.
$ra ytkry d[

until the ends of the earth 

The Greek has the singular “end of the earth” while the
Syriac has “ends of the earth.” Trafton (1985: 26) indicated
that the Syriac translator could have misread a Greek plural
ejscavtwn for the Greek singular ejscavtou or a Hebrew plural
twxq instead of a singular hxq. But neither suggestion is
necessary, nor is the difference “moot,” as Trafton concluded.
In the LXX of Jeremiah 6:22, 25:32, 31:8 and 50:41, for
example, where the Hebrew has the plural construct ytkry
$ra “ends of the earth” the LXX has ejscavtou th'" gh'" “the
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   14  Consistently in the LXX the Hebrew masculine plural construct “ends of the
earth” is translated as “end of the earth.” See Deuteronomy. 33:17; I Samuel 2:10;
Psalms 22:27, 59:13, 67:7, 72:8, 98:5; Proverbs 30:4; Isaiah 45:22, 52:10; Micah
5:4; and Zechariah 9:10. 

   15  For an instance of llq being translated by u[ vbrizein see II Samuel 19:43

(MT 19:44) “Why then do you despise us (ynIt'L qih> ['WDm'W)?”

end of the earth.”14 It is most likely a case where the Syriac
followed the Semitic idiom while the Greek (as in the LXX
example cited) moves from the Semitic idiom to the Greek
idiom. A Vorlage that had the construct plural, $ra ytkry d[,
rather than a construct singular (like $rah hxq d[ “until the
end of the earth” ) would explain the difference between the
Greek and Syriac translation of this phrase.

1:6a
kai; ejxuvbrisan ejn toi'" ajgaqoi'" aujtw'n

they were arrogant in their possessions
n wh+B_b W_|w

and they cursed in their prosperity

 !tbwfb wllqw
they were arrogant in their prosperity

In 1:6a, the Syriac has “they cursed in their prosperity,”
using tW| for “cursed,” while the Greek has ejxuvbrisan “to
act insolently.” Trafton (1985: 26) agreed with Harris and
Mingana (1868: 143) that this phrase is “foreign to Syriac”
and judging the Syriac to be secondary, he concluded, “Nor is
there any ‘obvious’ Hb reading which would account for Gk
translating one way and Sy another.” However, Hatch and
Redpath (1897: 1379) listed four Hebrew words which
u[vbrizein translates, namely, hag, hwag, zl[ and llq, the last
of which means “to vilify, to curse, to despise” and approxi-
mates the idea of “acting insolently.” This equation of u[vbri-
zein with llq can easily explain the Syriac verb meaning
“cursed.”15 The reconstructed Vorlage follows the Greek text.
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Psalm Two

2:1a

ejn tw'/ uJperhfaneuvesqai to;n aJmartwlo;n 
ejn kriw'/ katevbale teivch ojcurav kai; oujk ejkwvlusa"

Arrogantly the sinner broke down the strong walls
 with a battering ram  And you did not interfere.
)dA`Deb Y#r) ALW`d hrHbW&b

+I\> ALw A[I%} )jW$

In his arrogance the lawless one cast down strong walls 
on the feast day And you did not restrain him.

lyph rkb twrwxb twmj wtwanb lw[h
The attacker in his arrogance brought down 

the impregnable walls 
with a battering ram

or
lyph rkb twrwxb twmj wtwag afjh

The “General” in his arrogance brought down 
the impregnable walls
with a battering ram.

Despite the differences in translation, there seems to be no
real difference between the Syriac and the Greek. The Greek
has a(martwlo\n “sinner” and the Syriac has LW`, which
Trafton (1985: 29) translated “lawless one,” but which has
also the meaning “sinner.” Trafton (1985: 31) indicated that
LW` is represented by a(martwlo\j sixteen times in the Psalms
of Solomon, suggesting that behind the Syriac and the Greek
was a Hebrew Vorlage with lw[ “sinner.” It is of interest to
note that lw[ is never translated by a(martwlo\j in the LXX.
But the failure to equate lw[ and a(martwlo\j in the LXX does
not mean that the translator of the Psalms of Solomon could
not have made the equation (it simply means the LXX is not
an exhaustive collection of Greek–Hebrew equivalents).

There are, however, two other options to consider in
reconstructing the Vorlage.  First, since the Hebrew lw[ also
has the possible meaning “to attack,” the poet may have
intended lw[ to have this meaning here and in 1:1. This
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   16  Pope (1965: 192) argued for lw[ “attack” in Job 30:13, ytiW:h'l ytib;ytinÒ  Wst]n:
/ml; rzE[o al  Wly[iyO which he translated “break up my path to destroy me; they
attack with none to stay them.” See McDaniel (1983: 64–65 and 297–98) for a
detailed discussion on the Arabic and Ugaritic cognates meaning “to attack.”

   17   The meaning of  afj “to be in authority” has been proposed by McDaniel

(1994) for understanding Shem Tob’s Hebrew text of Matthew at 8:9, !da ynaw
afwj, which Howard (1987:32–33) translated as “I am a sinful man . . . . ”

McDaniel argued that it seems unlikely a high Roman official would call himself

a “sinner” with all the theological baggage carried with this very Jewish word. By

reading !da not as “man, human being” but as “chief,” a meaning attested in

Arabic (Lane: 36b ÄsÑg Çs<ê Ñ|  “he is the chief, the provost of his people”) the

phrase in Matthew 8:9 would read “I am the chief / provost (!da) of the guard

(fwj).” On the afj / fwj by-forms, see GKC § 77a, especially the note “Thus from

the root ̂ d there appear with the same meaning ^kd, ̂ wd, akd to strike, to crush

. . . .”

definition of lw[ fits the context as well as “sinner” or
“lawless one.” If lw[ “an attacker” had been the intent of the
poet, both the Syriac and Greek translators missed the point.16

While it is possible that the Syriac and Greek agree here
with each other (Greek a(martwlo\n, “sinner” equals the Syriac
LW` “lawless one”), it still seems problematic that a Roman
would have been called by the very Jewish word afj
“sinner.” This problem may be the basis for the translation of
the Syriac LW` as “lawless one.” Since the Septuagint does
not use a(martwlo\j to translate Hebrew lw[, there is no basis
for insisting here in 2:1a or in 1:1 that the stem lw[, if it were
in the Vorlage, had to mean “sinner” rather than “attacker.” 

On the other hand, the Vorlage may have had afj “to be
in authority,” a by-form of the Arabic cognate UÑ/ “to defend,
to hem in (a town), to have men under one’s power” (Lane,
1865: 670; Qurcan 17: 62), which I designate as afj stem II.17

The Syriac LW` equals the well attested afj “to sin” (which
can be designated afj stem I), indicating that the translator
did not recognize the more rare homograph afj stem II “to
be in authority.” The Greek translator, likewise, failed to note
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afj stem II, but translated it as a(martwlo\n  “sinner,” which
the LXX usually does. 

The Arabic cognate UÑ/ has also the meaning “to hem in
a town” (Lane , 1865: 671), a meaning which would also be
very appropriate in a Hebrew Vorlage having afj, given the
fact that Pompey—after having the gates of Jerusalem opened
to him by the Hyrcanites—hemmed in for more than three
months the Temple Mount, where the Patriots had entrenched
themselves, and slaughtered  more than 12,000 Jews once the
wall was breached. The afj of the Vorlage could have been
used with a double entendre which was missed by the trans-
lators. Since one cannot be certain as to whether the Vorlage
had the stem lw[ or afj, both options are listed. If the
Vorlage had lw[h there may have been a double entendre
meaning “the lawless one” and “the attacker.” But if the
Vorlage had ajfh there may have been a double entendre
meaning “the one in authority” (paraphrased “the General”)
and “the besieger (of Jerusalem).”

2:1b
ejn tw'/ uJperhfaneuvesqai to;n aJmartwlo;n 

ejn kriw'/ katevbale teivch ojcurav kai; oujk ejkwvlusa"

Arrogantly the sinner broke down the strong walls 
with a battering ram

and you did not interfere.
)dA`Deb Y#r) ALW`d hrHbW&b

+I\> A|w A[I%} )jW$

In his arrogance the lawless one cast down
 strong walls on the feast day, 
and you did not restrain him.

twrwxb twmj rkb lyph wtwagb lw[h
The attacker in his arrogance brought down
 the impregnable walls with a battering ram

It is difficult to see how the Greek or Syriac is a transla-
tion of each other. The Greek text is supported by Josephus
(Antiquities 14: 4: 2) that Pompey had “imported the machine
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from Tyre.” Trafton (1985: 32) correctly noted that the
difference between the Greek and Syriac “can hardly be
explained as a confusion of Greek krioj with eorth,” thus an
inner corruption of the Greek is not likely. Harris and Min-
gana (1911: I, 79) suggested that Syriac )dA`Deb “on a
feast day” is a corruption of )dReb “with great beams.”
Trafton (1985: 32) suggested either that the “Syriac translator
misread an original Hebrew rk (“battering-ram”) as hrk
(“feast days”), or, alternately, that the Greek translator mis-
read an original hrk as rk.” Trafton is correct in my opinion,
and, were the Vorlage as I have proposed above, it is easy to
see how the misreading could have occurred. The last two
words, lyph rkb “with a battering ram brought down,” were
corrupted by a dittography of the h, resulting in an erroneous
lyphh rkb “with a battering ram he (sic) brought down,”
which the Syriac translator read as hrkb  lyph “on a feast day
he brought down.” The reconstructed Vorlage for this phrase
follows the Greek text tradition.

2:1b
oujk ejkwvlusa"

 you did not interfere
+I\> ALw

And you did not restrain {him}

whhk al htaw
and you did not restrain him

Trafton (1985: 32) indicated that “neither Sy nor Gk has
a direct object,” but he rightly restored “{him}” in his trans-
lation.  A Hebrew Vorlage with whhk from the root hhk “to
restrain, to reproach, to denounce” with the 3ms verbal suffix,
(like the whnqof Leviticus 27:24 “he acquired him”) meaning
“he restrained him” could explain the lack of a direct object
in the Greek and the Syriac. The h of the suffix wh was read
as the h of the stem and the w of the wh was read as the con-
junction. The first word of 2:3 in Syriac begins with the
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   18  Franz Delitzsch (n.d., ad loc.), Frankenberg (1896: 66), and Stein (1969: 438)

also used smr for “trample,” but none used @was for “boot," all three having

instead the noun l[n.

copula and Trafton rightly noted (1985: 32) that the “Greek
has no parallel to the Waw–copulative twice in this verse.”

A similar explanation would work if the root were alk
(“to restrain” as in Genesis 8:2, “the rain from the heavens
was restrained,” or Exodus 36:6, “so the people were
restrained”). The Vorlage could have had walk = to whalk,
“he restrained him” (see GKC § 74c where warqy = wharqy).
A Vorlage with either whhk or walk would be ambiguous be-
cause both words could mean either “he restrained and . . .”
or “he restrained him . . . .” In either case, the Syriac and the
Greek translators missed in their unpointed Vorlage the suffix
wh since the w of the suffix was read as the conjunction w and
the h of the suffix was taken to be final radical of the stem.
The reconstructed Vorlage uses the suffixed verb whhk ( =
Whh;K;), which provides for assonance with the pronoun hta.

2:2b
katepatou'san ejn uJpodhvmasin aujtw'n ejn uJperhfaniva/

they arrogantly trampled (it) with their sandals

)=W]rHB&b n wHI[%~b wwh NI&iD#w

and they were trampling (it) with their shoes in arrogance

wsmr @wdzb !hynwasw
and with their boots in arrogance they trampled (it).18

Again, neither the Greek or the Syriac has a direct object.
A Hebrew Vorlage that contained smr “to trample” (as in
Isaiah 16:4, $r,a;h;A@mi smero WMT' “and he who tramples under
foot [italics added] has vanished from the land”) would not
require a direct object and, therefore, neither the Syriac or the
Greek would necessarily have one. The Syriac translator did
not choose the root Sfr “to tread (dances), to beat the ground
(in dancing),” the Syriac synonym of smr (“to tread”), be-
cause of the military overtones of 2:2a which Sfr would not
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reflect. Instead the translator chose the synonym ^id, using
the participle plural NI&iD#, “(they) were trampling.”

A military nuance may also be suggested for the Vorlage
by using @was “shoe.” This noun appears in Isaiah 9:4, Alk yKi
!ymid;b] hl;l;/gm] hl;m]ciwÒ v['r'B] @aeso @/as]i, which the RSV trans-
lated “for every boot (@/as]) of the trampling warrior (@aeso) in
battle tumult, and every garment rolled in blood,” which
depicts a military scene like that in Psalms of Solomon 2. An
explicit military nuance, which is suggested by the Syriac
nwHI[%~b, in 2:2a is not evident in the Greek text.

The reconstructed Vorlage follows the Greek and Syriac
texts. Hebrew @was “boot,” which is the word of choice for the
footwear mentioned, is the cognate of Syriac N%~ “sandal”
(from the root N%)).

2:4a
 e{neken touvtwn ei\pen

because of these things he said

R#) A]h L_#

on account of this he said

rma rbd l[
on account of these things he said

The Syriac has the singular A]h while the Greek has the
plural tou /twn. If the Hebrew Vorlage had the phrase rbd l[, it
would have been indeterminate enough to allow either a singular
or a plural translation. If this were the case, the Greek read rbd l[
as a plural and the Syriac read it as a singular. The translation of
the Vorlage uses the plural “these,” despite the Syriac singular,
since (1) the Syriac text of 2:3 indicates that there were two acts of
defilement by the “sons of Jerusalem,” and (2) the Greek has the
plural touvtwn.

2:4a
ajporrivyate aujta; makra;n ajp! ejmou

remove them far from me
 Y[# n W]) wD$w WO}r)d

remove them and cast them away from me
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   19  Rahlfs reading is oujk u jdokw' ejn aujtoi'" , but it is not the basis for Wright’s
translation. None of the Greek manuscripts of the Psalms of Solomon read
eudokw. Rahlfs indicated that this reading follows the suggestions of von
Gebhardt (1868, 1895), Hilgenfeld (1868), and Wellhausen (1924).

   20  Contra Stein (1969: 438) and Frankenberg (1896: 67) who translated this as

!b hxra al (using hxr, “to be pleased with”), and Franz Delitzsch (n.d., ad loc.)
who used the synonym $pj. 

ynmm !wkylvh qjrh
cast them afar off from me

The word order is different between Greek and Syriac here.
The Syriac has verb, verb, direct object, and suffixed preposition;
but the Greek has verb, direct object, adverb and preposition plus
pronoun. Trafton suggested that WO}r) “to be removed far away”
could be a translation of makran (if the Syriac were derived from
the Greek), or the Hebrew Vorlage could simply have had two
verbs. If the Vorlage had two words, it is problematic why the
Greek, generally quite literal, does not have two verbs. A solution
comes from assuming a Hebrew Vorlage with infinitive absolute
and a finite verb. The Greek translation rendered the infinitive
absolute by an adverb makra \n “far” (the equivalent of  qjrm), and
the Syriac translation opted to translate it as the imperative
WO}r) “remove.”

 
2:4b

 oujk ejuovdwken aujtoi'" (Wright: 1995)19

they are not sweet-smelling

  n wH~` No=) ALw

and he did not establish with them

!nqtm al20

and he did not prosper them (i.e., the sons of Jerusalem)

The Greek manuscripts are divided here between some form of

eujwdevw “to be fragrant, to be sweet-smelling” and eujdokevw “to be

pleased in, to take delight in.” It is possible that the change to
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   21  Mss 260, 149, 471, 606 have ejuwvdwken. Mss 655 and 659 have ejnevdwken
(apparently some form of ejn  + ejudovkew) and the others have ejuovdwken , as in
Wright’s text cited above.

   22  The root qtm, “sweet” is well attested in Hebrew (Job 24:20, 21:33; Proverbs
9:17; Exodus15:25; and Psalm 55:15). 

   23  Rahlfs read to ; ka vllo" th '" do vxh" aujth '" “the beauty of her glory.”

eujdokevw is correct and thus restores the original Greek reading.21

The range of meaning of eujdokevw includes “to be favored, to

prosper” (Liddell and Scott [1940: 710]), meanings which are not

far from the Syriac No=) “to establish.” The Syriac could then be

a translation of eujdokevw, or the Greek could be a translation of the

Syriac. But the suggestion of Harris and Mingana (1868: 89) that

No=) is a “rough” translation of eujodwkevn is most unlikely since

the range of meanings for the words do not overlap.

A better possibility is to reconstruct a Hebrew Vorlage that

explains the difference between the Greek and the Syriac. Kuhn

(1937: 9–10) suggested that No=) and eujodwkevn are perhaps

independent translations of an original Hebrew !jylxh al “he

did not prosper them.” But this retroversion does not solve the

problem if the Greek were eujodwkevn. Therefore, my reconstruction

uses the stem @qt “to setup, to establish, to remedy, to improve,”

the same stem that the Syriac translator used.

If the verb were a participle with a preformative m and the

verbal suffix ! “them” (= !nqtm), it would be easy to see how the

Greek translator could have read the noun !yqtm “sweet-smelling

ones” rather than !nqtm “establishing them,” reflecting a confu-

sion or a y and a n.22 

2:5 (G), 2:4b (S)

to; kavllo" th'" dovxh'" aujth'"

the beauty of his glory23
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   24  Trafton is following the Syriac manuscript 10hl here which has a variant with
the diacritical point that makes h+}WB$=d feminine (see Robinson, 1949: 24).
This enabled him to see “her” as Jerusalem, clarifying verse 6 where reference is
made to “her sons and her daughters.”

   25  Perhaps “glory” refers to Jerusalem, i.e., Jerusalem’s being his (God’s) glory.
See Ginzberg’s (1968: vol. 5, 417) discussion of the story in Orehot Zaddikim of
Moses’ visiting the heavens where the angels, after reading in the Torah about the
third day of creation, “chant the glory of Jerusalem.”

   26  Wright (1985: 652) made the pronoun refer to God by interpreting “his glory”
to be a reference to either the Temple, to a theophany, or to the swl (sic, MT lwv)
“the draperies” or “tapestries” of the Temple.

   27  See the discussion, above, on 2:1.

h+}WB$=d )RfW$

the beauty of her glory24

wdbkb rp`
the ruler in his glory25

The issues in this poetic line are of gender and whose “glory”
is being referred to. Trafton opted for the variant with the suffix h0
“her” in Syriac ms 10hl. Rahlfs also read with three manuscripts
aujth'" “her.” Syriac manuscripts, other than 10hl, have the mascu-
line suffix h , and eight of the Greek manuscripts have the mascu-
line aujtou'. If the pronominal element were masculine, the
reference about who or what was not being established could have
any of the preceding masculine singular nouns mentioned in verses
2:1–4, starting with the aJmartwlo;n in 2:1. Since “God” is
mentioned in the next phrase of 2:5, the pronoun cannot refer to
him (unless one were to argue for an Aramaic–style anticipatory
pronoun).26  In fact, the aJmartwlo;n / ALW` referred to in 2:1 and
understood to mean “the General” or “the attacker” or “the
besieger”27 is the most likely candidate. If so, the pronoun refers to
Pompey. (If the pronoun was originally aujth'", the reference must
have been to [the feminine] Jerusalem.)

In deciding which of these alternative readings was original,

we could accept the feminine h0  reading of Syriac ms 10hl,
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   28  See Roberts (1951:225), noting especially his statement that

. . . it has been shown that the vocalization and pointing of the Hebrew text is
indebted, in part at least, to the first pointing of the Syriac Scriptures. Here we
note that the influence was mutual, for Syriac vocalization, too, was developed to
a large extent under the tradition of textual transmission among the Jews . . . . The
Jacobite Massorah is to be found in the Peshi.tta revision of Jacob of Edessa (about
A.D. 705) and in the Auzar Raze of bar-Hebraeus, 1278.

The issue of number depending on the use of the seyame and the ambiguity of the
text before its use, comes up in the following passages of the Psalms of Solomon:
2:4, 6; 3:7,8; 4:4, 9, 23; 5:11; 6:5; 9:3, 6, 7; 10:3; 11:2; 12:1; 13:4, 9; 14:2,3;
16:2; 17:14, 26; 18:1

   29  See von Soden (1981: 1172–1173) for the meaning of šapiru “Beamter,
Konig, Gebietskommissar, or Flusskommandant.”

although it is not supported by the majority of the Greek manu-

scripts. But it needs to be noted that, if the Syriac was translated

before the 4th century C.E., the Syriac would have been ambiguous

for it was only after this that diacritical marks were added to the

Syriac text.28 Or we could follow the eight Greek manuscripts (as

did Franz Delitzsch [n.d., ad loc.], who translated /d/bK]) and the

Syriac ms 16hl and read “his,” referring to the “one with authority”

(i.e., “the General”), an option which fits the context.

The primary meaning of the Syriac RF$ is “to be beautiful,

fair, lovely” (a cognate to the Hebrew rpv). It is easy to see the

preference for “her” here. However, a Hebrew Vorlage can be

restored which could favor the reading “his.” Mendenhall (1973:

163) noted that Hebrew rpv could also be a cognate of Akkadian

šapiru “governor, or someone in authority” (analogous to the

Arabic UÑ/ “to be in authority,” discussed above). The place name

Qiryat–Sofer, commonly understood to be “the city of the scribe”

(assuming the interchange of s and v) is better understood to be

the “city of the šapiru = governor.”29 In support of this

interpretation he referred to Judges 5:14, fb,veB !ykiv]mo  @luWbZÒmiWo
“and from Zebulun those who bear the marshal’s staff” (RSV,

italics added).
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   30  The preposition b of  wdbkb was apparently lost by haplography.

If rpv “ruler” (= šapiru) were in the Hebrew Vorlage it could
be a reference to Aristobulus II who was dethroned by Pompey. If
so, the pronominal “his” would be preferable. Consequently, the
Vorlage is best represented by the Greek manuscripts and Syriac
ms 16hl. It has been reconstructed as wdbkb rp` “the ruler in his
glory.”30 

2:5–6a (G), 2:4b–6a (S)

ejxouqenwvqh ejnwvpion tou' qeou' hjtimwvqh e{w" eij" tevlo"

oiJ uiJoi; kai; aiJ qugatevre" ejn aijcmalwsiva/ ponhra'/

[the beauty of his glory] was despised before God

 it was completely disgraced.

The sons and the daughters (were) in harsh captivity,

,)=R{| A#D` =Re-C)w ,AiR# mDo Y|+*)

)RiR# AIB&b h+[bw HI[b

It was despised before the Lord

It was utterly disgraced.

Her sons and her daughters were in bitter captivity.

`b `wb !yhla ynpl hzbn
h[r twbvb wtnbw wynb

[the ruler] was despised before God, he was utterly ashamed;

his sons and his daughters were in harsh captivity.

The problem in these two verses continues to be the issue of

gender in the translation of the Greek and the suffixes in the

Syriac. Since Syriac has no neuter, the use of “it” in Trafton’s

translation is somewhat misleading. The verb Y|+*) has the 3ms

suffix “his” and =Re-C)w has either the 3fs or 2ms suffix.

These latter two forms are alike in Syriac and both seem odd in this

context. The Greek is also ambiguous for e)couqenw /qh and

h)timw/qh are 3c aorist passive indicatives, and thus could be either

masculine or feminine. In 2:6, the Greek (except for mss 253, 655
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   31  Unlike Hebrew and Arabic, Aramaic, including Syriac, does not have a
prefixed definite article but makes extensive use of a suffixed a for the “emphatic
state.”

   32  This applies also to 2:38 and 2:39 where there are differences in number
(rather than gender) between the Greek and the Syriac texts.

and 659) does not have possessive pronouns, but it does have

definite articles. The Syriac in 2:6 does not have the definite

emphatic state31 but it has the seyame to indicate “her.” At least

one Syriac manuscript, 16hl, omits the seyame and thus is

masculine. The system of diacriticals did not come into existence

prior to the 4th century C.E. Singular and plural forms in any text

prior to that time would have been ambiguous.32 The reconstructed

Vorlage carries through with the masculine, with the antecedent of

“his” being the “ruler” of Jerusalem who was not established

(probably Aristobulus).

2:6b

ejn sfragi'di oJ travchlo" aujtw'n ejn ejpishvmw/ ejn toi'" e[qnesin
their neck in a seal, a spectacle before the gentiles.

A~~`d A~I+} )RI] yhW\` MI* n wH|Dow

And upon their neck was placed the sealed yoke of the nations.

twmab !yjjb l[ !yc !hrawx l[
Upon their neck was placed a yoke with chains on the forearms.

The Greek and the Syriac are notably different here. Ryle and
James (1891: 12) refer to this as a passage of “great obscurity,” but
Trafton (1985: 35) said that “. . . Gk is very difficult . . . Sy, on the
other hand, makes excellent sense.” Trafton’s translation, “And
upon their neck was placed the sealed yoke of the nations,” does
not produce an image any more clear than the Greek. What is a
“sealed yoke of the nations”? The expression does not occur in the
Hebrew Bible. Trafton conjectured that the Syriac may represent
an attempt to clarify a corrupt Greek text or that the Syriac rightly
translated some Hebrew text and the Greek is corruption of that
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   33  See Delitzsch, 1920: 110, § 106a-e, for examples of the confusion of t and j.

Hebrew text. In my opinion, the Syriac and the Greek are both
corruptions of the Hebrew Vorlage given above. The Vorlage, as
reconstructed, has l[ twice. However, the second l[ is not the
preposition “upon, about” but the noun “yoke” (well attested in
Hebrew) which the Syriac translated as )RI] “yoke.”

The Syriac and the Greek translators misread the suggested
original !yjjb “chains” as !ytjb “seal.”33 Hebrew !jj occurs in
Ezekiel 19:4, !yIr;x]mi $r,a,Ala, !yjij'b' WhaubiyÒw" “and they brought
him [i.e., a lion symbolizing Judah’s fallen king] in chains to the
land of Egypt”;  and  this  is followed in 19:9 by, rg"WSb' WhnUT]YIw
lb,B; &l,m,Ala WhaubiyÒw"' !yjij'B, “he [Judah’s fallen king] was put in
a cage in chains and brought to the king of Babylon.”

In our text, whereas the Syriac and Greek read twmab as the
preposition b and a plural of  !ma “people, nations,” I read twmab
as the plural of the noun hma “forearm. While hma “forearm”
does not appear in Biblical Hebrew, the noun is well attested in
other Hebrew texts (Jastrow 1950: 75) and in cognate Semitic
languages. It survives in modern Israeli Hebrew (see Ben Yehuda
and Weinstein, 1964: 11). 

Wright’s translation of ejpishvmw/ ejn toi'" e[qnesin as
“spectacle before the nations,” differs from Trafton’s (1985: 35)
“with a badge among the nations,” but Wright correctly picked up
the nuance of being “conspicuous” or “notorious” (see Liddell and
Scott, 1940: 656). The Syriac and the Greek are misreadings of 
twmab !yjjb l[ !yc !hrawx l[, and both missed the meaning
of this line. The reconstructed Vorlage follows the word order of
the Syriac text, but it differs from the Syriac in the understanding
of two of the four nouns.

2:8
ajpevstreyen ga;r to; provswpon aujtou' 

ajpo; ejlevou" aujtw'n nevon kai; presbuvthn 

for he turned away his face from their mercy;
 (from) young and old
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   34  See Delitzsch (1920: 120, §132e) for the misreading of wy as a m. He noted,

for example, Nehemiah 2:1, where !ynpl and wynpl were confused, and Psalm

141:10, where wyrmkm was confused with !rmkm. Franz Delitzsch (n.d., ad loc.)

paraphrased !hyl[ !jr alw.

,yhW~}r N# yhWf) RI; Kfh)
)D{>) n wHI[bw AB*w AI\- 

for he turned away his face from his mercy

wymjrm wynp rwsw 
and he turned aside his face from his mercy

The Greek manuscripts (except for ms 336, which agrees with
the Syriac) have “their mercy” while the Syriac texts have “his
mercy.” Trafton (1985: 35) concluded that the “[Gk] . . . perhaps
makes better sense, although it is certainly possible that ‘his’ stood
in the original Hb.” If wymjrm “his compassion” were in the
Hebrew Vorlage, the Syriac accurately reflects the original. It
would have been easy for the Greek translator to have read the
final wy as a m34 and to have translated it “their mercy.” Thus, the
Vorlage wymjrm was read correctly by the Syriac translator as “his
mercy” and misread by the Greek translator as “their mercy.” 

 
2:8b (G), 2:9 (S)

eij" a{pax tou' mh; ajkouvein

once again by not listening
Y[]We~&] A|d

that they might not hear me

wta w[mvy alw
and they did not hear him

Trafton (1985: 36) correctly noted that the “me” of the Syriac
is out of place and that it would be expected that the Syriac would
have “him” in this verse, as the Greek implies: (him = God). A
Hebrew Vorlage with the suffixed direct object particle wta
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   35  Delitzsch (1920: 103–105) has two pages listing passages where this
confusion has been noted.

misread as yta (reflecting the very common confusion of w and y)35

would easily explain the Syriac “me.” Consequently, the recon-
structed Vorlage follows the Greek text in this poetic line.

2:9 (G), 2:10 (S)

kai; oJ oujrano;" ejbaruquvmhsen

and the heavens were weighed down

  +iAbrwr AI~$ +~}=)w
and heaven was angered greatly,

!ymvh s[kw
and the heavens were exceedingly angry

 As the differences between the translations of Wright and
Trafton point to a Greek Vorlage, the difference between the
Syriac text and the Greek text point to a Hebrew Vorlage. The
Syriac +iAbrwr AI~$ +~}=)w preserved the poetic
parallelism with “the earth despised them” of the next line. Wright
translated ejbaruquvmhsen, an aorist active indicative 3s, as the
passive “(they) were weighed down.” However, the translation of
ejbaruquvmhsen ought to be active”—something like “the heavens
loathed” (see Liddell and Scott [1940: 312]), or “(they) weighed
down,” or “(they) oppressed” or “(they) wearied”— and ought to
parallel “the earth despised them.” The Greek also lacks a parallel
to the intensifying adverb of the Syriac +iAbrwr “greatly.” 

 There are several possibilities for a Vorlage which can explain
these differences. First, the Hebrew Vorlage could have had the
verb smj “to treat violently,” which the Syriac translator read as
!mj, “to be or become warm.” Taking !mj as a synonym of hrj
“to be hot, to be angry, to be wrathful,” it was rendered by the verb
as +~}=). Even if the Greek ejbaruquvmhsen reflected this
meaning, it would not explain the Syriac’s intensifying adverb
+iAbrwr “greatly” or the lack of parallel modifier in the Greek.
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Second, the apparent difference in English between “it
angered” and “it weighed down” may not have been in the Greek.
In Liddell and Scott (1940: 312) ejbaruquvmhsen has the definition
“to be indignant,” which, while not an exact match with “anger,”
is not too distant a nuance. Indeed, ejbaruquvmhsen in Numbers
16:15 translates Hebrew hrj (for which the RSV has “anger"). 

A Hebrew Vorlage with the verb “to be angry” in the intensive
picel could explain the intensifying adverb of the Syriac. The
difference between the qal and the picel would be obvious only in
a pointed text. The verb s[k, “to be vexed, angry,” (attested in the
picel in I Samuel 1:6 and Deuteronomy 32:21) could be read as
s['Ki, an intensive picel the Syriac translator represented with the
intensive +iAbrwr.  If the Greek read s[k as the qal s['K;, there
would have been no need for an adverb of intensity. Consequently,
while it is tempting when reconstructing the Vorlage to follow the
Syriac and have an adverb like dam “greatly” in the text — and
one would have to explain its loss in Greek—I am opting for the
intensifying picel s['Ki which may be rendered by a verb and an
adverb. 

2:10 (G), 2:12 (S)
kai; gnwvsetai hJ gh'

and the earth shall know
A`r) Y`d=dw

and in order that the earth might know.

$rah [dtw
that the earth might know.

One difference between the Greek and Syriac in this phrase is
evident in Wright’s and Trafton’s translations. The Greek has the
future and the Syriac has the imperfect. Trafton (1985: 36) argued
rightly that no errors need be posited, but he did not deal with the
d of the Syriac other than to observe “. . . neither is there an
obvious Hb reading which would explain its presence.” However,
a bit more can be said. 
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   36  While there are uses of the waw–consecutive in the Hebrew Psalter, they are
relatively rare and one should assume that they are as rare in this late poetry as in
the Psalter. An examination and comparison of the poetry at Qumran might be
helpful in determining the likelihood of the waw–consecutive in late poetry.

   37  Wright’s translation of bevbhloi appears to be derived from the context of the
next line, “. . . they defiled themselves with improper intercourse.” It is unusual
in a translation that most often is fairly literal.

The Greek future gnw/setai can simply be a translation of an
imperfect in the Hebrew Vorlage. The issue of the Syriac particle
d remains. It is not necessary to posit as Gray (1913: 632) did that
the Greek translator missed the sense of the waw–consecutive of
an original Hebrew text36 to explain either the tense of the Greek
or the lack of some representation in Greek of the particle. The w
has many more meanings and uses than simply as the copula, some
of which correspond to meanings of the particle d in Syriac (see
BDB 251–254). The Syriac translator and the Greek translator did
not reflect in their translations of this verse the other nuances of
the w.

2:13a (G), 2:14b (S)
kai; qugatevre" Ierousalhm bevbhloi

and the daughters of Jerusalem were available to all37

NiA~-=) M\$rw)d h+[bw

and the daughters of Jerusalem were defiled

twamfm !lvwry twnb
and the daughters of Jerusalem, (were) the ones defiled

The Greek bebhlovw means “to be profaned, to be defiled, to be
unholy, to be polluted.” The Greek bevbhloi is an adjective, but the
Syriac has a verb, an cethpecel perfect. Consequently, even though
the Greek and Syriac texts express the idea of defilement, they are
not easily explained as being a translation of each other. However,
if the Hebrew Vorlage had a participle, it would be well within
attested translation patterns that the Syriac translated the participle
by a perfect and the Greek translated it by an adjective. Thus,
while the difference in meaning between the Greek and the Syriac
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in this line is minimal, their morphological difference supports the
argument that there was an original Hebrew Vorlage common to
both.

2:13b (G), 2:15a (S)
w|n aujtai; ejmiaivwsan auJta;" ejn furmw'/ ajnameivxew"

because they defiled themselves with improper intercourse
)=W{iR$d A[_|W{b NiH&F] yA~- NI]hd P\}

because they defiled themselves with a mingling of
intemperance

hwat ^smb @hytwvpn wamf hnh yk
because they defiled themselves with a mixture of appetite(s)

Wright translated furm%= a)namei/cewj as “improper inter-
course,” following Gray’s (1913: 632) “unnatural intercourse” and
Ryle and James’ (1891: 17) “unclean intercourse.” Greek furm%
primarily has the meaning of “confusion, mixture, disorder” and is
not attested elsewhere with any sexual connotation (Liddell and
Scott 1940: 1962–1963). Although a)namei/cewj carries primarily
the sense of “mingling, admixture,” it has a secondary sense of
“promiscuity” (attested in Herodotus and Galenus) and the verb
ajnamivsgw was used in medical contexts with the meaning “to have
intercourse,” while the verb ajnameivgnumi was used for “social
intercourse” (Liddell and Scott, 1940: 112–113). Since the Greek
furmw/' ajnameivxew" literally means “in a mixture of mingling,” it
need not have explicit sexual nuance in this non–medical text.

The Syriac )=W{iR$d “intemperance” (from the root: xR$
“to range, to rove, to indulge in debauchery”) may have sexual
connotations including “wantonly, lasciviously, intemperately.”
This mitigates against the Greek text being a translation of the
Syriac text (or vice versa) since the Syriac has this more explicit
)=W{iR$d which the Greek does not replicate. It is difficult to
decide on a Vorlage since the Greek appears to be a doublet for the
Syriac A[_|W{ “mingling, making (social) contact, mixing,”
with no apparent equivalent for the Syriac )=W{iR$d, unless it
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   38  See Delitzsch (1920: 116) where he cited Ewald’s emendation of I Samuel
13:6 as an example. The Hebrew text has the men of Israel hiding (among other
places) in the !yjwjb, “the briars” or “brambles.” Unless the men of Israel were
“Br’er Rabbits” at home in the “Briar Patch,” (see Jeremiah 5:29) it is an unlikely
place to hide. Ewald, on the basis of I Samuel 14:11, where the MT has the men

of Israel coming !yrjh @m “from the holes,” also suggested reading rwj instead

of jwj in I Samuel 13:6.

be like the occasional use of the adverb ajnameivx “promiscuously,”
attested in Herodotus and Galenus.

2:19a (G), 2:20 (S)

wjneivdisan ga;r e[qnh Ierousalhm ejn katapathvsei
for the Gentiles insulted Jerusalem, trampling (her) down

,n wHe$wRb J\$rwA| A~~` RI; wD%}
for the nations reviled Jerusalem in their wickedness

!hsmrb !lvwry !ywg wprj yk
for the nations were reproaching Jerusalem in their violence

The Greek and the Syriac differ in the last part of the line
where the Greek has katapath/sei “trampling under foot, tramp-
ling down,” whereas the Syriac has nwHe$wRb “in their
wickedness.” Trafton (1985: 38) cited two possibilities: the Syriac
n wHe$wRb could be a corruption of n wHe$wDb “with their
trampling” (i.e., a confusion of D and R), or the Greek translator
misread a Hebrew Vorlage that had !h[vrb “in their wickedness”
as !hvdb “in their trampling” (i.e., confusing a r and d, along
with the loss of an [). 

A third possibility is more likely, namely, there was a con-
fusion between the Hebrew verbs smj “to treat violently, to wrong
(someone)” and smr “to trample,” reflecting the confusion of a j
and a r.38  The E$r “wickedness” could be a translation of smj,
and the katapath/sei “trampling down” would be a translation of
smr. This latter stem best accounts for the Syriac and Greek
textual differences and is used in the Vorlage above. But either
smj or smr could have been in the Vorlage, and, thus, either the
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   39  The Syriac has the Greek loan word sW]wr= (= qrovnou). A cognate of the

Hebrew ask “throne” was not available in Syriac because the stem A%> means

“to pile up, to amass.” See the discussion below on Trafton’s (1985: 48)

arguments on 2:36 that the use of Greek loan words in Syriac does not mean that

the Syriac is a translation of the Greek.

   40  See my discussion above on 2:5 and footnote 20. 

Syriac translator or the Greek translator could be responsible for
the misreading.

2:19b (G), 2:20b (S)
katespavsqh to; kavllo" aujth'" ajpo; qrovnou dovxh"

he dragged her beauty down from the throne of glory

h+}WB$=d sW]wr=39 N# hRfW$ Q%f=)w
and her beauty was cut down from the throne of his glory

wdbk askm hrpv drwh
and he [God] brought down her ruler

 from the throne of his glory

Here, as in 2:5, we once again have RfW$, reflecting a Hebrew
Vorlage which must have had rpv meaning “ruler” not “beauty.”
Mendenhall’s (1973: 163) recognition that, in light of Akkadian
šapiru “governor,” the place name Qiryat–Sofer means “city of the
governor” (rather than “city of the scribe”) is a also very
suggestive for this verse, since two of the Syriac manuscripts (16hl
and 10hl) have hRF* “her book.”

Compared to the Greek kavllo “beauty,” the Syriac hRF* is
the more difficult and preferred reading. The Greek kavllo cannot
be the source of the Syriac hRF*. Consequently, we have
additional strong support for a Hebrew Vorlage underlying this
psalm. A Hebrew original with rp` “governor” could also have
been read as rpv “beauty” or as rpc (= rps “book”). This ambi-
guity would explain the Greek kavllo and the Syriac hRfW$, as
well as the hRF% of Syriac mss. 16hl and 10hl. Neither the Greek
or the Syriac traditions recognized the now rare, but contextually
more probable, meaning of rp` “ruler.”40 
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The reconstructed Vorlage follows the Greek text in reading
the verb as an active perfect, in contrast to the passive of the
Syriac; and hrpv “her ruler” is taken to be the direct object. The
Vorlage probably had wdbk “his glory,” as reflected in the Syriac
text, but a simple metathesis of the wd of  wdbk produced the plene
spelling, dwbk, reflected in the Greek text.

 2:20 (G), 2:21 (S)

periezwvsato savkkon ajnti; ejnduvmato" eujprepeiva"
scoinivon peri; th;n kefalh;n aujth'" ajnti; stefavnou

she put on sackcloth instead of beautiful clothes,
a rope around her head instead of a crown.

,)=wiAid A$WB| P\} AO% +I!>=)w
A\I\> P\} H&ir L` A\B}w

and she was clothed in sackcloth in place of clothing of beauty,
and a rope was placed upon her head in place of a crown

 hrt[ tjt hvarl lbj rpv vwbl tjt qs ty[fhw
and she girded herself in sackcloth instead of royal clothing

and a rope upon her head instead of a crown

The Greek aorist active middle indicative periezwvsato “she
put on” and the Syriac simple passive cethpecal +I!>=) “she
was clothed” are not likely to be translations of each other. The
difference could be accounted for by a Vorlage with ty[fhw,
which the Greek translator read (or had in the Vorlage) as a hiphcîl
verb with an affixed conjunction meaning “and she put on.” But
the Syriac translator read (or had in his Vorlage) ty[fwh “she was
clothed,” a passive (hophcal) form of the verb resulting from the
metathesis of the hw of ty[fhw.

Once again, as in 2:5 and in the discussion immediately above,
it is most likely that a Hebrew Vorlage with rpv “to govern, to
rule” lies behind these Greek and Syriac lines. “Royal clothing
(rpv vwbl)” would be the synonymous parallel of the “crown” in
the next line, providing the parallelism one expects in this psalm.
Neither the Syriac or Greek translator recognized rpv meaning “to
govern, to rule.” The reconstructed Vorlage follows the Greek text
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   41  See Delitzsch (1920: 111§109b) for other examples of the misreading of r
with y or w.

in its use of active verbs because of the active verbs in the next
verse in both the Greek and the Syriac.

2:21 (G), 2:22 (S)
perieivlato mivtran dovxh"

she took off the wreath of glory
)+}WB$=d )Wiz H[# +~ir)

she took off from herself the brightness of glory
dwbk ryz hrsh

she took off the wreath of glory

The Greek text has mivtran dovxh" “the wreath of glory,” while
the Syriac has )+}WB$=d )Wiz “the brightness of glory.” This
difference suggests a confusion in the Vorlage of rz or ryz
“wreath, crown” (BDB, 267; Jastrow, 396) with wyz “shining,
splendor” (Jastrow, 392)41 The Greek correctly read ryz and
translated it with mivtran “crown,”whereas the Syriac read wyz
“shining,” instead of ryz, and translated it with )Wiz. 

2:21b (G), 2:23 (S)

ejn ajtimiva/ to; kavllo" aujth'" ajperrivfh ejpi; th;n gh'n

in dishonor her beauty was thrown to the ground
A`r) L` yd+$) hRfW$ )R`Cb

in disgrace her beauty was cast upon the ground

hxra tvbb hrpv hklvh
her ruler was cast down in shame to the ground

Again, as in 2:5 (S 2:4), 2:20 (S 2:21) and 2:19b (S 2:20b) the
now rare noun rpv “ruler” of the Hebrew Vorlage was misunder-
stood as the homograph rpv “beauty.” A full discussion has been
provided above.
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   42  For a discussion on the Lucianic recension, see Roberts (1951: 142–43).

   43  Note the use of #a(h) yrj in Exodus 11:8; I Samuel 20:34; II Chronicles
25:10; and Isaiah 7:4.

2:23 (G), 2:25 (S)
 o{ti ejnevpaixan kai; oujk ejfeivsanto 
ejn ojrgh'/ kai; qumw'/ meta; mhnivsew"

for they ridiculed (her) and did not refrain
 in anger and vicious rage

)=A<bw )Z;wRb ,W!} A|w W}Zbd L_#
because they mocked unsparingly 

in anger and in rebuke

hprjw #a @wrjb wsj alw #xq yk
for they mocked and did not hold back 

their anger and reproach

In 2: 23, the Greek has three words for “anger,” ojrgh, qumw
and mhnivsew"; whereas the Syriac has only two matching words,
)Z;wr “anger” and )=A<b “rebuke.” The Greek could be a
triplet, such as are common in the Lucianic recension of the
Septuagint.42 Conversely, the Syriac could have omitted a word in
its translation from its Vorlage, whether it was Hebrew or Greek.

If  the  Greek  translator  missed  the  idiomatic  expression of
#a @wrjb “with the heat of (the) nostril” or (mis)read the phrase
as #aw yrjb “in heat and anger” (i.e., reading the final @ as a w,
and reading a w as a y),43 it would be easy to account for the Greek
ojrgh'/ kai; qumw “anger and rage.” Together or separately #a and
@wrj mean “anger” and are translated in the LXX by qumov"
(Liddell and Scott 1940: 660).

The Syriac translator would certainly have understood the
idiomatic #a @wrjb, and he rightly rendered it as )Z;wr “anger.”
The Greek mhnivsew" “wrath, revenge” and the Syriac )=A<
“rebuke, reproof, censure” may well be a translation of a Vorlage
having hprj “shame, scorn.” However, since the Syriac pR},
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unlike Hebrew #rj, means “to mix, to mingle,” it was not the verb
of choice in Syriac to translate #rj. While mhnivsew" and )=A<
are not an exact match, each has a semantic range with overlapping
nuances. The reconstructed Vorlage follows the Syriac text which
rightly understood the Hebrew idiom.

2:24 (G), 2:27 (S)

o{ti oujk ejn zhvlei ejpoivhsan ajll! ejn ejpiqumiva/ yuch'"
for they have not done it in zeal, but in emotional passion

 ,wDB` A[[_b )wh A|d L_# 
A&F]d )+;Rb n ) A|)

for it was not in zeal that they did (this), 
(but) in the desire of the soul

vpn twatb !a yk wc[ hanqb al yk
for it was indeed in zealousness they did (this)

 and in emotional passion

The negatives A| and oujk are surprising and do not fit the
context of this passage. Wright (1985: 653) recognized the diffi-
culty of the negative oujk in the poetic line and suggested that ejn
zhvlei ejpoivhsan “they acted in zeal” was the “zeal of the Lord”
executed by Gentiles acting as God’s agent. If this were the case,
one would expect the pronoun “your” to be suffixed to the noun
“zeal.” But in this case, the oujk indicates that they had acted
outside of their commission to be the “zeal of the Lord.” 

The negatives in the Greek and Syriac could possibly reflect a

Hebrew Vorlage with an emphatic lamed. The emphatic lamed

frequently survives as a prefixed l, but more often it is a al
(which should have been vocalized alu). It went unrecognized by

the Masoretes who always read the al as the negative particle a Ol.

The presence of the emphatic lamed in classical Hebrew (as well

as in other cognate languages) has been widely recognized. At

issue here is how late the emphatic lamed appears. Dahood has

argued convincingly for the presence of the emphatic lamed in

many of the canonical Psalms (22:29, 25:14, 31:3, 69:1, 69: 23,
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   44  See Dahood (1966: 143), (1970: 403–406); Huehnergard (1983: 569–93);
Waltke and Connor (1990: 211–212). One example which appears in a number of

discussions of the emphatic lamed is Qoheleth 9:4, A@m b/f aWh yj' bl,k,l]AyKi
tMeh' hyErÒa'h; where the lamed prefix of bl,k,l] is not a negative but an emphatic,

meaning, “Indeed a live dog is better than a dead lion.” Indeed, the particle yk in
9:4 is probably an emphatic yk (see Dahood and Penar 1970: 402–405), added as
a gloss defining the meaning of the lamed prefix.

   45  In addition to its occurrence in Lamentations 4:3, as proposed by Israel Eitan
in American Journal of Semitic Languages and Literatures 45 (1928) 202,
McDaniel illustrates its occurrence twice more in 3:37–38, @/yl][ yPimi hW:xi al
yn:doa b/Fh'wÒ t/[r;h; axete al , “Verily, the Lord has ordained it! Verily from the
mouth of the most High goes forth good and bad” [italics added]. See also Hillers
(1972: 58), who agreed with McDaniel’s proposals.

   46   If, on the basis of Sirach’s description of the High Priest Simon II (219–196
B.C.E.), the book Sirach can be dated between 200–180 B.C.E., it may be possible
to push the use of the emphatic lamed to at least this date. The RSV opted for the
variant reading variant ou \n and translated, “because of such wickedness,
therefore, [italics added] many have refused to lend; they have been afraid of
being defrauded needlessly.” The NRSV opted for the negative ouj and translated,
“many refused to lend, not [italics added] because of meanness, but from fear of
being defrauded needlessly.”

   47  See Ziegler 1965: 261.

85:10, 89:19, 109:16), some of which could well be post-exilic

psalms. While not all scholars are convinced by all of Dahood’s

proposals, at least several of these are widely acknowledged to be

instances where the emphatic lamed is present.44 McDaniel (1968:

206–208) demonstrated the use of the emphatic lamed into the

exilic period45

The emphatic lamed may have been used in the Hebrew text of

Sirach 29:7, which reads, polloi; ouj cavrin ponhriva" ajpevstre-

yan ajposterhqh'nai dwrea;n eujlabhvqhsan.46  But the negative ouj

does not fit the context, giving credibility to the textual variant ou\n

“therefore.”47 But the Hebrew Vorlage of this poetic line may well

have had the emphatic lamed, lying hidden behind the ou\ and the

ou\n. If so, Sirach 29:7, with the emphatic lamed, would have to be

translated, “because of such wickedness, indeed, many have
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   48  The emphatic lamed may be attested in New Testament times. The fourteenth
century Hebrew text of the Gospel of Matthew found in the Evan Bohan of Shem
Tob ben-Issac ben-Shaprut (which has been published by Howard [1987, and
republished in 1995]) may well contain elements from the original Hebrew Gospel
of Matthew referred to by the church fathers. Matthew 19:22 in the Shem Tob text
has a very dubious negative particle, which would be better read as an emphatic
lamed. The text has, ypl ^lh rwjbh [wmvk yhyw twbr tw[qrq wl hyh alv,

which Howard translated as “It came to pass when the young man heard he went
away (angry) because he did not [italics added] have much property.” Given the
context of the statement and the next line of 19:22 where Jesus spoke about “how
hard it is for a rich man to enter the kingdom of heaven,” the negative alv is very

problematic. However, were the al recognized as an emphatic lamed, the verse

would mean, “It came to pass when the young man heard he went away because
he indeed had a great deal of property.” This interpretation exactly fits the context
of the story.

refused to lend”. The Hebrew Vorlage of Psalms of Solomon

2:24a, as reconstructed, may add support for finding the emphatic

lamed as late as the turn of the era. It would permit the following

translation of 2:24a, “for it was indeed in zealousness they did

(this).”48 

2:25b (G), 2:29 (S)

tou' eijpei'n th;n uJperhfanivan tou' dravkonto" ejn ajtimiva/

to declare dishonorable the arrogance of the dragon

)R C̀b A[I]=d hrHbW$ WI#R~|

to cast down the pride of the dragon in disgrace

@wlqb @ynt twag lvm
casting down the pride of the dragon in disgrace

The Greek has the difficult tou eijpei'n “to declare [dishonor-

able]” the pride of the dragon; whereas the Syriac has WI#R~| “to

cast down” the pride of the dragon. Trafton (1985: 42–44)

discussed the proposed solutions which assume a corruption:

(1) in the Greek tradition (requiring the emendation of eijpei'n

to eijkei'n “to give up” or trepei'n “to turn” or tapeinou''n “to

humble” or  riptei'n “to toss about, to throw”), 
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(2) or in the Hebrew Vorlage (which had rbd “to destroy” or

“to speak” or rymhl “to change, to turn” — which was

misread as rmal “to say”, or ryml, rwml/rml [= rmal]),

(3) or due to an inner Syriac corruption of WmA~| [= tou

eijpei'n] to AimR~|. 

After evaluating the various proposals, Trafton argued for the

WI#R~ of ms 16hl as possibly being a “direct translation of the

Hebrew” and having “the best claim to being original.” But in a

footnote he stated, “It is unclear what Hebrew word could also

have given rise to the reading tou eijpei'n . . . .”  

I agree with Trafton that the Syriac provides the clue, rather

than the Greek, and propose the following solution. The Vorlage

may have had lvm “casting down,” which was (mis)understood by

the Greek translator as having the same meaning as lvm in Ezekiel

21:5 (MT), !ylvm lvmm “one speaking proverbs.” The Greek tou

eijpei'n would then be quite appropriate. However, lvm (scriptio

defectiva for lyvm ) could also be the hiphcîl participle of lvn “to

cast down,” and was so read by the Syriac translator. Thus, the

Syriac serves as the basis for the reconstructed Vorlage.

2:26b (G), 2:30a (S)

ejkkekenthmevnon ejpi; tw'n ojrevwn Aijguvptou

pierced on the mountains of Egypt

NirC#d )rW- L` Y{~# D> 

when he was slain among the mountains of Egypt

!yrxm !yrjb hrknk
when he was pierced by the nobles in Egypt

The Greek ejkkekenthmevnon “pierced” does not match the

Syriac Y{~# “slain.” Trafton (1985: 45) noted that the Syriac

would be an “unusual” translation” of the Greek.  A Vorlage with

either hkn “smitten” or hrkn (the niphcal of  hrk) “pierced” might

have caused the different translations of the Greek and the Syriac.
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   49  Less likely, one could reconstruct a Vorlage having the hophcal tmwh “he

was put to death,” which became the Syriac “slain” and Greek “pierced”
(assuming the translator knew how Pompey died).

   50  Plutarch in The Lives of Noble Grecians and Romans described Pompey’s
death at the hands of Achillas, Septimus, Salvius, a centurion, and three or four
other soldiers who went out in a fishing boat to his galley to “greet” him. Pompey
got into the fishing boat where the conspirators murdered him with swords. The
Greek “pierced” can thus be explained by this account but not the “mountains of
Egypt." Gray (1913: 633) noted that Dio Cassius (42: 3–5) stated that Pompey was
slain pro;" tw/ Kassiw'/ o[rei, i.e., Mons Cassius which was near Pelusium. One

cannot fail to notice that Kassiw/' o[rei comes close to Hebrew vwk yrh “the

mountains of Cush” or vwk yrj “the nobles of Cush,” with vwk being a synonym

or metonym for Egypt.)

Of these two words, it is more likely that hrkn was original and

that the r was missed by the Syriac rather than that assuming the

Greek added it. This reconstruction follows the Greek and would

account for the Greek “pierced” and the Syriac “slain.”49

Another difficulty in this verse is the Greek and the Syriac

reference to “the mountains of Egypt.” First, there are no

mountains in Lower Egypt or in the delta. Secondly, the tradition

about Pompey’s death is that, after losing a decisive battle to

Caesar, he was murdered upon arriving in Egypt by the ruling

aristocracy there.50 John Morrison (1995, oral communication)

suggested that the Vorlage read !yrj (scriptio defectiva for !yrwj
“nobles,” referring to the ruling party who murdered Pompey)

rather than !yrh “mountains.” In light of the tradition given by

Plutarch, I find Morrison’s suggestion convincing. It is also

possible that the Vorlage of both the Greek and the Syriac texts

already contained this reading. In this instance, neither the Greek

or the Syriac texts reflect the reconstructed Vorlage which assumes

that the original text read !yrj “nobles.” 

2:26b (G), 2:30b (S)

uJpe;r ejlavciston ejxoudenwmevnon ejpi; gh'" kai; qalavssh"

 more despised than the smallest thing on earth or sea
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   51  See, for example, Ryle and James (1891: 25), von Gebhardt (1895: 74), and
Kittel (1900: 133).

,A~I L`w A`r) L` Y\%# )RiCb N# Ri+iw

and more than the least (he was) being despised 

upon the land and upon the sea

$rahw !yh l[ r[zmb hxbn 
he was disgraced by a few men on the land and on the sea

It is difficult to see how either the Syriac or the Greek could be

a literal translation of the other. Rahlf’s edition has uJpe;r ejlavcis-

ton, an emendation which was first proposed by Geiger (1871: 82)

and became widely accepted.51 The preposition uJpe;r followed by

an accusative ejlavciston gives the sense “more than the smallest.”

However, none of the Greek manuscripts of Psalms of Solomon

have ejlavciston. All have uJpe;r ejlavcistou, the preposition follow-

ed by a genitive, meaning “on behalf of the smallest.” Greek uJpe;r

followed by a genitive cannot mean “more than” (Liddell and Scott

1940: 1857–1858). Wright’s translation, “more despised than the

smallest thing,” reflects the emendation to uJpe;r ejlavciston. The

proposed Vorlage eliminates the need to emend the Greek text.

Plutarch’s account of Pompey’s death has some of Pompey’s

enemies standing on the shore awaiting his arrival, as well as other

enemies in a small fishing boat that had come to take him from his

galley to the shore. The phrase $rahw !yh l[ “on land and sea”

may well refer to the two contingents of Pompey’s enemies who

greeted him. The meaning of uJpe;r could be “on behalf of,” but

uJpe;r also translates the Hebrew prepositions l “to” and b “in.” In

this poetic line, uJpe;r most likely translates the preposition b. The

Greek ejlavciston “small, short, meanest, littlest” overlaps the

semantic range of r[z “little,” but it misses the sense of “few”

which r[zm conveys (as in Isaiah 16:14 and 24:6).

The choice of hzbn “he was disgraced” reflects what happened

to Pompey’s body after his death. Wright (1985: 653, note e2)
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   52  The disgrace that goes with not being buried is also evident in Greek thought.
In Sophocles’ drama Antigone, Antigone risked her life to give a proper burial to
her brother, Polynieces — after Creon had forbidden his burial — because the
gods demanded a burial for all.

commented on the disgrace: “The worst indignity at death was to

fail to have a proper burial (Ps 79:3; 2Kgs 9:10; Jer 22:19).

Pompey’s decapitated and decomposing body was burned on a

pyre of driftwood.”52

The Greek and the Syriac traditions failed to understand the

Hebrew Vorlage at this point, and both translations are slightly

askew for this verse. The proposed Hebrew Vorlage explains the

variants in both traditions and eliminates the necessity of emending

the Greek text against all the manuscript evidence.

2:27 (G), 2:31 (S)

to; sw'ma aujtou' diaferovmenon ejpi; kumavtwn

his body was carried about on the waves

A\\; L` )=) D> Nid hR@fw

but his body, when it was going upon the waves

!ylg l[ brq wrgpw
and his corpse was going upon the waves

This is one passage where the Greek and the Syriac agree but

a Hebrew Vorlage could provide an explanation of the variants in

the Greek manuscripts. Mss 149, 260, 471, 606 have diefqarmenon

“rotting” rather than diaferovmenon “carried about.” These manu-

scripts are all in the 260 family in the stemma and could simply be

an internal Greek corruption of diaferovmenon to diefqarmenon.

However, a Vorlage with brq “to draw near, to bring near

(hiphcîl),” as proposed above, would suggest not only that Pom-

pey’s body was carried on the waves, but the waves were moving

the body toward the shore. Manuscripts having diefqarmenon

“rotting” evidently (mis)read brq as bqr, reflecting a metathesis
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   53  Other passages where la has been understood having this meaning are
Ezekiel 17:13, II Kings 24:15, Genesis 31:29, Proverbs 3:27, and Nehemiah 5:5.

of the q and the r. The reading of brq as bqr would have some

impact upon the formation of a stemma for the Psalms of Solomon,

suggesting an independent translation of a Hebrew Vorlage behind

mss 149, 260, 471, and 606.

2:29b (G), 2:33b (S)

kai; oujk ejpevgnw o{ti oJ qeo;" mevga"

and he did not understand that it is God who is great

)H|) wh AiR#d (Di A|w

and he did not know that the Lord is God

la hwhy yk [dy alw
and he did not know that YHWH is God

The Syriac )H|) wh AiR#d and the Greek oJ qeo;" mevga"

 cannot be translations of each other. Syriac could well have read

a Vorlage with la hwhy and translated “the Lord is God.” The

Greek translator read the Vorlage as “God (= YHWH) is great,”

understanding la as “great” (in the sense of power and strength

[see (BDB ): 42–43]), a meaning found in Ezekiel 31:11, !ywg la
“mighty one of the nations” and in Job 41:7 !yla “mighty men.”53

Aside from the divine name, the Syriac is the equivalent of the

proposed Vorlage, retaining the sense of the original Hebrew.

2:31b (G), 2:35a (S)

kai; koimivzwn uJperhfavnou" ei" ajpwvleian aijw'no"

but putting to sleep the arrogant for eternal destruction

/\`l A|) A]Deb A| A]"rHB&| K#D#w

and is causing the proud to sleep not for a time but forever

!lw[ tylbtl !ydz @vyyw 
and he will put to sleep the arrogant for eternal destruction
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   54  Fritzsche (1871: 572), followed by Hilgenfeld (1871: 389) and Pick (1883:
788), emended koimizwn to komizwn “bringing.”

   55  Harris and Mingana (1916: 89) wanted to emend K#D# to K<##d

“brought down, lowered, brought low.”

Translators and commentators have proposed emending the

Greek54 and the Syriac texts to move away from the motif of

“sleeping.”55 However, there is no need to emend the Greek or the

Syriac since @vy “to sleep” in the picel has the meaning “to sleep

the sleep of death”— as in Daniel 12:2, rp;[;Atm'dÒa' ynEveYÒmi !yBir'wÒ
Wxyqiy: “and many of those sleeping in the ground of dust will

awake.” It appears to be a euphemism for death, like the English

usage of “putting a pet to sleep.” The Greek and the Syriac

translators understood the Hebrew verb to be the picel, with its

overtones of death.

The Syriac phrase /\`l A|) A]Deb A| “not for a time

but for ever” and the Greek phrase eji" ajpwvleian aijw'no" “for

eternal destruction” cannot be translations of each other. A Vorlage

which could account for the difference could have been tylbtl
!lw[, literally, “for a destruction eternal.” But the Syriac seems to

have a doublet for the !l;wo[ in its Vorlage, namely /\`l “for

ever” and A|) “but” (= !l;Wa “but”). If so, this would be an

example of a doublet due to an aural error. Moreover, if tylbt
“destruction” were in the Vorlage, it would appear that the Syriac

text read the noun as the phrase t[l lb “not for a time,” which

would have been another aural error (confusing the syllable  ty
[. . .ith] with t[ [. . .ceth]), as well as a scribal error wherein the

initial t of tylbt was dropped.

The reconstructed Vorlage follows the Greek text tradition

since it points to the more poetic 2 + 2 metrical line, !ydz @vyyw
!lw[ tylbtl—compared to rather prosaic wording suggested by

the Syriac: !lw[ !lwa t[l lb !ydz @vyyw.
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2:32b (G), 2:36b (S)

krivnwn th;n uJp! oujranovn

judging what is under heaven

AI~$ H\> N#  +}+|D| n )dw

and is judging what is under all of heaven

!ymvh lk tjt rva @ydy
he is judging what is under all the heavens

The Greek lacks an equivalent of the Syriac H\> “all,” but

this is not unusual in translating from Hebrew to Greek. The phrase

!ymvh lk tjt “under all the heavens” appears seven times in the

Hebrew scriptures (Genesis 7:19; Deuteronomy 2:25, 4:19; Job

28:24, 37:3, 41:3; and Daniel 9:12), and only once in the LXX is

the lk translated (Job 37:3 has uJpokavtw panto;" [= lk] tou'

oujranou' for !ymvh lk tjt). The Syriac translated the phrase

literally, while the Greek moved to the idiom “under heaven,”

which dropped the Hebrew plural, as well. The Syriac supports the

proposed Vorlage.

2:33a (G), 2:37a (S)

eujlogei'te to;n qeovn oiJ fobouvmenoi to;n kuvrion ejn ejpisthvmh/

praise God, you who fear the Lord with understanding

A~<*Ab AiR# N# NI\}dd n W]h AiR~| W>Rb

bless the Lord, those who fear him in form

lskb !yhla yary hwhy wkrb
bless Yahweh, you who fear God in confidence

The presence of the Greek loan word A~<*A (ajsch'ma)

“form” in the Syriac does not fit the context in this verse and is

problematic. Trafton (1985: 48) noted correctly that the ajsch'ma

cannot be used as evidence that the Syriac is a translation from the

Greek since the Greek has ejpisthvmh “understanding,” not

ajsch'ma. Additional support for Trafton comes from Jastrow

(1950: 94) where amksa is noted as a loan word in Aramaic as
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   56  See Brooks (1911: vol. 7, 726) for his account of his discovery of this Syriac
fragment of the Psalms of Solomon.

well, appearing in the Targum of Proverbs 7:10, where it translates

the Hebrew tyv “planning, simulation.” This loanword also

appears as a feminine noun in Targum Yerushalmi in Genesis

31:14 and Numbers 32:25, meaning “consent, agreement.” The use

of ajsch'ma in the Targums, which certainly did not come from a

Greek source, supports the position that the presence of ajsch'ma in

a Syriac texts does not mean the Syriac text must be derived from

a Greek source. The use of the word here still remains problematic

in light of the context, but it is not proof of its being translated

from some other Greek text.

The use of ajsch'ma in Aramaic and Syriac is not a basis for

assuming that the Hebrew Vorlage of 2:33a used the word. The

Greek epj isthvmh “understanding” and the Syriac A~<*A “form”

suggest that the Vorlage had lsk (or hlsk) “confidence” (as in

Job 4:6; Psalm 78:7, 85:9; and Proverbs 3:26) which was misread

by the Syriac and Greek translators (or the scribes producing their

Vorlagen) as lks / lkc “to be prudent” (BDB, 698, 968).  The

ejpisthvmh would well translate lk,c, “prudence, insight” and the

Syriac A~<*A “form” would well translate lkc when read in

light of its Arabic cognate qlH “the shape, form, or figure of a

thing” (Lane, 1872: 1587). The context of 2:33a is much like Job

4:6, *t]w:q]Ti  *yk,r;DÒ !towÒ *t,l;s]K *t]a;rÒyI alÒÒh} I “Is not your fear

of God your confidence, and the integrity of your ways your

hope?” (RSV, italics added). The conflation of lsk and ary in Job

4:6 provided the clues for the reconstructed Vorlage given above.

Psalm Three

The Syriac of 3:1–6, where the Syriac S source (a marginal

note in the Hymns of Severus which survives only in these verses)56

differs from the Syriac mss 10hl and 16hl, has some interesting

variants.  Trafton (1981: 74, 381, 387; 1985: 240–241) noted that
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   57  In basic agreement with Stein (410). Compare Frankenberg’s (69) hmAl[
hwhyAta ^rbt alw vpn @`yt.

in the first five verses (10 text lines) S disagrees twenty times with

mss 10hl and 16hl. He concluded:

Thus, the difference might be explained on the assumption that

the scribe wrote the verses from memory, with the result that

what looks like a different textual tradition is really the product

of a reasonably accurate, but not photographic, memory.

Another explanation can be offered, namely, that S was an inde-

pendent translation of the original Hebrew. Of the three variants

examined next, two address inner–Syriac differences which can be

better understood in the light of an underlying Hebrew, and one of

the inner–Syriac variants (in 3:4a) suggests the translator may have

been reading a different Vorlage.

3:1

 i{na tiv uJpnoi'" yuchv kai; oujk eujlogei'" to;n kuvrion

why do you sleep, soul, and do not praise the Lord

AiR~| y+>RB# A|w Y&F] y+>#d A[~| (16hl and 10hl)
why do you sleep, O my soul, and do not bless the Lord

,AiR~| y+]) +bRO# A|w Y&F] y+>#d A[~|(S)

why do you sleep, O my soul, 
and you are not drawing near to the Lord

hwhyAta ykrbt alw yvpn ynvyt hml57

why do you sleep, O my soul, and not bless the Lord

Mss 10hl and 16hl have the feminine participle (ending with

y= suffix) of kRb “to bless,” in agreement with the Greek

eujlogei'" “praise,” and Syriac S has the participle of vRo “to draw

near, to approach” and the 2fs pronoun y+]). The differences

could be an inner–Syriac confusion of +>RB# and +bRO~ and

the loss of the +]) of the S y+]). But it is more likely that the
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   58  See Wright 1985: 654, note b.

+]) +bRO~ of the S source is a free rendering of a ykrbt in the

Vorlage, with the bRO here having the meaning “to ingratiate

one’s self.” This nuance would parallel the use of the root brq in

Arabic (Lane 1885: 2506a), where Äpo! £o! Ä# &?h'  means “he ad-

vanced himself in the favor of God,” and the noun @brq (zè#?g )
“offering” was considered the equivalent of prayer (“the divinely

appointed act of prayer is the zè#?g to God of every pious person”).

Mss 16hl and 10hl and S  have  . . . w Y&F]  “my soul and . . . ”

and the Greek has yuchv kai . . . “soul and . . . ,” the latter lacking

a pronominal element corresponding to the 1cs suffix in the Syriac.

A simple case of haplography evidently occurred in the Greek

translator’s reading a Vorlage in which alw yvpn had been

corrupted to alw wvpn with the subsequent loss of one of the two

w’s. As a result, the Greek has no pronominal element as do the

Syriac manuscripts. In this instance the Syriac has preserved the

Hebrew Vorlage while the Greek has not.

3:1b–3:2a (G), 3:2 (S)

yavlate tw'/ qew'/ tw'/ aijnetw'/ . . . yavlle

sing a new song to God . . . sing

,)H|A| )=D} )+}WB$=

sing a new hymn to God 

yryv . . .lal vdj rymz yrmz
sing a new song to God . . . sing

The Greek plural imperative yavlate coming between the

singular “my soul” (in 3:1) and the singular “a glad heart” (in 3:2b)

—which are the only possible subjects for the verb—is very prob-

lematic. Of the suggestions made, the least likely ones are the ones

of Viteau (1911:267) who simply emended it to the singular yavlle

and Ryle and James (1891:30–31) who attributed it to poetic

license or the unconscious adoption of the language of the

canonical psalms.58 Ryle and James, however, were correct in
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recognizing the misreading of an original singular yrmz in the

Vorlage as the plural wrmz, another example of the widely attested

confusion of y and w (see Delitzsch, 1920: p 103 § 103). Franken-

berg (1896: 69) and Stein (1969: 440) used the singular yrmz in
agreement with Ryle and James, although Franz Delitzsch (n.d., ad

loc.) used the plural WrM]zI. The Syriac rightly reflects a singular that

must have been in the Vorlage, but the Greek probably retains the

two synonymous imperatives. The reconstructed Vorlage attempts

to restore alliteration as well as synonymous parallelism.

3:2a

kai; grhgovrhson ejpi; th;n grhgovrhsin aujtou

 and be aware of how he is aware of you

h=wRIeb yRI`==)w

and be excited in his excitement

wtwry[b yrr[thw
and rejoice with his Watchers

Wright (1985: 654), commenting on this difficult passage,
indicates that “The Greek and the Syriac are obscure to the point
of unintelligibility.” The Greek grhgovrhson ejpi; th;n grhgovrhsin
aujtou means literally “keep watching for his watching” or “be
awake in his wakefulness,” and the Syriac RI` also means “to be
awake.” None of the explanations of the commentators (see
Trafton, 1985:52–53) are convincing.  The best proposals are those
of Ryle and James (1891: 31) who thought there was a confusion
of rw[ and [wr and Trafton who settled on the root rw[. Whereas
Ryle and James assumed a Vorlage with [wr “to shout,” Trafton’s
conclusion that the Vorlage contained a hithpolel of rw[ “to be
excited,” which became in the Syriac the cethpacal of RI`, is the
more tenable.

Trafton noted that the Greek translator missed this nuance in
his use of grhgovrew, “to be awake” resulting in an “unintelligible
reading.” But his translation, “be excited in his excitement,” does
not fit the context any better than “to be awake.” Moreover the
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   59  For other passages dealing with the !yrw[ see I Enoch 1:5, 12:2–3, 14:1,
20:1, 40:2, 61:12, II Enoch 18:1–8, and perhaps Psalm 121.

   60  The stem rW` could also mean “chaff, fine dust, smoke” or “blindness” ®.

Payne Smith, 1967: 407), but these meanings are contextually unlikely.

   61  Trafton cited Job 31:29 as an example of rw[ with the meaning of “to be
excited,” but the key to its meaning is in the parallel “to rejoice.”

Syriac has the ettaphcal, a passive causative (“he was made to be
awake”), rather than an ethpecal, a simple passive (“he was a-
wakened”).

The nuance of RI` required for this context cannot be the
exercise of spiritual gifts, as in the Peshi .tta of II Timothy 1:6, “I
remind you to stir [RI`=d] up the gift of God which is in you,” or
a metaphor for being alive, as in I Thessalonians 5:10, “whether we
wake [J[iRI`] or sleep, we shall be with him.” Rather, the nuance
is to be found with the use of !yry[ “the Watchers” in Daniel 4:13,
23 [MT 4:10, 20], a[ggelo" ejn ijscuvi (which is rendered in Aquila
and Symmachus as ejgrhvgoro"). The “Watchers” or “the wakeful
ones” (i.e., those who by nature never need to sleep) of Daniel 4
are identified in I Enoch 71:17 as the cherubim, the seraphim, and
the ophanim who—without sleep—guard the Divine and endlessly
sing his praises.59 It is only this interpretation which does justice to
the aujtou' of grhgovrhsin aujtou', recognizing that !yry[ which
was translated as grhgovrhsin would have been better translated as
ejgrhvgoro". In the previous poetic line the poet questioned “why
do you sleep, O my soul.” Therefore, it seems unlikely that the poet
shifted after only one verse to a concern about God’s staying
awake.

The Syriac h=wRIeb can be parsed as a feminine collective
noun (see GKC § 122s) with an affixed preposition and a 3ms
suffix, which would have to be translated “with his Watchers.”60

Since the context has ryv and rmz, the nuance Rie is not “to be
excited” but “to rejoice, to exult” (as in Job 31:29, where rw[
occurs in synonymous parallelism with jmv “to rejoice”).61

Contextually, the Greek and the Syriac require a Vorlage with rw[,
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but translators in both traditions missed the nuance of “the
Watchers.” The anticipated use of parallelism in poetry supports
the parallel imperatives in the Greek text tradition. The psalmist is
exhorting himself to “rejoice with the Watchers” who never sleep
but rejoice before God continually “to remember the Lord always”
(3:1).

3:3b
kai; dikaiwvsei ta; krivmata kurivou

and proving the Lord’s judgements right
AiR#d yhW[id )=WOidZbw

and in righteousness the judgements of the Lord

hwhy yfpvmb qydxnw
and (the righteous one) was vindicated

 by the judgements of the Lord

The problems in this poetic line are the use of the abstract
noun )=WOidZ “righteousness” in Syriac and the ambiguity of the
Greek dikaiwvsei which can be either a dative of dikaiwvsi", or a 3s
indicative future of dikaiovw, or, as suggested by Ryle and James
(1891: 32), a corruption of the 3pl present dikaiou'si. Ryle and
James translated “and justify the judgements of the Lord [with
thanksgiving],” and Trafton preferred “and declare righteous the
judgements of the Lord.”

If the suggestions of Ryle and James or Trafton are accepted,
a theological problem arises, namely, the idea that members of the
faith community were called upon to pass judgement on God’s
righteousness. The phrase kai; dikaiwvsei ta; krivmata kurivou does
not appear elsewhere in the LXX. The uniqueness of the phrase in
biblical literature and the uniqueness of the theological concept
raise suspicions about its integrity. The suspicions are diminished
when a Vorlage with qdxh (scriptio defectiva) “to justify, to
vindicate” is recognized as a misreading of an original qdxn “to be
justified, to be vindicated,” i.e., the misreading of a niphcal as a
hiphcîl reflecting the confusion of a h and a n (see Delitzsch, 1920:
116 §123c).
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The preposition b of )=WOidZb has no parallel in the Greek
text, rendering it also suspect. Were the preposition transposed as
a prefix to yhW[id “his judgements,” coupled with the reading of

the niphcal qydxn, a more traditional theological statement would
appear, namely, the members of the faith community “were
vindicated by the judgements of the Lord.” The misreading in the
Vorlage of qdxh instead of qdxn is reflected in the Syriac which
read the h of qdxh as the definite article rather than the hiphcîl
prefix, suggesting that its Vorlage was also scriptio defectiva
(qdxh). The reason why “the whole verse is difficult,” to quote
Trafton (1985: 53), is because neither Greek or Syriac had an
accurate Vorlage. The original Hebrew, hwhy yfpvmb qdxnw, must
have been corrupted before the two traditions emerged.

3:4a
oujk ojligwrhvsei divkaio" paideuovmeno" uJpo; kurivou

the righteous does not lightly esteem discipline from the Lord

AiR# N# )dr+#d AOidz A#H] A|(16hl and 10hl)

the righteous one who is chastened 
by the Lord will not disregard {him}

AiR# N# )dr+#D< AOidz H&F[ R`z= A| (S)
the righteous one who is chastened 
by the Lord will not be faint-hearted

hwhy rswm qydx hhky al
the righteous one who is chastened 
by the Lord will not be faint-hearted

Mss 16hl and 10hl have A#h “to disregard,” which cor-
responds to the Greek, while S has the phrase H&F[ R/z “lacking
courage” (Jennings, 1926: 67, I Thessalonians 5:14). This
difference reflects a confusion in the reading at some point in the
Hebrew tradition of hhm “to delay, to disregard” and hhk “to be
faint, to grow dim”—a simple misreading of the graphically similar
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   62  The Hebrew hhm may be a by-form of the Syriac cognate A#h “to

disregard.” 

m and k (see Delitzsch, 1920: 114, § 115).62 The scribe or trans-
lator behind S may have misread his Vorlage, or he may have had
a Vorlage with hhk instead of hhm, resulting from an earlier
misreading in the tradition. 

3:5
 prosevkoyen oJ divkaio" kai ;ejdikaivwsen to;n kuvrion
e[pesen kai; ajpoblevpei tiv poihvsei aujtw'/ oJ qeov"

The righteous stumbles and proves the Lord right;
he falls and watches for what God will do about him.

)H|A| qdzw AOidz Lo==)
AiR# H| DBe] A[#d A<%!w LF]

The righteous one stumbled and justified God,
he fell and waits for what the Lord will do to him.

!yhla wlAh`[yAhm fbnw lpn hwhy ta qdxthw qydxh lvkn
the righteous one stumbled and made himself right with Yahweh

he fell and waited for what God would do for him.
 

The unusual statements in the English translations of the
Syriac and the Greek, that the sinner vindicates God, is probably
rooted in a misreading of the hithpacel qdxth instead of the
hiphcîl qdxh (scriptio plene qydxh) in the Vorlage, as in 3:3b.
Although the Greek ejdikaivwsen could be translated “to justify
oneself,” the accusative to;n kuvrion, making God the recipient of
the action, would indicate that the Vorlage was read as a hiphcîl. 

The A<* “to wait for, to look for, to expect; to lie in wait” of
16hl and 10hl has a different semantic range than ajpoblevpw “to
look after, to look away, to pay attention,” suggesting that neither
the Greek nor the Syriac is a translation of the other. The Syriac S
source has rw} “to look, to behold, to gaze,” and as Trafton
(1985: 54) noted, it could be a translation of or a correction to
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   63  The passive participle of @wl follows a pattern of lwm “circumcised” and $wp
“scattered.”

ajpoblevpw. The differences between A<*, rw}, and ajpoblevpw
could all be rooted in a Vorlage having fbn, the semantic range of
which includes “to look, to pay attention to, to expect.”

3:6b (G), 3:7b (S)

aujlivzetai ejn oi[kw/ dikaivou

visit the house of the righteous
AOidzd )+IBb )+Ib

lodges in the house of the righteous

qydxh tyb !ynyl
dwelling in the house of the righteous

The use of the present active indicative in Greek for what
appears in the Syriac as a active participle is a widely attested
variation. The difference between the Syriac passive participle and
the present active indicative is another matter. The Syriac passive
participle )+Ib “was lodged” and the Greek aujlivzetai “lodges”

can be derived from a Vorlage with !ynl, the plural participle of
@wl “to lodge.”63 The scriptio plene !ynyl was misread by the
Syriac as the passive participle !ynwl, another occurrence of the
frequent confusion of w and y (see Delitzsch, 1920: 103 § 103). The
compound subject of the Vorlage would permit either a singular or
plural verbal element. Even though the Greek has the singular verb,
its use of the active is the more probable reading.

3:7 (G), 3:8 (S)
 ejpiskevptetai dia; panto;" to;n oi\kon aujtou' oJ divkaio"

the righteous constantly searches his house
Aoidzd h+Ib Re% Nbz L<bd RI; L_#

for he always inspects the house of the righteous one
qydxh wtyb dymt dwqpy

the righteous one continually inspects his house
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   64  The niphcal of lpn is not listed in BDB; but it is cited by Jastrow (1950: 924)
.

Greek differs from Syriac in that it is the “righteous” one who
searches his own house, whereas in the Syriac it is God (literally
“he” = God) who searches the house of the righteous. Trafton pro-
posed that the Hebrew Vorlage was qydxh wtyb “his house [the
direct object] the righteous one [the subject],” which the Syriac
translator misread. This is quite plausible if wtyb was read as an
Aramaism, with the w being understood as an anticipatory 3ms
suffix, “the house of him (who is) the righteous one.” The Greek
seems preferable in this phrase.

3:10 (G), 3:13 (S)
 e[pesen o{ti ponhro;n to; ptw'ma aujtou' 

he falls—his fall is serious —
h+|WF# A&Ibd L_#w LF]

he fell and because his fall was evil

wtlpm vab yk
indeed, his fallen body was stinking

The versification of Greek 3:10 and 11, as well as the versi-
fication of Syriac 3:12–13, has contributed to the misunderstand-
ing of these poetic lines. The Greek e[pesen “he falls” and the
Syriac LF] “he fell” are the last word in their respective lines, not

the first word of a new line. The Vorlage, no doubt, had lpn, but
it was incorrectly read as a qal (lp'n:) in both traditions. It should
have been read as a niphcal (lP'nI).64 The preceding poetic line
would have read “He added sin upon sin to/ in his life and he was
felled / overthrown.” The Greek o{ti and the Syriac d L_#w begin
what was once a new poetic line which probably had the meaning,
“(and) because his carcass stinks, he surely will not rise.”

The clues pointing to a Vorlage with this meaning are (1)
ptw'ma “a fall, a ruin, a corpse” (Liddell and Scott 1940: 1549); (2)
tlpm “ruin, overthrow, carcass” (BDB 658); and A&Ib “evil” a
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   65  On the emphatic  yk, see Dahood and Penar, 1970: 400.

homograph of its Jewish Aramaic cognate `yb “bad, wrong, ill,
sick” (Jastrow, 167). Considering these clauses in reverse order, it
must be noted that A&Ib is from the root ?Ab (medial y =

medial a), which corresponds to the Hebrew vab “to have a bad
smell, to stink, to decay” (BDB, 92; Jastrow, 195). Therefore a
Vorlage with vab could mean either “to be evil” or “to give off an
odor (from decaying).” Similarly, a Vorlage with tlpm could be
read in two different ways: tlpm could be “a ruin, an overthrow”
or “a carcass,” as in Judges 14:8, “he turned aside to see the car-
cass of the lion (hyErÒa'h; tl,P,m').” Moreover, Greek ptw'ma “fall,
misfortune, calamity” may also mean “a fallen body, a corpse.” 

Even the subordinate conjunctions o{ti and d L_#, which
support the reconstruction of a Vorlage with yk, permit other
interpretations since yk can also mean “for, because” or “surely.”65

Therefore, a Vorlage which read wtlpm vab yk could have
been translated “(and) because his fall was bad” or, equally,
“indeed, his fallen body stinks.” The poet’s choice of the word in
the original Hebrew could have intentionally carried this double
meaning. It was not just a matter of a “bad fall” from which the
sinner might recover, it was a permanent fall. If the sinner’s corpse
is already smelling, the poet concluded:  oujk ajnasthvsetai / A|
mWO] “he will not arise!” 

Although Psalm 3 is not usually considered a historical psalm,
it has some similarities to Psalm 2, particularly if the above recon-
struction of a Hebrew Vorlage for verse 10 is correct. The “stink-
ing, fallen body” called to mind the image found in Psalm 2: 27
where Pompey’s headless body was carried about on the waves.
Indeed, the placement of this Psalm following Psalm Two may be
because of this verse and that identification.

3:12b (G), 3:26b (S)

kai; hJ zwh; aujtw'n . . . oujk ejkleivyei e[ti

and their life . . . and it shall never end
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Q\_+] vw= A|w . . . n wHII}w

and their lives (plural) . . . and it will not perish ever again

dw[ hylky alw . . . !hyyjw
and their life . . . and will never end 

The debate with this poetic line has centered on the unusual
singular verb in Syriac, used with a plural subject. Harris and
Mingana (1868: 106–107) argued that the singular verb is a literal
translation of ejkleivyei, but Trafton (1985: 57), citing GKC (462,
§ 145) and Nöldeke (1904: 255) has demonstrated that although it
is unusual there are numerous examples in Hebrew, and at least
one example in Syriac, of a singular verb with a plural subject. One
example in Hebrew not cited in GKC is Genesis 47:28, “the years
of his life was ( yhyw) a hundred and forty-seven years.” The
singular of 47:28 should be retained as lectio dificilior even
though, as noted in BHS, the Samaritan text, Syriac and the
Targums read or translate this as though it were the plural wyhyw.
Similarly, the Syriac, independent of the Greek, singular verb, may
have read a Vorlage with hylky alw . . . !hyyj.

Psalm Four

4:1
i{na tiv suv bevbhle kavqhsai ejn sunedrivw/ oJsivwn

why are you sitting in the council 
of the devout, you profaner
 AeI$r +]) A[~|

,AOidzd )+$W[<b +]) v+I

why do you sit, O wicked man, 
in the council of the righteous

!ydysj dwsb bvt llj hml
why, O profane one, are you sitting

 in the council of the righteous?
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   66  The Syriac and the Arabic take the root meaning “inclination” and direct it
away from evil, whereas the Hebrew makes the inclination towards evil. See BDB,
337.

   67  laer;c]yI aycinÒ [v;r; ll;j; hT;a'wÒ is translated kai; suv bevbhle a[nome ajfhgouv-
mene tou' Israhl.

The Greek bevbhle and Syraic AeI$r +]) are not transla-
tions of each other. Both could translate a Vorlage with the stem
llj “to profane.” Although Syriac has the stem L\}, its meaning
“to purify” is the opposite of the Hebrew llj.66 The root #nj
would be an alternative for a Vorlage with llj, but its meaning in
the Syriac differs from that of Hebrew #nj. In Syriac it has the
meaning “to paganize, to turn aside to idolatry, to apostatize,”
whereas the Hebrew is less specific, meaning “to pollute (the
land)” and in Isaiah 9:16 it occurs as a synonym of [[r ( /Lku yKi
[r'meW #nEj;) “for everyone is godless and an evil doer.” However,

since llj is translated by bevbhle in Ezekiel 21:3067 and occurs as
a synonym of [vr (the cognate of the Syriac E$r used in 4:1) it
has been chosen for the Vorlage here.

Similarly, the Greek oJsivo" and the Syriac Aoidz cannot be
translations of each other, but both would be adequate translations
of a Vorlage with dsj “(loving) kindness” (Liddell and Scott,
1018). In contrast to Hebrew, Aramaic dsj, including Syriac,
means “to revile, to scorn, to reproach” (J. Payne Smith, 150;
Jastrow, 486). Hebrew dysj occurs in Syriac and Aramaic as a
loanword, but ordinarily Syriac uses vwT, as in Hosea 10:12

where dsj occurs in parallelism with qydx. In both instances, the
Greek and the Syriac chose contextually different words within the
semantic range of the proposed Hebrew Vorlage.

 
4:3b

 ejn poikiliva/ aJmartiw'n kai; ejn ajkrasivai"
in a variety of sins and intemperance
AI_}d )=W{iR$d )A;W!b

of a multitude of intemperance of sinners
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!ynw[gv !y[vpw twllwh tw[vr brb
a wide variety of intemperate cruelty and crazy crimes

The Greek poikiliva “manifold” and the Syriac A;W%
“many” could be translations of each other or accurate translations
of a Vorlage having bbr; but aJmartiw'n kai; ejn ajkrasivai" and
AI_}d )=W{iR$d cannot be translations of each other, even if

the aJmartwlw'n in mss 253, 655, and 659 was original since it
agrees with the Syriac AI_}. The Greek genitive aJmartiw'n /
aJmartwlw'n and the Syriac particle d suggests a construct chain in
the Vorlage, but a simple reversal of the order of the two or three
bound nouns does not bring the Greek and Syriac into conformity.
The difference can mostly likely be explained by a haplography of
a Vorlage which read !ynw[gv !y[vpw twllwh tw[vr brb “a
wide variety of intemperate cruelty and crazy crimes.” The tw[vr
“cruelty,” which can be read as a singular abstract noun or a
feminine plural noun of [vr, would account for the aJmartiw'n /
aJmartwlw'n variants in the Greek. The Greek Vorlage or translator
read only twllwh tw[vr brb “wide variety of intemperate
cruelty,” whereas the Syriac translator read only twllwh brb
!y[vpw “with a multitude of intemperances and sinners.” The
graphic similarity of [vr and [vp in the poetic line could have
been the reason for the haplography.

 4:4a
oiJ ojfqalmoi; aujtou ejpi; pa'san gunai'ka' a[neu diastolh

his eyes are on every woman indiscriminately

)=WF<] A|d )=+]) l> L` yhW[I`
his eyes are upon every woman without modesty

alk ylb hva lk l[ wyny[
his eyes are upon every woman without restraint

The Greek a[neu diastolh and the Syriac )=WF<] A|d

cannot be translations of each other. Commentators have argued

for a Vorlage with either afbm “speaking rashly” (Geiger, 1871)

or hqj alb “unlawfully” (Frankenberg, 1896: 70) or tw`yrp ylb
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   68  McDaniel (1983: 232) has recognized the existence of the by-forms !lh and

alh in Judges 5:22.

“Keuschheit [immodestly]” (Perles, 1902: 22). Trafton (1985: 62)

summarized the debate to date which generally, in light of the
Syriac )=WF<] A|d, supports Perles’ reconstruction and

assumes the Greek translator incorrectly translated tw`yrp ylb. 

However, if the Vorlage had the stem alk “to restrain (the

eyes)” (Jastrow, 641, citing the Targum of Isaiah 33:15), it would

provide the basis for the Greek and the Syriac translations. Since

final a stems can also be attested as final h stems or final y stems,

the root alk could have been written as ylk or hlk. If so, there

could have been a confusion of h and m (Delitzsch, 1920: 116,

§122a), and the !lk resulting from the confusion would have had

the meaning “to be restrained, to be put to shame, to be

embarrassed.” Moreover, alk and !lk could be by-forms of each

other.68 A Vorlage as proposed above with hlk explains both the

Greek and the Syriac texts of this phrase.

4:5a

aJmartavnei wJ" oujc oJrwvmeno"

he sins as if no one saw

)Z}+# A|d Ki)

as if unseen

afwj hawr @yab wmk
he sins as if no one sees

The Syriac lacks an equivalent for aJmartavnei, leading Trafton

(1985: 62) to conclude that an )T} must have dropped out of the

text. In support of Trafton it may be noted that the next line in the

Vorlage probably had hfb “to speak rashly, thoughtlessly.” If so,

the Vorlage of these two lines would have included the words afj
afbm “sinning speaking.” Given this consonant cluster it is easy
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to see how a haplography occurred wherein the afj was lost under

the influence of the af of the afbm.

4:5b

ejn suntagh'/ kakiva"

of illicit affairs

)+&Ibd )+e]Cb

in an evil scheme

!y[r !ymmzb
with evil plans

Trafton (1985: 62) and Wright (1985: 655) had difficulty with

the Greek suntagh “an order, a command, a preconceived signal,

at an appointed time” (Liddell and Scott, 1724), which occurs in

Judges 20:38 and II Esdras 10:14. Trafton’s translation of ejn

suntagh'/ kakiva" as “in an evil command (or, contract)” missed the

nuance of suntagh'/ “appointed time.” Wright’s “evil arrange-

ments” and “affair”—suggesting an illicit rendevous —indirectly

picked up the idea of an appointed time. The Vorlage could have

been one of the following:

(1)  @mz “appointed time” (as in Judges 20:38), or 

(2)  !mz “to devise, to purpose” (used for “evil purpose” in

      Genesis), or

(3)  !mz “a plan” (used in a bad sense in Psalm 140:9). 

The difference between @mz or !mz is a matter of the well attested

confusion of  m and n (Delitzsch, 1920: 117–118, §128a–b). The

Syriac read the Vorlage as (3) !mz “a plan” and the Greek took the

meaning to be (1) @mz “an appointed time.” The context, in my

opinion, requires (2) !mz “to devise, to purpose (evil).” 

4:5b(G), 4:6b(S)

 eij" pa'san oijkivan ejn iJlarovthti wJ" a[kako"

every house as though innocent
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   69  Delitzsch (1920: p116 § 123e ) cited the misreading of a j and a r, although

he does not list the confusion of j and d. Since a  j and a r have been confused

a confusion of a j and d would not be unusual. A poorly aligned yd could also
have been misread as j.

)+&Ib Hb +I|d wh Ki)

as one in whom there is no evil

lw[ @yak tyb lkb 
into every house as one without evil

Although this is a case where the Greek or the Syriac could be

translations of each other, they could be a translation of a Vorlage

with lw[ @ya “without iniquity” (as in Jeremiah 5:21, Jonah 1:6 and

Psalm 104:25). If so, the Greek opted to translate the compound @ya
lw[ with a single word, whereas the Syriac opted for an idiomatic

compound phrase.

4:6a(G), 4:7a(S)

tou;" ejn uJpokrivsei zw'nta" meta; oJsivwn

from the devout those who live in hypocrisy

NI[id AfAb vA%~bd NI\iA|

those who judge with partiality . . . with the upright man

qydx ![ !ynp !yacnh !yndh
the ones judging, lifting up the face

 against the righteous one

The Greek and the Syriac are quite different in this passage

and  cannot be translations of each other. The difference between

them are the zw'nta" “living ones” and the NI[id “judging ones,”

which probably reflects a misreading of a Vorlage having !ynd
“judging ones” (scriptio defectiva for !ynyd) wherein the initial d
was confused with a j,69 reading it as !yyj “the living ones.” The
error in reading seems to have made by the Greek translator or it

was already in his exemplar. The Syriac has a doublet in this verse,
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   70  One needs to be careful in following Trafton’s translation of what he calls,
“two lines in antithetical parallelism: ‘but God remove those who judge with
partiality, but he (i.e., God) lives with the upright man in the corruption of his
(i.e., the upright man’s) flesh and in the poverty of his (i.e., the upright man’s)
life.’” The idea that God lives with the upright man in the corruption of his flesh
and in his poverty would be a novel theological statement. One would need more
evidence to support the idea that the “he” of “he lives” refers to God.

reflecting a Vorlage with !ynd and !yyj—unless the Syriac trans-

lator created the doublet himself.70 The doublet is the NI[id in 4:7a

and the AI} in 4:7b, with AI} corresponding to Greek zw'nta" in

4:6a [= Syriac 4:7a]. In either case, the (mis)reading of !ynd and

!yyj reflects the well attested confusion of y and n (see Delitzsch,

1920: 111–112 § 110a–c).

The meta; could mean “against” (BAG, 510, s.v. 3a) rather than

“with,” especially if it is derived from a Vorlage with ![ that can

mean “against” as well as “with” (BDB, 767, s.v. 1c). The verse is

best translated, with the Vorlage in mind , “May God remove those

who judge, lifting their face against the upright man for (causing)

the wasting of his body and the impoverishment of his life.”

4:7(G), 4:8a (S)

ta; e[rga ajnqrwvpwn ajnqrwparevskwn

the deeds of those who try to impress people

A&[I[B| NiRF$d NI\I)d n wHi"RB#

the deeds of those who please men

!ynp !yacn yv[m
the deeds of the ones showing partiality

The Greek ajnqrwvpwn is not reflected in the Syriac which
simply has the demonstrative pronoun NI\I). It appears that a
Vorlage with the participle !yacn “lifting” was represented differ-
ently in the Greek and the Syriac. The Greek used ajnqrwvpwn to
reflect the participle and the Syriac simply used the demonstrative
pronoun NI\I). Both could be considered correct translations of
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the Vorlage which has !ynp !yacn as in Deuteronomy 10:17 with
the sense of “to show partiality.”

4:8a (G), 4:9b (S)
ejn tw'/ ejxaivresqai aJmartwlou;"

when sinners are driven out
 AeI$j n W~ir=+] D>

when the wicked are removed
!yafjh wacnyb

when the wicked are taken away

The Greek ejn tw'/ and the Syriac D> could possibly be a
translation of each other, but they are more likely to be different
translations from a Vorlage in which there was a confusion of b
“in” and k “when, as.” The confusion of b and k is widely attested
(Delitzsch, 1920: 110, § 108a–c).

4:8b (G), 4:10 (S)

 lalou'nta novmon meta; dovlou
who deceitfully quote the Law

A\<[b A%W~] L\~#d 
who speaks the law with deceit

hmr[b hrwth rpsmh
the one speaking the Law with deceit

The use of the Greek loanword in the Syriac (A%W~]) cannot
be used as an argument for the Syriac translation being derived
from the Greek. Jastrow (905, 913) cited novmo" (swmn, swmyn) as
a commonly used noun in Hebrew and in Aramaic texts which
definitely were not based upon Greek originals.

4:9b (G), 4:11b (S)
dialu'sai sofivan ajllhvlwn

destroys the wisdom of others
D} D}d )+~<}

the wisdom of each one
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   71  Note GKC §123c for a list of texts which repeat one or more words to express
the idea of “all” or “every.”

   72  If the reduplicated vya or !da is a case of dittography, the vya tmkj / tmkj
!da could be a reverence to “the wisdom of men” as in I Corinthians 2:5. 

djaw dja tmkj
the wisdom of each and every one

The Greek ajllhvlwn “of one another” could be a translation of

a Vorlage having vya vya or vyaw vya “each other” (BDB, 36),

which the translator treated as the equivalent of the idiomatic vya
wh[rw “a man and his neighbor” (which Geiger [1871: 115]

thought was in the Vorlage and should have been translated tou'

plousivou). The Syriac D} D} could also be a translation of vya
vya or vya vyaw, which is also the equivalent of wvyaw vya “a
man and his neighbor.”71 However, as suggested by the Syriac, it

is more likely that the Vorlage had simply djaw dja or dja djal
“one by one,” as in Isaiah 27:12. Earlier emendations based on the

assumption of an inner–Greek corruption of ajllhvlwn to ajggevlwn,

lalw'n, ajkavkwn, or the like (reviewed by Trafton, 1985: 65), seem

gratuitous.72

 

4:10a (G), 4:12a (S)

oiJ lovgoi aujtou' paralogismoi

his words are deceitful

n wHi+I) A&Ib AB$W{b yhW~;+f

his words are in evil counsel

hmrm wyrbd 
his words are deceitful

The difference between the Greek paralogismoi“deceitful”

and the Syriac AB$W{ “counsel” is probably rooted in a

confusion of a d and a r in a Vorlage having either hmd “to

imagine, to devise, to think” or hmr “to deceive” (BDB, 198, 941).

The confusion of d and r is widely attested (Delitzsch, 1920:
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   73  See BDB, 764, 2.a and 2.d., where Genesis 29:35, 30:9, Joshua 10:13, I
Samuel 9:27, II Samuel 2:38, II Kings 13:18, and Job 3:11 are cited.

105–107, §104a–c) and has already been noted above. The context

requires a negative nuance to the noun, supporting the Greek text

and the assumption that its Vorlage had hmr. Consequently, the

Syriac translator must have added the negative modifier A&Ib,

which was not in his Vorlage, since the verb hmd without a

modifier would have a very positive meaning.

4:10b (G), 4:13a (S)

 oujk ajpevsth e{w" ejnivkhsen skorpivsai wJ" ejn ojrfaniva/

he did not stop until he succeeded 

in scattering (them) as orphans

)=W# +Ib rDbd )#D/ qRf A|w

and he did not depart until

 he scattered (them) among death

!ywtmk jxn d[ dm[ al
he did not cease until he scattered (them) 

like those brought to grief

The Greek ajpevsth “cease” is read as ajvnevsth “stand up” in

mss 149, 260, 471, and 206, a difference which is not likely to be

due to graphic or aural similarity of the p and the n. The Syriac text

has the stem qRf “to depart, to withdrawal, to cease” (J. Payne

Smith, 464).  All  three  readings  can be derived  from a Vorlage

having the root dm[ “to stand,” which may also have the meaning
“to stand still, to cease (moving), to cease (an action).”73

Liddell and Scott (1940: 1176) give ni'kavw the meaning “to

succeed” only for this passage in the Psalms of Solomon, and this

definition has been adopted by Wright (1985: 656). Elsewhere,

ni'kavw has the meaning “to conquer, to prevail, to win,” which

would make it the equivalent of Hebrew jxn (stem I), discussed
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   74  McDaniel (1994 lecture) noted that the difficult saying of Jesus in Matthew
8:21 “let the dead bury the dead,” could reflect a misunderstanding of a written
text of Jesus’ words, “let the ones who are grief stricken (!ywtm) bury the dead.”
There is no aural similarity between !ywtm (m7otwîm) and !ytm (m�tîm),
consequently it would have to be a misreading of a written tradition.

above with reference to the eiv" tevlo" in Psalm 1:1, meaning in the

qal “to win” and in the niphcal “to be defeated.”

The Greek skurpivzw “to distribute, to scatter, to disburse”

(Liddell and Scott, 1614) is the equivalent of jxn (stem II) meaning

“to scatter, to sprinkle” (BDB, 664). Since the Syriac has no equiv-

alent for ni'kavw, one can conclude that the Greek ejnivkhsen

skorpivsai “he succeeded to scatter” is a doublet for the jxn in the

Vorlage i.e., ejnivkhsen = jxn (stem I) and skorpivsai = jxn (stem

II). Given this coincidence of equivalents for jxn, the presence of

a doublet in the Greek seems more likely than the loss of a word in

the Syriac text tradition.

The Greek wJ" ejn ojrfaniva “as an orphan” and the Syriac
)=W# +Ib “house of death, in death” are not translations of

each other. Both can be derived from a Vorlage having the hophcal

participle of hwt “to be in pain, to grieve” (BDB, 1063; Jastrow,

1651).  The plural participle with the preposition b or k would

have been written !ywtmb or !ywtmk, which closely approximates

the qal stative participle of the stem twm “to die,” and which with

the preposition b or k would have been written !ytmb “among the

dead” or !ytmb “like the dead” The Greek read !ywtmk and the

Syriac read !ytmb.74

4:12a (G), 4:15a (S)

ejplhvsqh ejn paranomiva/ ejn tauvth/

he is satiated with lawless action at one (place)

A|W` A]Hb Y\#=)w

and he was filled with this lawlessness

lw[ hzb almw
and he was full of contemptuous lawlessness
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Wright’s translation of ejn tauvth as “at one (place)” instead of

“in this” reflects the difficulty of the demonstrative pronoun in the

context of this poetic line. Trafton (1985: 67) summarized the

numerous proposed emendations for ejn tauvth (ejn a[ulh, ejn ojikw/',

ejn koivth/, ejn diaivth/, ejn ejntath'/, and ejntau'qa), the proposed

Hebrew Vorlage of Ryle and James (tazb), and suggested several

possibilities of his own. While many of the suggestions are inven-

tive, even ingenious, none are convincing. It is, however, possible

to construct a Vorlage which does explain the Greek and the Syriac

and it is the Greek, with the preposition ejn, which rightly retains

the clue to the original Vorlage.

It might well be that the demonstrative pronoun was not in the

original Hebrew Vorlage since hzb could be a homograph of the

feminine noun hzwb “contempt” (BDB, 100) when written scriptio

defectiva as hzb. The Syriac read it as the demonstrative pronoun

hzh. The Greek also took it as the pronoun but retained the b
which is represented by the ejn, but the Greek translator did not

recognize hzb as the defective spelling of hzwb, and thus missed the

meaning “contempt.” Neither the Greek or the Syriac has fully

captured the meaning of the suggested Vorlage, “contemptuous

lawlessness.”

4:12b (G), 4:15b (S)

ejn lovgoi" ajnapterwvsew"

with agitating words 

(literally: “words that give wings”)

)=W}Rfd A\~b

with words which put to flight

!ydybam rbdb
with words of destruction

The Greek and the Syriac agree, but neither the Greek lovgoi"

ajnapterwvsew" “words that give wings” nor the Syriac A\~b

)=W}Rfd “words which put to flight” fit within the context of

anticipated destruction in this verse. A Vorlage with a hiphcil of
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Hebrew dba “to destroy, to put to death” (BDB, 2) was probably

misread by both the Greek and the Syriac as rba “to fly, to move
pinions” (BDB, 7, as in Job 39:29). The hiphcil participle form

!ydybam was misread as !yrybam by both the Greek and the

Syriac.

4:14a (G), 4:15–16 (S)

gevnoito kuvrie hJ meri;" aujtou ejn ajtimiva

Lord, let his part be in disgrace

AiR#d )wh= NiH\> NI|Hb

in all these things may it be , O Lord

@wlqb wqlj yhy hwhy
Lord, let his portion be in disgrace

The Greek hJ meriv" has no counterpart in Syriac. In the LXX,

meri;" translates twenty-two Hebrew words (Hatch–Redpath, 911).

In light of Job 27:13, “This is the portion (qlj) of the wicked with

God and the heritage that oppressors receive from God,” the

Vorlage probably had qlj “a portion, a share.” The Greek hJ

meriv" correctly translates qlj which was for some reason omitted

by the Syriac translator. Job 27:13–23 makes a good commentary

for these verses in the Psalms of Solomon (4:16–23).

4:18 (G), 4:20 (S)

ejn monwvsei ajtekniva" to; gh'ra" aujtou' eij" ajnavlhmyin

may his old age be in lonely childlessness until his removal

 yhWIbRO] D} [A|] hD\I N#w 

and from his offspring may each make war with him

jQ'lu d[ wtbyc rrw[t
whrbqy dja al wydly @m

may his old age be bereft (of children)

from his children not one will bury him
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   75  See yryr[ in Leviticus 20:20–21 and Jeremiah 22:30. Compare Arabic ql+
in Lane (1863: 345 b–c).

The differences between the Greek and the Syriac translations

in this poetic line are greater than other differences encountered

thus far. This is the first place where Frankenberg (1896: 71) felt

forced to do only a partial translation: “. . . . . l wtby lwk . . . . b”

The translations share the idea of loneliness but they express it in

entirely different ways. Since they cannot be a translation of each

other, and there is no apparent common Vorlage to account for all

their differences, the Syriac and Greek can best be read as sequen-

tial lines, reflecting the loss of some text of the Vorlage in both

traditions. Combining the Syriac and the Greek, the original

Hebrew must have meant “may he be bereft of children in his old

age until his removal (by death), so that not one from his children

will bury him.”

The Syriac has no equivalent for to; gh'ra" aujtou “his old

age” which is likely to have been wtbyc in the Vorlage. The Greek

ejn monwvsei ajtekniva" “in lonely childlessness” is a phrase lacking

a verb (which is supplied by Wright’s addition of “may he be”).

Although the verb is lacking in Greek, the verb lkv “to be be-

reaved (of children)” or rr[ “to be stripped (of children)” could

have been in the Vorlage. With either verb, “the children” is im-

plicit in the Hebrew word, and the Greek ejn monwvsei ajtekniva"

could reflect either verb and not require an additional word for

monwvse.75

The Greek eij" ajnavlhmyin, which has no corresponding

element in the Syriac translation, is most likely to be from a

Vorlage having jql. The nuance of jql found in Isaiah 53:8 (“he

was taken away [jQ;lu] . . . who considered that he was cut off out

of the land of the living”) fits perfectly the context of this verse

which has its hint of death.

Shifting to the Syriac text, the verb yhWIbRO], which has no

equivalent element in the Greek translation, has been translated by

Trafton (1985: 69) as the aphcel bRo “he makes war with him.”
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Opting for this meaning, Trafton disagreed with Harris and

Mingana (1868: 92) who restored the A| from ms 10hl. Since it

is more likely that A| dropped out of ms 16hl rather than being

added to 10hl, it is best to retain the A| and assume the presence

of the al in the Hebrew Vorlage.

In agreement with Trafton, the phrase yhWIbRO] A|, read as

the pacel “he will not carry him,” does not fit the context. If the

Vorlage read wta rbqy al “he will not bury him” (by a metathesis

of the r and b) instead of wta brqy al “he will not carry him,”

the phrase would fit the context of this poetic line perfectly since

the motif of non–burial is one of many ancient curse formulae.

Hillers (1964: 68–69) cited several of the Assyrian Esarhaddon

treaty curses where non-burial is mentioned, including, “May his

corpse drop and have no one to bury it” and “I let the jackals (or,

vultures) eat the corpses of their warriors by not burying them.”

Close parallels to the curse of non-burial are also attested in

Deuteronomy 28:26, I Samuel 17:43–46, and Jeremiah 34:20,

among others. If this restoration of the Vorlage proves to be

correct, Psalms of Solomon 4:18a can be added to the list of non-

burial curses.

All elements of the Greek and the Syriac, including the A|,

should be retained and by reading the Syriac following the Greek

a meaningful line becomes apparent. If the sequential reading of

the Greek and Syriac texts is correct and the reconstructed Vorlage

approximates the original Hebrew, the poet was actually praying

that the profane, wicked man would experience the death of his

offspring and thus in his own time be faced with the ignominy of

death without burial.

4:20b (G), 4:23b (S)

kai; ejskovrpisan ejn ejpiqumiva/

and greedily scattered (them)

,)+;Rb yhwrDbw

and they scattered him in desire
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   76  See Delitzsch, 1920: 113, § 114a–b.

hwatb !wzypyw
and they scattered them in desire

Wright has supplied the direct object “them” which is lacking

in the Greek text. The Syriac text has a singular “him” although the

context does require the plural “them.” It is difficult to explain the

absence of the direct object in the Greek, unless it is a case of hap-

lography resulting from the graphic similarity of the final !
followed by the preposition b.76  This confusion apparently occurs

again in 5:1 of the Psalms of Solomon, which will be discussed

below. In the case of the Syriac it could be due to a misreading of

a wn (3ms object suffix) instead of a !.

4:24 (G), 4:28 (S)

ejxavrai oJ qeo;" tou;" poiou'nta" 

ejn uJperhfaniva/ pa'san ajdikivan

may God banish those who arrogantly 

commit all (kinds of) unrighteousness

NiDB`d L> )H|) Dbw)

)=wRi+{b AI#W\-

God destroyed all those 

who do injustice in pride

@wagb smj !ycw[ lk !yhla hny
may God destroy all those who do injustice in pride

The issue in this poetic line is the Greek ejxavra “may he

banish” and the Syriac Dbw) “he destroyed.” There is a difference

in tense as well as meaning. A Vorlage with the stem hny “to
oppress, to suppress, to maltreat” (BDB, 413) would have been

ambiguous since hn:y: (3ms perfect) and hn:yE (3ms imperfect, like [d'yE
and dleyE) are consonantal homographs. The semantic range of hny
could include ejxavra and Dbw). The Greek optative reflects the

hn:yE read as a jussive, and the Syriac reflects the perfect hn:y:.
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The position of the noun lk “all” was positioned differently in

the Vorlage of the Greek and the Syriac. The Vorlage of the former

had smj lk “all kinds of violence/ injustice,” but the latter read

!ycw[ lk “all the ones doing.” The reconstructed Vorlage follows

the Syriac text on this point.

Psalm Five

5:1a

 kuvrie oJ qeov" aijnevsw tw'/ ojnovmativ sou

Lord God, I will joyfully praise your name

)CiDb K~$ XB$) yH|) AiR#

O Lord, my God, I will praise your name in exaltation

^mv llha hlygb !yhla hwhy
O Lord God in joy I will praise your name

The Greek has kuvrie oJ qeov" “Lord God” while the Syriac has

the suffixed  yH|) AiR# “O Lord, my God.” The Syriac reflects

a Hebrew Vorlage having yhla hwhy and the Greek reflects one

with !yhla hwhy. The above proposed Vorlage explains the

difference as a simple haplography with the well attested confusion

of the graphically similar final ! of !yhla with the initial b of

hlygb (see Delitzsch, 1920: 113, § 114a–c). The Greek is to be

preferred in this poetic line.

5:6a (G), 5:8a (S)

mh; baruvnh/" th;n cei'rav sou ejf! hJma'"

do not weigh down your hand on us

 N[# kDi) yR}w+$= A|

do not let your hand delay from us

wnmm ^dy @ktt la
do not weigh down your hand on us
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   77  Note Job 14:21, where dbkt =  baru v" “honor.”

   78  See II Kings 12:12 for  @kt being used for the weighing and measuring of
silver.

   79  Another possibility is that a Vorlage with hhk “to be heavy in spirit, to faint,

be dim or dull,” which became baru vnh /" in the Greek, was read as hhm by the

Syriac, i.e. a confusion of k and m (see Delitzsch, 1920: 114, § 115a–b). Since hhk
is not attested elsewhere with dy, this suggestion must be offered with all due
caution.

The clues for the difference between the Greek mh; baruvnh/"

“do not weigh down” and the Syriac yR}w+$= “do not delay” are

not to be found by looking for an inner Greek corruption of baruvnw

“to weigh down, to oppress, to depress, to disable” and braduvnw

“to slow down, to delay, to loiter,” as Harris (1911: 41) proposed,

followed by Begrich (1939: 137–38). Kuhn’s proposal (1937: 19)

that an inner Syriac corruption of Row= A| (= Hebrew dbkt la)

was first misread as R}w= A|, and again misread R}w+^= A|,

is not convincing. Nor is Ryle and James’ proposal (1891: 56) for

a Vorlage having *d,y: db'K]Ti la' (in light of Job 33:7 and Psalm

32:4).77  Trafton’s (1985: 75) reworking of Kuhn’s argument is as

complex as that of Harris, suggesting the following sequence of

misreadings: the original Wnyle[' *d,y; db'K]Ti la' was correctly

translated as NI\` kDi yRow= A|, but the IRow= was corrupted

to yR}w=, and yR}w= was lengthened to yR}w+$=. Moreover, the

preposition NI\` was changed to NI~ to go with the new verb

yR}w+$=.

An easier and more convincing explanation can be made by

recognizing that the proposed Vorlage could have had the verb @wk
“to remain, to linger” (as in Psalm 101:7, “no one who utters lies

shall continue [@/KyI] in my presence”), i.e., reading ^dy @kt la
“let not your hand linger.”78 But the stem @wk was read by the Greek

translator as the verb @kt “to weigh, to measure.” The ̂ dy @kt la
of the Vorlage was read as ^dy @ktt la.79 Thus, the difference

was either haplography (the tt became simply t) or dittography

(the t became tt). Contextually, the proposed Vorlage of the
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   80  See Delitzsch, 1920: 120 § 131 for the confusion of [ and j in Nehemiah

4:11 and 112 § 111 for the confusion of n and r.

   81  Note the confusion of r and w in Trafton (1985: 67, note 50) where hzh lr[b
occurs along with hzh lw[b.

Greek tradition is preferable, meaning there was an error of haplo-

graphy in the Syriac tradition.

5:6b (G), 5:8b (S)

 i{na mh; di! ajnavgkhn aJmavrtwmen

lest under duress we sin

A_{]d N%}+] A|d

lest we be overpowered that we might sin

afjn jrkb @p
lest unwillingly we sin

Contrary to the argument of Harris and Mingana, (1868: 94)

who regarded the Syriac here as a “paraphrase” of the Greek, the

Greek ajnavgkhn “necessity, compulsion, distress” and the Syriac

N%}+] “to be subdued, to be overcome, to be tyrannized” cannot

be translations of each other. If the Hebrew Vorlage had jrk
“force, unwillingness, necessity,” (Jastrow, 666) (which would

explain the Greek text) and jrk was read as [nk “to subdue, to

overpower” by the Syriac translator (reflecting a confusion of n and

r and a confusion of [ and j, or vise versa, j and [),80 it would
account for the difference between the Greek and the Syriac.81

Even though the Vorlage above has jrk, because both jrk and

[nk fit the context, there is no way to determine which would have

been in the original Hebrew.

5:7a (G), 5:9a (S)

kai; eja;n mh; ejpistrevyh/" hJma'" oujk ajfexovmeqa

even if you do not restore us we will not stay away
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A|d 5:9b  N[# Kif) Kfh= A|w

and do not turn your face from us lest . . .

wnnm byvt la ^ypa
and do not remove your face from us

Trafton’s reconstruction of the Vorlage as ^pa ^ph al “do
not turn your face” (which uses the cognate of the Syriac and a
direct object) may be correct, although one would expect la plus
the jussive for the negative imperative in Hebrew. Some caution
needs to be exercised, though, since the verbs generally used in
Hebrew for “to turn the face” are rws, bbs, bwv and @tn. Hebrew

^ph occurs in Jeremiah 30:6 ( @/qr;yEl] !ynIP;Alk; Wkp]h,n<wÒ “(why) has

every face turned pale?”) and II Kings 21:13 (h;yn<P;Al[' &p'h;wÒ hj;m;
“wiping it [a dish] and turning it upside down”), but with a differ-
ent construction and nuance. Trafton translated the first word of
5:9b, A|d, as “lest,” but it could simply be the equivalent of the
Greek “for we will not . . . .” Therefore, the clues for the differ-
ences in Syriac and Greek are to be found (1) in the Greek kai; eja;n
“even if, ” which is lacking in Syriac, and (2) the Syriac has
Kif) “your face,” which is lacking in Greek. A retroversion of

kai; eja;n to Hebrew would equal #a or yk #a, and the retroversion
of Kif) “your face” into Hebrew would be ̂ ynp or ^ypa. 

Given these readings, the Vorlage may have had la ^ypa
wnnm byvt, which equals the Syriac. But the Greek translator
apparently read yk #a (or his Vorlage had a metathesis of the y
and the ^ ) rather than ^ypa and missed the sense of “your face.”
This mitigated against translating or retaining the ynmm which
became unintelligible in this changed context. The Syriac A|d
“lest” translates the “double duty” @p of 5:6b.

5:12a (G), 5:14a (S)

kai; su; ejpakouvsh/ o{ti tiv" crhsto;" kai; ejpieikh;" ajll! h] su;
and you will listen. For who is good and kind but you

A{I]w A~I!b wh +])d L_# yhWI[/=w
and you will answer him because you are kind and gentle
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   82  Trafton appeals to manuscript 16hl* beginning with Psalm 2:4 but failed to
identify it in his discussion of extant manuscript evidence of the Psalms of
Solomon (1985:6–7).

hta jlsw bwf yk wnyn[t htaw
and you will answer him because good and gentle (are) you

As Hatch and Redpath (1954: 45) include hn[ “he answered”

among the words translated by ajkouvw “to listen,” the crux in the

Syriac and Greek of this poetic line is not the ejpakouvsh “you will

listen” versus the yhWI[#=w “you will answer him” but the

difference between  d L_# “because” and o{ti tiv" “for who is.”

This difference reflects a dittography in the translation by the

Greek translator, or in his Vorlage, of the particle yk and the

subsequent confusion of a k and a m, i.e., the yk was duplicated to

ykyk, and this senseless word was given meaning by changing it to

the question, ym yk “for who (is).” The Vorlage follows the Syriac

rather than the Greek for this poetic line.

5:12b (G), 5:14b (S)

eujfra'nai yuch;n tapeinou'

making the humble person happy

H&F] YeB*=w

and his soul will be satisfied

yn[ vpn [bwc
satisfying the appetite of the one afflicted (from fasting)

The Greek eujfra'nai and the Syriac EB* cannot be accurate
translations of each other. Trafton (1985: 77) noted the difference
in the Syriac tradition where ms 16hl has a 3fs YeB*= “(the soul)

will be satisfied,” whereas manuscript16hl* reads it as a 3fs or a
2ms imperfect EB*= “you will satisfy (his soul).”82 He suggested

that there may have been a misreading of an original jmc as [bc,

but this is less likely since it requires a confusion of a b and a m as
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   83  See above, note 59, and on the confusion of j and [, along with numerous

examples of the confusion of  b and m, see Delitzsch (1920: 113, § 114–115).

   84  Note Proverbs 23:2 and Ecclesiastes 6:7 where KJV rendered vpn by

“appetite.” The archaic meaning of vpn “throat” survives in Habakkuk 2:5, “he

opened wide his throat (wvpn) as Sheol” (KJV “who enlargeth his desire as hell”).

   85  Liddell and Scott, 1757 s.v. definition 4, noted that tapeino vw had the
meaning of “denying, abasing, humbling oneself,” particularly with fasting which

parallels the way  vpn hn[ is used as a synonym for !wx “fasting” or al hrb
!jl “not eat bread” (II Samuel 12:17).

   86  Note the confusion of ` and [ cited by Delitzsch (1920: 119, § 131).

well as an [ and a j.83 However, Trafton’s calling attention to the
prayer of the “hungry man” mentioned in 5:12 points the
interpreter in the right direction. The Greek yuchvn and the Syriac
H&F] certainly suggest that vpn was in the Vorlage. The
collocation of vpn “soul” and [bc “to satisfy, to satiate” would
suggest that the nuance of vpn probably retains the meaning of
“appetite, emotions, passions” (Gordon, 1965: 446; BDB, 660).84

The poet may have intended the very physical “satisfying the
appetite” of a hungry man rather than some spiritual satisfaction of
a soul.

The Greek tapeinou is definitely not just a contextual transla-
tion controlled by the yuch;n “soul” rather than vpn “appetite.”85

The collocation of yuch'" and tetapeinwmevnhn in Isaiah 58:10
(i;dw'/" peinw'nti to;n a[rton ejk yuch'" sou kai; yuch;n tetape-
inwmevnhn, “if you pour yourself out for the hungry and satisfy the
desire of the afflicted . . . ”), coupled with the vpn hn[ in Leviticus
16:29 and 23:27 (!k,ytevop]n"Ata, WN['T] = LXX tapeinwvsete ta;"
yuca;" uJmw'n, “you shall afflict yourselves”) strengthens the integ-
rity of the Greek text and its Vorlage. The phrase vpn hn[ in the
context of the Day of Atonement had clear connotations of fasting
(being primarily a prohibition against eating, but perhaps also
requiring sexual abstinence and cessation of work). 

The Syriac translator, or the scribe producing the Vorlage,
misread yn[ vpn as w` `pn (the n[ mistaken for `).86 The
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   87  Gray (1913: 638) read “making glad the soul of the humble,” and Wright
(1985: 657) provided “making the humble person happy.”

erroneous w``pn / w` `pn was subsequently interpreted as w`pn.
Consequently, it appears that the Greek provides the clearest clues
for reconstructing the Vorlage. However, modern translators of the
Greek87 missed the contextual nuance of tapeinou. In light of the
reference to hunger in 5:10b and God’s feeding kings and rulers in
5:11a, the focus probably remains on the theme of God’s satisfying
the appetite of the hungry, especially those who out of piety are
hungry from fasting.

5:13a (G), 5:15b (S)

kai; eja;n deuterwvsh/ a[neu goggusmou' 
kai; tou'to qaumavseia"

and if (it comes) a second time 
without complaint, this is remarkable

 ,–R] A|w l+~| A]+]d wh n)w
 wh )HI#+ A]hw

and if the one who gives again does not grumble, 
this also is wonderful

hzh hmtyw hjwx alb tt hnvy !aw
and if he would repeat giving without grumbling, 

then this would be remarkable

The Greek aorist optative deuterwvsh/ plus the conditional eja;n
(“if he would repeat”) and the Syriac imperfect A]+], plus the
conditional wh n)w (“and if he would repeat”), could be transla-
tions of each other or of a Vorlage having hnvy !aw “and if he
would repeat.” The additional infinitive in the Syriac, l+~| “to
give,” which has no corresponding element in the Greek, would
point to a Vorlage with tt hnvy !aw “and if he would repeat to
give.” However, the Greek deuterwvsh/ could be a one word
equivalent of tt hnvy, in which case the Syriac text would
provided the best clue for reconstructing the Vorlage. 
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   88  Gray (1913: 639) translated “even that is marvelous” and Wright (1985: 657)
rendered it “this is remarkable.” 

   89  If the stem were hmt, there may have been confusion of hmtyw and hmttyw,
i.e., a dittography or haplography of the t. On the confusion of h and y w which is
analogous to the confusion of t and y w, see Delitzsch, 1920: 121 §132.
 

The Greek aorist optative 2s qaumavseia" was correctly

translated by Ryle and James (1891: 59) as “thou wouldst marvel,”

and Trafton (1985: 78) offered “you would wonder at this.” But

other translations actually paraphrase to avoid the difficulty of the

second person.88 The Syriac has the noun )HI#+ “wonder,”

presumably going back to a Vorlage with hmt or alp. Either of

these words could account for the difference between the Greek

having a verb and the Syriac having a noun since the difficulty is

with the prefix rather than the stem. Following the conditional !a
“if,” one would expect a w “then” + imperfect in the apodosis. This

would suggest an original hmtyw “then you would wonder.” 

In the Syriac tradition the yw of hmtyw (or alpyw) was evidently

read as the definite article h affixed to the noun, whereas in the

Greek tradition the yw was read as the 2ms verb prefix t.89 Con-

textually, the second person would have to be addressed to God,

but it is most unlikely that the poet wanted to tell God that he

(God) would be amazed by a second act of human charity.

Therefore, the Syriac text is preferable for reconstructing a Vorlage

which would account for the differences in the text traditions.

5:14b (G), 5:16b (S)

kai; ou| ejstin hJ ejlpi;" ejpi; sev ouj feivsetai ejn dovmati

and the one whose hope is in you will not be lacking gifts

)+bhW~b sW{]d k=W|d )RB* +I|w

and there is no hope towards you 

which will be sparing with gifts
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   90  Of the forty-five times ou jk appears in the Psalms of Solomon, it is missing
twice (in 3:1 in ms 253* and in 17:5 in ms 769) and in 4:21 the k was lost through
haplography following an inversion of kai; ou jk to ouj kai;.

@tmb rsjy al ^l rbc @yai
the weary one hoping in you will not be lacking 

in (receiving) gifts

The Greek tradition is inconsistent in that mss 253, 655, and

659 read the negative oujk instead of the relative ou|. The negative

+I| in the first phrase of the Syriac has no corresponding negative

particle in the majority of the Greek manuscripts, and the negative

ouj in the second half of this line has no corresponding negative in

the Syriac. The first of these differences between the Syriac and

the majority of the Greek manuscripts could be accounted for by

assuming the Syriac translator used one of the three manuscripts

having oujk (or a manuscript in the same recension). Otherwise, if

the Syriac were translating from the Greek one would have to

assume the Syriac translator in this case failed to distinguish the

difference between smooth breathing and rough breathing, as well

as the absence of the k of the negative particle coming before a

vowel. Of the twenty occurrences of ou (either the negative particle

or the relative) there is no other example of the Syriac translator

confusing the ouj and the ou|.90 Of the sixty-five occurrences of ouj,

ou| and oujk, there is no similar confusion. The differences between

the Syriac and the Greek requires a more reasonable explanation.

The differences are best accounted for by positing a Vorlage

which began with @a or @ya. Hebrew @ya has four possible

meanings, the most common of which is its being the particle of

non-existence, @yae “is not,” and the least common meaning being

“whence.” Other meanings are listed in the lexicons under the root

@wa “trouble, sorrow, oppression, falsehood” (BDB, 19; Jastrow,

29–27). The Arabic cognate of @wa is the medial y stem zå, meaning

either “to be present” or “to be fatigued, to be tired” (Lane, 1863:

138).
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   91  See GKC § 72p and the example cited of the active participle !ymiwoq, with the

vowel letter w, for the anticipated usual participle !ymiq; without the vowel letter.

A Vorlage with @a or @ya or @wa could have been understood as
the active participle @yai or @ai91 meaning “being tired” or “being
present.” The Greek ou| ejstin equals the latter definition, i.e., @yai
“being present,” whereas the Syriac +I| equals the very common

@yae “is not.” Given the context which speaks of distress and
hunger, the poet probably intended the @a or @ya to have the
meaning “being tired, being fatigued.” 

Once the Syriac understood the @a or @ya in its Vorlage to be
the negative particle @yae, the negative particle in the second half of
the line, which would have matched the Greek ouj feivsetai “he
will not be lacking,” would have produced a contradictory
statement. Consequently, its second negative (al . . . @ya) dropped
out of the Hebrew translation.

5:16a (G), 5:18 (S)
makavrio" ou| mnhmoneuvei oJ qeo;" 

ejn summetriva/ aujtarkeiva"

happy is (the person) whom God remembers 
with a moderate sufficiency

)=W[<%~b AiR# yhWiR>d+]d
blessed is the man whom the Lord remembers in poverty

yd tnmb hwhy dqpy rva yrva
blessed is the one (to) whom Yahweh appoints 

a measure of sufficiency

The Greek aujtarkeiva “sufficiency” and the Syriac +!#
“sufficiency” (found as the first word of Syriac 5:19) could be
translations of each other or of a Vorlage having yd. But the Syriac
)=W[<%~ and the Greek summetriva cannot be translations of
each other. The Greek summetriva “measured, due portion”
(Wright’s “moderate”) points to the stem hnm in the Vorlage, and
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   92  See Delitzsch, 1920: 116 §120b.

the Syriac )=W[<%~ “poverty” points to the noun hkym, from the
stem^wm, meaning “reduction to poverty” (BDB, 557; Jastrow, 741,
773). Were hkym written scriptio defectiva as hkm it closely
resembles hnm. Therefore, the difference in the two translations
appears to be an error in the Syriac of reading a k for a n, an error
well attested elsewhere.92 The Syriac Vorlage must have been: . .

wyd .tkmb hwhy dqpy rva yrva “blessed is the one whom God
has appointed for poverty. His sufficiency . . . .” The reading of
“sufficiency” with the next verse must have come after the
misreading of the k for a n, since “poverty of sufficiency” would
have produced an oxymoron.

The mnhmoneuvei and yhWiR>d+ could reflect translations of

rkz “to remember” or dqp “to remember (I Samuel 15:2, KJV),
to appoint” (Nehemiah 7:1). The reconstructed Vorlage uses dqp
since the divine appointments rather that divine memory seems to
be the issue addressed by the poet.

5:17a (G), 5:20a (S)

 iJkano;n to; mevtrion ejn dikaiosuvnh
moderate (wealth) is adequate – with righteousness

)=WOidZb )=W[<%# A{Of
advantageous is poverty with righteousness

hqdxb hnm hwvy
the portion will be rightly equal

Trafton (1985: 80) has correctly noted that “XOf would not be
a normal translation of iJkanov".” If the Vorlage had the root hwv “to
be equal, fit, worthy, adequate, suitable” (BDB, 1000) its semantic
range would be broad enough to include XOf “advantageous” and
iJkanov" “adequate.” The Syriac has been consistent in reading hkym
/ hkm here as in the preceding verse instead of hnm “portion.” But
the Greek mevtrion “within measure” would be a good translation
of hnm.
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Psalm Six

6:1a

makavrio" ajnhvr ou| hJ kardiva aujtou' 

eJtoivmh ejpikalevsasqai to; o[noma kurivou

happy is the man whose heart 

is ready to call on the name of the Lord

HB| d+e#d A&]RB| yhWbW-

AiR#d H~&b )RO~|

blessed is the man whose heart is prepared 

to call upon the name of the Lord

hwhy la rt[l wbl dt[m rva vyah yrva
blessed is the man whose heart is prepared 

to entreat Yahweh

The reconstructed Vorlage could have been the same as the

back translations of Frankenberg (1896:72 ) and Stein (1969: 445):

hwhy !vb arql @wkn wbl rva vyah yrva “happy is the man
whose heart is ready to call on the name of the Lord.” (Franz

Delitzsch [n.d., ad loc.] differed slightly, ending with awrql  hwhy
!vAta.) The Greek eJtoivmh and the Syriac d+e# would be

translations of the niphcal of @wk “to establish, to make, to prepare.”

But the stem d+` makes the Hebrew cognate dt[ “to prepare” the

more likely option. The Greek eJtoivmo" translates dt[ in Deuter-

onomy 32:35 and Esther 3:14 and 8:13 (noting that eJtoivmo" more

frequently translates @wk). Using the stem dt[ would restore
paronomasia and alliteration. If the AiR#d H~&b )RO~| and

the ejpikalevsasqai “to call upon the name of the Lord” are

retroverted to hwhy la rt[l “to entreat Yahweh,” they bring

together in the poetic line dt[ and rt[.

The verb rt[ usually takes the preposition l or la followed

by the name hwhy. The Syriac AiR#d H~$ and the Greek to;

o[noma kurivou “the name of the Lord” may be a poetic or pious

circumlocution for the holy name hwhy.
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6:2a (G), 6:3a (S)
 aiJ oJdoi; aujtou' kateuquvnontai uJpo; kurivou

his ways are directed by the Lord
AiR# mDo N# n cJ+# h+}JwAw

and his ways are made straight before the Lord
hwhy wynp rb[ la !yrvym wykrd

his ways are made ‘perfectly straight’ by the Lord

Trafton (1985: 82) noted that mDo N# “before” never corres-
ponds to uJpo; “by” in the Psalms of Solomon and suggested that N#
mDo could be secondary. But the difference is probably due to
differences in the Vorlage. The clue for the Vorlage comes from
Ezekiel 1:9, 1:12, and 10:22, all of which have the phrase eAla vyai
WkleyE wyn:P; rb,[ “each of them moved straight ahead.” The Vorlage

of 6:2a could have been hwhym wynp rb[ la !yrvym wykrd, “his
ways are made ‘perfectly straight’ by the Lord. ” If so, the Syriac
must have read hwhy !yynp instead of hwhym wynp, reflecting the
confusion of both y and a w and a final ! for an initial m. The
misread phrase !yynp rb[ la “straight ahead” was translated N#
mDo “before.” The Greek kateuquvnontai uJpo; kurivou “being
made straight by the Lord” accurately reflects the probable Vorlage
and the Syriac misread the Hebrew.

6:3a (G), 6:4–6:5a (S)

 ajpo; oJravsew" ponhrw'n ejnupnivwn aujtou' ouj 
taracqhvseta hJ yuch; aujtou'

his soul will not be disturbed 
by the vision of evil dreams

 ,Yeiz== A| AI\\bd )+&Ib h=Z}w
. . . H&F]w 5 ,wh H\idd L_#

and his evil vision in the night will not be disturbed
 because he is his; and his soul . . .

wvpn [wzt al h[rh hlyl !wljb tWzj;me
his soul will not be disturbed by a bad vision 

of a dream in the night
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   93  Compare the ^rd l[ yklh “the ones walking along the road” of Judges

5:10.

   94  Compare the Qerec / Kethîb of Jeremiah 29:23 where ['deyOWh appears for aWh
['deyO. Note BDB, 510 where wml is cited as meaning “to him” or “to them.”

The Greek and Syriac in this poetic line share many words in
common (soul, vision, dreams, bad, and disturb) but it would be
difficult to explain how they could be a translation of each other.
By listing the Hebrew equivalents of the shared words of the
Syriac and the Greek, the following word cluster appears: twzjm
wvpn [wzt al h[rh hlyl !wljb. If the Vorlage approximated
this cluster then it becomes obvious that the differences between
the Syriac and the Greek are rooted in different understandings of
the Hebrew syntax. If the first word in the list could be vocalized

as tWzj;me, then the phrase !wljb tWzj;me “from the vision of a
dream” could have been read as a construct chain with an
intervening preposition b,93 with the modifier h[rh “bad” coming
after the bound noun and its modifier hlyl “night.” If this were
the Vorlage, the Greek took the feminine wvpn “his soul” to be the
subject of the verb, but the Syriac took the feminine tWzj “vision”
to be the subject of [wzt “it will disturb” and made the wvpn the
subject of the verb in the next sentence.

The Syriac lacks a corresponding word for ejnupnivwn “vision,
dream”; and the Greek lacks a word corresponding to AI\\b “in

the night.” In light of Genesis 20:3, 31:24, I Kings 3:5, and IV Ezra
13:1, one could expect a reference to a dream in the Vorlage to be
hlyl !wljb “in a night dream.” If so, the Greek lacked the hlyl,
and the Syriac lacked the !wljb. Trafton also noted (1985: 83) that
the Greek lacks a match for the wh H\idd L_# “because he is

his.” This difference could come from a misreading of !wljb “in
a dream” as wmlwhk “as he (is) to him,” reflecting in the Syriac
tradition a confusion of b and k, plus a misreading of a j as wh.
The misread wh was taken to be the pronoun awh, and the wml was
read as the poetic equivalent of wl “to him.”94
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   95  See Blommerde (1969: 30) and Dahood and Penar (1970: 402–405) for a

discussion of the emphatic particle yk and a list of occurrence.

6:3b (G), 6:5a (S)

 ejn diabavsei potamw'n
in the crossing of rivers
)=wjH]d )Rbeb

in the (crossing) of a river

twrhn rb[b
in the crossing of rivers

The emendation of Baars (1972: 10) of )DBeb to )Rbeb
in ms 16hl is an obviously convincing correction (the “making of
a river” is contextually unlikely). But given the frequent confusion
of d and r in Hebrew, one ought not to conclude that the )DBeb
(“in the making” ) for )Rbeb (“in the crossing”) error was
necessarily an inner-Syriac misreading of the R as a D. The
misreading was probably already in a Vorlage in which a r and a
d were confused, with the Syriac )DBeb being a very literal

translation of the lectio dificilior db[ “to make” rather than rb[
“to cross.”

6:4a (G), 6:6a (S)

 ejxanevsth ejx u{pnou aujtou
he gets up from his sleep
h+[$ N# RI; Mo

for he rose from his sleep

wtnvm !q yk
indeed, he arose from his sleep

The Greek does not have the particle o{ti corresponding to the
Syriac RI; “because” which would suggest that the Hebrew Vor-
lage used by the Syriac translator had the particle yk. If the Vorlage
did indeed have a yk, it could have been the emphatic yk, well
attested in Biblical Psalms.95 If so, the Greek translator omitted the
emphasis, and the Syriac translator mistook it as the homographic
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causative particle. (A similar difference occurs in 7:2, discussed
below.)

6:5a (G), 6:7b (S)

kai; ejdehvqh tou' proswvpou kurivou
he prays to the Lord

AiR#d yhWf) mdo N# Aebw
and he petitioned the face of the Lord

hwhy ynp vqbw
and he sought the face of Yahweh

The Syriac AiR#d yhWf) Mdo N# means literally “from
before his faces of the Lord.” This cumbersome expression is
probably a doublet. Just two words express a similar idea in Psalm
105:5 (and elsewhere), wyn:p; WvQ]B “seek his presence.” The N#

Mdo could be a translation of ynplm “from before” (BDB, 817,
section 5), and the d yhWf) could be the translation of wynp ta
“his face.” The Greek tou' proswvpou supports reading hwhy ynp in
the reconstructed Vorlage.

Psalm Seven

7:1
mh; ajposkhnwvsh/" ajf! hJmw'n oJ qeov"
do not move away from us, O God
)h|) N[# K[>&# Q}r= A|

do not remove your dwelling place from us, O God

!yhla wnmm ^tnykv qjrt la
do not remove your presence / dwelling from us, O God

The Syriac K[>&# “thy dwelling place” has no corresponding
element in the Greek text. Although Trafton (1985: 85) suggested
that the Greek and Syriac reflect the same idea, it must be noted
that the Greek speaks of personal presence but the Syriac speaks of
a place. If the Vorlage had hnykv “the Shekinah, the divine
presence,” it would become obvious how the two translations
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   96  Liddell and Scott (2031, section I, 2. ) noted the use of wjqe vw in the context
of military action.

emerged. The Greek went with the Shekinah, the divine presence,
but the Syriac took hnykv in its more literal sense, “royal resi-
dence” (Jastrow, 1573). 

7:2
 mh; pathsavtw oJ pou;" aujtw'n

do not let their feet trample

n wH\;r Y$wd= A|d
that their foot might not trample upon

!lgr smrt al yk
that their feet not trample

The d “that” prefixed to the negative particle, A|d, is not

reflected in the Greek. This is a difference which approximates the

one discussed above with reference to 6:4a (G) where the Greek
does not have the particle o{ti corresponding to the Syriac RI;

“because.” In 6:4a it was suggested that the Syriac Vorlage had the

particle yk. But here in 7:2b, it appears that the Syriac Vorlage also

used yk to express purpose (BDB, 471). The aorist in the Greek,
o{ti ajpwvsw aujtouv", and the perfect in Syriac (+O}dd L_#

nW])) with which the verse begins would require a perfect tense

in the Vorlage indicating the enemy’s having been “forced back”

(in battle). The aorist and the perfect tense support the reading of

the Syriac that the action of the second verb was a statement of fact

(that they would / could not again trample) rather than a wish

expressed by a jussive /optative. The Greek may have had a yk in

its Vorlage, but if so, it was taken to be an emphatic rather than a

causative particle and was left untranslated, as in 6:4a.96

7:3

 su; ejn qelhvmativ sou paivdeuson hJma'"

discipline us as you wish
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Nidr K[IbCb +])

in your will chasten me yourself

^nwxrk wnrsy hta
according to your pleasure, chasten us yourself

A Vorlage with wnrsy “chasten us” could easily have been
misread as ynrsy “chastened me,” given the common confusion of
y and w. Trafton (1985: 85) concurred with Harris and Mingana
(1868: 95) and Baars (1972: 11) in emending y[idr “chasten me”
to Nidr “chasten us”. Given the graphic dissimilarity of y[idr and
Nidr, compared to ynrsy and wnrsy, it is more likely that the error
occurred in the Hebrew Vorlage rather than in the Syriac tradition.
The difference between “according to” in the Vorlage and ejn or b
assumes a confusion of b and k, discussed above.

7:4

 eja;n ga;r ajposteivlh/" qavnaton su; 
ejntelh'/ aujtw'/ peri; hJmw'n

for if you send death (himself) 
you would give him (special) instructions about us

NI\` H| QF# +]) ,)=W# rD$= RI; n ) 
for if you send death you set it over us

wnyrb[b whywxt hta twm jlvt !a yk 
for if you send Death you would command him 

for our sake (to pass over us)

In the LXX ejtevllesqai“to command” translates hwx “to
command” about 400 times; consequently, there is good reason to
suppose that ejntelh'/ may reflect a Vorlage with hwx. This lends
support to the suggestion of Harris and Mingana (1868: 95) that the
Syriac QF# “set” should be emended to the participle dQF#
“commanding.”

There are definitely overtones of Exodus 12:12–30 in this
poetic line. If the peri; hJmw'n and the NI\`“about us, concerning
us” are a translation of wnyrb[b “for us, on our account” (i.e., the
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   97  In this respect, X<$ parallels the usage of axm “to find” which also has the
meaning “to be able” in Lev 12:8 (axmt al !a “if she not be able to bring”),
25:28 (haxm al !a “if she not be able to restore”), and Psalm 76:6 (waxm alw
“not able to use their hands”). 

compound preposition b plus rb[), the choice of rb[ which also
means “to cross over” is suggestive of  jsp “to pass over.” It
seems as if the poet is using a double entendre to say that when
(the angel of) Death is dispatched, Death will be commanded “for

the sake of” (rb[b) the righteous “to pass over” (rb[) them. The
reconstructed Vorlage follows the fuller Greek text and the English
translation of the Vorlage includes a parenthetical addition to
reflect that double entendre.

7:6b(G), 7:6a (S)
 kai; oujk ijscuvsei pro;" hJma'" e[qno"

and the gentile will not overcome us
     ,NI\` W[&`+~| A~~` n W{<&] A|w
and the nations will not be able to overpower us

wnyl[ tl,k,yo Wlk]Wy al !yywghw
and the nations will not be able to overpower us

The Greek lacks anything corresponding to n W{<&] “they will

find.” Trafton (1985:  85) similarly omitted the translation of
n W{<&], although he included it in his discussion of the verse.

The Syriac root X<$ “to find” can also mean “to be able,”
occurring with this meaning as a participle in Matthew 3:9
(X<&#) in both the Peshi.tta and the Old Syriac and as a feminine
noun (+{<&#) in Mark 10:27.97 In light of the semantic range of
X<$, it is most likely that n W{<&] “they will be able” and
W[&`+~| “to prevail” translated the compound phrase tl,k,yo
Wlk]Wy “they will be able to prevail.” The Greek translator, or his
Vorlage, treated the tl,k,yo Wlk]Wy as a doublet or a dittography and
translated it simply as ijscuvse.
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   98  Trafton (1985: 86) footnoted the use of gevno" for [rz in Jeremiah 31:37
(LXX 38:35).

7:7a (G), 7:6b (S)
o{ti su; uJperaspisth;" hJmw'n

for you are our protection

N[$W` wh +])d L_#
because you are our power

wnfylv hta yk
you are our ruler

The Greek uJperaspisth;" hJmw'n “or shield” and the Syriac
N[$W` “our power” cannot be accurate translations of each other,
but both could be correct translations of a Vorlage with wnfylv or
wnflv (scriptio defectiva). The stem flv appears as the noun fl,v,
“shield” and as the noun fyLiv' “the ruler, the one having mastery”
(BDB, 1020). The Syriac N[$W` reflects the fyLiv' (or fLiv') and
the Greek uJperaspisth;" reflects the fl,v,.

7:8a (G), 7:8a (S)

 o{ti su; oijktirhvsei" to; gevno" Israhl eij" to;n aijw'na
for you will have compassion on the people Israel forever

M\e| Li)R%id H`rZ| n W}= +])d L_#

because you will have pity on the seed of Israel forever

!lw[l larcy [rz !jrt yk
for you will have compassion on the seed of Israel forever

Trafton (1985: 86) has convincingly demonstrated in light of
the way the gevno" of the New Testament is translated into Syriac
(which renders it by the loanword A%[; or by A#hwT “kin,”
or  A+vR$ “generation,” or N# “from,” or A]z “kind, species”)
that (rz “seed” is not a likely a translation of gevno". He rightly
concluded that “. . . both (rz and gevno" could be independent
translations of an original Hb [rz.”98 
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   99  KJV “thy chariot” is an addition base on the LXX reading to; a}rma sou.

7:8b (G), 7:8b (S)

kai; oujk ajpwvsh
and you will not reject (them)

yhWIe-= A|w
and you will not lead it astray

jnzt alw
and you will not reject (them)

The Syriac yhWIe-= “lead astray” and the Greek ajpwvsh
“drive away, reject” cannot be accurate translations of each other.
But, as Trafton (1985: 87) noted, both verbs could be correct
translations of a Vorlage with jydt, “. . . since the hiphcîl of jdn
‘move away’ can mean both ‘drive away’ and ‘lead astray’.” 

The Syriac is lacking a verse corresponding to 7:9 of the Greek
text for reasons which are not apparent. (The omission of a Syriac
verse at 5:20b, corresponding to the Greek 5:17b, may, as Trafton
[1985: 80] proposed be due to a parablepsis.)

7:10b (G), 7:9b (S)

eij" hJmevran ejn h|/ ejphggeivlw aujtoi'"
on the day when you promised (it) to them

n wH| d+e#d Wh A#WI|
for the day which is prepared for them

wml trma rva !wyl
 for the day you promised to them

The Greek ejphggeivlw “promised” and the Syriac d+e#
“prepared” cannot be translations of each other. In the LXX
ejpaggevlvlein translates rma “to say,” which has no graphic simi-
larity to dt[ “to prepare,” the cognate of d+`. However, rsa “to
bind” may have the meaning “to prepare,” as in I Kings 18:44, “go
up, say unto Ahab, ‘prepare thy chariot99 and get thee down . . .’”
(KJV). In Leviticus Rabbah 22, rsa is used with the sense of
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   100  See below the discussion on wamf and hamf in 8:26.

obligation: “had not the Lord bound himself by an oath” (Jastrow,
98). The ideas of obligation and promise do overlap. The Greek
ejpaggevlvlein ( = rma) carries the positive connotations the context
requires, whereas the expression “the day prepared for them”
found in the Syriac carries negative connotations of apocalyptic
gloom. The reconstructed Vorlage follows the Greek text.

Psalm Eight

8:1
to; ou\" mou fwnh;n

my ear heard
 Y]j) Ye~$
my ears heard

ynza w[mv
my ears heard

The difference between the Greek and the Hebrew in this
phrase is the dual / plural Y]j) “my ears” and the singular to; ou\"
mou “my ear.” The Syriac system of designating a plural by two
dots over the word is relatively late (before the pointing was added
the singular / plural difference would not be obvious). The
difference between Y]j) and to; ou\" mou could also be due to the

homographs of “my ear” (ynza = ynIzÒa;) and “my ears” (ynza = yn"zÒa;)
in the Hebrew Vorlage. In the unpointed text of the Vorlage there
would be no way to tell the difference between a singular and a
dual / plural except by the number used by the verb, in which case
it would be either w[mv or h[mv, a difference of h or w in the
Hebrew Vorlage. Given the well attested confusion of h and w
(Delitzsch, 1920: 114 § 116a; 116, §123a), the difference could
have originated in the Vorlage. Since ears generally are referred to
by the dual in Semitic idiom, the Syriac is more likely to reflect the
Vorlage.100 The plural of the Syriac text of the manuscripts could
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   101  Gesenius and Robinson, 1888: s.v. See Pope, 1965: 111, “Distress and
anguish overwhelm him like a king set for attack.” Pope referred to the Arabic

cognate, but he did not cite Lane’s lexicon.

not be a translation of the Greek singular, but both could be
translations of the above proposed Vorlage.
 

8:1b

fwnh;n savlpiggo"

the blast of the trumpet

AbRod A\o

and the sound of war

[rdk] rrq t[wrtw
and the sound [of war-like tumult] 

of tearing down (the wall)

The Greek savlpiggo" “of the trumpet” and the Syriac AbRo

“war” cannot be translations of each other. Trafton (1985: 90)

suggested there was a confusion in the Vorlage of @rq “horn” and

brq “war.” However, although Delitzsch (1920: 117, §127b) cited

several examples of the confusion of n and k, he listed no

examples of the final @ being confused with k or b. The graphic

dissimilarity of the final @ and the b mitigates against this solution.

Two more likely explanations could account for the difference

in this poetic line. First, the Vorlage may have had the word rwdyk
“tumult,” especially the war-like tumult which appears in Job

15:24 with the meaning of “attack.”101 The Arabic cognate (Lane

1885, 2596b– c) provides an excellent example:  Ö;[o! v~áp\ @;lw!
“the enemy poured down on them.” If the root rdk was in the
Vorlage, the Syriac translator focused on the war itself (AbRo),

whereas the Greek translator focused on the sounds of battle,

specifically on the trumpet signals.

Second, the Vorlage could have had the root rrq “to tear

down (walls)” (BDB, 903; Jastrow, 1427 “to burst forth”), which
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   102  The confusion of b and r would be analogous to the confusion of k and r,
cited by Delitzsch (1920: 119, § 131). Examples of the confusion of r and final

@ have also been cited by Delitzsch (1920: 112, § 111) in the textual variants of

Joshua 19:29 and in Psalm 18:33 compared to II Samuel 22:33.

is attested in Isaiah 22:5, “for the Lord God of hosts has a day of

tumult and trampling and confusion in the valley of vision, a

battering down of walls (rqi rq'rÒq'm]) and a shouting to the moun-

tains.” Although the stem appears in Isaiah 22:5 in the pilpel

participle, it could occur in the qal participle, probably with or

without the direct object ryq “wall.” The phrase rrq lq “the
sound of demolishing (walls)” of the Vorlage was apparently mis-

read by the Syriac translator as brq lq “the sound of war,” and

the Greek translator must have misread @rq lq “the sound of a

horn”.102 

If the Vorlage originally read the alliterative rq rrq lq “the

sound of tearing down the wall,” the rq “wall” was dropped

through haplography with the verb rrq. Since the context permits

reading either rrq or rdk, both have been included in the recon-

structed Vorlage. One should not be mislead by the Syriac AbRo

“war” in assuming that the Hebrew Vorlage would have been brq.

The Syriac rD> “to become weak” is not a cognate of Hebrew rdk
“tumult,” therefore AbRo would be a satisfactory translation of

rdk.

8:2a

wJ" ajnevmou pollou' sfovdra

as of a violent storm

)=AIG*w )+[I&` A}wr

like a strong and great wind

rybkw hlwdg jwrk
like a great and mighty wind

Aside from the presence or absence of the Syriac conjunction
w, the Syriac )=AIG*w )+[I&` “strong and great” and the
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Greek pollou' sfovdra “very great” could be translations of each
other or of a Vorlage with hlwdg “great” and rybk “mighty.” The
Syriac has two adjectives, whereas the Greek has an adjective and
an adverb, a difference which points to independent translations of
a Hebrew Vorlage. In the LXX sfovdra was used to translate dam,
but it is unlikely that dam was in the original phrase since there is
no verb in the comparison. However, the use of the adverb sfovdra
in the Greek suggests that the translator may have read jwr as a
verb as well as a noun. Although the verb jwr / jyr is attested in
Hebrew, it generally has the meaning “to smell, to perceive odors.”
But in Arabic the cognate 2Ö@  means “to be (violently) windy”

(Lane, 1867: 1177). In light of the Arabic cognate, it appears that
the Greek translator was uncertain whether jwr was a noun or verb,
so both possibilities were addressed. As a noun, jwr was modified
by pollou, and as a verb (jwr = m¼y), it was modified by
sfovdra. Since jwr is normally a noun, the Vorlage has been
reconstructed without the adverbial dam.

8:2b
feromevnou di! ejrhvmou

sweeping through the wilderness
)RbD# L` Ai=)d

that comes upon the desert

rbdmh l[ hab
rushing upon the desert

The Greek feromevnou “moving, rushing, being borne along”
and the Syriac Ai=) “coming,” can be explained as translations
of a Vorlage with the qal feminine singular participle hab. In Ezra
8:15 (aw:h}a'Ala, aB;h' rh;N:h'Ala, !xeB]q]a,w: “I gathered them to the

river that runs to Ahava”) the masculine participle aB;h' has rightly
been translated “runs.” The Greek and the Syriac translations fit
within the semantic range of the root ab, and both would
accurately represent a Vorlage with aB;h'.
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   103  This expression is similar to the English usage of “chills running up and
down the spine.” 

8:2c (G), 8:3 (S)

pou' a[ra krinei' aujto;n oJ qeov"
when then will God judge it?

H| n )d Y> A<i)d
where then is he judging him

!yhla wnfpvy yk #a
surely God is judging us

Ryle and James (1891: 74–75) and Gray (1913: 640) regarded
the Greek pou' a[ra “where then” as a translation of an erroneous
Hebrew text with apya (Gray, apya or hna), which did not mean
“where” but “surely,” a meaning required by the context. However,
apya with the sense of “surely” is not attested in the lexicons
(BDB, 33; Jastrow, 58). Instead of apya, it is more likely that the
uncorrupted Vorlage had yk #a “surely, indeed.” This misreading
involved a confusion of apya and yk #a by the Greek and Syriac
translators or—since both have the sense of “where”—in the
Vorlage itself.

The proposed Vorlage above contains yk #a “surely” and
follows Ryle and James (1891: 74–75) in reading the plural “us,”
as required by the context. The suffix wn in Hebrew can be either WN
“him” or Wn “us.” The writer concurs with Ryle and James and
others that the pou' a[ra “when then” and the A<i)d Y> “where

then” are not a reliable reflection of the uncorrupted Vorlage.

8:5a
sunetrivbh hJ ojsfuv" mou ajpo; ajkoh'"

my stomach was crushed at what I heard.
Ae~$ N# yC} yJ#W} yj+$)w

and the joints of my back were loosened at what I heard
[mvm yxlj twylj wd[m

the bones of my back quivered103 at what I heard
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   104  Wright (1985: 658) translated ojsfuv" “the lower part of the back” as
“stomach.”

   105  See BDB, 323 for $lj, and Jastrow, 434 for hylwj.

   106  Trafton (1985: 92) noted the omission by homoioteleuton in the Syriac
tradition of any Hebrew equivalent of the Greek ejfobhvqh hJ kardiva mou “my
heart was afraid.” If the Hebrew equivalent were ybl drj, following Frankenberg
(1896: 74) and Stein (1969: 447), the expression is attested in Deuteronomy 28:6,
Psalm 27:3, 86:11, and Isaiah 35:4.

The Syriac yC} yJ#W} “the vertebrae of my spine” (J. Payne

Smith, 1903: 132) and the Greek ojsfuv" mou “my loins”104 are not
accurate translations of each other. They are probably translations
of a Hebrew Vorlage which had any of the following words for

“loins” or “the back (of the body)”: $lj or ^ry or lsk or !yntm.
The phrase d['m]h' dymiT; !h,ynEt]m;W “and make their loins tremble
continually” ( Psalm 69:24) offers a good basis for reconstructing
the verb in the Vorlage. The semantic range of d[m (BDB, 588)
covers the Greek sunetrivbh “broken” (Liddell and Scott, 1728–
1729) and the Syriac yj+$) “loosened” (J. Payne Smith, 595).
The yC} yJ#W} appears to be a rendering of yxlj twylj “bones

of my back”105  and  this  retroversion  has  been  adopted for the
Vorlage. The lj of yxlj and twylj may have contributed to the
haplography by the Greek translator or in his Vorlage.106

8:5b
pareluvqh govnatav mou

my knees were weak
Y\`j Y>jWbw

and my knees shook

ykrb wlvk
my knees were weak

The Greek pareluvqh “they were weak” and the Syriac Y\`j
“they shook” cannot be translations of each other, but they could
be translations of a Vorlage with the stem lvk “to be weak.” In
Genesis 19:11, the LXX translated lvk by paraluvein, and L`r
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   107  Hebrew !mz usually has negative overtones, as in Genesis 11:6, “and nothing

they propose (wmzy) to do will be impossible for them.” But !mz is used with very
positive overtones as well, as in Proverbs 31:16, “she considers (hmmz) a field and
buys it.” The LXX translated the first phrase of 31:16 as qewrhvsasa gewvrgion
“she perceived the field . . . ,” with qewre vw in this context having to do with
mental perception rather than physical or spiritual perception.

   108  See Delitzsch, 1920: 114, § 115a–b (for the confusion of k and m) and 119 §

131 (for the confusion of  m and r).

has essentially the same meaning, “to reel, to quiver.” Psalm
109:24, “my knees are weak (wlvk) from fasting” (KJV) provides
a good example of the lvk being used for weak and wobbly knees.
This particular nuance of lvk is reflected in the above proposed
Vorlage and its translation.

8:7a (G), 8:7b (S)

ajnelogisavmhn ta; krivmata tou' qeouv
I thought about the judgements of God

AiR#d yhW[id =R>d=)w
and I remembered the judgements of the Lord

hwhy yfpvm ytrkz
I remembered the judgements of the Lord

The Greek ajnelogisavmhn “I sumed up, I calculated, I con-
sidered” and the Syriac =R>d=) “I remembered” are expressions
of different mental activity and are unlikely to be translations of
each other. In the LXX, ajnalogivzomai is never used to translate
the rkz “to remember,” which occurs over 250 times. The differ-
ence between ajnelogisavmhn and =R>d=) is probably due a
misreading of the Vorlage. The Greek ajnalogivzomai could be a
translation of Hebrew !mz “to devise, to consider, to purpose,”107

and the Syriac cethpecal R>d=) is most likely a translation of its

Hebrew cognate rkz “to remember.” 
The misreading of !mz for rkz, or vice versa, reflects two well

attested misreadings of graphically similar letters: the confusion of
k and m as well as the confusion of m and r.108 The expression
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   109  The feminine noun hayrb “creation” is attested once in Numbers 16:30.
Trafton’s (1985: 92) proposal to read an infinitive was correct — but it would
have to be specifically a niphcal infinitive to account for the passive of the Syriac.

ejmnhvsqhn tw'n krimavtwn sou “I remembered your judgements”
of Psalm 119:52 (LXX 118:52), with the collocation of  “remem-
ber” and “judgments,” supports the Syriac reading of this phrase
and is the basis for the reconstructed Vorlage.

8:7a

ajpo; ktivsew" oujranou' kai; gh'"

since the creation of heaven and earth

A`r)w AI~$ WiRb=) D> N#d

which are from the time 

when heaven and earth were created

$raw !ymv ar;B;hime
since heaven and earth were created

The Greek noun ktivsew" “creation” (found elsewhere in

Judith 9:12 and in 3 Maccabees 2:2, 7) and the Syriac verb

WiRb=) “were created,” though they have in common the word

for creation, are not likely to be a translation of each other since

one would expect obvious nouns and verbs to be rendered literally.

However, ktivsew" (found elsewhere in Psalm 8:7, Judith 9:12, and

3 Maccabees 3:2, 7) and WiRb=) can be accounted for by a

Vorlage having arbhm, which can be read either as (1) the niphcal

infinitive arbh “were created,” with the preposition m, or (2) the

preposition m attached to a masculine noun with the h of the

definite article.109 Since a masculine noun arb or ayrb meaning
“creation” is unattested elsewhere, the reconstructed Vorlage

follows the Syriac text in reading a passive infinitive. (There is no

need to render the D> N#d “since, from when” with the expanded

wording used by Trafton, “which are from the time when.”)
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8:7b

ejdikaivwsa to;n qeo;n ejn toi'" krivmasin aujtou' toi'" ajp!
aijw'no"

I proved God right in his judgements in ages past

M\` N#d yhW[id n wH\<b )H|A| +odzw
and I justified God in all his judgements which are from eternity

!lw[m wyfpvm lkb !yhlam qydeX;a,w� 
and I was justified by God in all his eternal judgements

In the discussion of the phrase kai; dikaiwvsei ta; krivmata
kurivou in 3:3b, it was noted that the expression does not appear
elsewhere in the LXX. Here in 8:7b, as in 3:3b, the meaning of the
Greek and Syriac is problematic in that it speaks of God’s being
justified by members of the community. A Vorlage with the niphcal

waw–consecutive qydeX;a,w� (scriptio plena) “I was justified” was
probably read as the hiphcîl qydix]a'w� “I justified,” i.e., the
misreading of significance of vowel letter y, taking it to be the
usual sign of the î vowel of the hiphcîl rather than the unusual
scriptio plena for the ê vowel of the niphcal imperfect. This
unusual  niphcal qydeX;a,w�  must have been in the Vorlage before the
separate Syriac and Greek traditions emerged. 

8:8a
ajnekavluyen oJ qeo;" ta;" aJmartiva" aujtw'n

God exposed their sins
n wHiD: B` )H|) Nid A\;

but God revealed their deeds

!hytwrb[ !yhla hlg
God exposed their sins

The Syriac n wHiD: B` “their deeds” and the Greek aJmartiva"
aujtw'n “their sins” cannot be translations of each other. Harris and
Mingana (1868: 96), followed by Trafton (1985: 92), concluded
that the problem was an inner-Syriac corruption of n wHiJB`

“their transgressions” to n wHiD: B` “their deeds.” But the
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   110  See Delitzsch, 1920: 103–105, § 103a–c and 111–112, §110a–b.

confusion could just as readily have been in the reading of a
Vorlage in which !hytwrb[ “their transgressions” (Jastrow, 1038)
was misread as !hytwdb[ “their deeds.” The graphic similarity of
r and d is somewhat greater than that of d or r (or D:  and J). In
light of the aiJ paranomivai “lawlessness” in 8:9a, the preferred
reading is with the Greek aJmartiva" aujtw'n and the Vorlage has
been reconstructed to follow it.

8:8b
e[gnw pa'sa hJ gh' ta; krivmata tou' qeou' ta; divkaia

the whole earth knew the righteous judgements of God

AOidz AiR#d yhW[id A`r) H\<| (Di=)w
and the righteous judgements of the Lord 

became known to all the earth

!yqydxh !yhla yfpvm $rah lk [d'YOw"
and the whole earth acknowledged
 the righteous judgements of God

The Greek qeou' “God” reflects a Vorlage with !yhla and the
Syriac AiR# “Lord” reflects a Vorlage with hwhy, a difference
which hints at a different Vorlage for each. Trafton (1985: 92)
faulted Baars’ reading (1972: 12) (Ri=)w (possibly an caphcel of
®= “to let flow, to give vent”) for (Di=)w “it became known”
and followed Harris and Mingana (1868: 96) in reading the
singular (Di=)w, even though the subject of the verb is plural.

In addition to these variants, there is also a difference between
the active and the passive voice in the two traditions. This differ-
ence can also be understood by recognition of a variant in the
Vorlage. The Greek e[gnw reflects a Vorlage having [dwy, whereas
the Syriac read the niphcal perfect [dwn, i.e., a confusion of wy for
wn, or vise versa. Several examples of the confusion of y and w have
already been noted, as well as the confusion of y and n.110 Since the
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   111  Katavgaio" is found as a translation of  !ytjt “lower (decks)” in Genesis
6:16, and the verb katavgein  translates eleven different words in the Septuagint,

but none of them approximate in meaning or appearance the noun $ra “earth.”

waw–consecutive was apparently used elsewhere in this psalm, and
in light of the conjunction affixed to the verb in the Syriac text, the
waw–consecutive has been used in reconstructing the Vorlage. 

8:9a
 ejn katagaivoi" krufivoi" aiJ paranomivai aujtw'n 

ejn parorgismw'/

in secret places111 underground was their lawbreaking
 provoking (him)

wwh NI|We# A`r)d RI; )+I&_b
for they were committing lawlessness 

in the hiding places of the earth

!ylw[m twrtsnh $ra tytjtb
in the secret subterranean places they were lawbreaking 

The Greek krufivoi" “secret places” and the Syriac )+I&_b
“hiding places” could be translations of each other, and aiJ para-
nomivai aujtw'n “their lawbreaking” and wwh NI|We# “they were

being lawless” essentially equal each other. But the significant
differences between the Greek and the Syriac in this poetic line
preclude their being derived from each other. The Greek masculine
plural adjective katagaivoi" “underground” and parorgismw'/
“provoking” are not reflected in the Syriac, nor is the Syriac
A`r)d “of the earth” reflected in the Greek.

The textual variant in II Kings 6:9 may provide a clue for
understanding the source of katagaivoi" “underground.” The MT
of 6:9 has the participle !yTijinÒ “going down,” but the LXX
translated it as kevkruptai, as though its Vorlage had !yBiji]n<
“hidden.” A similar confusion of the stems hbj (= abj) “to hide”
and tjt “to be under” or tjn “to go down” could underlie the
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katagaivoi" of 8:9a. However, because the Syriac has A`r)d
“of the earth,” which is lacking in the Greek, it is more likely that
the Vorlage had the bound nouns $rah twytjt “lowest places of
the earth” (attested in Psalm 63:10) or $ra twytjt “lowest places
of earth” (found in Isaiah 44:23) or tytjt $ra “the world below,
the underworld” (found in Ezekiel 31:14, 16, 18). In light of these
examples ejn katagaivoi" krufivoi" could translate$ra tytjtb
twrtsnh meaning, “in the lowest places of the earth, the hidden
(ones),” which equals “in the hidden under ground (places).”

The parorgismw'  “provoking (him),” for which there is no
corresponding element in the Syriac, is problematic. The verb
parorgivzein and the noun parorgismov" translate ten different
Hebrew words, but none of them are graphically similar to !ylw[m
or the sixteen other words used in the LXX to translate
paravnomo". The closest similarity is between smj and s[k, which
have more of an aural similarity rather than a visual one. There-
fore, it is unlikely to be an addition in the Greek due to ditto-
graphy, or missing in the Syriac due to haplography. At best, it
may be a doublet in the Greek text stemming from an aural error.
Therefore, it is not reflected in the reconstructed Vorlage.

8:11b (G), 8:12b (S)

wJ" mh; o[nto" klhronovmou lutroumevnou
as if there were no redeeming heir

qRfw =Rid +I|d wh Ki)
as if there was not one who inherits and saves

lawgw vrwy @ya wmk
as if there was neither one-who-inherits 

nor one-who-redeems

Ryle and James (1891: 78–79) recognized that klhronovmou
was the equivalent of the lag “the kinsman who should take on the
rights and obligations of the inheritance.” However, since
klhronovmou translates vrwy “inheritor” in Judges 18:7 and else-
where, they concluded : “klhronovmou lutroumevnou are a duplicate
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rendering of the same word, klhronovmou representing the rightful
claim of the ‘gocêl,’ lutroumevnou his effectual act of deliverance
or redemption.” They proposed a Vorlage with @yaw lawg vrwy or
simply lawg @yaw. Trafton (1985: 93) stated his presence for lawg
vrwy @yaw. However, in view of the Syriac conjunction w, it seems
best to retain all three elements, i.e., the two nouns and the
conjunction (= lawgw  vrwy) as reflected in the above Vorlage.

8:12a (G), 8:13a (S)
ejpatou'san to; qusiasthvrion kurivou

they walked on the place of sacrifice of the Lord
H\<ih wwh NI&idw 

and they were trampling his temple

wvdqm wsmr
 they were trampling his temple

The Greek qusiasthvrion “place of sacrifice” and the Syriac
H\<ih “temple” are not literal translations of each other. But

both may translate a Vorlage having vdqm “holy place.” This
probability for a Vorlage with vdqm is prompted by Isaiah 63:18,
which reads, “our adversaries have trampled down your sanctuary
(^vdqm).” In 8:11, the poet used ta; a{gia tou' qeou / +Ib

)H|)d H&dWo “the sacred house / place of God.” The equiva-

lent of vdqm “holy place” in 8:12 would be a synonymous parallel

of what was probably !yhla yvdq in the Vorlage. The Syriac
used the cognate of lkyh “temple” since lkyh had become the
general designation of the second temple (BDB, 228, section d,
noting especially the wvdqm of Malachi 3:1). By using the cognate
of lkyh, the Syriac had no need to specify hwhy lkyh, whereas the
Greek translator needed the modifier kurivou since qusiasthvrion
“altar” was a more generic noun in Greek than lkyh in post-exilic
Hebrew.

8:12a (G), 8:13a (S)

ajpo; pavsh" ajkaqarsiva"
(coming) from all kinds of uncleanness
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   112  Begrich also asserted that the Syriac translator transposed the Greek word

order and the A%f> “dirty” (= a[fedro") was subsequently changed to
)+I]Sf> “menstruous.” 

n wh=wA~- H\<b
in all their defilement

!hyamf lkb
in all their defilement

The Greek preposition ajpo “from” is odd compared to the con-
textually appropriate v “in” of the Syriac. They obviously are not
translations of each other. The difference can be accounted for by
assuming a Vorlage with the poetic wmb “in” which was misread as
@mb, reflecting the confusion of a w and a final @ (Delitzsch, 1920:
111 § 110a). Once the w was read as @, creating the pre-position @m
“from,” the initial b “in” was dropped. 

The difference between Greek ajkaqarsiva", without a pro-
nomial modifier and Syriac n wh=wA~- with the suffixed

“their” probably goes back to a misreading of the original !hyamf
“their uncleanness” as haymf “unclean(ness)” written scriptio
plena.

8:12b(G), 8:13b (S)
kai; ejn ajfevdrw/ ai{mato"

and (coming) with menstrual blood (on them)

)+I[%F>d A#Dbw
with the blood of menstruation

ywd !db
with the blood of the sick

The Greek ajfevdrw/ ai{mato" “the menstruation of blood” and
the Syriac )+I[%F>d A#Db “blood of menustration” reflect the
same words or idea but the word order is reversed. Kuhn (1937:
12–13 ) argued for a Vorlage with hdn !db (following the Syriac);
and Begrich preferred (1939: 149–150) !d hdnb (following the
Greek).112 In the Septuagint, af[edro" is used to translate hdn
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“(menstrual) impurity” and hwd “menstruous, unwell, faint,” a by-
form of  ywd “illness.” If the Vorlage had the stem ywd rather than
hdn, there would be a graphic similarity between !d and ywd.
Delitzsch (1920: 127 § 145) noted the confusion of ywgh and !gh in
Genesis 20:4 and Zephaniah 2:14. A similar confusion of yw and !
could have occurred with !d and ywd. If the Vorlage had read  !d
ywd , it could, by analogy to the ywg/ !g errors, have been misread !d
ywd.

In light of (a) Leviticus 22:18–22, which prohibits the sacrifice
of a blemished, blind, or maimed animal having a discharge or itch,
and (b) the end of the 8:13b in Syriac: )A~- )R%b  :Ki)

“as if defiled meat,” the agenda for the poet does not seem to have
been the presence of menstruants at the altar, but the sacrificing of
diseased or hemorrhaging animals. Also, in Malachi 1:7, 13–14,
the sacrifice of such animals is condemned.

The Greek and the Syriac texts are not very different in this
line; either both misread the Vorlage or the corruption had already
taken place in the Hebrew text they translated. Neither the Greek
or the Syriac texts seems to be contextually appropriate. The pro-
posed Vorlage and the translation, reflect the nuance of the con-
demnation of the offering of diseased or sick animals as a sacrifice.

8:14b (G), 8:15b (S)
 ejpovtisen aujtou;" pothvrion oi[nou ajkravtou eij" mevqhn
gave them a cup of undiluted wine to make them drunk

)=WiwR| AI} A%> n W]) YO$)w
and he made them drink a living cup 

that they might become drunk

@wrkvl rmj @yy swk wml hqvh
he gave them a cup of undiluted wine to make them drunk

If the Syriac were a translation of the Greek, one would expect
to find in Syriac the loanword n WtRo) (a[krato") “unmixed,
undiluted,” attested in Revelation 14:10. Trafton (1985: 94) is
correct in his conclusion, “Presumably Sy originally read A%>
)I} )R~}d [“a cup of living wine”], the similarity of )I} and
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   113  See Delitzsch (1920: 119 § 131) for examples of the confusion of k and d.

)R~} accounting for the accidental omission of )R~}d in
transmission.” The reconstructed Syriac, )I} )R~}d A%>,
and the Greek pothvrion oi[nou ajkravtou could be idiomatic
translations of rmj @yy swk.

8:15b (G), 8:17a (S)

e[krinen to;n povlemon ejpi; Ierousalhm
he declared war against Jerusalem

M\$rw) L` AbRo ,n )dw 
{he waged} war against Jerusalem

!ylvwry l[ hmjlm @ykyw
he prepared (for) war against Jerusalem

The Greek e[krinen “he judged” (Wright’s “he declared”) and
the Syriac n )dw “and he judged” could be translations of each

other, but in that case the expression “he judged war” is anoma-
lous. Ryle and James (1891: 80–81) suggested,

But as the word @ykiy: ‘he maketh ready’ is what we should

naturally expect in the present passage, we conjecture that @ykiy: by

an error of a scribe may have been changed to @ydiy:; of this error

a probable instance is presented by Ezek. vii. 14 ‘They have

blown the trumpet and made all ready’ which is rendered in the

LXX salpivsate ejn savlpiggi kai; krivnate [“sound the trumpet

and decide”] (Sym ejtoimavsate [“prepare”]; Hebrew @ykih;wÒ [“and

he prepared”]).113

It is difficult to improve upon this suggestion, although, as Trafton
(1985: 95) noted, “most scholars have attempted to make sense out
of the text as it stands.” 

8:16a (G), 8:18a (S)

ajphvnthsan aujtw'/ oiJ a[rconte" th'" gh'"
the leaders of the country met him
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A`r)d HI[id yhW`r)w
and the judges of the land met him

$rah yvar whwmdq
the leaders of the country met him

Trafton (1985: 95) rightfully proposed, in light of the Greek
a[rconte" “rulers,” that the Syriac Hi[id was a corruption of
Hi[&ir “rulers.” This error may have occurred under the influence
of the erroneous n )dw, discussed immediately above. Although

Franz Delitzsch (n.d., ad loc.), Frankenberg (1896: 74) and Stein
(1969: 448) opted for  $rah yrv  in their back-translations, the
probable Syriac A[&ir has been the basis for the $rah yvar in
the reconstructed Vorlage.

8:16b (G), 8:18b (S)

 ejpeukth; hJ oJdov" sou
may your way be blessed

K}rw) Y[o==

your way will be established

^krd !qy 
your way will be established

In Jeremiah 20:14 the phrase &Wrb; yhiyÒAla' “let it not be
blessed” appears in the LXX as mh; e[stw ejpeukthv “let it not be
longed for,” and this is the basis for Gray’s translating ejpeukth
here in 8:16 as “be blessed” (1913: 641). However, since the
Syriac has the verb Y[o== “will be established,” it may well be that

^wrb was not in the Vorlage of either text tradition. (It is obvious
that they are not a translation of each other.) If the Syriac Vorlage
had the stem !wq meaning “to be established” (as in I Samuel
24:21, “the kingdom of Israel will be established . . .” ) it would be
graphically similar to the stem hwq “to look eagerly for, to long
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   114  See Delitzsch (1920: 118 § 129a) for examples of the confusion of m and h.

   115  For numerous other examples of the confusion of m and h, see Delitzsch,
1920: 118 § 129a.

   116  The variants in the Greek tradition suggest other Hebrew texts had lkl or

for”114 which was normally translated in the LXX by ejpeukth. The
Greek translator thus read !wq as hwq. This difference corresponds
exactly to the well known variant of Genesis 1:9, where the MT
dj;a, !/qm;Ala, “unto one place” was rendered in the LXX as eij"
ta;" sunagwga;" “into the collections”—as in 1:10, where the
LXX has susthvmata for MT hwEq]mi “a mass, a collection” (BDB,
876).115

Of the three options (1) ejpeukth = ^wrb “blessed be,” (2)
Y[o== = !wqt “it will be established,” or (3) hwq “to be longed
for, to look eagerly for,” the reference in 8:17 to “grading the
rough roads before his coming” lends support for assuming the
Vorlage had the stem !wq with its physical nuances.

8:20a (G), 8:23a (S)

 kai; pa'n sofo;n ejn boulh
and every (man) wise in counsel

A<\~b MI<}d L_#
because (he was) wise in counsel

hx[ !kj lkw
and every (man) wise in counsel

The Greek pa'n “all” and the Syriac  d L_# “because” are not
translations of each other. Instead, they reflect the confusion of a

y and a l in the Vorlage, i.e., the Greek must have been translating
from a text with lk, but the Syriac translator read the lk as yk. A

similar confusion of l and y is found in the parallel texts of I Kings
5:25 (RSV 5:11) and II Chronicles 2:9 (RSV 2:10). In Kings, the

text speaks of /tybel] tl,Kom' !yFiji rKo #l,a, !yrIc][ “twenty
thousand cors of wheat as food for his household,”116 but in
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lkw or lkk. For other examples of the confusion of l and y or w, see Delitzsch,
1920: 115, §119a.

   117  For other examples of the confusion of h and w, see Delitzsch, 1920: 116,
§123a.

Chronicles it reads, *yd,b;[}l' t/Km' !yFiji, !yrIKo #l,a, !yrIc][
“twenty thousand cors of crushed wheat for your servants.” The
difference between tl,Kom' “food” and t/Km “crushed” is strikingly
similar to the yk / lk variant under review. The context of the
psalm and the traditions of Josephus (Antiquities 14.4.2) support
the plural of the Greek text tradition.

8:22b (G), 8:26 (S)
ejmivanan Ierousalhm'
they defiled Jerusalem

M\$rw) =A~-w
and Jerusalem defiled

!ylvwry wamf
they defiled Jerusalem

The difficulty in this phrase, whether the verb should be singu-
lar or plural, is identical to the one discussed above in reference to
8:1 as to whether the Vorlage had h[mv or w[mv. The confusion
of h and w is clearly attested in Obadiah 1, where hyl[ should be
read for wyl[.117 The suggestion of Trafton (1985: 96), in disagree-
ment with Begrich (1939: 136–137), that the Syriac goes back to
a Hebrew Vorlage in which an original wamf was corrupted to
hamf is attractive and has been adopted in reconstructing the
Vorlage.

8:25a (G) 8:30 (S)
ijdou; dhv oJ qeov" e[deixa" hJmi'n to; krivma sou 

ejn th'/ dikaiosuvnh/ sou
see, now, God, you have shown us how you rightly judge

 ,k=WOidz n +iW} )H|) +]) )h
behold, you, O God have shown us your rightousness
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qdx ^nyd wntyarh !yhla hta ahe
behold, you, O God, have shown us your judging rightly

The initial difference between the Greek and Syriac is that of
dhv “now” and +]) “you.” If the dhv is a translation of  hT;[' and the
+]) is a translation of hT;a', it may well be that the traditions
reflect an aural error, indicative of the fact that the psalm had a oral
history and that the voiced laryngal fricative [ had lost its unique
quality and coalesced with unvoiced glottal plosive a.

The synonymous parallelism in Psalm 9:9, lbeTeAfPov]yI aWhwÒ
!yrIv;ymeB] !yMiaul] @ydIy: qd,x,B] “Indeed, he judges the world in
rightousness and he judges the people with equity,” reflects the
quasi-parallelism of the Psalms of Solomon 8:24–25: “. . . who
judges the whole earth in his rightousness,” which is followed by
“ . . . your judgement in your rightousness.” It is perhaps a mere
coincidence, but the Syriac text of Psalm 9:9 differs from the MT
in that it has no verb corresponding to @ydIy: — just as the Syriac
Psalms of Solomon 8:30 (Greek 8:25) lacks a noun corresponding
to to; krivma ( =  @yDi). Perhaps @ yd was misread as qd, which then
dropped from the text when it was adjacent with the qd of qdx.
The qd,x, &nEyDi in the reconstructed Vorlage can be read as a
participle or a noun followed by an adverbial accusative, which
restores (or creates) an alliterative phrase, “your judging rightly.”

Psalm Nine

9:2

ejn panti; e[qnei hJ diaspora; tou' Israhl
the dispersion of Israel (was) among every nation

Li)R%id hrdWb )wh A~~` n wH\<b
among all the nations was the dispersion of Israel

larvy yrwzp !yywh !ywgh lkb
among all the nations was the dispersing of Israel

Trafton (1985: 100) noted that the Greek has ejn panti;
e[qnei“among every nation” as if this is different from the Syriac
A~~` n wH\<b “among all the nations.” However, a Vorlage
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with lk could mean either “all” or “every.” The Greek and the

Syriac both would translate lk correctly. The second difference in
this poetic line is the absence of any corresponding element in the
Greek for the Syriac )wh “was.” The Greek e[qnei suggests a

Vorlage with !yywgh, which is graphically similar to the plural
participle !yywh “the ones who were,” which can be used with the
force of the finite verb (as in Exodus 9:3, *nÒq]miB] hy:/h hw:hyÒAdy" “the
hand of the LORD will be upon your cattle”). The proposed
Vorlage suggests that the Greek, through haplography, omitted any
representation of  !yywh  in its translation.  Thus, the Syriac is the
preferred reading and provides the basis for reconstructing the
Vorlage. 

9:3a (G), 9:5b (S)
ajpo; th'" gnwvsewv" sou
from your knowledge

k+I`r= N#

from your mind

*t[d @m
from your knowledge

The Greek has gnwvsewv" sou, “your knowledge” while the
Syriac has k+I`r=, “your mind.” Trafton (1985: 100) noted that

k+I`r= here and in verse 6 would be an “unusual translation” of

gnwvsewv" sou.” Psalm 139:2, 17, along with Job 16:21, provide the

key to the understanding the difference between the Greek and the

Syriac in this phrase. Dahood (1970: 286, 296) cited Job 16:21,

“can mere man argue with God, or mortal discern ( @yb) his

thoughts ( wh[rl),” as evidence for his translation of wh[rl as “his

thoughts” in 139:2, 17 (over against the LXX and the Syriac ver-

sions which read y[dl “my knowledge”). Thus, Hebrew h[r
“thought” is attested in two passages and Aramaic h[r “thought”

is attested in Daniel 2:29.

The Vorlage could have had either (1) ̂ t[r (which the Greek

translator misread as ̂ t[d “your knowledge” or understood it as
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^t[r “your thoughts” [as in Psalm 139:2, 17 and Job 16:21]), or

(2) ^t[d (which the Syriac translator must have read as ^t[r
“your thought”). The difference reflects another example of the

confusion of a r and a d. The Greek text is preferred for recon-

structing the Hebrew Vorlage of this line since the semantic range

of h[r moves in the direction of “striving, longing” rather than
“knowing.”

9:4a (G), 9:7a (S)

ta; e[rga hJmw'n ejn ejklogh'/ kai; ejxousiva th'" yuch'" hJmw'n
Our works (are) in the choosing and power of our souls

N&F]d )=WIBGbw )=wrA{b RI; N[iDB`
for we do {things} in freedom and in choosing of our soul

wnvpn rwjbw rhbb wnyc[k
indeed we act in freedom and in the choice of our souls

There are two differences between the Greek and the Syriac in
this poetic line. First the Greek has ta; e[rga hJmw'n “our works,”
but the Syriac has N[iDB` “we do (things).” The Greek could
reflect a Vorlage with the participle wnyc[m “our works.” The
Syriac Vorlage read either wnyc[ “we did (things)” or wnyc[k
“indeed, we did (things).” The emphatic “indeed” is suggested by
the Syriac RI; which could reflect the preposition k or the
particle yk. What was read as a k in the Syriac Vorlage was
(mis)read as a m in the Greek Vorlage.  In the translation of the
proposed Vorlage, the k is read as an emphatic k “indeed, surely,”
which fits the context of the verse.

The second difference is between the Greek ejn ejklogh'/ kai;
ejxousiva “in choosing and in power” and the Syriac )=wrA{b
)=WIBGbw “in freedom and in choosing.” The Syriac and
Greek reflect the rjb “to choose,” but the Syriac )=wrA{b “in
freedom” requires rwjb, i.e. the preposition b plus the substantive
rwj “free, born free, nobleman” (BDB, 359). The Greek tradition
read the rwj “freedom” as lwj “power.” Delitzsch (115, § 119b)
cited Genesis 15:18 and Isaiah 21:8 as two examples of the
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   118  See Gesenius (1888: 499, 949) in his introduction to the letters r and l for
other examples of the interchange.

confusion of a r and a l.118 Compared to the Greek, the Syriac is
the contextually more appropiate reading.

9:5a (G), 9:9a (S)
 oJ poiw'n dikaiosuvnhn qhsaurivzei zwh;n auJtw'/ para; kurivw

the one who does what is right saves up life 
for himself with the Lord

)+~I* )=Woidz DB`d RI; wh
AiR# =W| H| mA* AI}d

for he who does righteousness lays up for himself 
with the Lord a treasure of life

hwhy ta wl !yyj rxa rxwa hqdx hcw[
he who does righteousness lays up a treasure of life 

for himself with the Lord

Trafton (1985: 102) rightly critiqued Harris’ (1911: 43) claim
that the Syriac phrase mA* . . . )+~I* “cannot be a Hebrew
form of speech, we are obliged to admit that the play on words is
due to the ingenuity of the translator,” and proposed a Hebrew
Vorlage having rxa rxwa “laying up a treasure.” Additional
support for reading rxa rxwa comes from the Latin Apocalypse
of IV Ezra 8:54, which reads in part “. . . and in the end the
treasures of immortality (thesaurus immortalitatis) are made
manifest.” If the Syriac AiR#=W| . . . AI}d )+~I* “a treasure
of life . . . with the Lord” is thematically related, there is no reason
to reject the Syriac )+~I% (equals Hebrew rxwa “treasure”) out

of hand. Trafton’s (1985: 102) back translation rxa rxwa
approximates Franz Delitzsch’s (1970:10) back translation of

Matthew 6:20, !ymvb twrxwa !kl wrxat “lay up for yourselves
treasures in heaven.” Moreover, AiR# =W| . . . AI}d )+~I*
seems to suggest something other than “saving one’s life” at the
present on earth. The idea of saving one’s life here on earth is well
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   119  Other examples of aural errors are discussed with reference to 8:11, 8:25a,
17:6a, and 17:13.

attested, for example, in these passages: Psalm 6:4 “Turn, O Lord,
save my life (yvpn hxlj); deliver me for the sake of thy steadfast
love”; Psalm 116:4 “ . . . O LORD, I beseech thee, deliver my soul
(hflm yvpn)”; Ezekiel 33:9 “if he do not turn from his way, he
shall die in his iniquity; but thou hast delivered thy soul (hT;a'w
T;l]X'hi"Ò *v]p]n);” and Jeremiah 38:2 “he shall have his life as a prize
of war, and live (yj;w: ll;v;l] /vp]n" /Laht;yÒh;wÒ).”

There is no reason to conjecture that the Syriac text here is a
translation of the Greek text. The Greek and the Syriac texts could
actually reflect a Hebrew Vorlage which gave rise to an aural error
in which there was possibly a confusion of rzE/[ and rxe/a, even
though the LXX does not use qhsaurivzen to translate rxe/[.119 The
Greek qhsaurivzei and the Syriac )+~I% are probably based
upon a tradition having rxe/a. The cognate accusative before the
verb, mA*. . . )+~I*, could reflect an original infinitive
absolute which preceded the verb, rxE/a rxoa;. In either case, a
cognate accusative or an infinitive absolute, the Greek translator
omitted it or it had already dropped out of the Vorlage of the Greek
text. The reconstructed Vorlage follows the Syriac text.

9:6b (G), 9:12b (S)

ejn ejxomologhvsei ejn ejxagorivai"
in confessing, in restoring

)=W[idW~b
in his confession

wtwdwhb
when he confesses

Gray (1913: 642) recognized that ejn ejxagorivai" “in acknowl-
edgement” is probably a doublet for the ejn ejxomologhvsei “in
confession,” but made no conjecture whether the doublet origi-
nated in the Greek text or in a Hebrew Vorlage. Since the semantic
range of ejxagorivai" includes “to redeem, to ransom, to tell, to
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   120  Wright (1985: 661), for reasons which are not obvious, translated ejn
ejxagorivai" as “in restoring,” a nuance not cited by (Liddell and Scott, 580).

   121  For other examples which suggest errors in an oral transmission see the
discussion on 8:11b, 8:25a, 16:16, and 17:13.

   122  See Friedrich and Rollig, 1970: 13, § 31.

   123  Rahlfs accepted an emendation proposed by von Gebhardt which none of the
Greek manuscripts supports. The second Greek line is from Wright’s (1995: 61)
volume on the Psalms of Solomon..

confess, to make known, to declare,”120 it is possible that the phrase
simply uses synonymous apposition; but the absence of any corres-
ponding element in the Syriac for ejn ejxagorivai" lends support to
Gray’s conjecture.

While it is possible that the Syriac text reflects a haplography
of its equivalent for ejn ejxagorivai", it is more likely that the
Hebrew Vorlage had a doublet reflecting what was an aural
uncertainty as to whether the root was [dy “to acknowledge” or
hdy “to confess.” Since Delitzsch (1920) does not list any scribal
errors involving h and [, one must conjecture that at some point in
the oral transmission that the [dy and the hdy were confused.121 By
the time of the composition of the Psalms of Solomon, the [ (the
voiced laryngal fricative) had coalesced with the a (the unvoiced
glottal plosive), as attested by the Phoenician variant spellings of
l[b as lab or lb.122 But in Hebrew, where the [ was consistently
retained in the spelling, in hearing the [ and h (the unvoiced glottal
fricative) could easily have been confused. Therefore, the recon-
structed Vorlage follows the Syriac text reflecting the writer’s
concurrance with Gray, followed by Trafton. 

9:9b (G), 9:18b (S)

kai; oujk ajpwvsh/ eij" to;n aijw'na (Rahlfs)123

kai; ouj katapaujsei" eij" to;n aijw'na

and it will not cease forever

m\e| A#D` A\$= A|w
and you will not cease forever
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   124  As in Hebrew, the Syriac 3fs and the 2ms imperfect verbs are homographs,
their identification being fixed solely by context.

!lw[l qspt alw
and [the race of Israel] will never cease

The Greek provides three alternatives for the corresponding
Syriac A\$= A|w “you / she will not cease,” namely, ouj kata-
paujsei" “you will not cease,” ouj katapaujsh/ and ouj katapaujsei
“he will not cease.”124 Begrich (1939: 138) conjectured that kata-
paujsei" and katapaujsh/ are corruptions of katapaujsei and that
the Syriac is a translation of the corrupted katapaujsei". Trafton’s
(1985:103–104) summary of opinions reflects the division of opin-
ion on whether “you [God] will not cease” or “it [the name of God]
will not cease” was original in the Greek. 

Not satisfied with the three attested Greek options, von

Gebhardt (1895: 78) emended ouj katapaujsei" “you will not

cease” to oujk ajpwvsh “you will not reject (us),” and Rahlfs adopted

the emendation in his text. But the solution to the problem is not to

be found in emending the Greek, but in recognizing that the Greek

variants are due to a misunderstanding of the verb qspt in the

Hebrew Vorlage. The prefix t could be either a 2ms or a 3fs

imperfect form of the verb. The problem was not with the verb, per

se, but with determining the subject of the verb. Contrary to all the

evidence or arguments favoring a 2ms “you [God] will not . . . ” a

or 3ms “it [the name] will not . . .,” the subject was most likely a

3fs ty[rz “race, descendants, family” (Jastrow, 414), used as a

synonymn of the masculine spevrma (= [rz) in 9:9a. The phrase

hqysp al hyty[rz “his race shall never cease” is attested in

Kilayim 32c of the Palestinian Talmud.

Consequently, the Syriac m\e| A#D` A\$= A|w

should be translated “it [the race (f.) of Abraham] will never

cease,” and the ouj katapaujsh/ (of mss 149, 260, 471, 606, 629,

and 769) and the ouj katapaujsei (of mss 366), may also reflect the

3fs alw  qspt or qyspt alw (scriptio plene). For these reason,

the reconstructed Vorlage uses a 3fs verb having the feminine noun
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ty[rz in 9:9a as its subject. The Greek ouj katapaujsei “it will not

cease” matches this reconstruction, but the “it” has as its antece-

dent the feminine ty[rz, not the masculine hwhy !v. Once the

correct antecedent is recognized, emendation is unnecessary.

Psalm Ten

10:1a

oJ kuvrio" ejmnhvsqh ejn ejlegmw'/

the Lord remembers with rebuking

)=W[%<~b )H|) hR>d=)d

whom God remembered in poverty

hjkwtb hwhy rkz
(whom) Yahweh remembers with reproach

The Syriac )=W[%<~b “in poverty” and the Greek ejn

ejlegmw'/  “with rebuking” cannot be translations of each other.

Harris and Mingana (1868: 96–97) and Baars (1972: 15) re-

cognized a metathetic error in which an original )=W[<%~b “in

reproof” was mistakingly written or read as )=W[%<~b “in

poverty.” The erroroneous metathesis of letters has probably

occured also in the Hebrew Vorlage (in 2:27, 4:18 and elsewhere).

The reconstructed Vorlage, therefore, follows the Greek text.

10:1b

 ejkuklwvqh ajpo; oJdou' ponhra'"ejn mavstigi

and protects from the evil way with a whip

)DG[b )+&Ibd A}rw) N# yHI\>w

and he restrained him with scourgings from the way of evil

fwvb h[r ^rdm whylkhw
and he restrained him from the evil way with a whip

The Greek ejkuklwvqh “he protects” and the Syriac yHI\> “he
restrained him” cannot be translations of each other. Trafton (1985:

106) has rightly noted “The Gk  ejkuklwvqh (lit. ‘he was encircled’)
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   125  See Delitzsch, 1920: 120, § 132 a–b.

   126  See Delitzsch, 1920: 114, § 116 a.

   127  See Delitzsch, 1920: 120, § 132 c, e, f.

is notoriously problematic.” The best suggestion to date was

offered by Fritzsche (1871: 580) who proposed the emendation to

ejkwluvqh “he was restrained,” which brought the Greek text into

conformity with the Syriac.

The Greek translator read h[r ^rdm (or h[r jram) as the

noun with an apositional modifier (“from the way, the evil one”),

whereas the Syriac read the phrase as a construct chain (“from the

way of evil”). The Syriac provided the clue for the correction of

the Greek text of this poetic line, and the reconstructed Vorlage

follows the Syriac text.

10:1b–2a

ajpo; aJmartiva" . . . nw'ton 

from sin . . . (his) back

hC} . . . h+I_} N#

from his sin . . . his back

wwg . . . wyafj
from his sin . . . his back

 In 10:1c the Syriac apparently read a Vorlage having wyafj
“his sin” but the Greek translator read hafj “sin (f.)” reflecting

the confusion of wy and h.125 In 10:2a the reader is confronted with

a variant between the Syriac and the Greek involving the confusion

of a w and a h.126 Whereas the Syriac translator read wwg “his back,”

the Greek translator read hwg “back.” The p) in 10:2, which has

no corresponding element in the Greek, is probably a doublet of the

wwg which was misread as !g.127 Both Syriac and Greek have

synonymous parallelism (wyafj and wwg in the Syriac and hafj and
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   128  Note Wright’s (1985: 661) contextual addition of “(his)” to avoid the
ambiguity of the translation “the one who prepares a back for the whip . . . ,”
which could be misunderstood as a reference to one who executes the whipping.

hwg in the Greek). Contextually, the Syriac reading is preferable128

and has been used in reconstructing the Vorlage.

10:3

ojrqwvsei ga;r oJdou;" dikaivwn

for he will straighten the ways of the righteous

)=wdR# NI\VO#d

for the way of the rightoeous one is straight

!yqydx ykrd r`yy
for he will straighten the ways of the righetous

Trafton (1985: 107) cited Kuhn’s (1937: 13) concurrence with

Frankenberg (1896: 77) that the difference between the Greek

ojrqwvsei”he will make straight” and the Syriac NI\VO# “is

straight” is due to the reading of a Vorlage having rvyy. The Greek

translator read it as a picel causative but the Syriac translator read

it as a simple qal. The reconstructed Vorlage concurs with the

Greek translator in reading a causative, recognizing that rvyy could

be a hiphcîl (scriptio defectiva) as in Proverbs 4:25, as well as a

picel.

10:3b

kai; ouj diastrevyei ejn paideiva

and [God] will not bend (them) by discipline

)twdR# H| A|+F# A|w

and chastisement does not make it crooked

hjkwtb bs al
and he does not bend (them) by discipline

The Greek diastrevyei (a simple indicative) and the Syriac

A|F# (a causative feminine participle) are not likely to be
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translations of each other. However, the differences between the

indicative and the causative and between the present tense and the

participle stem can be accounted for by a Vorlage having a

cononant cluster hjkwtbbs. The Syriac translator or tradition read

—due to a dittography of the t—hjkwt tbbs as the feminine

participle tbbs and the the feminine hjkwt “chastisement.”

Consequently, the Syriac read hjkwt as the subject of the parti-

ciple. But the Greek translator or tradition read the consonant

cluster hjkwtbbs as hjkwtb bs, i.e., the masculine participle

followed by a preposition b affixed to the feminine noun hjkwt,

with the masculine subject of the participle being understood

contextually as God.

Kuhn (1937: 13–14) reconstructed a Vorlage with tw[y alw
hjkwtb, asserting: 

. . . daß das B] vor hj;ke/T, das H(í) richtig bot, in H(ê ) aus-
gelassen war, oder von ê bei dur Übersetzung unberück-
sichtigt gelassen wurde, weil es ihm — eben wegen seiner
falschen Vokalisation rv'yyI — unverständlich war.

But it is difficult to imagine that such a common verb as rvy and

the preposition b would have been incomprehensible to the Syriac

translator. Although Kuhn chose the verb hw[ (which was trans-

lated by diastrevfein in the LXX), the stem bbs (which was

translated by epistrevfein in the LXX), more naturallly explains

the preposition ejn in the Greek text.

10:3c

kai; to; e[leo" kurivou

and the mercy of the Lord

 AiR#d RI; h=Z}

for the sight of the Lord

hwhy @wnjw
for the grace of Yahweh
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   129  See Delitzsch, 1920: 113, § 112d and 116, § 123c

The Greek e[leo" “mercy” and the Syriac h=Z} “sight” are

obviously not translations of each other. Trafton (1985: 108) has

proposed an inner Syriac confusion of A[[} “grace” and h=Z}

“sight,” but the graphic similarity of these two words is not nearly

as close as the corresponding Hebrew @wnh “grace” and @wzj
“sight.” Therefore, it seems more likely that the confusion was in

the Hebrew Vorlage rather than originating in the Syriac text, since

the confusion of z and n is well attested elsewhere in Hebrew.129

The reconstructed Vorlage follows the Greek text since @nj and

!nwjt are among the twelve words translated by ejleo" .

10:5b

hJ marturiva kurivou ejpi; oJdou;" ajnqrwvpwn ejn ejpiskoph'/

and the testimony of the Lord (is) in the ways of men 

in (his) supervision

)+}jwAb AiR#d h=wdH*

A]J`W%b A&]) Y[bd

the testimony of the Lord is in the ways of men 

in visitation

!da twklh l[ !ydwqpb hwhy twd[
the lawcodes of the Lord in the commandments

 (are) above the rules of man

The semantic ranges of the Greek ejpiskoph/' “supervision” and

the Syriac A]J`W* “visitation” are such that they could well be

translations of each other. However, the semantic range of ejpi-

skoph'/ and A]J`W* do not offer any meaning which gives sense

to this poetic line. However, if ejpiskoph'/ and A]J`W* are

translations of a Hebrew Vorlage with !ydiWQPi (scriptio defectiva

= !dqp) “commandments, precepts,” the translators can be ex-

cused for translating the masculine plural !ydwqp “command-

ments” as though it were the feminine singular hd;Wqp] “visitation.”



134

The confusion of !dqp and hdqp would be like the confusion of

hnh (MT) and !nh (with íL, æL, ê) in II Kings 6:20.

The Greek ejpiv points to a Vorlage with l[. The Syriac
)+}jw) and the Greek oJdou;" point to the noun &r,D, “road” or

hk;l]h; “practice, rule, tradition.” Frankenberg (1896: 77) translated

ejpi; oJdou;" ajnqrwvpwn as !da ykrd l[ [“in the ways of man”]—

Franz Delitzsch (n.d., ad loc.) differed only by having the definite

article on !da —and Stein (1969: 451) similarily rendered it as

!yvna ykrd l[ [“in the ways of men”]. But all three seem to have

misunderstood the context due to the Greek ejpiskoph'/ and the

Syriac A]J`W* which reflect most likely a misreading of  hdqp
“visitation” instead of !dqp “precept” (see above) — which made

the !da t/kl]h; of the Vorlage appear to be “the roads for visiting

people,” rather than recognizing !da t/kl]h; as the antithetical

parallel to hwhy twd[ “the lawcodes of Yahweh.” Both the Greek

and the Syriac missed the nuance of the text, and commentators to

date have not been able to offer an intelligible translation. The

Vorlage, as reconstructed, offers insight into the primacy of Torah

for the poet.

10:8 (G), 10:9 (S)

tou' kurivou hJ swthriva ejpi; oi\kon Israhl 

eij" eujfrosuvnhn aijwvnion

the Lord’s salvation (be) upon the house of Israel

 (that they may be) happy forever

)+Ib L` A[orWf DI;wh AiR#d 

M\~|d )=W>\~| ,Li)R%id

for the salvation of the Lord is upon the house of Israel 

for the kingdom which is forever

!lw[ twnzrl lar`y tyb l[ hwhy h[w`h yk
for the salvation of the Lord is on the house of Israel.

 Indeed, His Lordship (is) forever

The Greek eujfrosuvnh “happy” and the Syriac )=W>\#
“kingdom” cannot be translations of each other. However, they are
related to each other by virtue of the fact that they may be derived
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   130  See BDB (931) where the plural participle is cited as a substantive meaning
“rulers, potentates” and comes in parallel or in synonymous parallelism with

!yklm in Judges 5:3; Psalm 2:2; Proverbs 8:15, 31:4 and Habbakuk 1:10. Note

also Ecclesiasticus 33:4 where !ynzwr is in parallelism with !ywg yrv (although the
Greek hjouvmenoi laou' suggests ![ yrfwv “scribes of the people”).

   131  See Blommerde 1969: 31 and Dahood and Penar 1970:406 for a

bibliography on and a discussion of the emphatic l.

from a Vorlage having the noun twnzr “lordship.”130 The Greek text
misread twnzr as twnr “exultation” (like the t/nn:rÒ ytep]ciwÒ “joyful
lips” in Psalm 63:6). One must postulate the abstract noun twnzr,
unattested in Biblical Hebrew, which functioned as a synonym for

twklm “kingship.” The analogy to twnzr is the use of twnda “lord-
ship” in Modern Hebrew (which is not attested in Biblical Hebrew,
although @wda appears frequently).

The Greek eji" and the Syriac l are reflected in the Vorlage by

the l prefixed to twnzr, but this l is not to be read, following the
Greek and Syriac texts, as the preposition “to” but read as the
emphatic l “indeed.”131 The Syriac d “for” could reflect a Vorlage
with a k or yk. If so, the k or yk would probably be an emphatic
particle in synonymous parallelism with the emphatic l, rather
than the particle meaning “for.” 

Psalm Eleven

11:1
salpivsate ejn Siwn ejn savlpiggi shmasiva"

sound in Zion the signal trumpet
)+eidi A]ROb n WihCb wRo
blow in Zion on the known trumpet

h[wrth . . . trxxjB @wyxb w[qt
sound in Zion the signal trumpet

If the Syriac )+eidi A]ROb, “known trumpet,” were
)+`dW# A]ROb, with the verb in the caphcel, meaning “to make
known by trumpet,” the Syriac would approximate the Greek
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   132  See Delitzsch, 1920: 105–107, § 109 a–c and 111, §109b. 

savlpiggi shmasiva" “signal trumpet.” But the caphcel participle is
not easily mistaken for pecal passive participle. The clue for under-
standing the difference between the Greek and Syriac is provided
by Numbers 10:9, t/rx]xoj}B' !t,[oreh}w" “then you shall sound an
alarm with the trumpets.” In the Vorlage the instrument translated
“trumpet” could have been rpwv “ram’s horn” or hrxxj “clarion”
or lbwy “cornet,” none of which would have created problems. But
it was not the instrument, itself, which was misunderstood, but the
modifier of the instrument, h[wrth, usually meaning “an alarm, a
war cry, a shout of joy (for a religious purpose).” This noun with
the definite article, h[wrth (or scriptio defectiva h[rth), was
evidently misread by the Syriac translator as h[dyth, a hithpacel
perfect of the stem [dy. The confusion of r and d is well attested,
as is the confusion of r and w.132

11:4 (G) 11:5 (S) 

o[rh uJyhla; ejtapeivnwsen eij" oJmalismo;n aujtoi'"

he flattened high mountains into level ground for them

n wH| LF$w K<# A#j )jWt

high mountains he humbled, and he made them low

 !hl hlypvl !ymr !yrh hwv 
he flattened high mountains into lowlands for them

The variant reading of ms 10hl is noteworthy in understanding

the difference between the Greek and Syriac texts of this line.

Whereas ms 16hl has LF$w “and he laid low, he strew flat,” ms

10hl has YF$w “and he made plain/ smooth.” While this could be an

inner-Syriac corruption, it could also reflect a different reading of

the Vorlage. If the Greek ejtapeivnwsen eij" oJmalismo;n aujtoi'"

came from a Vorlage reading !hl hlyp`l, it would appear that

ms 10hl suffered a haplography of the hl of hlyp`l and the hl
of !hl. On the other hand, both mss 16hl and 10hl evidently read
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   133  See Delitzsch, 1920: 115, § 119 a.

the hlyp`l of the Vorlage as a 3ms hiphcil with a 3mpl object

suffix, !lyp`w “and he made them low,” reflecting a confusion of

l and w.133  The redundancy of the Syriac line is prosaic, not poetic,

consequently, the Greek text appears to have retained the better

reading and has been used in reconstructing the Vorlage.

11:5 (G), 11:6b (S)

oiJ drumoi; ejskivasan aujtoi'" ejn th'/ parovdw/ aujtw'n

the forest shaded them as they passed by

wwh NiRB` D> n wHI\` L\_ )zj)

he shaded the cedars over them when they were passing by

!rb[b !hl !yvrj wlxh
the woods shaded them in their passing by

Greek ms 629 has oiJ bounoiv “the hills” instead of oiJ drumoiv

“the forest,” and the Syriac has )zj) “the cedars.” It is obvious

that these variants are not literal translations of each other. The

Greek bounoiv and drumoiv have some graphic similarity, but the

degree of similarity is hardly sufficient to be cause of the threefold

difference. The differences probably stem from a Hebrew Vorlage

which could have been interpreted in several different ways. The

clue for understanding this poetic line and its variants is Ezekiel

31:3, which reads in part, vr,jowÒ #n:[; hpeyÒ @/nb;L]B' zr,a, rWVa' hNEhi
lx'me, “Behold, the Assyrian was a cedar in Lebanon with fair

branches, and with a forest–like shade” (ASV). The collocation of

zr,a, “cedar” and lx'me vr,jowÒ “forest–like shade” parallels the
variant readings of bouvnoi, drumoiv, and )zj) here in 11:5.

Hebrew vr,jo can mean “a wooded height, a forest” (BDB, 361).

The Greek drumoiv focused the meaning of  vr,jo on the “forest”

element, whereas the Greek bounoiv focused the meaning on the

element of “height.” The Syriac L\_ )zj) “he shaded the

cedars” is a free translation of !yvir,jo wlxh “the woods shaded”
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   134  In addition to Ezekiel 31:3, note also Numbers 24:6, Psalm 37:35; 80:1;
92:12; and Isaiah 2:13.

   135  See BHS for a summary of the evidence of the versions; and note Delitzsch

(1920: 112, § 112a) for another example of the confusion of  w and z in Proverbs
8:29.

which associated the forest–like shade with the legendary shady

cedars (of Lebanon).134

11:5b (G), 11:7 (S)

pa'n xuvlon eujwdiva" ajnevteilen aujtoi'" oJ qeov"

God made every fragrant tree to grow for them

)H|) n wH| Xir) A~I%b A{ird A%Io L>w

and God caused every tree of sweet smell to breathe on them

!hl !vb $[ lk !yhla jyryw
and God caused every fragrant tree to give off scent for them

The Greek ajnevteilen “to grow” and the Syriac Xir) “to
breathe, to give off scent” cannot be accurate translations of each

other. The verb ajnevteilen appears to be a translation of the hiphcîl

of the verb jrz “to rise, to go forth,” used generally for the rising

of the sun, with the noun jrzm being used for “sunrise” or “the

place of the sunrise, the East.” But the noun jrza “one rising from

the soil” (BDB, 28) is attested in Psalm 37:35 “I have seen a

violent, wicked man spreading himself like a luxuriant tree in its

native soil ( @n:[}r  jr:zÒa,K')” (NAS). Since ajnevteilen can be used

for the coming forth of plants, as well as the “springing forth” of

people, water, mountains, or hair, it was the appropriate word to

translate jyrzw “and he caused to sprout forth.” 

However, the Syriac translator or his Vorlage did not read

jyrzw but jyryw “and he caused [the cedars] to give off scent.” This

reflects a confusion in the Vorlage of either the Syriac text

tradition or the Greek text tradition of a w and a z, a confusion

which is attested in Ezekiel 47:17–19, where taewÒ appears three

times instead of tazO.135 Given the fact that the poet spoke of the

children of the diaspora traveling along shady roads to Jerusalem,
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   136  The paronomasia in the Syriac (Xir) . . . A{ird), which Trafton (1985:

112–113) dealt with, appears to be secondary. It is not original to the Hebrew if
the proposed reconstruction proves to be correct.

the Greek ajnevteilen is very difficult. It would be an appropriate

verb were the poet depicting the redevelopment of the land of

Israel / Judah once the diaspora Jews were resettled in the land.

Consequently, the Syriac reflects a contextually more appropriate

reading. Aside from the Greek ajnevteilen, there is no suggestion

that the returnees would tarry along the way, waiting for trees to

spring up or mature sufficiently to give off a scent. In the poet’s

vision,  as interpreted by the Syriac translator,  the scent of cedar

would be pleasant for the Zion bound travelers. Consequently, the

reconstructed Vorlage has followed the Syriac text.136

Psalm Twelve

12:2a

ejn poikiliva/ strofh'" oiJ lovgoi th'" glwvssh" 

ajndro;" ponhrou' (Greeka)

ejn poivhsei diastrofh'" oiJ lovgoi th'" glwvssh"

 ajndro;" ponhrou '(Greekb)

the words of the wicked man’s tongue 

(are) twisted so many ways

©yhªw+I) ,A\#d RI; A<fwHb

A*W~] RB` )RB;d H[&| 

for the tongue of the transgressor is

 in the turning of words

[r `ya @w`l !ylm b`j ^phb
the tongue of a wicked man is for ingenious twisting of words

Trafton (1985: 115) acknowledged the difficulty of this poetic

line in Greek and Syriac. In Greek, mss 149, 260, 471, and 606 (=

Greekb in this section) read ejn poivhsei diastrofh'" “in the doing

of perversity” for ejn poikiliva/ strofh'" “in diversity of turning”
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   137  See Hatch and Redpath, 1954: 1168, for poikili va and poihvsi" .

in mss 253 and 336 (= Greeka in this section); and the corres-
ponding phrase in Syriac is A\#d. . . A<fwHb “ the turning of

words.” The Greek variants are not visually similar and are not

likely to reflect an inner–Greek corruption; and the Syriac cannot

be a translation of either Greek text. The differences are best

accounted for by appealing to a Hebrew Vorlage. Trafton pro-

posed reading ^phb @w`l !yrbd, commenting, “the Sy translator

correctly understood the first two words as being in a construct

relationship, while the Gk translator understood such a relationship

for the last two words.” But this Vorlage does not account for the

poikiliva or the poivhsei of the Greek. texts.

This writer proposes a different Vorlage, reading b`j ^phb
@w`l !ylm “for ingenious twisting of words.” The ^ph could be

either &peho “turning” (which equals strofh'") or &p,h, “perversity”

(which equals diastrofh'" and A<fwh). In the LXX the stem

b`j is translated by poikiliva (which also translated hc[m “work,

deed”) and by poivhsi" (which also translated hc[m “work,

deed”).137 Mss 149, 260, 471, and 606 rendered b`j by poivhsi";
and mss 253 and 236 translated it by poikiliva. However, all the

Greek readings missed the most likely identification of b`j here.

It was the noun bv,je “ingenious.” If the Greek translators can be

faulted for missing the nuance, the Syriac translator missed the

word entirely; that is to say, a corresponding word for bvj is lack-

ing in the Syriac.

Moreover, when poikiliva is translated as “manifoldly twisted”

(Gray (1913: 644) or “diversity” (Trafton 1985: 134) or “twisted”

(Wright 1985: 662) the translation misses an important nuance of

poikiliva cited by Liddell and Scott (1940: 1429): “versatility, sub-

tly, mostly in a bad sense.” Thus, poikiliva is a close match for

bv,j, “ingenious.”

12:2b

w{sper ejn law'/ pu'r ajnavpton 

kallonh;n aujtou' (Greeka)
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   138  Kittel (1900: 141) argued for the w{sper ejn a{lw pu'r ajnavpton kalavmhn
aujtou of manuscripts 149, 260 and 471 (= Greek

b
) as original while Swete

(1894: 15), Viteau (1911: 314–317) and von Gebhardt (1895: 178–180) opted for
the w{sper ejn law' / pu'r ajnavpton kallonh;n aujtou of the other manuscripts.
Gray’s (1913: 644) comment that “It is very questionable whether any of the
readings or conjectures preserve or recover the sense of the original” provides an
apt evaluation of the conjectures.

w{sper ejn a{lw pu'r ajnavpton 

kalavmhn aujtou' (Greekb)

(they are) as a fire among a people 

which scorches its beauty (Greeka)

as on a threshing floor a fire 

burning up its stubble (Greekb)

 ,DB` RIF$d wh Ki)d RI;)W{#

A~eb )dW] d}W#w

for he pretends {to be} like one who acts properly, 

but he kindles fire among the people

wtm[n l[ ywgb `a jdqw rpv almmk harn yk
for he appears like one who speaks conciliation,

 but he kindles a fire among the people according to his pleasure

Greek mss 149, 260, and 471 (= Greekb in this section) read

differently from mss 253 and 336 (= Greeka in this section), having

w{sper ejn a{lw pu'r ajnavpton kalavmhn aujtou' “as on a threshing

floor a fire burning up its stubble.” Greeka and Greekb are not

translations of each other and the Syriac cannot be a translation of

either since it lacks a corresponding word for kallonh;n aujtou' “its

beauty” or kalavmhn aujtou' “his stubble.” It is possible to interpret

law'/ and a{lw, as well as kallonh;n and kalavmhn, as inner–Greek

corruptions, and Trafton (1985: 116–117) has well summarized the

debate as to the original Greek reading.138

But it is equally possible that the difficulties are due to the

Hebrew Vorlage. A solution to the problems in the line lies in

recognizing the confusion of r and w, of y and @, and of r and
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m.139 The Vorlage of Greekb must have had @rg “threshing floor,”

which was a misreading of ywg “people” (equal to ejn law'/ of Greeka

and the Syriac A~eb). The Vorlage also had wtm[n “his beauty,”

which was misread by Greekb as wtr[n “his stubble, straw”

(reflecting the confusion of r and m). The w{sper “as for” of both

Greeka and Greekb (which could equal k or yk) may well be all that

survived of the missing introductory phrase (to be discussed next),

suggesting that the Greek text suffers from an omission rather than

the Syriac text having an addition.

Although Syriac lacks a corresponding element for the wtr[n
or  wtm[n it does have a phrase not found in the Greek, namely,
DB` RIF$d wh Ki)d RI;)W{#, “for he pretends {to be}

like one who acts properly.” (Trafton cited [1985:114–116] but did

not discuss this phrase.) The Vorlage of the extra line was probably

rpv almmk harn yk “for he appears as one speaking concilia-

tion.” The Syriac stem DB` “to do” was used for filling offices,
for consecrating kings and bishops, and for the passing of time (J.

Payne Smith, 395). This semantic range matches well the semantic

range of Hebrew root alm “to fill,” which was also used for
consecrating priests, for the passing of time, and for keeping a

promise.

However, if the Syriac Vorlage had almmk harn yk “for he
appears as one speaking,” it may be that rpv almmk “as one
speaking conciliation” was a misreading of rpv llmmk “as one
who speaks goodly (words).” This phrase would be the equivalent
of rp,v;Ayrem]ai @teNOh' “the one who gives goodly words” (Genesis

49:21). Since the picel of rpv means “to make pleasing, to
conciliate, to harmonize” (Jastrow, 1619), rpv llmmk would
contrast significantly with the inflammatory speech referred to in
the next line. 

The Vorlage follows the Syriac for this poetic line and retains

the additional phrase of the Syriac text even though none of the
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   140  Note Kittel’s suggestion (1900: 141) for a Vorlage with rwogm; (from stem III)

“terror” instead of rWgm ; (from stem II) “to sojourn.”

Greek manuscripts or the Syriac has completely represented the

probable Vorlage.

12:3

hJ paroikiva aujtou' ejmprh'sai oi[kou" ejn glwvssh/ yeuvdei

his visit fills homes with a false tongue

A\;d A\\~~b )+b A\~~| RI; hR~e#

for his sojourning is that he might fill houses with lying talk

!yrq` !ylmb !ytb alm wyrwg/wrwg
his quarreling (visit) fills homes with lying words

The Syriac hR~e# “his sojourning” could be the equivalent

of Hebrew rwg “to reside (as an alien),” since R~/ can mean “to

colonize” (J. Payne Smith (1903: 418). The Greek paroikiva also

may include the idea of residing as an alien or stranger (Liddell

and Scott 1940: 1342). However, the poet may well have intended

rwg stem II, meaning “to stir up strife” (BDB, 158), or he may have

intended a double entendre, with rwg I “to sojourn” and rwg II “to

quarrel.”140 Far from being conciliatory, the “lawless one” was

inflammatory.

The choice between ejn glwvssh/ yeuvdei “lying tongues” (at-

tested in Psalm 109:2, Proverbs 6:17, 12:19, 21:6, and 26:28) or

“lying words” (found in Exodus 5:9, Isaiah 32:7, 59:13; Jeremiah

29:23, and elsewhere) is difficult to decide. There is no Semitic

root which could account for a confusion of @wvl “tongue” with

rbd or rma or llm, all of which mean “word.” Trafton makes the

most convincing case for a Vorlage (having paronomasia) such as

hlmb !ytb alml “filling house with words.” This suggestion has

been adopted in the above Vorlage, differing only in favor of the

plural !yrq` !ylmb “with lying words.”
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12:3b

ejkkovyai devndra eujfrosuvnh" flogizouvsh" paranovmou"

cuts down trees of joy, inflaming criminals

A*W~] RB`d A]DOIb H~*Wbd A[\I) (_o

he cut down the trees of his delight 

in the burning of transgression

hrwt rb[b vwvm !yx[ trk
he gleefully cut down trees in violation of Torah

The difficulty of this poetic line is evidenced by the fact that
von Gebhardt (1895: 80–81), Frankenberg (1896: 78), and Gray
(1913: 644) left the line untranslated or partially untranslated.
Trafton (1985: 118–119) summarized the conjectures over the past
century, none of which—including Geiger’s (1871: 14) “putting
the evil doer into the fire” and Kittel’s (1900: 141–142) “from
igniting malice”— have been convincing.

The clue to the line is in the Syriac RB`d which Trafton
translated as “which is transgressing” or “of the transgressor.” He
associated RB`d with the preceding A]DOIb “in the conflagra-
tion” and conjectured it meant “in the heat of transgression,” even
though A]DOIb is in the emphatic state rather than the construct
state. Nevertheless, RB`d and A]DOIb need to be addressed
together since they appear to be a doublet from a Vorlage which
originally had the verb rb[ “to transgress.” It is obvious that DOi

“to burn, to set on fire” is the equivalent of r[b “to burn.” But far
less obvious was the metathetic shift which changed the original
rb[ “to transgress” into the verb r[b “to burn.” Even though in
English we speak of “inflammatory speech,” it seems doubtful that
r[b was originally in the Vorlage. It was a variant reading which
survived as a doublet in the Vorlage and in the Greek and Syriac
traditions. Consequently, both flogizouvsh" and A]DOi are correct
translations of r[b, the doublet of rb[.

It seems most likely that the Vorlage initially dealt simply with
the cutting down of trees, without any subsequent reference to
burning of them or anything else. The idea of burning inserted
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itself in the tradition through the misreading of rb[ as r[b. The
issue addressed in the poetic line was the prohibition in Deuter-
onomy 20:19–20, “when you besiege a city for a long time, making
war against it in order to take it, you shall not destroy its trees by
wielding an axe against them; for you may eat of them, but you
shall not cut them down.”

Contrary to the Torah, the “lawless one” mention in 12:1 was
cutting down trees “to his heart’s content” (eujfrosuvnh" and
H~*Wb), thus transgressing the law (paranovmou" and RB`
A*W~]). The Greek paranovmou" and Syriac A*W~] RB` are

the equivalent of the Hebrew hrwt rb[ which appears in Isaiah
24:5 (“for they have transgressed the laws [tro/t Wrb][;AyKi],
violated the statutes, broken the everlasting covenant”) and Daniel
9:11 (“all Israel has transgressed thy law [Wrb][; laer;c]yIAlk;wÒ
*t,r;/TAta,] and turned aside, refusing to obey thy voice”).

The phrase vwvm !yx[ trk in the reconstructed Vorlage con-

sists of a qal perfect (or participle), followed by a plural direct
object, and an adverb. Through a haplography of a consecutive m
!, the Syriac mistakenly read the two nouns as the construct chain
H~*Wbd A[\I) “the trees of his delight” and supplied a
possessive suffix. 

12:3c (G), 12:4a (S)

sugcevai oi[kou" paranovmou"141 
ejn polevmw/ ceivlesin yiquvroi"

by slander he incites [criminal]132

 homes to fighting
A*W~] L` yJB`d )+b Dbw)
)+&{\# )=WF*w AbROb

he destroyed the houses of transgressors 
with war and with whispering lips

tw`jltmbw !jlb !y[`ph ytb dba
he destroyed the houses of the rebels by war and by rumor
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Since sugcevai can mean “to demolish” (Liddell and Scott

1940: 1668), sugcevai oi[kou" paranovmou" ejn polevmw/ “demolish

criminal houses in war” and A*W~] L` yJB`d )+b Dbw)

AbROb “he destroyed the houses of those transgressing the law

with war” could be translations of each other. Similarly, the Greek

ceivlesin yiquvroi" “whispering lips” (= Wright’s translating “by

slander”) and )+&{\# )=WF*w “and (with) whispering lips”

could be translations of each other. The difficulty with this line is

not the wording per se but with the idea expressed that, seemingly,

the “lawless one” was destroying not the righteous but other law-

less ones. Ryle and James (1891: 105) attempted to defuse the

problem as follows:

. . . if it [the clause sugcevai� yiquvroi"] is to be joined to v.3,
the sense may very well be that the slanderer will not
scruple to set those of his own party by the ears (ejn
polevmw), and that there is no real ‘honour among thieves.’

However, paranovmou" “criminal” and A*W~] L` yJB`d
“of transgressors against the law” in this context are probably not
translations of a Vorlage with !y[vr “the wicked” but one with
!y[vp “the rebellious ones” (as used in I Kings 12:19, “so Israel
has been in rebellion (laer;c]yI W[v]p]YIw") against the house of David
to this day.” The “lawless one”of 12:1 (A|W` or paranovmou) and
of 12:2 (ajndro;" ponhrou' or LW`[ms 10hl] or A*W~] RB` [ms
16hl]) was not out to destroy his own kind, but those who rebelled
against him and his kind. The reconstructed Vorlage attempts to
remove the ambiguity in the Greek and Syriac texts by introducing
!y[vp rather than !y[vr.

Psalm Thirteen

13:1

dexia; kurivou ejskevpasevn me 
dexia; kurivou ejfeivsato hJmw'n

the right hand of the Lord covered me, 
the right hand of the Lord spared me,
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   142  See Delitzsch, 1920: 103–105, §103.

 ,n +I%> AiR#d H[I~I
NI\` +%} AiR#d H[I~I 

the right hand of the Lord covered us, 
the right hand of the Lord spared us

wntwa hkcj hwhy @ymy wntrytsh hwhy @ymy
the right hand of the Lord covered us, 
the right hand of the Lord spared us

The difference between the Greek and Syriac is a minor one of
whether the pronomial element is singular or plural. The Greek
ejskevpasevn me “covered me” does not match the Syriac n +I%>
“covered us.” The ejfeivsato hJmw'n “spared us” (contra Wright
[1985: 662] “spared me”) is in agreement with the Syriac +%}
NI\` “spared us.” Trafton (1985: 123) has correctly observed that
the Syriac is to be preferred and “Gk could reflect a misreading of
something like wntsk for yntsk.” This would be another example
of the widespread confusion of  y and w.142 The same error occurs
in 12:2 where the Syriac ms 16hl reads Y[oRf “he saved me” where
ms 10hl has the contextually more appropriate NoRf, which equals
the Greek e[swsen hJma'" “he saved us.” 

13:2

ajpo; rJomfaiva" diaporeuomevnh"
from the sword that passes through

A<|H#d A{#wr N#
from the moving spear

tklhtm jlvh @m
from the weapon that penetrates

According to Trafton (1985: 122), the Syriac K|h “to move”

would be an unlikely translation of the Greek diaporeuvw “to pass
through.” But Hatch and Redpath (1954: 308) cited fourteen
passages where diaporeuvw is used to translate ^lh “to walk.”
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Consequently, the Vorlage of the Greek and Syriac could have

been ^lh. Of interest on the wide semantic range of ^lh are
Proverbs 23:31, “!yrIv;ymeB] &Leh't]yI . . . @yIy, wine . . . moveth itself

aright” (KJV) or “goes down smoothly” (NRSV) and Psalm 78:39,

“j'Wr, bWvy: al wÒ &le/h, a wind that passes and comes not again”

(RSV). (Modern Hebrew uses &WLhi for “speed.”)
The Vorlage behind rJomfaiva" and A{#wr could have been

the more generic jl'v, “missile, weapon,” which has the meaning
“sword” in Job 36:12, “hand–weapon” in II Chronicles 23:10, and
“spear” in II Samuel 18:13—even though the collocation of rb,D,
“pestilence” and b[;r; “famine” and br,j, “sword” thirteen times in
Jeremiah, three times in Ezekiel and once in Revelation could lead
one to assume that br,j, was in the Vorlage. However, since Syriac
has a cognate of br,j,, AvR} “sword, blade, dagger,” one would
expect this cognate to have been used in Syriac if br,j was in the
Vorlage.  Since AvR} is not in the Syriac text, it is more like that
more generic jlvh was in the Vorlage, permitting the Greek
translator to use rJomfaiva" and the Syriac translator to use
A{#wr. For this reason the reconstructed Vorlage uses jlvh
“the weapon” rather than brjh “the sword.” 

13:2b
ajpo; limou' kai; qanavtou aJmartwlw'n

and from famine and the sinner’s death

AI_}d A]=W#w A[F> N#w
and from famine and the death of sinners

!y[vr twmw b[rm
and from famine and the death (befitting) sinners

In light of the suffering predicted of IV Ezra 15:5, “I will bring
evils upon the world, the sword and famine and death and
destruction” and 15:49, “I will send evils upon you, widowhood,
poverty, famine, sword, and pestilence,” the poet could have used
any number of deadly agents in addition to the rb,D,, “pestilence”
b[;r; “famine,” and br,j, “sword” mentioned in Jeremiah and
Ezekiel. The addition of “(befitting)” in the translation of the
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Vorlage is suggested by III Maccabees 3:25, “you are to send to us
those who live among you, together with their wives and children,
with insulting and harsh treatment, and bound securely with iron
fetters, to suffer the sure and shameful death that befits (prevponta)
enemies.” What was explicitly stated by the author of III Macca-
bees 3:25, was only implicitly stated by the poet in the Psalms of
Solomon 13:2b, who could have been explicit had he used han
“seemly” (one of the two stems translated by prevpein in the LXX
[(Hatch and Redpath 1940: 1201]).

13:3a
qhriva ejpedravmosan aujtoi'" ponhrav

wild animals [they] attacked them viciously
)+&Ib )=WI} n wHI\` thr)

he brought evil beasts quickly upon them

!hyl[ hxrh tw[r twyj
he [the Lord] brought wild animals quickly upon them

The difference in this line between the Greek and Syriac is the
subject of the verb. The Greek has the plural ejpedravmosan “they
rushed upon, attacked,” making the wild animals the subject of the
verb; but the Syriac singular thr) (an caphcel) “he brought
quickly,” requires AiR# “the Lord,” mentioned as the casus
pendens in 13:1–2 (“right hand of the Lord . . . the arm of the
Lord),” to be subject.

The Greek ponhrav, which appears as the adverb “viciously” in
Wright’s translation, in the Vorlage was probably intended to be
the appositional modifier of the animals. The term for wild animals
in Hebrew is tw[r twyj, literally, “animals, bad ones.” The “wild”
of the “wild animals” in Wright’s translation is required to convey
the meaning of qhriva “beasts.” The h[r used in the Semitic idiom
for a wild animal (h[r hyj) was misunderstood as an adverb and
translated ponhrav. The hiphcîl of Hebrew $wr and the caphcel of
Syriac thr carry with them the idea of moving or bringing
(something) with haste. The adverb “quickly” in the English
translations of the Syriac and the Vorlage are based upon the form
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of the verb, not upon a separate word. The Vorlage follows the
Syriac text here.

13:3b
kai; ejn tai'" muvlai" e[qlwn ojsta' aujtw'n
and crushed their bones with their molars

n WHI#J; ywh n CCO# )=W}Jbw 

and were cutting off their bones with millstones

!twmx[ wrb` !hyyjlbw
and crushed their bones with their jawbones

The Greek e[qlwn “crushed” and the Syriac n CCO# “cutting

off” cannot be translations of each other, nor can ojsta “tooth,
molar” be a translation of )=W}Jb “millstone,” or vice versa. But
the differences can be accounted for by a Vorlage having the verb
$xr “to crush,” which appears in the Greek text tradition. But the
Syriac translator or the source of his Vorlage misread $xr as $xq
“to cut off.” The confusion of q and r is attested elsewhere in

Judges 7:21, where MT hn<j}M'h'AlK; $r;Y:w" “and all the army ran” is

to be read hn<j}M'h'AlK; $qeY:w" “and all the army awoke with a start”

(Boling, 1975: 147). 
The Greek muvlai" can mean “molars” and “millstones,” but

the Syriac )=W}j can mean only “millstone.” Kuhn (1937:
27–28) assumed that the Syriac translator did not know the rare
Hebrew word tw[lmt “molars” and based his translation at this
point on the muvlai" of the Greek text. Begrich (1939: 134–135)
faulted Kuhn for not recognizing that all of the Syriac was a trans-
lation of the Greek. Trafton (1985: 125) rightly faulted Kuhn and
Begrich, stating, “. . . they also imply a certain lack of intelligence
on his [the Syriac translator’s] part to miss such an obvious synon-
ymous parallelism [of ‘teeth’ in the previous line].” However, the
synonymous parallelism was not one of “teeth” and “molars” but
of “teeth” and “jaw-bone(s).” The Vorlage must have had !yyjl
(dual) “jawbones” (BDB, 534); but this was misread by the Syriac
translator as !yyjr (dual) “millstones” (Jastrow, 1466). The con-
fusion of l and r is attested elsewhere, most notably in Genesis
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15:18, where MT reads !yIr'x]mi rh'NÒmi “the river of Egypt” instead
of !yIr'x]mi lh'NÒmi “the wadi of Egypt” (i.e., the modern W~di el-
cAr§sh).143 The paronomasia of the bones . . . jawbones in the
English translation of the Vorlage is no more conspicuous than the
!twmx[ . . . !hyyjl in the Vorlage. This poetic line provides a
good example of the Syriac translator’s literal style. Even though
“cutting (CCo) bones with a millstone” would be a difficult feat,

the translator called it as he saw it. In his Vorlage he saw !hyyjr,
not !hyyjl.

13:7–8

kai; hJ katastrofh; tw'n aJmartwlw'n (8) ejn peristolh'/
. . . as the destruction of sinners. (8) In secret . . .

)+`DIbd (7) A|W`d AF{%|

 like the overthrow of the lawless (7) who are in knowledge

!ht[db !y[vrh tswbtk
like the overthrow of the wicked with their knowledge

The difficulty in understanding the parallelism in 13:7–8 is
demonstrated by Gray’s (1913: 645) parenthetical gloss “(for sins
done)” on the Greek tw'n dikaivwn evn avgnoiva |, which was followed
by Wright (1985: 663) who glossed “(for things done).” The poet
is not permitted by the translators to make the claim, literally in
Syriac, that “the chastening of those who are unknowingly
righteous is dissimilar to the overthrow of knowledgeable sinners.”

The Greek ejn peristolh'/ “in secret” and the Syriac )+`DIb
“with knowledge” cannot be translations of each other. Con-
textually, one would expect an antithetical parallel to the ejn
ajgnoiva / )+`DIb A|dd “ignorance, ” matching the antithetical
parallel tw'n dikaivwn / AOidzd “the righteous” in the previous
stich. Since the Syriac text (13:6) has the balanced antithetical
parallelisms (a) “righteous” and “lawless” and (b) “in ignorance”
and “in knowledge,” it is the preferred text. The differences
between the Greek and Syriac translations are probably derived in
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   144  Ryle and James (1891: 109) noted, “The word occurs nowhere in the LXX
or the N.T. and no other instance of its use in Hellenistic Greek is known to us. In
classical Greek its one meaning seems to be the decking out of a corpse for
burial.”  If Ryle and James are correct, peristolh “wrapping, decking out” would
literally indicate a public, rather than a secretive, action.

   145  Wright’s note d. on 13:12 that the Syriac has “he will treasure” is
problematic since J. Payne Smith (1903: 538) gives no such meaning for P}r.

   146  In light of the example of P}r cited by J. Payne Smith (1903: 538), “I will
not pity (J}r)) or have compassion (P}r)),” there is no basis for Kuhn’s
suggestion (1937:33) for a Vorlage with #pj “to shelter” (which was corrupted
in the Greek tradition to $pj “to delight in”) in order to account for the P}r of
the Syriac. P}r is an excellent parallel for J}r.

part from a Vorlage having the root bvj “to think, to plan, to do
(something) with intention” (BDB 363). If so, the Greek
peristolh “wrapping” reflects a misreading of b`j as `bj “to
bind, to bind on, to bind up” (BDB, 289). Consequently, peri-
stolh—which Wright translated as “in secret”144 — actually
stands in lieu of a word which should be translated “intentional.”
Kuhn’s proposal (1937: 30) that peristolh goes back to a mis-
reading of dyzmb “intentional” as rwzm “bandage” is also note-
worthy. Either way, peristolh reflects a misreading of a Hebrew
original having either bvj or dyzm— either of which could be
translated into Syriac by )+`DIb “with knowledge, knowingly.”

13:12 (G), 13:11 (S)

kai; ejpi; tou;" foboumevnou" aujto;n to; e[leo" aujtou'

and his mercy is upon145 those who fear him
146P}R] yhW\}d n wH\> L`

he will have compassion on all who fear him

wyary lk l[ wdsj
and his compassion (is) on all those who hold him in awe

The synonymous parallelism of oJsivou" and e[leo" matches the
parallelism of P}r and J}r. However, the Greek and Syriac
differ in several respects: (1) with respect to “mercy,” the Greek
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has a noun and the Syriac has a verb in the imperfect, and the noun
/ verb variation may be due simply to a participle in the Vorlage
which was translated correctly but differently; (2) the Greek reads
e[leo" aujtou “his mercy,” which equals wdsj , but the Syriac has
P}R] “he will have compassion,” which equals dsjy; and (3)
Syriac has n wH\> “all of those” for which there is no corres-
ponding element in Greek.

In Mss 253, 655, and 659, the aujto;n of foboumevnou" aujto;n
is lacking, and this difference could be due to a Vorlage which had
the suffixed participle wyary “ones fearing him,” which was
misread in the tradition of the S stemma147 as !yary / !ary “ones
fearing.” Is so, this misreading would be another example of the
confusion of ! and wy (Delitzsch, 1920: 120, § 132e). The n wH\>

(= lk) was probably a doublet from a misreading of l[ as lk, or
the original lk l[ of the Vorlage possibly became by way of
haplography simply l[ in the Greek text tradition. The recon-
structed Vorlage follows the Greek text tradition in having the
noun wdsj instead of the verb dsjy and having simply l[ instead
of lk l[.

Psalm Fourteen 

14:1
toi'" poreuomevnoi" ejn dikaiosuvnh/ 

prostagmavtwn aujtou
To those who live in the righteousness

 of his commandments,
yhW]DoWFb )=WOidZb NI<|%#d n W]H|

to those who walk in righteousness in his commandment

wytwqj qdxb !yklwhl
to those who walk in righteousness 

(according to) his statutes

The only real difference between the Greek prostagmavtwn
aujtou and the Syriac yhW]DoWFb is that the Greek has a genitive and
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   148  See Blommerde, 1969: 25–26; and Dahood and Penar, 1970: 435–437.

   149  Given the fact that b was used as direct object indicator with only a very
limited number of verbs (see BDB, 90, section IV), Trafton’s (1985: 132 )

interpretation that the Syriac translator correctly read b as a direct object sign with
hwx must be accepted with caution.

the Syriac has a preposition. Kuhn (1937: 34–35), followed by
Trafton (1985: 131–132), reconstructed for this phrase and the next
the following Vorlage for the Greek: wytwqj qdxb !yklwhl !yyjl
wnl hwx hrwtb and the almost identical Vorlage for the Syriac:
!yyjl wnl hwx hrwt wytwqjb qdxb !yklwhl, differing only on the
location of the second prepositional b.

It is most likely that the early translators interpreted the text by
what modern grammarians call “the double–duty preposition,”148

where a preposition in one stich controlled a noun in the next or
previous stich. If the b of qdxb was read as a double duty preposi-
tion, the translations could have differed with reference to the second
noun which the b controlled. It appears that the Syriac read a double–
duty b and applied it to the next word, making it appositional and
precluding qdx from being read as a construct noun. But the Greek
translator, seemingly, applied the double–duty b to the next stich.149

The parenthetical “(according to)” in the reconstructed Vorlage is
the equivalent of the double–duty b of qdxb.

14:2b
ejn novmw/ w|/ ejneteivlato hJmi'n eij" zwh;n hJmw'n

in the law which he has commanded for our life.
NII{| N| bHi A*W~]

he gave us the law for life

wntwyjl wnyla hrwth hwx
he commanded the Torah for us to live by

As noted in the paragraph above, the Greek ejn has no corres-
ponding preposition in the Syriac. The translations also differ with
respect to the whether the word for “life” had a modifier. Greek has
eij" zwh;n hJmw'n “for our life” but Syriac has simply NII{| “for life.”
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   150  Compare Frankenberg, 1896: 79.

   151  See Delitzsch, 1920: 113, § 114a–c.

The reconstructed Vorlage follows the Greek text, using wntwyjl,
which was translated as the infinitive “for us to live by” (following
Franz Delitzsch [n.d., ad loc.] and Stein [1969: 454]), even though
wntwyjl could also be read as the preposition attached to the suffixed
abstract noun “for our living” (as in II Samuel 20:3).150

14:6b (G), 14:4b (S)

 oi} hjgavphsan hJmevran ejn metoch'/ aJmartiva" aujtw'n
who love (to spend) the day in sharing their sin

)H_}d A\bWOb A#Wi WB})d n W]h
those who love the day in the approval of sin

!hyafh trbj !mwy !ybhah 
who daily love the fellowship of their (fellow) sinners

The Syriac )H_}d A\bWOb “in the approval of sin” and the
Greek ejn metoch'/ aJmartiva" “in sharing sin” cannot be accurate
translations of each other. The difference between them can readily
be accounted for by assuming a Vorlage with rbjb “in fellowship
with” (= ejn metoch'), which— due to a metathesis of j and b—
became rjbb “in choosing” (= A\bWOb). A similar confusion of

rbj and rjb is attested in I Samuel 20:30, where the MT reads
yv'yIA@b,l] hT;a' rjeboAyKi “I know that you have chosen the son of
Jesse,” but the LXX reads ga;r oi\da o{ti mevtoco" ei\su; tw'/ uiJw'/
Iessai “for I know that you are an accomplice of the son of Jesse.”
Another example is in Ecclesiastes 9:4, “but he who is joined with all
the living has hope,” where the MT has a Qerec / Ketîb variant read-
ing rB'juyÒ “is joined” for rjeB;yI “is chosen.”

The phrase !hyafh trbj !mwy in the Vorlage assumes that . . .
!wy b (= hJmevran ejn) was a misreading of an original . . . !mwy
“daily,” being another example of the confusion of ! / m and b.151

The noun in the Vorlage that was translated by aJmartiva" and by
)H_} was probably the plural of aF;j' “sinner” rather than af]je or
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ha;f;j} “sin.” The aujtw'n properly reflects a !h 3mpl suffix, although
there is no corresponding suffix in the Syriac.

14:7 (G), 4:4c (S)
ejn mikrovthti sapriva" hJ ejpiqumiva aujtw'n

their enjoyment is brief and decaying

 n wh+;r )+&Ibd RI; h=wrW`Zb

for their desire is in the brevity of evil

@wjrsw f[m !tdmj yk
for their enjoyment is worthless and offensive

The Greek sapriva" “decaying” and the Syriac )+&Ib “evil”
are not translations of each other. Kuhn (1937: 37–38) proposed a
Vorlage with hmr “to decay, to putrefy” which the Greek correctly
translated as sapriva", but was misread by the Syriac translator as
h[r “evil, bad” and translated accordingly as )+&Ib “bad, evil”.
However, Delitzsch (1920) did not cite a single example of the
confusion of m and [ in the entire Biblical text. Thus, while a hmr
/ h[r error is possible, it seems unlikely. 

However, a Vorlage with jrs could account for the differences.
The root jrs has several meanings, including (1) “to decay,” which
would have been the basis for the Greek text’s having sapriva"
“decaying”; (2) “to offend, to sin,” which would have been the basis
for the Syriac text’s having )+&Ib “bad, evil”; (3) “to go free, to
exceed, to be excessive”; and (4) “to intercept, to lacerate” (BDB,
710; Jastrow, 1024). The cognate of jrs, xR%, is attested in Syriac,
but the Syriac translator might have chosen another stem since xR%
also has a wide variety of meanings (including “to hurt, to injure,” or
“to defile [a maiden]” or “to signify, to indicate”) which could lead
to an uncertain reading. The Syriac translator’s use of )+&Ib
“evil” would have removed the ambiguity of the Hebrew jrs, and
at the same time a Vorlage with jrs would account for the Greek
sapriva" “decaying.”

Wright (1985: 664) omitted the ejn and added a kaiv, both of
which are necessary to give meaning to a a text which means literal-
ly, “their desire in brevity of decay.” The reconstructed Vorlage
shifted the ejn (= b) to yk “for” and also added a conjunction. The
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   152  The a of the stem arq has been elided. For instances of this well attested

feature of final a verbs see Delitzsch (1920: 21–22 § 14a–c and 36–37 § 31a–c),
McDaniel (1983: 124, 222 n. 238) and (GKC § 68h.k).

translation “worthless” reflects a reading of f[m in this context as
having a qualitative nuance rather than being quantitative. 

Psalm Fifteen

15:1

eij" bohvqeian h[lpisa tou' qeou' Iakwb
 I expected the help of Jacob’s God

vWOeid hH|A| +iRo Y]rdWe|w
and I called to the God of Jacob for my aid

bq[y yhla la yz[lw /rz[l ytrqw
and I called for (my) salvation/strength to the God of Jacob

Both the Greek and the Syriac are contextually appropriate but
they cannot be translations of each other. The semantic range of the
Greek h[lpisa “I expected, I hoped” and the Syriac  +iRo “I called”
do not overlap. Trafton (1985: 137–138) cited Kuhn’s (1937: 15, 39)

suggestion for a Hebrew Vorlage with ytywq152
 “I hoped” (which the

Greek accurately translated with h[lpisa and the Syriac misread as

ytyrq “I called”) as evidence for the improbability of Begrich’s
(1939: 138) argument that the Syriac was in this instance a mis-
translation of the Greek. Trafton also noted

On the other hand, Kuhn’s argument can be reversed: Hb
had ytrq, which was rendered correctly by the Sy translator
but was misread by the Gk translator as ytywq  [as in the
proposed Vorlage]. In either case, of course, Sy would be
explained on the basis of a Hb Vorlage.

The second difference between the Greek and the Syriac, the lack
of a possessive pronoun in the Greek text matching the Syriac’s “my
aid,” could be explained by a Vorlage with either yz[lw “and for my
strength” or rz[l “for salvation. If the Vorlage were yz[lw, the
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   153  As Trafton (1985: 137) noted, in 15:2 and 15:12, the Greek does not reflect
the Hebrew waw–consecutive. 

   154  In 15:2b, the Greek tiv dunato;" a[nqrwpo" “what a power (is) a man” and
the Syriac A&])Rbd H\I} W[#w “and what is the might of man” may reflect

a Vorlage having the bound nouns lyj vya (as in I Chronicles 26:8, lyIj'Avyai
“qualified man”). If so, the Greek translator read the two words as a noun clause,
while the Syriac translator recognized the construct state but reversed the word
order.

Syriac possessive suffix on Y]rdWe|w was an accurate reflection of
the Hebrew. The Greek translator apparently misread the yz as a r.
Consequently, the Greek text has no corresponding element for the
possessive suffix. The Syriac text, with its equivalent of the waw–
consecutive,153 more accurately reflects the proposed Vorlage here

           
15:2 (G), 15:3 (S)

tiv" ga;r ijscuvei oJ qeov" eij mh; 
ejxomologhvsasqaiv soi ejn ajlhqeiva

for who, O God, is strong 
except he who confesses you in truth

)rR&b K| )dW] NI&`d RI; W[#

for who, being strong, will praise you in truth

rrvb ^l rmwz qr qzj !yhla ymk
for who is strong,154 O God, 

except he who praises you in truth

Two elements in the Greek text, oJ qeov" and eij mh, have no
equivalents in the Syriac text. In light of the use of double–duty
vocatives in classical Hebrew (discussed by Dahood and Penar
[1970: 439–441], who listed thirteen examples in the MT), it is most
likely that the Greek translator made explicit what was implicit in
Hebrew and Syriac, although, given the Syriac word, order one
cannot be absolutely sure on this issue. The absence of a Syriac
equivalent of the eij mh “except” (= qr) is probably due to a
haplography of qr qzj where the qr dropped out of the text
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   155  On the confusion of r and z see Delitzsch, 1920: 113, § 112c. 

because it was confused with the qz of qzj.155 Trafton’s (1985: 138)
proposal for homoioteleuton, in which the phrase H|A A|))
)dW] “O God, except he will praise” ended up being read as )dW],
is attractive, although one cannot be certain that there was a corrup-
tion since the Syriac translator may have recognized the double–duty
vocative. The reconstructed Vorlage draws from the Syriac and the
Greek. 

15:3b (G), 15:5b (S)
ejn ojrgavnw/ hJrmosmevnw/ glwvssh"

with the tuned instrument of the tongue

A[&\b No+#d A]A~b

with an instrument which is established by the tongue

 @wvl @nwk ylkb
with a tuned instrument for the tongue

The Greek hJrmosmevnw/ “tuned” (Liddell and Scott, 243) and the
Syriac No+#d “which is established” cannot be translations of each
other, but both can be good translations of a Vorlage which had the
verb @nk or @wk “to establish.” The Syriac translator read the verb as
@nk, a polal form of @wk “to establish” and translated it appropriately
by the No= “to establish” (J. Payne Smith, 1903: 618).  But the Greek
translator recognized it as @wk, a picel of the same stem, and gave it
the meaning “to tune,” a meaning which is still used in Modern
Hebrew. However, the Greek translator, while having the con-
textually more appropriate hJrmosmevnw/, missed the double–duty
preposition which was prefixed to ylk. The Syriac translator appro-
priately rendered the single preposition with two prepositions: “with
an instrument . . . by the tongue.”

15:3b (G), 15:5b (S)

ajparch;n ceilevwn
the first fruits of the lips
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   156  The Greek ajparchv occurs seventy–six times in the LXX and translates five
different Hebrew words.

)=WF*d )+I&ir
the first fruits of the lips

!ytp` yrwrb
first-fruits of the lips

While it is true, as Begrich noted (1939: 140–141), that the

phrase “first fruits of the lips” does not occur in the Hebrew Bible,

the “fruit of the lips” appears in Isaiah 57:18, Hosea 14:2, and

Hebrews 13:15.156 Stein (1969: 455, like Franz Delitzsch [n.d., ad

loc.]) used !ytp` byn in his translation of 15:3b, and followed it with

!ytp` yrwkb in 15c. Begrich’s (1939: 140–141) conclusion that

ajparch;n translated hmwrt “offering” and conclusion that ceilevwn

“of the lips” was a corruption of ceirvw''n “of the hands,” overlooked

the most obvious synonymous parallelism of the singular bound–

noun, “fruit of the lips,” and the plural bound–noun, “the first–fruit

of the lips.” Wright’s (1985: 664) translation, cited above, of the

feminine singular ajparch;n as the plural “first fruits” obscures the

difference between the Greek and the Syriac in this line. The Syriac

quite correctly preserves the parallelism between “fruit [singular] of

the lips” and “first–fruits [plural] of the lips.”

15:4b (G), 15:6b (S)

flo;x puro;" kai; ojrgh; ajdivkwn oujc a{yetai aujtou'
the flame of fire and anger against the unrighteous 

will not touch him
A|W`d )Z;wrw )rW]d )+IbH\$

n wH| vRo+] A|

the flame of fire and the anger of the lawless 
will not touch them

!tn[gt al @wyl[ trb[w va tbhl
for the flame of fire and the anger of the Most High

 will not touch them
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   157  Ezekiel 39:6; Hosea 8:14; Amos 1:4, 7, 10, 12, 2:2, 5; and IV Ezra 1:23.

   158  On the confusion of h and @y see Delitzsch, 1920: 121, § 133, where he cited

among numerous examples (1) the Qerec and the Ketîb in II Samuel 21:20 of vya
@ydm and @wdm vya and its variant in I Chronicles 20:6, as hdm vya, and (2) the

difference between hmlc or @wmlc in Ruth 4:20 and amlc or Salman or Salmon
reflected in I Chronicles 2:11.

The Greek ojrgh; ajdivkwn, which could reflect a construct chain

in Hebrew, was translated by Wright (1985: 664) as “anger against

the [italics added] unrighteous.” The need to add “against the” hints

at the difficulty of this poetic line. Wright’s translation is sensitive

to context, but the addition of a preposition without textual support

is problematic. An alternative solution is to recognize a misreading

of one of the words in the Hebrew Vorlage in the Greek and Syriac

traditions, namely, the misreading of hlw[ “lawless one” instead of

the proposed original @wyl[ “Most High.” The motif of God (the

Most High) sending fire is well attested.157 The point that the poet

seems to be making is that the righteous will not be touched by the

anger of the Most High when he sends fire against the unrighteous.

The text as it now stands makes it difficult for the reader to

easily identify the antecedents for the recurring third person pro-

nouns “they” and “them.” The Greek oujc a{yetai aujtou “it will not

touch him” stands in contrast to the Syriac n wH| vRo+] A| “it

will not touch them.” This difference is probably another example of

a misreading of the Vorlage in which the original verb !tn[gt “it

will touch them” was misread as wbhn[gt (confusing wb and m ) “it

will touch him.” The ambiguity of the pronoun “they” and “them” in

15:9 (Syriac) may be due in part to the misreading of @ywl[ as

hlw[.158 Otherwise it would appear that the poet was having the

anger of the “lawless” being directed “against the sinners from before

the Most High,” and the pronoun “they” or “them” could refer to the

sinner as easily as to the righteous. The Greek text is free from

ambiguity even though it apparently misread hlw[ for @ywl[.
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15:5a (G), 15:7a (S)

ajpo; proswvpou kurivou

from the Lord’s presence

A~iR# jDo N#

from before the Most High

@wyl[ hwhy ynpm
from before Yahweh Most High

The Greek kurivou “Lord” and the Syriac A~iR# “Most High”

cannot be translations of each other. Trafton (1985: 140) concurred
with Charlesworth (1977: 755) that the Syriac A~iR# is a
corruption of the Syriac AiR# “Lord,” a corruption which is also

attested in the Odes of Solomon 23:4. However, in light of the use of

@wyl[ hwhy “Yahweh, Most High” in Psalm 7:18 ( /qdÒxiK] hw:hyÒ hd,/a
@wyl[ hw:hyÒA!ve hr;M]z"a}w" “I will give to the Lord the thanks due to his
righteousness, and I will sing praise to the name of the Lord, the

Most High”) and in Psalm 47:3 ( Al[' l/dG &l,m, ar;/n @/yl][, hw:hyÒAyKi
$r,a;h;AlK; “For the Lord, the Most High, is awesome, a great king

over all the earth”), a word may have dropped out of the Greek and

Syriac text traditions. In the Greek text it appears that @wyl[ was lost,

whereas in Syriac it was hwhy which was omitted. Therefore, a con-
flation of the Greek and Syriac variants may prove to be the correct

way to reconstruct the Vorlage.

15:7a (G), 15:8b (S)

limo;" kai; rJomfaiva kai; qavnato"

famine and sword and death

A[F>w A{#wrw RI; )=W#

for death and spear and famine

twmw jl`w b[r
for famine and spear and death

The Greek and Syriac word differ in this phrase, and the Greek

rJomfaiva “sword” and the Syriac A{#wr “spear” are not the ususal

equivalents to each other. As noted in the discussion of 13:2, the
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Vorlage behind rJomfaiva" and A{#wr was perhaps the more

generic jl'v, “missile, weapon” (BDB, 1019), which has the meaning

“sword” in Job 36:12 and “hand-weapon” in II Chronicles 23:10, and

“spear” in II Samuel 18:13. 

15:7b (G), 15:9a (S)

feuvxontai ga;r wJ" diwkovmenoi polevmou ajpo; oJsivwn (Rahlf)

feuvxontai ga;r wJ" diwkovmenou limou' ajpo; oJsivwn (Wright)

for they will retreat from the devout 

like those pursued by famine (Wright)

for they will flee, as famine being pursued 

from/by the holy ones (Trafton)

AI} N# )=W# qR`d Ki) ,n wH[# RI; n WoRe]

for they will flee from them as death flees from life

!ydysjh ynpm [twmt brjw @pk] wswny yk
!ydysjh #wdry @pk yk

!yyjm @twm 
for they [famine, sword, pestilence] 

will flee from the righteous ones —

indeed, famine will flee from the righteous and pestilence

 from the living!

The differences between the Greek and the Syriac of this poetic
line are so great that it appears that both texts are defective. Trafton
(1985: 141–142) has provided a summary of the conjectures offered
to bring meaning to the bewildering Greek text and the slightly less
perplexing Syriac text. Rahlf’s text, cited above, follows von
Gebhardt’s (1895: 81–82) emendation of limou' to polevmou, and
Wright’s translation reflects a reworking of the word order in order
to make the subject of the verb “retreat” to be “famine, sword and
death” instead of its being the “righteous.” Trafton’s translation of
the Greek, while more literal, is no more intelligible.

Several keys for understanding this poetic line come from
properly reconstructing the poetic lines in verses 15:4–6 (Syriac 15:
6–9) and recognizing (1) that the singular kakou' “evil” can be a
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   159  The rearrangement of the lines and the interpretation offered for individual
words or phrases provides for the following logically consistent translation:

15:4a  Everyone who does these things will never be disturbed by (the) adversary
15:5 when he goes out from the Lord’s presence against sinners

to destroy every foundation of (the) sinner’s.
15:4b The flame of fire and the anger of the Most High shall not touch them.
15:6 For God’s mark is on the righteous for their salvation.
15:7 Famine, sword and death shall be far from the righteous

        for they [famine, sword, pestilence] will flee from the righteous ones —
         indeed, famine will flee from the righteous and pestilence from the living!

   160  For the review on double-duty prepositions see the above discussion on
Psalm of Solomon 14:1. 

reference to the “evil one,” (2) the probability that @twm “pestilence”
was misread or confused with twm “death,” and (3) that the emphatic
yk “indeed” was misread as the particle yk “for.” The singular
ejxevlqh/ “it / he goes forth” cannot be a reference to the compound
nouns “flame of fire and anger” of 5:4b, but it can be the singular
verb with the singular kakou' of 15:4a as its subject. By inverting
15:4b and 15:5–6, the singular noun  kakou' and the singular verb
ejxevlqh/ come naturally together, and the two nouns “fire and anger”
are followed by the three nouns “famine and sword and death” with
their respective verbs.159 Reading the text in this manner it becomes
apparent that it is “the evil / evil one” who went forth from the pre-
sence of God— just as the adversary went forth from the presence of
God in the prologue of Job. The Syriac use of A&Iv “evil, the evil
one” and the Greek use of kakou' “evil” may well indicate a Vorlage
having rx “adversary, enemy.” The parallels to the Job prologue
seem obvious.

The collocation of @Pk “famine” and @twm “pestilence” in Taca-
nith 19b provides the basis for reconstructing the Vorlage with these
two words rather than with b[r “famine” and twm “death.” The
reconstructed Vorlage and translation offered above reflect what is
considered to be the poet’s use of a double-duty verb and a double-
duty emphatic yk which have, heretofore, been unrecognized by the
translators and the commentators.160 The proposal to add the @ to twm
and a final ! to yyjm, even without textual support, offers a solution
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   161  Trafton’s (1985: 143) critique of Kuhn’s conjecture (that a transposition of
the same line occurred independently in the Greek and Syriac texts of this psalm)
appears valid. Trafton recognized that his critique (that the coincidence would
have been too rare) would have been invalid if the corruption had been in the
Hebrew Vorlage shared in common by the Greek and Syriac traditions.

unavailable from other studies (summarized by Trafton) which have
assumed corruptions in the Greek text without addressing the
differences in the Syriac tradition, or solutions which have assumed
corruptions in the Syriac text but have not addressed the difficulties
of the Greek text. Since the corruption is assumed to have been
inherent in a Hebrew Vorlage,161 it has been possible to come to
conclusions which can account for the differences in the textual
traditions and offer an intelligible reading of these enigmatic poetic
lines.

15:9a (G), 15:9b (S)

wJ" uJpo; polemivwn ejmpeivrwn katalhmfqhvsontai
they shall be overtaken as by those experienced in war

n W]) n W#DO] AbRo RI; Y`D: I Ki)
for they will go before them as those who know war

wmdqy hmjlm ydmlmb yk
indeed, by those trained (for) warfare 

they will be confronted

Contrary to Trafton’s (1985: 143) statement, “On the other hand,
Syriac jDo would certainly be an unusual translation of kata-
lambavnw,” in the Septuagint katalambavnw translates Hebrew !dq
twice in Micah 6:6, which makes it quite probable that in this line
there is no basic difference between the Greek and the Syriac. The
ejmpeivrwn and Y`D: I could be translations of each other or of a

Hebrew Vorlage with dml having the meaning, “trained (for war)”
or “experienced (in warfare)” as in Song of Solomon 3:8.

15:9b (G), 15:10 (S)

ejpi; tou' metwvpou aujtw'n
for on their forehead
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   162  Compare the verb @gUr;h}y' “they slay them” in Zechariah 11:5.

n wHIf) L`
upon their face

!hynp l[
upon their face

The Greek metwvpou, at first glance, would appear to be the
equivalent of the Hebrew jxm “forehead, brow” and would not be
the equivalent of the Syriac p) “nose, nostril.” In Ezekiel 16:12,
Hebrew #a may mean “forehead” (KJV “and I put a jewel on thy
forehead”). The Greek and Syriac terms for “forehead” have etymo-
logically the same meaning of “between the eyes,” but the Greek
metwvpon also means “with front foremost” and is used metaphori-
cally for “front, face of anything” (Liddell and Scott, 1123). Conse-
quently, metwvpon here could reflect a Vorlage with !hynp, which
would then correspond to the Syriac n wHIf) since pa could

easily translate !ynp. Therefore, the reconstructed Vorlage has !hynp
rather than !hyjxm.

15:10b (G), 15:11b (S)
kai; aiJ ajnomivai aujtw'n diwvxontai aujtou;"
and their lawless actions shall pursue them

n W]) pwdR] n wH|W`w
and their lawlessness will pursue them

!pdry !hy[vpw
and their rebellious acts will pursue them

The difference between the Greek plural diwvxontaiand the
Syriac singular pwdR] is probably due to the verb !wpdry “they will
pursue them” having been written scriptio defectiva as !pdry (=
!pUdor]yI).162 The Syriac translator read !pdry as a singular, but the
Greek translator read it as a plural.

15:13a (G), 15:15a (S)

oiJ de; fobouvmenoi to;n kuvrion ejlehqhvsontai ejn aujth

but those who fear the Lord shall find mercy in it
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A~}j n wwH] AiR# N# NI\}dd NI\I) L`w

but in it there will be mercy upon those that fear the Lord

hwhy yary hb !jryw
and he will have mercy to those fearing 

Yahweh upon it [the earth]

The Greek passive ejlehqhvsontai “they shall receive mercy” and
the Syriac active A~}j n wwH] “there will be mercy” are unlikely
to be translations of each other, even though the verbs mean the same
thing. The difference between the active and the passive in the two
traditions can be accounted for by a Hebrew Vorlage with !jry
which was read as a pucal passive by the Greek translator, but it was
read as a picel active by the Syriac translator. Once read as a passive,
in the context of this verse, the subject could only have been “those
who fear the Lord,” even if there were no third masculine plural
suffix on the verb. There is nothing in the Syriac corresponding to
the Greek phrase ejn aujth, the feminine pronoun which must have
the th;n gh'n of the previous line as its antecedent.

Psalm Sixteen

16:1a
ejn tw'/ nustavxai yuchvn mou 

ajpo; kurivou para; mikro;n
when my soul slumbered, (I was far away)

 from the Lord, wretched for a time
[in the sleepiness of my soul

 from God (sic) by a little wretchedness]

LI\o D` ,AiR# N# LI\o Y&F] +I#h) D>
 when my soul disregarded the Lord a little

f[mk hwhym y`pn htnvyb
when my soul forsook the Lord for a bit

The difficulty of the Greek is reflected in Wright’s parenthetical

addition and the literal translation given in a note [shown in brack-

ets]. The Greek nustavxai “slumbered” and the Syriac +I#h)
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   163  It is of interest to note that Franz Delitzsch (n.d., ad loc.) initially translated

the phrase . . . yym qwjr yvpn hnvy rvak, “when sleeps my soul at a distance

from Yahweh . . .” but scratched the qwjr and drew a line also through rvak
yvpn hnvy. On a separate sheet he translated instead . . . f[mk yym yvpn !wnw “when

sleeps my soul from Yahweh awhile . . . .”

   164  McDaniel (1994) noted that Jesus’ difficult statement in Luke 14:26, “if
anyone comes to me and does not hate (ouj misei') his own father and mother and
wife and children and brothers and sisters, yes, even his own life, he cannot be my
disciple,” is probably rooted in a written Hebrew or Aramaic tradition in which the

word an` / hn` was misread. He noted that the Greek misei equals an:c]Ti “you

hate,” but the context and parallel accounts suggest that an`t or hn`t should have

been rendered ajpotavssetai“you forsake,” which occurs in Luke 14:33 and

equals an:v]Ti or hn:v]T i . As the vocalization indicates, the confusion of an:v]Ti or

hn:v]T i and an:c]T i could not have been an aural error since the sound of  v and c are

distinctly different, but both sounds were represented by ` in the orthography of

Jesus’ time. (The variant spelling of hnv “sleep” as anv is also noteworthy as

another example of the interchange of a and h.)

“disregarded” cannot be translations of each other. But they can be

variant readings from a Hebrew Vorlage which was read (1) in the

Greek tradition as htn`yb “when (my soul) slept” and (2) in the
Syriac text tradition as htn`b “when (my soul) forsook.”

Frankenberg (1896: 80) and Stein (1969: 455) translated nustav-

xaiby  !wn “ become drowsy,” which appears in parallelism with @vy
“to sleep” in Psalm 121:4. But it would be difficult to account for the

difference between the Greek and Syriac texts if !wn were in the

Vorlage. However, in certain forms the roots hn` and @`y could more

easily have been confused.  The stem hn` is well attested in Aramaic

and Syriac (Jastrow, 1606; J. Payne Smith 1957, 586) meaning “to

change, to transfer, to desert, to forsake.”163 In Hebrew, the stem is

sometimes confused with anc “to hate,” but it probably occurs in

Psalm 119:128, “I forsake every false way” (rather than, “I hate every

false way”) and Sirach 7:26, “do not trust yourself to one whom you

forsook” (rather than, “. . . . whom you hate”).164
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   165  Ms 336 reads u{pnwsa “I slept” (= ytn`y), which appears to be a misplaced
doublet of tw '/ nusta vxai yuchvn mou  “slumbering of my soul,” which would
mean that ms 336 lacks a word corresponding to wjli vsqhsa.

   166  Mss 149, 260, 336, 471, 629, and 769 read katafqora '/ “destruction, death,
ruin” (equals the noun tjv I.), whereas mss 253, 606, 655, and 659 read
katafora'/ “bringing down, a downward stroke, a downward motion, a sloping

place” (equals the noun tjv II., from the root jwv or jjv). Since, both

katafqora '/ and katafora '/ can be valid translations of the jjv I. or II., there is
no need to postulate a scribal error.

   167  The “wretched” and “wretchedness” in Wright’s translation (1985: 604)
apparently renders katafora  or katafqora,

16:1b
 para; mikro;n wjlivsqhsa165 ejn katafora'/166 

uJpnouvntwn makra;n ajpo; qeou'
wretched for a time; I sank into a sleep far from God167

)+`J&b +iwh )wh LI\o D`
 ,AiR# N# +O}r) D>w ,A\B}d )+[$d

I was almost in the lapses of the sleep of corruption,
 and when I was far from the Lord

!yhlam ytqjr dkw tjv tnvb ytmn f[mk
for a while I sank into a deadly coma;

 and when I was far from the Lord

In 16:1a, para mikro;n “by a little” corresponds to LI\o “a little
while,” and in 16:2a par! ojlivgon “for a moment” corresponds to
LI\o D` “almost”—all of which equal Hebrew f[m or [gr f[m.
However, in 16:1b nothing in the Greek text corresponds to the D`
LI\o in the Syriac text. 

The Greek manuscript variants wjlivsqhsa “I had slipped” (all
mss except 336) and u{pnwsa “I slept” (ms 336) are not due to scribal
corruptions of graphically similar letters or words. There is not a
single Semitic root which can mean both wjlivsqhsa and u{pnwsa.
These variants are most likely due to two different ways of reading
a word in the Hebrew Vorlage. The root f[m (= wjlivsqhsa) “a little
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   168  Delitzsch (1920: 119 § 131) cited only the variants in I Samuel 27:8, where

the MT !l;/[me appears in the LXX as ajpo; T/Gelam(your). Note McCarter’s

(1980, 413) translation “from Telem” for MT !l;/[me.

(while)” could have been confused with d[m “to slip, to slide, to
totter”— especially since the aural similarity of the words is as close
as their graphic similarity.168 The confusion of d[m with f[m would
account for the absence of any corresponding element for the Syriac
LI\o D` (= f[m) in the Greek text of 16:1b since wjlivsqhsa “I had
slipped” translates d[m rather than f[m, and there is not
corresponding word for f[m (= LI\o D`) in the Greek text of
16:1b.

The tnvb ytmn in the reconstructed Vorlage is based on the
!tnv wmn “they sank into sleep” of Psalm 76:6. If the Vorlage read
tjv tnvb ytmn, it would appear the Syriac translator read ytmn as
a masculine plural construct noun meaning “the lapses of, ” which
was followed by an intervening preposition before the nomen rectum,
“the lapses of the sleep of corruption.” The Greek text, in contrast,
appears to have rendered tjv tnvb in reverse word order since ejn
katafora'/ uJpnouvntwn translates the construct chain tnvb tjv.

The Greek has no corresponding equivalent to the . . . )  D>w
in the Syriac text, i.e., it is lacking a conjunction, a particle, and the
first person singular verb prefix, which together mean “and I was
almost . . . .” However, the tw' tov of ms 336 (and possibly ms 629)
could be what survives as a translation of dkw in the Hebrew Vor-
lage, the equivalent of the Syriac D>w. This equation assumes that
the attested tw' tov is a corruption of an original tovte. If the Hebrew
Vorlage had the verb ytqjr “I was far away,” the Syriac rendered
it as an caphcel, but the Greek read it as the feminine noun hqjr or
tqjr “a distant one, a distance.”

 16:3a
dienecqh'nai yuchvn mou
my soul was drawn away

Y&F] +[>r=)
 when my soul bent down
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   169  For the passive use of the hithpacel see GKC § 54g.

yvpn hjwtvh
my soul was drawn away

The Greek dienecqh'nai “was drawn away” and the Syriac
+[>r=) “was bent down” cannot be translations of each other, but
they can be accurate translations of a Hebrew Vorlage having the
root jwv. This root in Hebrew is etymologically derived from two
proto–Semitic stems which survived independently in Arabic,
namely, :ÑD “to sink down” [sw.h became šw .h in Hebrew] and 2ÑD
“to flow or melt away, to spread” [sw .h became šw .h in Hebrew].  The
Greek dienecqh'nai reflects jwv (=  2ÑD) and the Syriac may reflect

jwv (= :ÑD). Since the Greek has a passive infinitive, presumably

the Vorlage had a passive, but if the stem were the passive of jwv it
would most likely have been the distinctive hithpacel form

hjwtvh,169 which would have been difficult for any Syriac translator
to have rendered as an active verb. Therefore, it may well be that the
Syriac translator read hjwtvh as hwjtvh “to bend down, to
prostrate oneself,” which, in other context, would correspond closely
to )+[I>r )=R@% “prostrate adoration” (J. Payne Smith, 542).

16:4a
e[nuxevn me wJ" kevntron i{ppou ejpi; th;n grhgovrhsin aujtou

he jabbed me as a horse is goaded to keep it awake

h=wRIe| AI*W*d )=Woz Ki) Y]Rod

he pierced me like the goad of a horse for its arousal

yry[hl sws dmlmb ynrqd
he jabbed me with a horse–goad to arouse me

The Greek kevntron i{ppou “a horse-goad” and the Syriac
AI*W*d )=Woz “the horse-goad” could be translations of each
other or of a Hebrew Vorlage with sws dmlm or sws @brd. The
proposal by Kuhn (1937: 49) to read the sws @brd of his recon-
structed Vorlage as subject-object (“the goad pierced the horse”)
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rather than as a construct chain (“the goad of a horse”) seems

gratuitous in light of the rqb dmlm “an ox–goad” in Judges 3:31.
However, the Greek and Syriac translators seem to have misread two
letters of the Vorlage, namely, (1) the preposition b “by, with” was
misread as the preposition k “as, like” (= wJ" and Ki)), and (2) the

y suffix on the hiphcîl infinitive yry[hl “to arouse me” was read as
a w, i.e., wry[hl “to arouse him [the horse].” Since the Greek and
Syriac texts reflect this same error, the misreading of  y as w and b as
k was more like a matter of scribal errors in the Vorlage itself.

16:5
o{ti ajntelavbou mou eij" swthrivan

who came to my aid for (my) salvation

K[orWFb Y]=rD`d L_#

you helped me with your salvation

^t[wvtb yntrz[
you rescued me with your salvation

The Greek text lacks a pronomial element corresponding to the
k “your” suffix in the Syriac. Wright’s (1985: 665) translation

provides “(my)” as a gloss, suggesting that a mou dropped out of the
Greek text or a y dropped out of its Hebrew Vorlage. Since the Syriac
is unambigious in reading “your salvation,” it seems more likely that
a sou dropped out of the Greek text or a ̂  dropped out of its Hebrew
Vorlage. The MT provides several examples of h[wvt with the y
suffix and with the ̂  suffix: yt[wvt “my salvation” appears in Psalm
38:24 and 51:16, and ^t[wvt or ^t[wvtw “(and) thy salvation”
appears in Psalm 40:11, 17; 71:15; 119:41 and 81. Since either suffix
is possible, there is no apparent reason for not following the Syriac
text.

16:6b
mhde; th;n mnhvmhn sou

nor your memory
K]R>wd D[e] A|w

do not let your remembrance depart
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   170  See Dahood and Penar, 1970, 435.

^wnrkzw
nor your memory

At first glance it appears that a verb corresponding to the Syriac

D[e] “depart” has dropped out of the Greek text, analogous to the

loss of a sou or a ^, as discussed immediately above. However, the

Greek text, as it stands, probably reflects perfectly the original

Hebrew poetic line in which the poet used a double–duty verb.170

What the poet and the Greek translator left implicit, the Syriac
translator made explicit by adding D[e] as a verbal gloss. The “nor”

in the translation of the reconstructed Vorlage reflects the simple

conjunction w. The negative mhde; in the Greek text is probably a

gloss for what was a double–duty negative la in the original

Hebrew.

16:7a

ejpikravthsovn mou oJ qeov" ajpo; aJmartiva" ponhra'"

restrain me, O God, from sordid sin (Wright)

rule me, O God, (keeping me back) 

from wicked sin (Gray)

)+&Ib )+I_} N# AiR# Y[IowRf

save me, O Lord, from evil sin 

 afj !vam !yhla ynjwd
cleanse me, O God, from the guilt of sin

The Greek ejpikravthsovn mou “rule over me ” and the Syriac

Y[IowRf “save me” cannot be translations of each other. In the

Septuagint, ejpikravtein translates [qb, rbg, qzj, jpf, hdr, and

fylv, none of which have the meaning “to restrain.” Ryle and James

(1891: 121) suggested that the Hebrew Vorlage had the verb qzjh
“to hold fast, to protect,” whereas Kuhn (1937: 51–52) proposed a

Vorlage with ynkcj “he held me back” which was subsequently
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   171  In support of the aural error, Kuhn cited the variant in the Jerusalem Talmud

Pesa .him 15, 7, where wsnk is attested in the Berlin edition of 1920, but in the 1926
Wilna edition wzng rightly appears.

   172  On the confusion of  d and r and on the confusion of r and w, see Delitzsch,
1920: 105–107, § 104a–c, and 109, § 109a–b, respectively.

corrupted to ybqzj “he held me fast.”171 But as Trafton (1985: 151)

noted, “Kuhn’s suggestion is ingenious but not wholly convincing.” 
A more likely reason for the presence of the very different

ejpikravthsovn and Y[IowRf is that the Vorlage had the verb jwd “to
cleanse (away), to wash, to rinse” which was misread by the Greek
translator as hdr “to rule over, to have dominion.”172 The verb jwd
appears also in Isaiah 4:4, Ata,wÒ @/YxiAt/nB] ta'xo tae yn:doa} $j'r; !ai
j'ydIy: !l'iv;WryÒ ymeDÒ “when the Lord shall have washed away the filth
of the daughters of Zion, and shall have purged the blood of
Jerusalem.” In the Septuagint, aJmartiva" translates !vea; or !v;a; or
hm;v]a' “offence, guilt, wrong-doing, guiltiness” in Genesis 42:21,
Exodus 6:6, and Isaiah 53:10. The stem !va would well fit the verb
hwd to express the idea “cleanse (me) from the guilt of sin.” The
semantic range of Syriac qRf “to depart from, to remove” J. Payne
Smith (1903: 464–465) is broad enough to accommodate Trafton’s
translation “save me” and the Hebrew jwd used in the reconstructed
Vorlage meaning “to cleanse.”

 16:8b
kai; panto;" uJpokeimevnou ajpo; aJmartiva" ajnwfelou'"

nor anyone subject to useless sin Wright)
and anything existing from unprofitable sin (Trafton)

+I)d )H_} L> A\f)
nor any sin which there is

@wa yvn lkw
nor any evil women

The Greek kai “and” and the Syriac A\f) “nor” are not
exactly the same. Wright’s (1985: 665) translating kai as “nor” is
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   173  On the double–duty negative, see Dahood and Penar, 1970, 437–438.

   174  For the reconstructed @w<a; yvenÒ “women of wickedness,” compare @w<a; ytem]
“wicked men” in Job 22:15 and @w<a; yvenÒa } “wicked men” in Job 34:36.

contextually correct, making explicit what was implicit in the poet’s
use of a double–duty negative.173 In this respect, Wright’s translating
“not . . . nor” for the Greek mh; . . . kai; follows the Syriac translator’s
use of compound negatives: A\f) . . . A|w. The poet’s use of
double-duty negatives was a stylistic option, analogous to English
usage of a single or double negative, such as: “not (this) or (that)” or
“not (this) nor (that).” 

The Syriac text lacks any corresponding adjective for ajnwfelou'"
“useless,” which appears in the Septuagint as the translation of
ly[wh ytlb “that is profitable for nothing” in Isaiah 44:10 and of
ly[wh al “things that do not profit” in Jeremiah 2:8. But the Syriac
+I)d . . . L> “all that exists” (= vy lk) and the Greek aJmartiva",
along with the Syriac )H_} (= @wa “wickedness”), provide the
clues for determining the origin of the problematic aJmartiva"
ajnwfelou'" “useless sin” and the puzzling +I)d )H_} “sin
which exists.” The conflation of  vy . . .lk and @wa produces the

word cluster @wa vy lk “all exists wicked,” a senseless phrase which,
however, is graphically similar to @wa yvn lk “all women of wicked-
ness” —a word cluster which would be a very meaningful parallel to
the “lawless women” mentioned in 8a. It seems very probable,
therefore, that the Greek uJpokeimevnou “existing” and the Syriac
+I)d “which exists” reflect a shared Vorlage in which yvn “women

of ” was misspelled or misread as vy “exists.” The Greek ajnwfelou'",
which has no parallel in the Syriac text, would appear to be a doublet
reflecting the misreading or misspelling of the original @wa yvn lk
(= @w<a; yvenÒ lKo) as @wa vy lb (= @/a vyE lB' “not exist value” or

“useless”). In light of this analysis of the differences between the
Greek and Syriac texts, the reconstructed Vorlage is as short as the
Syriac text but differs from the Greek and the Syriac texts by
exchanging vy, the particle of existence, for the construct noun yvn
“the women of . . . .”174 
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   175  This line is found only in mss 14kl and 16g7.

   176  It is surprising that the Greek translator of Job seems to have had difficulty
with the negative phrase t[d ylb. In Job 38:2 and in 42:3 the LXX offers only

a paraphrase, suggesting that in 38:2 that ylb was misread as yblb “in my heart.”

16:10b
 ojrgh;n kai; qumo;n a[logon makra;n poivhson ajp! ejmou'

put anger and thoughtless rage far from me

Y[# Q}r) )+\# A|d )+~}w )Z;wr
175)=WIX KI) A[iWb Ib +I|d )wh) A|w

remove from me anger and wrath which is unreasoning
I will not be like one who does not have

 understanding, like animals

ynmm hqyjrh t[d ylb hmjw hrb[
twyjck t[d ylb hyha alw

put anger and thoughtless rage far from me
and I will not be without knowledge as the animals

The Greek a[logon “thoughtless” and the Syriac )+\# A|d
“unreasoning” could be translations of each other or they both could
be accurate translations of a Hebrew Vorlage having t[d ylb.
Contrary to Begrich’s (1939: 134–135) statement, “Denn der syricshe
Ausdruck ist eine wörtliche Wiedergabe des griechischen und wirkt
im Zusammenhang des Textes in seinem Sinn befremdlich,” the
Syriac could simply be a translation of a Hebrew Vorlage having
t[d ylb “without knowledge.”  The Peshi.tta translates t['d;AyliB] in
Job 38:2 (“who is this that darkens counsel by words without
knowledge?”) as a+`Di ALd NI|~b “with words lacking

understanding” and in Job 42:3 (“who is this that hides counsel
without knowledge?”) as a+`Di ALd “without knowledge.”
Therefore, to insist that the Syriac is dependent upon the Greek,
seems itself rather “befremdlich.”176

The expanded Syriac text, cited above, stands in contrast to those
places where the Syriac has presented a significantly shorter text,
namely in 5:17 (S, 5:20), 7:9 (S 7:8b), and 8:5 (S, 8:6) (noted above
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   177  The motif of “irrational animals” introduced by the poet in 16:10c is found
elsewhere in the literature coming from essentially the same period, namely, in IV
Maccabees 14:14 and 18, “. . . and indeed, here, even the irrational animals have
for their young an affection and love similar to men’s . . . . and what need have we
of examples of the love of offspring among irrational animals . . . .” 

in the discussion on 7:8b), at which points no commentator suggested
that the longer Greek texts were glosses. The significantly longer
Syriac text of 16:10b in mss 14kl and 16g7 has been regarded by
Trafton (1985: 154) as an explanatory gloss since it breaks up “the
a-b-a-b-a-b pattern of vv. 6–12.” The expansion in 16:10c of the
motif of “thoughtlessness” which the poet introduced in 16:10b
cannot be so easily dismissed as a gloss for two reasons: first, there
is really no difficulty in understanding t[d ylb or )+\# A|d;
second, the Greek and Syriac texts are essentially free of even one or
two word glosses, so that the suggestion that an entire poetic line is
a gloss seems as an overly simplistic solution. Since the line does not
readily qualify for being a gloss, it is more likely that the line was
originally in the psalm and that was omitted—for unknown reasons
—in the Syriac ms 16hl and in all of the Greek manuscripts. There-
fore, the reconstructed Vorlage has adopted the fuller Syriac text and
no suggestion is being offered for its absence in other manuscripts.177

16:11a
goggusmo;n kai; ojligoyucivan ejn qlivyei

 mavkrunon ajp! ejmou
put grumbling and discouragement in persecution

 far from me
Y[# Q}r) A]C|wAb A&F] =wrW`zw A[_r

remove from me murmuring 
and faintheartedness in tribulation

$jlb ywd blw hnlt ynmm qjr
remove from me murmuring 

and faintheartedness in tribulation

The Greek text and the Syriac text of this line could be transla-

tions of each other or of a shared Hebrew Vorlage. The Greek
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   178  Note Trafton’s rare misspelling of =wrW`z. In his study he has =wrW`],

spelled with an initial nun (1981:266), and in his monograph he has =wrW`I,

spelled with an initial yud (1985: 154).

   179  ejn ceiritranslates @pj in Exod 9:8, Lev 16:12, and Ezek 10:2 and 7.

   180  The confusion of a @ with a y or a w is discussed by Delitzsch (1920: 111–112,
§ 110a–c.

ojligoyucivan “faint-hearted” (which was used in the Septuagint to

translate #[y, #y[, #f[, #l[, and vpn rxq) and the A&F] =wrW`z

“pusillanimous” (literally, “little of soul,” noted above in the discus-

sion of 3:4a)178 could well translate Hebrew yW"D' “to be faint” which

is always used with bl, as in Isaiah 1:5, yW:D' bb;leAlk;wÒ “and the whole

heart is faint,” Jeremiah 8:18, yW:d' yBili yl'[; “my heart is sick within

me,” and Lamentations 1:22, yW:d' yBiliwÒ “my heart was faint.” 

16:14a

ejn tw'/ ejlevgcesqai yuch;n 

ejn ceiri; sapriva" aujtou' hJ dokimasiva sou

when a person is tried by his mortality, your testing . . .

(— no comparable line in the Syriac text —)

^njb ynwjrs ypjb
with my (being) cleansed of my offense

or
with his (being) cleansed of his stench

The nonsensical extra line in the Greek text of this line does not
read like an explanatory gloss since it is in desperate need of a gloss
itself. Its absence from the Syriac may be due to the fact that even the
Syriac translator found the Hebrew Vorlage unintelligible. The re-
constructed Vorlage uses the Greek text but it is not simply a back
translation of the Greek into Hebrew since the Greek is probably a
translation of a corrupted Vorlage. For example ejn ceiri(which
Wright omits in his translation) is the equivalent of  @pjb “the hollow
of the hand,”179 but a Hebrew text with ypjb or wpjb “with my / his
cleansing” would be contextually much more appropriate.180 
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   181  Note that Wright (1985: 665) included kai; e[ti in “forevermore,” in contrast
to Gray (1913: 647), whose translation “for ever and ever” reflected the
conjunction.

Similarly, the Greek sapriva" aujtou “his stench” (which Wright

paraphrased by “mortality”) could reflect a Vorlage with ynwjrs “my

stench, my offense” or wnwjrs “his stench, his offense,” with ambi-
guity due to uncertainty as to whether the last letter of the word was

a w or a y. Lastly, the Greek hJ dokimasiva sou is the equivalent of

Hebrew ^njb “your testing,” but the consonantal ^njb (= *nÒj'Bo) is
graphically identical to the word ^njb (= *NÒjiB]) “by your grace.”

The latter word, *NÒjiB], fits the context much better than the former

word, *nÒj'Bo.
The remaining uncertainty in the reconstructed Vorlage for this

phrase is limited to the suffix ending, as to whether it was “my” or
“his.” In 16:1–12, the focus is on the first person and verse 16:14
makes a fitting conclusion for a personal confession which included
the phrase “. . . of my being cleansed of his stench.” However, since
verse16:15 in Syriac and 16:14a in Greek have the third person
singular, the verse now designated 16:14a/ 16:15 could have been
intended to shift the focus from the first person to the third person by
making the statement, “. . . of his being cleansed of his stench.”

Psalm Seventeen

17:1
 kuvrie su; aujto;" basileu;" hJmw'n eij" to;n aijw'na kai; e[ti

Lord, you are our king forevermore

M\e|w A&h ,N<\# wh +]) AiR#

O Lord, you are our king now and forever

d[w !lw[w ht[ wnklm hta ynda
O Lord, you are our king, now and for evermore

It is possible that the Greek eij" to;n aijw'na kai; e[ti“for ever and

beyond” and the Syriac M\e|w A&h “now and forever” could be

idiomatic translations of each other,181 or they could reflect a slightly
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different Vorlage, the Greek having had d[w !lw[ and the Syriac

having had d[w !lw[ ht[. The differences between the Greek and

the Syriac suggest that the original Hebrew had d[ and ht[, as well

as !lw[. The reconstructed Vorlage uses ynda instead of hwhy in

order to provide for greater assonance which was a common element

in Hebrew poetry.

17:2a

kai; tiv" oJ crovno" zwh'" ajnqrwvpou ejpi; th'" gh'"
how long is the time of a person’s life on the earth

A`R) L` A&])Rbd yhWI} n W]) A[#w
and what is the life of a man upon the earth

$rah l[ !da yj t[ hmw
but what is the time of the life of man upon the earth

The Syriac text lacks a corresponding element for the Greek oJ
crovno" “the time,” having simply the question, “what is the life of
man . . . ?” This absence of a word corresponding to crovno" and the
presence of A&h “now, already, at present,” for which there is no
corresponding word in Greek, are apparently related to each other.
Crovno" equals Hebrew t[ and A&h equals Hebrew ht[. A confu-
sion of the consonant cluster yj t[ and w ht[, though in different
lines, could easily be made. On the other hand, Kuhn (1937: 56)
suggested that the Vorlage began with the question yyh !h hm and
concluded, “yYEj' !heAhm; gab í sinngemäß ganz richtig wieder durch
tiv" oJ crovno" zwh'", während ê genauer übersetzte yhwy� �j @wna anm,”
(i.e., the original Hebrew !h was  translated by  the plural copula
n W])). However, the unnecessary copula, n W]) is probably a

doublet for a misreading of hm “what” as the metathetic !h “them.”
Appeal to paraphrase should be made only when other explanations
are lacking.

17:2b
kai; hJ ejlpi;" aujtou' ejp! aujtovn

so also is his hope in him
hR%b p) A[>h

so also is his flesh
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   182  Trafton’s (1985: 160) statement that Kuhn proposed wyl[ [sic] “himself, ”
when he actually proposed wyla “himself, ” demonstrates how the confusion of  a
and [ can make its way into even the most carefully prepared texts.

hyl[ wrbc @k
so also is his hope upon her [the earth]

The Greek hJ ejlpi;" aujtou' “his hope” and the Syriac hR%b
“his flesh” cannot be translations of each other. Trafton (1985: 156)
suggested that hR%b was an inner–Syriac corruption of an original
hRB* “hope.” But the erroneous metathesis could just as easily
have been made in Hebrew, with r`b “flesh” having been corrupted
to rb` “hope.” 

The masculine ejp! aujtovn, for which there is no corresponding
element in the Syriac text, could be a corruption of the feminine ejp!
aujthvn, with its antecedent being $rah in the proposed Vorlage of
17:2a. Other proposals have been made to read the antecedent of ejp!
aujtovn as crovno" (= t[) “time of . . . .” (Geiger, 1871: 67), or
ajnqrwvpou (= !da) “man” (Ryle and James (1891: 129), or coming
from a Vorlage having wyla “himself ” (Kuhn, 1937: 57).182 The
Greek text has been followed in reconstructing the Vorlage for this
phrase, although liberty has been taken to change the gender of the
pronoun.

17:5b (G), 17:6b (S)
 kai; e[xwsan hJma'" oi|" oujk ejphggeivlw 

meta; biva" ajfeivlanto
kai; oujk ejdovxasan to; o[nomav sou to; e[ntimon

. . . and drove us out. Those to whom you did not (make)
 the promise, they took away (from us) by force

,n wH| =DOf A|d n W]h Y]WO}r)W

©. ª WB!] )RI_Ob
. . . and took me away; With force they took the things

 which you did not give charge to them

hqzjb wjql hmh wml trma al rva wnpdhw
 and drove us out, those to whom you did not (make)

 the promise, they took with force
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   183  See Delitzsch, 1920: 103–104, § 103–104a–c.

   184  See Delitzsch, 1920: 109, § 106a–c on the confusion of j and h, and 105–107

§ 104 a–c on the confusion of  d and t.

The Greek e[xwsan hJma'" “they drove us out” and the Syriac
Y]WO}r)W “and took me away” cannot be accurate translation of
each other. But both texts could be translations of a Hebrew Vorlage
having a first person verbal suffix. The Greek translator correctly
read the suffix as wn “us” but the Syriac translator took the wn to be yn,
which would be another example of the confusion of a w and a y.183

The actual verb which carried the suffix is uncertain. The Greek
e[xwsan suggests the root #dh “to drive, to push, to thrust,” and the
Syriac Q}r suggests a Vorlage having the root #tj “to take, to
seize, to snatch away.” Were either #dh or #tj in the Vorlage, it is
easy to see how they could have been confused with each other.184

The difference between the Greek oujk ejphggeivlw “did not
promise” and the Syriac =DOf A|d “did not give charge” is too
great for them to be translations of each other, but both could be
based upon a Hebrew Vorlage having the root rma “to say.” Hebrew
rma, like ejpaggevlomai, can mean “to promise,” as well as “to
command.” The Greek oi|" and the Syriac n W]h are reflected in the

reconstructed Vorlage by the relative wml . . . rva, which could be
either personal (with the Greek) or impersonal (with the Syriac). The
translation of the Vorlage (“promise . . .” and “those . . .”) indicates
that the Greek text is followed for this line.

17:6a (G), 17:7b (S)

e[qento basivleion ajnti; u{you" aujtw'n
they set up a monarchy because of their arrogance

n wH#wr P\} )=W<\# W~*w
and they put a kingdom in place of their exalted position

!hytw[bg tjt /#wlj rzn wpljw
and they exchanged their (priestly) turbans for a crown

The Greek basivleion “kingdom” and the Syriac )=W<\#
“kingdom” could well be translations of each other or of a common
Vorlage. The following proposal of Begrich (1939: 141–142) that a
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   185  Other examples of aural errors are presented above in the discussions on
8:9a, 8:25a, 9:6b, and 16:1b.

misunderstood Vorlage lies behind basivleion and )=W<\# is quite
convincing:

Bereits Geiger und  Wellhausen haben erkannt, daß mit basivleion

ein  hebräisches rz<nE wiedergegeben wird wie II Sam 1 10. Wenn

aber von einem Diadem die Rede ist, dann muß hinter u{you"

aujtw 'n sich eine andere Kopfdedeckung verbergen, welche durch

das Diadem verdrängt worden ist und die an sich der Stellung der

Betreffenden, der hasmonäischen Priester, angemessen war. Diese

Überlegung führt auf !T;[]B'gÒmi als ursprünglichen hebräischen Text.

Dieses seltene Wort . . . ist von dem grieschischen Übersetzer ver-

kannt, wenn nicht seine Vorlage etwa hier aus dem gleichen Grunde

entstellt gewesen ist, mit h[bg »Höhe« zusammengebracht und

entsprechend übersetzt worden.

Begrich’s choice of  tw[bg as the underlying word for the head-
gear provides another example of an error originating from sound
rather than sight.185 The confusion of  (h)[bg “high, height, turban”
to the near homophonic hbg “high, exalted, arrogance” could easily
occur. (The stem hbg is translated by u{you" ten times in the LXX).
In Exodus 28:40, 29:9, and Leviticus 8:13, tw[bg is used for the
head-gear of the common priest. However, in Exodus 39:28, yrea}P'
t[oB;gÒMih' appears in a list of garments made for Aaron and his sons;
and in Ezekiel 44:18, !yTiv]pi yrea}P' “linen turbans” are designated to
be used by Levitical priests descended from Zadok.

Although Trafton (1985: 162) found Begrich’s arguments “hard-
ly compelling,” in the opinion of this writer, Begrich’s argument has
been convincing and the reconstructed Vorlage follows his proposal,
rather than taking either the Greek or the Syriac as accurate (re)-
productions of the original poetic lines.

17:6b (G), 17:8a (S)

hjrhvmwsan to;n qrovnon Dauid ejn uJperhfaniva/ ajllavgmato"
they despoiled the throne of David with arrogant shouting
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n wHF\}W$d )rHbW&b Diwdd HI*rW> WbR})

and they devastated the throne of David 
in the pride of their change

dzh !hpljb dwd ask wlkw
and they terminated the throne of David

 in their audacious coup d’etat

The Greek ajlalavgmato" “shouting” of mss 260 (149, 471, 606,

and 3004) and the Syriac nwHF\}W$d “of their change” cannot be

translations of each other, although ajllavgmato" “change,” found in

the other manuscripts, could (1) be the source of the Syriac, or (2) be

a translation of the Syriac, or (3) be an independent translation of a

shared Vorlage. If the Greek and Syriac both come from a Hebrew

Vorlage, the Hebrew root could well have been #lj, the cognate of
Syriac p\} “to change.” If so, there may be particularly strong

political overtones in light of the Arabic cognate fp7 “the ‘Calif,’

i.e., the successor” (BDB, 322, Lane, 1865, 792–799). In light of

Jastrow’s (1950, 472) citation of #lj and #wlj as synonyms of  tjt
“in place of, instead,” the stem could also have been in the Vorlage
of 17:6a, replacing tjt “instead,” which would have provided for

enhanced paronomasia in Hebrew. The reconstructed Vorlage fol-

lows the Syriac text and the Greek texts having ajllavgmato" “(ex)-

changing,” over against ajlalavgmato" “shouting,” which context-

ually is best rendered coup d’etat.

17:8b (G), 17:10b (S)

euJreqh'nai aujtoi'" kata; ta; e[rga aujtw'n

it happened to them according to their actions

 n wHiD: B` Ki) n wH| X>+$=w

and it will be found to them according to their works

!hyl[ lmgy !hyll[mk
it will be dealt out to them according to their works 
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   186  Mss 253, 336, 655, 659, and 769 have the infinitive, but all other
manuscripts read the optative euJreqeivh.

The Greek infinitive euJreqh'nai, rendered by Wright (1985, 666)

as “it happened,”186 and the Syriac imperfect X>+$=w “and it will

be found” cannot be accurate translations of each other, but each

could be a translation of a Hebrew Vorlage having the stem hna “to

encounter, to be opportune, to meet” or qlj “to assign, to apportion”

or arq /hrq “to befall, to encounter, to meet.” In light of

synonymous parallelism kata; ta; aJmarthvmata aujtw'n . . . kata; ta;

e[rga aujtw'n, one expects a synonym of ajpodwvsei" “you rewarded”

to appear in 17:8b. Stein (1969: 457) used !lvt “you will recom-

pense” in his translation of 17:8b. If this were the original verb in

17:8a, lmg “to recompense, to deal out to” might well be the synony-

mous parallel in 17:8b. Appropriate parallels of  lmg used with l[
can be found in Psalm 13:6, 116:7, 119:17 and 142:8. Although here

one cannot be certain what the exact Hebrew was, the difference

between the Greek and the Syriac, is probably due to the semantic

range of the original Hebrew. The EoRf+ “may you (not) repay” in

ms 16hl* instead of M}r= “may you (not) have mercy,” in 17:11 (S)

appears to be a misplaced variant for X>+$= for 17:10b (S), cited

above, which equals the lmg in the reconstructed Vorlage and

supports the use of this word as the synonymous parallel.

17:9b (G), 17:11b (S)

kai; oujk ajfh'ken aujtw'n e{na

and did not let even one of them go

D} A|w n wH[# qWB$= A|w

and do not leave even one of them

!hnm djal jls la
do not give pardon to any one of them

The Greek oujk ajfh'ken “he did not let go” and the Syriac

qWB$= A|w “you will not leave,” aside from the difference of
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   187  The Greek text of 17:7–9 has one future indicative and two aorist indicatives,
but the Syriac (17:5a–8a) has two imperfects (which, with the negative particle al,
have the force of the imperative) and one imperative.

person and form,187 could be translations of each other. But it is

difficult to account for the differences in the tenses between the

Greek and Syriac text if they are translations of each other.

Therefore, it is more likely that ajfh'ken and qWB$= are translations

of a Hebrew Vorlage having the verb meaning “to forgive,” such as

rpk, acn, or jls “to forgive, to pardon.”

 Since the verb jls takes the preposition l (as in Psalm 25:11),
the l here could account for the difference between the Greek aujtw'n
e{na “a single one of them” (= !hnm djal) and the Syriac nwH[#

D} A|w “not even a single one of them” (= !hnm dja al). If the

Vorlage had !hnm djal jls la, then the djal was read by the
Greek translator as the preposition l and the noun dja (= “to one”),
but the Syriac translator read the djal as the negative particle al
and the noun dh (= “not one”) —an understandable error since in
Syriac the root dja is the verb “to seize” (= Hebrew zja), not the
number “one” (which is D} = dj, as in Ezekiel 33:30). The recon-
structed Vorlage follows the Syriac text with reference to the tense
of the verb and the Greek text by having a single negative particle.

17:11a (G), 17:13a (S)

ajpo; ejnoikouvntwn aujthvn
so that no one inhabited it (Wright)

from (ajpo;) those who were inhabiting it (Trafton)

HI\` v+id Y\b N#
no one was living in it

[for lack of one living in it]

hb vbwy @yam
no one was living in it

Contrary to Wright’s translation of ajpo as “so that no one. . . ,”
the Greek text of this line does not have a negative element
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   188  See Trafton, 1985: 164–165, for a summary and bibliography on the three
proposals. 

corresponding to the Syriac Y\b N# “for lack of, without.” Kuhn’s
(1937: 60) proposal, which followed the earlier suggestion of
Delitzsch, that the Hebrew Vorlage was hb vbwy @yam has been
adopted above, but not his explanation: “während í etwas frier
übersetzen mußte.” It was probably not a matter of a more free trans-
lation, but a matter of the Greek having a slightly different Vorlage.
The Greek translator must have read @ym (= ajpo;) rather than @yam,
literally, “from nought of,” reflecting the loss of the a in his Vorlage.
The reconstructed Vorlage follows the Syriac, since as Wright’s
translation indicates, the context requires a negative.

 

17:12a (G), 17:14a (S)

 ejn ojrgh'/ kavllou" aujtou

in his blameless wrath (Wright’s text)

[the wrath of his beauty] (Wright’s note)

hZ;wrd )RfW&b

in the beauty of his wrath

wtrb[ tprcb 
in the fire of his wrath

Aside from an inverted word order, the Greek and Syriac texts

could be translations of each other. But commentators have long

viewed the phrase in Greek with suspicion. Proposals have been

made to emend kavllou" “beauty” to zhvlou" “zeal” or to reconstruct

a Vorlage in which (1) trapt, as a synonym of @wdz, meant

“boastful,” or (2) that wypa “wrath” was corrupted to wypy “his

beauty,” or (3) wvpn “his soul” was corrupted to wypy “his beauty.”188

Two other suggestions need to be made. First, the confusion could

have been with rdh “splendor” (which is also used in the LXX to

translate kavllo") and rrj “to burn.” Second — and more probable

than any of the other suggestions —is the confusion of  trpv
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   189  Metathetic errors have been noted above in the discussions on 2:27, 4:18,
12:3b14:6, and below on 18:2a. See also Delitzsch, 1920: 118, § 129c. 

   190  Compare Kuhn (1937: 61) who proposed a Vorlage having the stem dwz “to

boil up, to seethe,” and Begrich (1939: 142–143) who suggested that the original

Hebrew was hwag hc[ “acted arrogantly.” 

“beauty” with tprc “burning.”189 In light of the use “burning wrath”

in IV Ezra (II Esdras) 16:68 and the expression ytir;b][,AvaeB] “the fire

of his wrath” in Ezekiel 21:31, 36; 22:21, 31; and 38:19, the Syriac
word order was probably original, and the noun of choice for “wrath”

in reconstructing the Vorlage here is hbr[.

17:13 (G), 17:15 (S)

 ejn ajllotriovthti oJ ejcqro;" ejpoivhsen uJperhfanivan
 kai; hJ kardiva aujtou' ajllotriva ajpo; tou' qeou' hJmw'n

as the enemy (was) a stranger and his heart alien
 to our God, he acted arrogantly

,ABbD\eb rHb+&# )+iR>W[b
n H|) N# wh yR>W] HB|w

the enemy was boasting in a foreign manner
and his heart was foreign from our God

 wnyhla wbl !Arknw rknb r[b rxh
the enemy was brutal in a cunningly–evil manner

 and his heart was estranged from our God

Aside from their form, the Greek uJperhfanivan “arrogantly,
brutally, sumptuous” and the Syriac rHb+&# “boasting” could be

translations of each other, but they may also be translations of a
Vorlage in which there was a confusion of r[b “inhumane, brutal”
( = uJperhfanivan) and rhb “boastful” ( = rHb+&#).190 This sug-

gestion has the support of Ezekiel 31:31 and 21:36, which collocates

ytir;b][, vae “the fire of my wrath” and !yvin:a} !yrI[}Bo “brutal men.”

Although Delitzsch (1920: 120, § 131) listed examples of the confu-
sion of [ and j (and the reverse confusion of j and [), he cited no
examples of the confusion of [ and h. The confusion of  rhb and
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   191  Compare Frankenberg’s (1896: 95) suggestion for the Vorlage having @wdzb
“in pride” and Gray’s (1913, 648) proposal for a Vorlage having yrknk “like an

alien” for yrknb.

   192  The nuances of stem II in Arabic are of interest. ?lw  can mean “to be

ignorant of, to be unacquainted with, to disavow, to deny” (Hava, 1915: 797). In

stem IV (= hiphcîl) it has the meaning “to deny, to disown, to disacknowledge”

(Lane, 2849). In the Qurcan, Sura 16:85 states, “they confess . . . the favor of God;

then they deny it ("~wÖ?lx').” If rkn had a similar nuance, it would give additional

support to the interpretation that the enemy was the Hasmoneans who have

disavowed and denied the faith, despite their confessions.

   193  Two of the angels of death are Munkar (?lxs) and Nakir (?álw). On the use

of Hebrew rk,n< “calamity,” see Job 31:3 and Obadiah 12.

r[b could have been another example of an aural error (see, above,
the discussion on 17:6a). The context supports the Greek text with
uJperhfanivan / uJperhfanivan being understood as “brutal.” 

The Greek ajllotriva “alien” and the Syriac )+iR>W[b “in a
foreign manner” could be translations of each other, or they could be

comparable translations of a Vorlage with the stem rkn “foreign.”191

If the root were rkn,192 the poet may have intended a double entendre
since rkn stem I means “to recognize” and stem II means “to be
alien” (BDB, 648). The semantic range of the Arabic cognate of stem
II is noteworthy. The Arabic ?lw  “cunning” is said of a man who is
“intelligent and evil.” Lane (1893, 2850) cited the Qurcan, Sura
18:73, “Verily, thou has done a bad, an evil, an abominable, or a foul
thing ( !?lw).”193

17:14a (G), 17:16a (S)

kai; pavnta ejpoivhsen ejn Ierousalhm
 So he did in Jerusalem all the things

M\$rw) =DB` mD~\>w
and Jerusalem did everything

!ylvwryb hc[ rvaAlkw
and all that he did in Jerusalem
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   194  On the emphatic K] see Dahood and Penar (1970: 402–405).

   195  Trafton (1985: 166) has the Syriac here as )wh rather than wwh.

The Syriac and the Greek differ in that in Syriac “Jerusalem” is

the subject of the verb while the Greek has ejn Ierousalhm (the

Syriac text lacks any equivalent for the ejn) “in Jerusalem.” However,

this can hardly be explained as Kuhn (1937: 62–63) proposed, as an

instance where the Syriac translator found the text “unverständlich”

and stumbled over a preposition. As noted with reference to Psalm

17:8–13 (S 17:10–15), the Syriac and the Greek had difficulty in

understanding the Vorlage, but they usually got the preposition B]
straight. It is also unlikely that the Syriac and Greek texts are

translations of each other.

The difference, as to whether or not “Jerusalem” was the subject
of the verb was probably due to a confusion of a h and a t in the
Vorlage, i.e., whether the verb was hc[ “he did” or  tc[ “she did”.
The Greek Vorlage, no doubt, had a third masculine singular hc[,
and consequently “the enemy” became the subject; the Syriac read
tc[ as third feminine singular and, consequently, “Jerusalem”
became the subject. If the Syriac Vorlage had a B] preposition
prefixed to !ylvwry, the B could easily have been read as an
emphatic K] which went untranslated.194 In this context the Greek best
represents the Vorlage and the reconstruction above follows the
Greek text.

17:15a (G), 17:17a (S)

kai; ejpekratou'san aujtw'n oiJ uiJoi; th'" diaqhvkh"
 ejn mevsw/ ejqnw'n summivktwn

and the children of the covenant (living) 
among the gentile rabble adopted these (practices)

YOi+idd HI[b n wH|195wwh NiDI})w
A_I\} A~~` +[Ib

and the sons of the covenant were holding them 
among mixed nations
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   196  The reconstructed Vorlage of this line follows Stein (1969: 458).

!ywgh br &wtb tyrb ynb !hb wrbgw
and the sons of the covenant in

 the midst of the mix of the gentiles  maintained them

The Greek ejpekratou'san “maintained” and the Syriac NiDI})

“holding, adhering to, maintaining” could be translations of each

other, or they could be accurate translations of a shared Vorlage.

Hatch and Redpath (1954: 523) lists six words translated by ejpi-

kratevw, including rbg and qzj, both meaning “to strengthen.” In

light of Daniel 9:27, where rbg is used with tyrb with the sense of

“confirming a covenant” (BDB, 149; Montgomery, 1927: 385), rbg
is more likely to have been in the Vorlage than qzj. The behavior

referred to in Psalm 106:35, !h,yce[}m' dm]l]YIw" !yI/Gb' WbrÒ[;t]YIw" “they

mingled with the nations and learned to do as they did,” corresponds

to the behavior described in this verse. Wright’s (1985: 666) render-

ing ejqnw'n summivktwn as “gentile rabble” is a contextually based

pejorative, rather than a strictly literal, translation. However, his

parenthetical “(practices)” is contextually correct and indirectly

reflects the phrase “all the things the gentiles do for their gods” of

the preceding verse. The reconstructed Vorlage follows closely the

Greek and Syriac texts which approximate each other.

17:15c (G), 17:17b (S)

oujk h\n ejn aujtoi'" oJ poiw'n . . . e[leo" kai; ajlhvqeian

no one among them . . . acted . . . (with) mercy or truth

)rR$w A~}j DB`d n wh+[Ib )wh +I|w 

and there was not among them anyone 

who was doing mercy and {truth}
196 . . . tmaw dsj hc[ !hb hyh alw
and there was not among them one 

who was doing mercy and truth
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   197  Wright’s (1985: 666) “(they) fled” for ejxepetavsqhsan “they flew, they
stretch forth, they expanded (sails)” (Liddell and Scott, 516) is strange unless it
is a misprint for “flew” under the influence of the “fled” of the previous line.

   198  On the confusion of  wy and ! see Delitzsch, 1920: 121, § 132c, 132f.

The Greek and Syriac texts of this line are essentially the same,
but Syriac ms 16hl reads N]rR$w “and we were doing truth.” The

difference between )rR$w and N]rR$w reflects a confusion of I and
], i.e., a misreading of the plural noun NirR$w as N]rR$w, the first
person plural verb. The Greek text and the context argues against the
reading of 16hl. The reconstructed Vorlage has followed the Greek
text and the other Syriac manuscripts.

17:16 (G), 17:18b (S)
wJ" strouqiva ejxepetavsqhsan

 ajpo; koivth" aujtw'n
as sparrows fled from their nest

NiHI[o N# N}Jfd )JfC Ki) W}Rfw
and they flew like sparrows who fly from their nest

!nw[mm wyad !yrpxk
like sparrows they flew from their nest

The Syriac text has a doublet. The initial W}Rfw “they flew”
corresponds to the Greek ejxepetavsqhsan “they fled.”197 The Greek
suggests that the Vorlage had the root rba in the hiphcîl meaning “to
take wing,” as in Job 39:26 $nEArb,a}y" “the hawk soars.” But the
doublet favors the stem had, wherein the original wyad “they flew”
was read as !ad (= !yad) “flying ones,” reflecting a confusion of wy
and !.198 The reconstructed Vorlage follows the Greek and omits any
equivalent for the relative particle and the participle, N}Jfd.

17:17a (G), 17:19a (S)

ejplanw'nto ejn ejrhvmoi" 
swqh'nai yuca;" aujtw'n ajpo; kakou

(they became) refugees in the wilderness 
to save their lives from evil
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)RbD~b ywh NIe_w
A&Ib N# n wH&F] qRF~|

and they were wandering in the desert 
in order to save their soul from evil

h[rm !hyvpn [vwhl rbdmb w[t
they wandered in the wilderness 

to save their souls from evil

The Greek passive verb swqh'nai“they might be saved” (which
Wright translated as active, “to save”) and the Syriac active infinitive
qRF~| are not accurate translations of each other. Kuhn’s (1937:
15–16, 66) suggestion that the Hebrew Vorlage had the hiphcîl infini-

tive flmhl “to save” (= fleM]h'l], or with scriptio plena fyliM]h'l]),
which the Greek translator read as the niphcal fleM;hil] “to be saved,”
is quite convincing. However, the root need not to have been flm,
for the same ambiguity would have occurred with niphcal and hiphcîl
of [vy “to save.”

The Syriac Vorlage may have had wmtvpn (scriptio defectiva) for
wmytvpn “their souls,” in which case the Syriac misread !tvpn in-
stead of wmhvpn. The reconstructed Vorlage has adopted the active
infinitive of the Syriac and the plural yuca;" aujtw'n “their souls /
their lives” of the Greek.

17:17b (G), 17:19b (S) 
kai; tivmion ejn ojfqalmoi'" paroikiva"

 yuch; sesw/smevnh ejx aujtw'n
the life of even one who was saved 

from them was precious in the eyes of the exiles
n wHI[Ieb =wh )RIOiw

A&F]d h=Wb=w=
n wH[# =wh AoRf+#d

and the sojourning of the soul which was saved 
from them was precious in their eyes 

!hm [vwm vpn !yrwgmh yny[b rqyw
and precious in the eyes of the [refugees] 

wandering [in the desert]
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   199  Since paroiki va" was used in the LXX to translate hlwg “exile,” as well as
rwg, hrwg, and hrwgm “to sojourn, sojourning,” one cannot not preclude the
possibility that the Vorlage had the stem hlg. If the Vorlage had rwg, the Greek

translator could have used proshluvto", as in Ezekiel 14:7, where laer;c]yIB]
rWgy:Arv,a} rGEh'm eW “or of the immigrants who stay in Israel” (NAS) appears in the

LXX as ai; ejk tw'n proshluvtwn tw'n proshluteuovntwn ejn tw' / Israhl.

   200  Trafton’s (1985: 168–169) reservations about Kuhn’s ideas are surprisingly
speculative. He noted:

But Kuhn’s argument is not absolutely convincing either. He was correct in
pointing out numerous, if indeed minor, differences between Sy and Gk in this

(was) the person who had been saved 
from them [i.e., the mixed gentiles]

The Greek and Syriac texts have words in this poetic line which
correspond to each other, but they have a very different syntax, mak-
ing it impossible for them to be an accurate translation of each other.
But both texts could go back to a Hebrew Vorlage which could have
been read in different ways. Kuhn (1937: 16, 67) proposed that the
Hebrew Vorlage of the Syriac was vpn yrwgm !hyny[b rqyw ,
whereas the Hebrew Vorlage behind the Greek text must have been
vpn !yrwgmh yny[b rqyw. The difference between the two texts was
the position of the !h / mh in the middle of the phrase. It was either
affixed to the prefixed noun yny[b meaning “in their eyes” (= Syriac)
or it was prefixed to the following bound noun, yrwgm meaning “the
ones sojourning” (= Greek), in which case the extra ! of the
yrwgm!h became the suffix, changing yrwgm!h to !yrwgmh. Begrich’s
(1939: 148–149) reservations about the equation of paroikiva" with
!yrwgm were unfounded in light of the fact that Hatch and Redpath
(1954: 1071) listed twelve examples of pavroiko" having been used
to translate rGe “sojourner, or rWG “to sojourn.” 

Kuhn’s proposal may not be absolutely correct,199 but to chal-
lenge it, as did Trafton, in favor of speculative possible adjustments
by a Syriac paraphraser’s unspecified misreadings of the Greek text
— while asserting, at the same time, that the Syriac text could reflect
accurately a Hebrew Vorlage— seems contradictory and unneces-
sarily cautious.200 
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line, and his solution is plausible. But it is also possible that the Sy translator
misread part of Gk and then made other adjustments accordingly, or simply that
the Sy translator paraphrased Gk. Finally, both Sy and Gk make sense in the
context; thus, either could reflect the original Hebrew.

The reconstructed Vorlage, above, follows Kuhn’s analysis, but
not his conclusion. He thought that the Syriac reading was correct,
but this writer finds the Greek reading to be preferable since the
Syriac syntax is awkward and atypical in producing the expression
A&F]d h=Wb=w “the sojourning of the soul.” The collocation of
=Wb= and A&F] in this manner is unattested elsewhere. The Greek
text reflects a more traditional syntax with its disassociating, through
case endings, paroikiva" from yuch, even though they are adjacent
to each other in the poetic line.

17:20a (G), 17:21b (S)

kai; laou' ejlacivstou
to the commonest of the people (Wright)

and of the least people (Trafton)

n wHid: W`Z| A#D`w
to their least ones

!hyr[x d[
to their least ones

The laou' “people” of the Greek text and the A#D`w “and to”
of the Syriac text cannot be translations of each other. Begrich (1939:
149) suspected that the Syriac translator, using the Greek text,
translated kai laou' as A~`dw “and of the people” which was
subsequently contextually corrupted to A#D`w “and to.” Trafton

(1985: 169) followed Begrich and suggested that the corruptions
were intentionally done by the Syriac translator, who (apparently for
this word or verse) used the Greek text as the basis of his translation.

The above reconstructed Vorlage follows Gray (1913: 626) in
recognizing a misreading of a Hebrew Vorlage in which d[(w) was
read by the Greek translator as ![(w). Delitzsch (1920, passim,
especially 119, § 131) listed numerous places where m and ! were
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   201  The Greek kaqarivsai in Rahlf’s text, followed by Wright, is an emendation
of kaqavrison.

confused with b, k, yw, wy, n, ny, h, j, r, and t. Consequently, a
proposal for an occasional confusion of d and ! is not unreasonable.

17:22a (G), 17:24b (S)

a[rconta" ajdivkou"
the unrighteous rulers

A|W`d A[&ij
the rulers of lawlessness

 !ygv !yfylv
sinful rulers

The differences between the Syriac A|W`d A[&ij “rulers who

are lawless” of ms 10hl and A|W` A[&ij “rulers of lawlessness”

of ms 16hl, as well as the Greek a[rconta" ajdivkou" “lawless rulers,”

are probably due to the position of a m in the Vorlage. The Greek

text and Syriac ms 10hl evidently read !ygv !yfylv, i.e., the plural

noun followed by its appositional plural modifier, literally, “rulers,

sinful ones.”  The Syriac ms 16hl evidently read !ygvm yfylv “rulers

of lawlessness,” i.e., the construct plural noun followed by the nomen

rectum. The reconstructed Vorlage follows the Greek and Syriac ms

10hl.

17:22b (G), 17:25a (S)

kaqarivsai201 Ierousalhm
to purge Jerusalem

M\$rwA| HI>D]d
that he might purify Jerusalem

!lvwry rhfy
that he [the son of David] might purify Jerusalem

The Greek infinitive kaqarivsai “to purge” and the Syriac im-
perfect HI>D]d “that he might purge her” cannot be accurate
translations of each other even though both use their respective
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   202  On the confusion of l and y, see Delitzsch 192: 115 § 119a .

words meaning “to purge.” The simple Syriac imperfect (with its
prefixed relative d and the anticipatory suffix h) does not support
the statement of Kuhn (1937: 69): “kaqavrison ist Korruptel in í für
ursprüngliches kaqarivsai (Inf. Aor.), wie schon Geiger erkannte und
wie es jetzt ê bestätigt.” The Syriac can only confirm that the Vor-
lage did not have an imperative, even though kaqavrison could be
parsed as (1) a second singular imperative (Trafton, 1985:171; and
was so recognized by Gray, 1913: 649), or (2) a second singular
aorist imperfect active. It appears that the Greek translator read a

picel infinitive rhfl, whereas the Syriac translator read the
imperfect rhfy, reflecting the confusion of l and y.202  The recon-
structed Vorlage follows the Syriac text, noting that Trafton correctly
used the modal “that he might purify” for the Syriac imperfect.

17:25a (G), 17:27b (S)

ejn ajpeilh'/ aujtou
at his warning

h=A<b
at his rebuke

wryhzmb
at his warning

The Greek ajpeilh “warning” and the Syriac h=A< “rebuke”

are not literal translations of each other. The broad semantic range of

ajpeilhv “to promise, to threaten, to boast, to brag” (Liddell and Scott,

183–183) and the narrow semantic range of )A< (J. Payne Smith,

1903: 201, 203) “to reprove, to rebuke, to chide” do not overlap to

include both ideas of “warning” and “rebuke.” But ajpeilh and

h=A< could be literal translations of a Hebrew Vorlage having rhz,
stem II (attested in the hiphcîl and niphcal only) meaning “to instruct,

to teach, to warn, to admonish.”  In contrast to Stein (1969: 459) who

used the stem r[g “rebuke,” (as did Franz Delitzsch [n.d., ad loc.
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   203  On the forms of ["[ verbs see GKC, 177, § 67f–g .

17:27b), the reconstructed Vorlage uses rhz to accommodate the

ideas expressed by the Greek and the Syriac.

17:26a (G), 17:28a (S)

ou| ajfhghvsetai ejn dikaiosuvnh

whom he will lead in righteousness

)=WOidZb rHb+&]d

which will boast in righteousness

hqdxb lhny rva
whom he will lead in righteousness

The Greek ajfhghvsetai “he will lead” and the Syriac rHb+&]

“he will boast” cannot be translations of each other. Kuhn (1937:

16–17, 70) was on target with his suggestion that in reading the Vor-

lage there was a confusion of the root lhn “to lead” and the root

llh, which in the qal and the hiphcîl means “to boast.” Kuhn opted

for a hithpacel llhty, but in light of Psalm 75:5, where the qal of

llh is attested with one l ( wlht la “do not be boastful”), the Vor-

lage could have been the picel lhny (the qal, with the n assimilated,

is unattested). In this case, the Syriac translator misread, or his Vor-

lage had, lhy203
 for lhny. The reconstructed Vorlage follows the

Greek text which is contextually appropriate.

17:29a (G), 17:31b (S)

krinei' laou;" kai; e[qnh

he will judge peoples and nations

)=W#)w A~~` n )dd L_#

because he judges nations and cities

!ywgw !ym[ @ydy yk
surely, he will judge the peoples and the nations
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   204  See the discussion above on 17:22 for other examples of the confusion of

m with r or d.

The Syriac d L_# “because” has no corresponding particle in

the Greek text. The extended debate, as to whether or not  d L_#

is derived from a misreading of  e[ti (in 17:28) as the particle o{ti,

has been summarized by Trafton (1985: 173–175). Surprisingly, no

one has suggested that the Greek text could have been e[ti o{ti, and

that the o{ti was dropped from the Greek due to haplography. On the

other hand, the Syriac  d L_# suggests that the Hebrew Vorlage

had an initial emphatic k or yk, which was misread as the preposi-
tion. In either case, the force of the emphatic yk in the original

Hebrew went unrecognized by the Syriac and Greek translators. The

hint of its presence survives only in d L_#, which is unnecessary

as a causal particle. 

The Syriac )=W#, “cities” does not translate the Greek laou;"

or e[qnh. A Hebrew Vorlage with !ym[ “peoples” (an alternative

spelling of  !ymm[ as in Isaiah 2:3 and Nehemiah 9:22) was misread

by the Syriac translator as !yr[ “cities.”204 The reconstructed Vor-

lage restores the emphatic and follows the Greek collocation of

“nations and peoples.”

 

17:30a (G), 17:32a (S)

 kai; e{xei laou;" ejqnw'n

and he will have gentile nations

A~~` N# A~` A[O]w

and he will possess a nation from the nations

!ywg !ym[ vryyw
and he will possess gentile peoples

The Greek e{xei “he will have” and the Syriac A[O] “he will

possess” could be translations of each other, but the absence of  ajpov

from the Greek text corresponding to the Syriac N# “from” suggests

that the translations are derived from a Hebrew Vorlage having the
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   205  For other examples of a construct chain with an intervening preposition see
the discussions on 6:3a and 16:1b.

   206  On the confusion of d with h and and the confusion of d with r, see
Delitzsch, 1920: 105–106, § 104a–b and 114, §114d.

verb vry (which equals the A[o “to possess”) which was misread by

the Greek translator as the particle vy “being, having.”
The preposition N# probably comes from a Vorlage which had

!ywg !ym[ “peoples, gentile (ones).” However, it was read by the

Syriac translator as !ywgm ym[ “the peoples from the gentiles.”205 The

reconstructed Vorlage follows the Greek and has no preposition

equivalent to the Syriac N#.

17:30b (G), 17:32b (S)

kai; to;n kuvrion doxavsei ejn ejpishvmw/ pavsh" th'" gh'"

and he will glorify the Lord in (a place) prominent 

(above) the whole earth

A`r) H\<b +iAI\; AiR~| yHI]W{B&]w

and they will glorify the Lord openly in all the land

$rah lkb rrd hwhy wdbky
they will glorify Yahweh freely in all the earth

The Syriac  +iAI\; “publicly” and the Greek ejn ejpishvmw “in

prominence” cannot be accurate translations of each other. However,

they may be translations of a Hebrew Vorlage which had the noun

rrd “liberty,” used as an adverbial accusative meaning “freely,

openly, publicly,” which the Greek translator misread as rdh
“splendor, honor.” A similar confusion of rrd with rdh “splendor”

according to Hoffmann (ZAW 1882, 103, cited in BDB 214), occurs

in Micah 2:9, Wjq]Ti h;yl,l;[o l['me h;yg<nU[}T' tyBemi @WvrÒg:T] yMi[' yvenÒ
!l;/[l] yrId;h}, “the women of my people you drive out from their
pleasant houses; from their young children you take freedom for

ever” (RSV, “ . . . my glory forever”).206
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The difference between the Greek doxavsei“he will glorify” and

the Syriac nW{B&] “they will glorify” can readily be accounted for

by a Vorlage having hwhy wdbky “they will glorify Yahweh,” in

which the final w of wdbky was lost by haplography due to the initial

y of  hwhy. The reconstructed Vorlage follows the Syriac text at this

point.

The Greek remains problematic as Gray (1913: 650) indicated by

his inserting “(?)” in his translation and Wright’s (1985: 667) insert-

ing “(a place)” and “(above)” in his translation. Here is an example

of the importance of the Syriac text as a possible corrective to the

Greek text which needs to be recognized by those who work with the

theology of the Psalms of Solomon. The haplography of a single

letter can transform a statement of universalism (“they [the nations

which serve the son of David] will glorify Yahweh freely in all the

earth”) into a narrow, nationalistic statement (“he [the son of David]

will glorify Yahweh freely in all the earth”).

17:31b (G), 17:34b (S)

tou;" ejxhsqenhkovta" uiJou;" aujth'"
her children who had been driven out (Wright)

her sons who had fainted (Trafton)
H[# wrDb=)d n W]h ,HI[B|

to her sons who were scattered from her

!yrzn hynbl 
to her sons, the ones scattered

The Greek ejxhsqenhkovta" “who were faint” and the Syriac
wrDb=)d “those who were scattered” cannot be translations of
each other. For this participle, Wright (1985: 667) apparently
translated the Syriac verb rather than the Greek. Kuhn (1937: 17,
72–73) proposed a Hebrew Vorlage with !yrzpmh “the ones
scattered” which became corrupted to !yrgpmh “the ones who
became faint.” Begrich (1939: 146) argued against Kuhn, noting that
a corruption of z and g is not likely. Delitzsch (1920, passim) listed
numerous examples of the z being confused with d, w, n, and r, but he
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   207  On the confusion of z with r and r with w, see Delitzsch, 1920, 113 §112c

and 111 § 109b.

cited no example of the confusion of z and g, which lends support to
Begrich’s reservations.

Nevertheless, Kuhn’s approach was correct although his target-
ing of the roots rgp and rzp may have been in error. In light of the
MT of Ezekiel 6:8, t/xr;a}B; !k,yte/rZ:hiB] “when you are scattered
through the country,” and Ezekiel 36:19, WrZ:YIw" !yI/GB' !t;ao $ypia;w:
t/xr;a}B; “I scattered them among the nations and they were dis-
persed through the countries,” it is much more likely that the Hebrew
Vorlage had the root hrz, which was misread by the Greek translator
as hwd “to be faint, to be ill.”207

In light of Isaiah 49:22, “and they shall bring your sons in their
bosom, and your daughters shall be carried on their shoulders”
(direct object) and Isaiah 60:4 and 9, “and your daughters shall be
carried in the arms. . . . to bring your sons from far, their silver and
gold with them” (indirect object), uiJou;" aujth'" “her [Jerusalem’s]
sons” could be either the direct object or the indirect object. The
Greek understood it to be the former (“to bring as gifts her child-
ren”), and the Syriac took it to be the latter (“they bring gifts to her
sons”). The reconstructed Vorlage has followed the Syriac text,
making “her sons” the recipients of gifts which were carried.

17:32c (G), 17:36c (S)

kai; basileu;" aujtw'n cristo;" kurivo"
and their king shall be the Lord Messiah

AiR# A{I&# n wH<\#w

and their king (will be) the Lord Messiah

@wda jyvm !klmw
and their king (will be) an anointed lord

In much the same manner in which /jyvim] hw:hyÒ dg<n< in I Samuel

16:6 (LXX ejnwvpion kurivou cristo;") was interpreted to mean the

“LORD’S anointed is before him” (KJV, RSV), the cristo;" kurivo"
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   208  The collocation of “O Lord,” “their king,” and “O God” in 17:21 (Syriac
17:23) provides the clue for understanding the use of “Lord” in all of 17:20–51.
Reference to “the king” in 17:20 is clearly the earthly ruler (seemingly the
Hasmoneans who exchanged the priest’s turban for the king’s crown). The divine
“Lord” and “King” (= hwhy) is referred to in the following verses:

Greek 21a (Syriac 23a) “O Lord” 
Greek 21b (Syriac 23b) “O God” 
Greek 26b (Syriac 28a) “the Lord their (Syriac = ‘his’) God” 
Greek 30a (Syriac 32b) “the Lord”
Greek 31a (Syriac 35a) “with which God” 
Greek 31b (Syriac 35b) “by God” 
Greek 34a (Syriac 38a) “for the Lord (Syriac + ‘himself ’) is his

  king” 
Greek 34b (Syriac 38b) “his God” 
Greek 37a (Syriac 42a) “his God” 
Greek 37b “for God” 
Greek 38 (Syriac 43) “of the Lord” 
Greek 39 (Syriac 44a) “in the Lord” (Syriac “ . . . the Lord” ) 
Greek 40a (Syriac 44b) “fear of (Syriac + ‘his’) God”
Greek 40b (Syriac 45a) “of the Lord” 
Greek 42a “which God knew” 
Greek 44 “which God will” 
Greek 45 “may God” 
Greek 46 (Syriac 51b) “the Lord (Greek + ‘Himself ’)” 

The earthly “lord” or “king” is the antecedent of the explicit / implicit “he / him”
in 17:21–44 (Syriac 17:23–50); but in 17:45 (Syriac 17:51) the antecedent of the
third person singular pronouns is God. In 17:45–46 (Syriac 17:51) the noun
“Lord” is in synonymous parallelism with “God,” and the third person singular
pronouns are a reference to God. In contrast, the “an anointed lord” here in 17:32c

(Syriac 17:36b) is clearly not a reference to hwhy — who would be the j've/m “the

anointer” — but to the j'yvim ; “the anointed.”

in this poetic line has generally, but incorrectly, been emended to

cristo;" kurivou and considered to be the equivalent of hwhy jy`m.

Gray (1913: 650) translated it as “the anointed of the Lord”; and

Wellhausen (1924: 162) similarly rendered it “der Gesalbte des

Herrn”; and the emendation appeared in Rahlf’s text (1935, 488).

However, the kurivo" of  cristo;" kurivo"” is not a reference to hwhy
but to the Judean king introduced in 17:21, “raise up for them their

king, the son of David” and referred to as “lord” in 17:34.208
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   209  However, the absence of the definite article is not decisive for reading @wda
(over against @wdah) as “lord” rather than “the Lord.” In Exodus 23:17, for

example, the phrase hw:hyÒ @doa;h; ynEP]Ala,, “before the Lord Yahweh” was

paraphrased in the LXX as ejnwvpion kurivou tou' qeou' sou, “before (the) Lord
the God of you.” 

   210  Ordinarily, the attributive modifier (which, in this case, is jyvm) follows the
noun (which, in this case, is @wda). But Gesenius (GKC § 132b) has noted
examples where the adjectival attribute stands appositionally before its substantive
for emphasis. Note Joosten’s study (1993) on the “ante-position” of the attributive
adjective.

The Syriac phrase, AiR# A{I&#, consists of two nouns in the
emphatic state, namely, “the anointed” and its appositional modifier,
“the lord.” The syntax differs from the similar phrase AiR#d
A{I&# in Lamentations 4:20, which has both nouns in the emphatic
state, but the relative pronoun stands between them, requiring the
meaning to be “the anointed of the Lord.” It is noteworthy that the
definite article is not attested with either cristo;" or kurivo".209

Hann (1982: 138–139, 176; 1985: 620–627) and Wright (1985:
667–668) were correct in accepting the cristo;" kurivo" as it appears
in the manuscripts, recognizing that it is analogous to the title
basileuv" kurivo" given to Herod the Great and Herod Agrippa. jyvm
@wda “an anointed lord” appears in the reconstructed Vorlage above,
in contrast to Frankenberg’s (1896: 84) hwhyAjy`m !klmw and Franz
Delitzsch’s (n. d., ad loc. 17:36b) and Stein’s (1969: 459) !K;l]m'W
y:yÒ j'yvim], all of which need to be translated “their king, the anointed
of Yahweh.”210

17:33b (G), 17:37b (S)

kai; polloi'" laoi'" ouj sunavxei ejlpivda" (Rahlf)
kai; polloi'" ouj sunavxei ejlpivda" (Wright)

nor will he build up hope in a multitude (Wright)
and to many things he will not gather hope (Trafton)

)AIG% L` RB!] A|w 
and he will not trust in many

!ybr la rbc rbcy alw
and he will not place his hope upon the generals
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The Greek sunavxei ejlpivda" “he will gather hope” and the
Syriac RB!] “he will hope” are not literal translations of each
other, though they express a similar idea.  Likewise, Wright’s (1985:
668) translation of polloi'" as “multitude” is not equivalent to
Trafton’s (1985: 179) translation of polloi'" as “many things,” for
“multitude” permits the reference to be to people (as though Wright
was drawing on Rahlf’s [1935, 488] addition of laoi'" to the text),
whereas “many things” precludes polloi'" from referring to people.

The contextually enigmatic polloi'" ouj sunavxei ejlpivda" has
given rise to a number of emendations of the Greek text, well sum-
marized in Trafton (1985: 178–179), including the following pro-
posed “corrections” seeking to make sense of this poetic line within
the context of verses 32–40:

polloi'"   =    !ybr(l) “archers”   Geiger (1871: 159)

ejlipi vda" =  avspida" “shields”   Hilgenfeld (1886,

  160; 1871, 413)

ejlipi vda" =   a[lloi" “others”   Hilgenfeld

polloi'"    =  paltoi '" “spears”   Hilgenfeld

polloi'"    =  o{ploi"   “weapons”   Hilgenfeld

polloi'"    =  ploivoi" “by ships”   Ryle and James

    (1891: 142–144) 

suna vxei  =  hWEq'm] “hoping”   Ryle and James

ejlpi vda"   =  hw<q]mi “hope”    Ryle and James

polloi'"    =  polloi'" 

     laoi '" “many people”  von Gephardt 

   (1895, 187) 

 polloi'" =  !ybr(l) “Menge”    Kittel (1900, 147)

polloi'"  =  pollouv" “many”  Viteau (1911, 362–363) 

Of all these proposals, only the suggestions of Geiger and
Kittel for a Vorlage having !ybrl “Menge, archers” lead to a
reasonable interpretation of the poetic line. Their reconstruction to
!ybr was correct, but Geiger and Kittel failed to recognize a more
appropriate definition of  br. Although br could be from bbr stem
II “to shoot (arrows)” or from bbr stem I “much, many (either
quantitative or qualitative),” br probably had the special nuance
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   211  These officers equal the lb,B; &l,m, yrec ; in 39:3.

found in the following passages in which br is a synonym for rc
“officer”:

(1) Jeremiah 39:3, where br occurs twice in names/ titles of the
officers (yrc'):

lb,B;A&l,m, yrec; lKo WaboY:w"
&w<T;h' r['v'B] Wbv]YEw"

!ykis]Arc''"' WbnÒArGm]s rx,a,Arc' lg"rÒnE
gm;Abr' rx,a,Arc lg"rÒnE syrIs;Abr' 

lb,B; &l,m, yrec; tyrIaev]Alk;wÒ
“all the princes of the king of Babylon 

came and sat in the middle gate: 
Nergalsharezer, Samgarnebo, Sarsechim

 the Rabsaris, Nergalsharezer the Rabmag, 
with all the rest of the officers of the king of Babylon.” 

(The LXX [46:3 = MT 39:3] translates lb,B; &l,m, yrec
 as hJgemovne" basilevw" Babulw'no".)

(2) Jeremiah 39:13, where br occurs four times, three times as a
name component and once in the phrase lb,B;A&l,m, yBer' “chief
officers of the king of Babylon”:211

 syrIs;Abr' @B;zÒv'WbnÒW !yjiB;f'Abr' @d;a}rÒz"WbnÒ jl'v]YIw"
lb,B;A&l,m, yBer' lkowÒ gm;Abr' rx,a,Arc' lg"rÒnEwÒ

“So Nebuzaradan the captain of the guard, 
Nebushazban the Rabsaris, 

Nergalsharezer, Rabmag, and all the chief officers 
of the king of Babylon sent. . . .” 

The LXX is lacking this part of Jeremiah, but in light of the trans-
lation of lb,B; &l,m, yrec; as hJgemovne" basilevw" Babulw'no"
“officers of the king of Babylon,” one would expect the same trans-
lation for the synonymous lb,B;A&l,m, yBer'.
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   212  Note the use of  br in Esther 1:8, /tyBe br'AlK; l[' &l,M,h' dS'yI @keAyK, “the
king had given orders to all the officials of his palace.” In Jeremiah 41:1, Y[vrwr

“nobles, chiefs, princes” was the Peshi.tta’s word of choice for the yBer '.

   213  See GKC § 117p–r.

(3) Jeremiah 41:1, where &l,M,h' yBer'wÒ appears as a synonym for yrec;
&l,m,:

 hy:nÒt'nÒA@B, la[em;v]yI aB;
hk;WlM]h' [r'Z<mi [m;v;ylia>A@b,

/Tai !yvin:a} hr;c;[}w" &l,M,h' yBer'wÒ

“Ishmael the son of Nethaniah, son of Elishama,
 of the royal family, one of the chief 

officers of the king, came with ten men . . . . ”

Unfortunately the Greek text lost the equivalent phrase for yBer'wÒ
&l,M,h' (or had a different Hebrew Vorlage lacking the phrase).

Since the Greek translator rightly rendered lb,B; &l,m, yrec; as

hJgemovne" basilevw" Babulw'no", one can assume that he would have

known the meaning of &l,M,h' yBer'wÒ in the same chapter. Therefore, it

is reasonable to conclude, even with the loss of the phrase from the

LXX in verse 48:1, that &l,M,h' yBer' and &l,m, yrec; are synonymous

and that both would appear in Greek as hJgemovne" basilevw". The

noun br would be the equivalent of hJgemovne". The Greek and

Syriac translators can be faulted, in words borrowed from Barr

(1968: 268), for “a strong tendency towards leveling the vocabulary

and the interpretation of that which is rare as if it was that which is

more normal.” Instead of offering a contextually controlled trans-

lation of  br, they gave polloi'" and )AIG%, simple lexical

equivalents.212.

The Syriac has only RB!] “he will hope” corresponding to the

Greek phrase sunavxei ejlpivda" “he will bring about hope.” This

difference suggests that the poet probably used a schema etymo-

logicum, similar to that used in Lamentations 1:8, ha;f]j; af]je
!l'iv;WryÒ “Jerusalem sinned a sin.”213 The Syriac translator evidently
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   214  Note Thomson’s (1808, ad loc. [1960: 1208]) translation of Jeremiah 39:3
(LXX = MT), “and all the generals [italics added] of the king of Babylon entered
and sat in the middle of the gate . . . . ” 

simplified the poetic line by translating the verb without its cognate

accusative.

If one accepts any of the emendations noted above, the latent

clues for the proper understanding of the poetic line become in-

accessible. (Maintaining the integrity of the text does not require

simple satisfaction with a literal interpretation of the text, especially

when there is evidence that the text is a translation.) The

reconstructed Vorlage has the schema etymologicum rbc rbcy and

it restores the technical nuance of !ybr which is equal to hJgemovne"

“generals, governors”214 and Y[vrwr “nobles, chiefs, princes.”

17:34a (G), 17:38a (S)

ejlpi;" tou' dunatou' ejlpivdi qeou'

the hope of the one who has a strong hope in God (Wright)

the hope of the power by the hope of God (Trafton)

hH|)d hRB* L` H\I}w hRB*

his trust and his power are in the trust of God

!yhla tljwyb rwbg tljwy
the hope of the mighty man (is) in the hope of God

The Greek and the Syriac texts have four corresponding lexical

elements  in this  line, but their syntax is very different. The ejlpi;"

. . . ejlpivdi is matched by hRB* . . . hRB*, tou' dunatou has a

corresponding H\I}w, and qeou' is matched by hH|). But the

Greek cases and the Syriac pronomial suffixes, preposition, and

particle do not correspond. The translations of tou' dunatou differ.

Wright made tou' dunatou personal; Trafton made it impersonal. In

order to make sense out of the line, Wright made the dative ejlpivdi

the direct object of the genitive tou' dunatou, and Trafton introduced

the preposition “by” to accommodate the dative ejlpivdi. 
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   215  S. R. Driver (1903, 415) noted with reference to MT *a,b]D ;, that it is “‘as yet

unexplained’ (Di.). Strength (íêæ Saad.) yields an excellent sense; but it has no

philological justification, a root abd not being known.” Since S. R. Driver wrote,
the stem abd has been attested in Ugaritic, and G. R. Driver (1971, 116–117) gave
dba,  the meaning of “prowess” in Baal IV, ii, I, line 21, “for Baal will anoint the
horn of thy prowess (qrn.dba,).” 

The third person singular suffixes h and H in the Syriac text

are anticipatory suffixes, characteristic of Aramaic idiom. They

would not have been in the Hebrew Vorlage. The balanced use of b
twice and l three times in the reconstructed Vorlage seeks to restore

what may have been the assonance in the original Hebrew. 

17:36b (G), 17:41b (S)

ejn ijscuvi lovgou

by the strength of his word

h+\~b

with his word

wrbd ybdb
by the strength of his word

The Greek ijscuvi “strength” has no counterpart in the Syriac

text, and the suffix h of the Syriac has no equivalent in the Greek

text. The reconstructed Vorlage conflates the two traditions; and the

root ybd “strength” was selected as the word of choice in restoring

alliteration and a consonant cluster which could easily have led to

haplography, namely, wrbd ybd “the strength of his word.” The

Samaritan (mis)spelling of MT *a,b]D; “your strength” in Deute-

ronomy 33:25 as ybr (hJ ijscuv" sou in the LXX and A[&W` in

Syriac), though it reflects the confusion of r and d, demonstrates

that abd and ybd were by-forms.215 A Vorlage reading wrbd ybdb
was corrupted in the Syriac tradition to wrbdb, consequently, the

reconstructed Vorlage follows the Greek text.
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17:37a (G), 17:42a (S)

 kai; oujk ajsqenhvsei ejn tai'" hJmevrai" aujtou

and he will not weaken in his days

hH|) N# h+#WIb rCb+] A|w
and he will not be diminished in his days

wymyb d[my alw
he will not stumble in his days

As Trafton (1985: 180) noted, “rCb would be an unusual

translation of ajsqenhvsei.” But both rCb and ajsqenhvsei could be

translations of a Vorlage having the stem d[m “to slip, to totter, to

fall,” which was confused with f[m “to be or become small, to be
diminished.” Hatch and Redpath (1954, 172) listed sixteen words in

Hebrew translated by ajsqenhv", including f[m. The confusion of

f[m and d[m has been noted already in the discussion of 16:1a, on

the line, “my soul forsook the Lord for a bit,” and 16:1b, on the

phrase, “for a while I sank into a deadly coma.” The reconstructed

Vorlage, having d[m, is not a literal back-translation of either the

Greek or the Syriac.

17:38b (G), 17:44a (S)

kai; oujk ajsqenhvsei

and he will not weaken

hD>+] A|w

and he did not grow weak

hljy alw 
and he will not become weak

Aside from the matter of tense, the Greek and the Syriac texts

could be translations of each other, but the difference in tense is

enough to suggest that they are translations of a Hebrew Vorlage in

which there was a confusion of the verbal prefix h (used for the
perfect tense of the hiphcîl and hophcal, which is suggested by the

Syriac) and the imperfect prefix y (used across the paradigm for the
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   216  On the confusion of h and y, see Delitzsch, 1920: 114, § 116a.

third masculine singular, which is suggested by the Greek).216 Since

the poet in 17:34a spoke of power, which could have been lyj in the

Vorlage, the word for “weakness” in this verse could have been hlj
for assonance and paronomasia. A Hebrew text which read hljy (a
hophcal imperfect) would have been misread by the Syriac translator

as hljh (a hophcal perfect). The reconstructed Vorlage follows the

Greek text by having the imperfect tense.

17:39b (G), 17:44a (S)

kai; tiv" duvnatai pro;" aujtovn
then who will succeed against him

H\bWO| mWO] W[#w
and who will rise up against him

wyl[ lwky ym
who will prevail against him

The Greek tiv" duvnatai“who will succeed” and the Syriac W[#
mWO] “who will rise against” could possibly be free translations of
each other. Kuhn (1937: 77) proposed that they were derived from a

Hebrew Vorlage having wyl[ !wqy ym “who is standing before him.”
However, Hatch and Redpath (1954, 355) listed twenty-five Hebrew
words which are translated by dunatov" and  !wq was not one of
them. The proposed Hebrew root in the Vorlage is lky “to be able,
to have power,” with the nuance attested in Psalm 13:5, rm'ayOA@P,
f/Ma, yKi WlygIy: yr'x; wyTil]k;yÒ ybiyÒao, “lest my enemy say, ‘I have pre-
vailed over him’; lest my foes rejoice because I am shaken.’” 

17:40c (G), 17:45b (S)

 ejn th'/ nomh'/ aujtw'n
in their pasture

h+I`R#v
in his flock
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   217  Note Thomson’s (1808, ad loc. [1960, 1164]) use of metonymy, “therefore
the whole flock [italics added] was thoughtless and they are scattered.” 

!t[rmb
in the pasture 

The Greek nomh'/ aujtw'n “their pasture” and the Syriac

h+I`R# “his flock” do not appear to be translations of each other,

but in light of the metonymy appearing in Jeremiah 10:21 ( !y[iroh;
Wr[}b]nI yKi hx;/pn: !t;y[irÒm'Alk; WlyKic]hi al  @KeAl[' Wvr;d; al
hw:hyÒAta,wÒ, “for the shepherds are stupid, and do not inquire of the

Lord; therefore they have not prospered, and all their flock [literally,

‘their pasture’] is scattered”), either the Greek or the Syriac translator

could have used the same device. If it were the Greek translator, he

was wiser than the LXX translator of Jeremiah 10:21, who rendered

the last half of the verse dia; tou'to oujk ejnovhsen pa'sa hJ nomh; kai;

dieskorpivsqhsan, “therefore, the whole pasture has failed, and have

been scattered.”217 The reconstructed Vorlage follows the  !t;y[irÒm'
attested in Jeremiah 10:21.

17:41a (G), 17:46a (S)

ejn ijsovthti pavnta" aujtou;" a[xei

he will lead them in all holiness

)=WIF&b ^[<] n wH\<|

he will gather all of them in serenity

!lk hjny !yrvymb
he will lead all of them in rightousness

The Greek ijsovthti“equality” or the variant oJsiothv" “pious”

(found in mss 149, 260, 471, 606, and 769, which are the basis for
Wright’s “holiness”) cannot be translations of the Syriac )=WIF$

“simple, sincerity, serenity.” But all three readings could be derived

from a Hebrew Vorlage having the root rvy “to be smooth, to be

straight, to be right” or one of its derivatives like rv,y< “uprightness”

or rv;ymE “evenness, equity.” Stein (1969: 460) used this root in his
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   218  Franz Delitzsch (n.d., ad loc. 17:46) initially translated !lkAta lhny vdqb
[“in holiness he will lead all of them”], but changed it to read lhny !yrvymb
!lkAta [“he will lead all of them equity”]. 

   219  The translation is based upon the nuance of N&` cited by J. Payne Smith

(1903: 430 [c.]) “sore, previous, heavy, hard, severe.”

   220  The collocation of the stem hag and hny is attested in the Qerec of Psalm
123:4, “Too long our soul has been sated with the scorn of those who are at ease,
the contempt of the proud oppressors (!ynI/y yaegÒli for Kethîb !ynI/yaegÒli).”

translation, and the reconstructed Vorlage follows suit in light of the

semantic range of rvy.218

17:41b (G), 17:46b (S)

tou' katadunasteuqh'nai ejn aujtoi'"

that any should be oppressed (Wright)

that any among them might be oppressed (Trafton)

n wHI\` N&`=d

that it [arrogance] might prevail over them

that [arrogance] may not be heavy upon them (Ward)219

!hyl[ [hwag] hnwt
that [pride] might bring oppression220 upon them

The Greek articular passive infinitive katadunasteuqh'nai

“might be oppressed” and the Syriac imperfect N&`= “it may be

heavy” are not accurate translations of each other.  Trafton (1985:

181) suggested that the difference was due to an inner-Syriac corrup-

tion of Q&`=) “it (might) oppress” to N&`= “ it (might) prevail,”

but this does not account for the active / passive difference. There-

fore, the difference in meaning and voice is more likely to be

explained by a Hebrew Vorlage in which there was ambiguity over

a hiphcîl or a hophcal verb, for hiphcîl forms when written scriptio

defectiva would be homographs of hophcal forms. The Vorlage

reconstructed above has the hiphcîl hnwt (= hn</T) “it [hawg “pride”]
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   221  Compare Luke 15:22, ejxenevgkate stolh;n th;n prwvthn “bring forth the
choicest robe.” 

   222  For  the confusion of r and n, see Delitzsch, 1920: 112, §111. 

   223  Note that Stein (1969: 460) did not translate tivmion. Frankenberg (1896: 84)
translated it by the noun zp “refined gold.” 

might bring oppression,” which could have been misread as the

hophcal hnwt (= hn,Tu) “it [hawg] be oppressive.”

17:43a (G), 17:48a (S)
ta; rJhvmata aujtou' pepurwmevna uJpe;r crusivon 

to; prw'ton tivmion
his words will be purer than the finest gold, the best

   )D: OI#w Abhd N# Ri+I NIOb yhW~;+f
his words will be proven more than gold and will be precious

 wrqyy rwjb $wrjm wytrma
his words will be more precious than choice gold

The Greek pepurwmevna “fire–tested” and to; prw'ton “the
first, the finest, the choicest”221 appear to be a doublet since a word
corresponding to to; prw'ton is lacking in the Syriac. The doublet
reflects the confusion of @jb “to test” and rjb “to choose.” A simi-
lar confusion of rjb and @jb is attested in Isaiah 4:10, *yTip]r'x] hNEhi 
ynI[o rWkB] *yTirÒj'B] #s,k;b] al wÒ “behold, I have refined you, but not

like silver; I have chosen you in the furnace of affliction.” For the
MT *yTirÒj'B' (= LXX ejxeilavmhn), the Qumran scroll 1QIsa reads

hkytnjb “I have tested you.”222 The Greek tivmion “the best” is used
in the LXX primarily to translate the stem rqy “precious,” indicating
that in this line tivmion is the equivalent of the Syriac )D: OI#
“precious.” Stylistically, the Syriac translator produced a more
idiomatic poetic line than the Greek translator, who read rqy as an
appositional adjective rather than a verb.223 The reconstructed
Vorlage has an inverted word order — for emphasis— with the verb
coming at the end. The word order follows the Greek text, which has
tivmion at the end of the line, as well as the Syriac text, which has
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)D: OI# at the end of its line.  The translation of crusivon as $wrj
“gold,” rather than bhz which is the cognate of Abhd, highlights
the fact that crusivon is a Semitic loanword in Greek, perhaps
mediated through Mycenean (Chantraine, 1968: 1278).

Psalm Eighteen

18:2a
oiJ ojfqalmoiv sou ejpiblevponte" ejp! aujtav

your eyes are watching over them
L> NiZ} KI[I`

and your eyes see everything

wmyl[ lk ^yn[ warw
and your eyes see everything concerning them

The Greek  ejp! aujtav “over them” and the Syriac L> “all” are
not translation of each other, nor do they reflect different ways of
translating the same word in a common Hebrew Vorlage. The ejp!
aujtav could translate Hebrew !hyl[ or wmyl[ or  !hyla, and the L>

would equal Hebrew lk—which has no graphic similarity to the
suffixed prepositions. It may be best to conflate the variants,
assuming that a different word dropped out of the Greek and Syriac
textual traditions. The Vorlage has been reconstructed using this
assumption.

18:2a

kai; oujc uJsterhvsei ejx aujtw'n
none of them will be in need

 NiH[# A&-d mD# +I|w
and there is nothing which is hidden from them

!hm rtsy alw
and nothing is hidden from them [your eyes]

The difference between the Greek uJsterhvsei “will lack” and
the Syriac A&-  “is hidden” can be accounted for by assuming that
the Hebrew Vorlage had the verb rts “to hide,” which was correctly
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render in Syriac, but the Greek translator or his Vorlage read rsj “to
lack” instead of rts and translated accordingly. Metathetic variants
have been noted elsewhere in this study, and the confusion of  t and
j has been well documented by Delitzsch (1920: 118, §129c).

18:2b

ta; w\tav sou ejpakouvei eij" devhsin ptwcou' ejn ejlpivdi

your ears listen to the hopeful prayer of the poor

©Aª[<%#d hRB%| Ne~$ KI]d)w 
and your ears hear the hope of the poo[r]

tljwtb ld tlptb hn[mvt ^yna
your ears harken to the hopeful prayers of the poor

The Greek  devhsin “prayer” has no corresponding element in
the Syriac text. It would appear that a word has dropped out of the

Syriac. If the Vorlage had tljwtb “in hope” and tlptb “to the
prayers” (scriptio defectiva), it would be easy to account for a

haplography of tlptb or tljtb. Although [mv in Biblical Hebrew
is generally followed by the preposition l, the preposition b is
attested occasionally, as in Job 15:8, [m;v]Ti h'/la> d/sb]h', “Have you
heard the counsel of God?” (NKJV).

18:3b (G), 18:4a (S)

hJ ajgavph sou ejpi; spevrma Abraam uiJou''' Israhl
and your love is for the descendants of Abraham, an Israelite

mhRb)d hRb Li)R%I)d H`rz L` KbW}w 
and your love is upon the seed of Israel, the son of Abraham

!hrba @b larcy [rz l[ ^tbhaw
and your love is upon the seed of Israel, the son of Abraham

The singular uiJou' Israhl was understood by Wright (1985:
669) as an appositional modifier of Abraam, making Abraham an
Israelite. On the other hand, Ryle and James (1891: 149) and Gray
(1913: 651) followed mss 655 and 659 in reading the plural uiJou;"
Israhl and translated, respectively, “even the sons of Israel” and
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“the children of Israel.” For them, the plural uiJou;" was the
appositional modifier of the singular collective spevrma (spevrmata
in mss 655 and 659), making for a poetic parallel — though not a
parallelism — with Israhl being in parallel with Abraam and
spevrma / spevrmata being in parallel with uiJou;".

The Syriac clearly makes mhRb)d hRb “the son of Abra-
ham” to be the modifier of the man named Israel, i.e., the singular
“son” modified the singular proper name, not the singular noun [rz
“seed.” The ambiguity of [rz in the Hebrew Vorlage, which could
be a collective or a true singular, may have contributed to the
secondary shift of spevrma to spevrmata and uiJou' to uiJou;", as well
as the inversion of the proper names in the Greek tradition.

If the Greek ejpi; spevrma Abraam uiJou''' Israhl reflects the
original meaning, it would seem to be an attempt to exclude the off-
spring of Ishmael and Esau, a exclusion which was a moot issue at
the time of this psalm. Since Abraham is nowhere else in Jewish
tradition identified as an “Israelite,” it appears that the Syriac text
provides the best reading by making “the son of Abraham” a modifier
of the proper noun “Israel,” rather than the common noun “seed.”

Summary

In the above psalm by psalm examination of the 18 psalms in
213 instances where the Greek and Syriac texts are not equal to each,
three methodologies (text critical, exegetical and philological) have
provided possible solutions to explain the differences. One hundred
and forty-two of these proposals involve errors of the textual trans-
mission and / or translation process (confusion of graphically similar
letters, haplography, metathesis, doublets, and dittography).

Another 65 can be attributed to errors involving the semantic
range of the proposed Hebrew Vorlage where either the Syriac or
Greek translators (or both) chose the contextually inappropriate
meaning or missed it altogether or because of the ambiguity of an
unpointed Hebrew text. Again, Barr’s (1985:268) comments on the
Septuagint translators are pertinent here:
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It seems to me in general that the ancient translators did
their task remarkably well given the circumstances.
Their grasp of Hebrew, however, was very often a grasp
of that which was average and customary in Hebrew 
 . . . .Where it is a matter, however, of obscure words in
the normal contexts and of strange meanings for
common words there was a strong tendency toward the
leveling of the vocabulary and the interpretation of that
which is rare as if it was that which was more normal.

There are only twelve instances where an appeal to cognate

languages provides the clues for the differences between the Greek

and Syriac and somewhat surprisingly, given the frequent appeal by

Dahood in his Anchor Bible volumes on Psalms to Ugaritic, it was of

no importance for these psalms. These Psalms are much later than the

canonical Psalms but it might have been possible for some of the

Ugaritic features to survive if there had been much conscious imita-

tion of the canonical Psalter. The Greek variants were likewise of

little importance— only twice were they able to provide the clues to

the proposed Vorlage. Eight times the suggestion is made to redivide

the proposed Hebrew consonantal text and in six places the emphatic

particles went unrecognized by the Greek and Syriac translators.. For

seven of the examples the solution may go back to an aural stage in

the transmission of the text. Five times the difference can be ex-

plained by the preservation of a Hebrew idiom in either the Greek or

the Syriac and failure to recognize double-duty verbs, vocatives, pre-

positions, or negatives occurs eight times.

In only a relatively few instances is appeal made to a more

speculative methodology such as idiomatic translation (5 times),

conflation of the Greek and Syriac texts (4 times), inversion of a line

(once) and emendation (only once in all of the eighteen psalms). On

the whole the cumulative weight of the evidence indicates a high

degree of probability for an original Hebrew Vorlage.

Following is a listing of the passages (using the Greek enum-

eration) under the different categories:
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89 occurrences of the confusion 
of graphically similar letters:

 y and w
   2:8b
   3:1b–2a
   3:6b
   6:2a
   7:3
   8:8b
  12:2b
  13:1
  16:4a
  16:14a
  17:5b
r and d
  4:10a
  4:12b
  6:3b
  8:8a
  9:3a
  11:1
  17:30b
 b and k
  4:8a
  6:3a
  7:3
  16:14a
  17:14a
r and w
  2:21
  11.1
  12:2
  16:7a

  17:31b
w and h
  8:1
  8:22b
  10:2a
y and n
  2:4a
  4:6a
  8:8b
m and h
  4:4a
  8:16b
  10:4b
m and r
  8:7a
  12:2b
  17:29a
@ and w
  2:23
  8:12a
  15:3
d and j
  4:6a
  17:30b
h and  wy
  5:13a
  10:1b
f and d
  16:1b
  17:37a
l and y

  8:20a
  17:22b
l and r
  9:4a
  13:3b
 m and b
  5:1a
  14:6
m and k
  3:4a
  9:4a
m and wy
  2:8
  13:12
t and j
  2:6b
  18:2a
l and w
  11:4
j and y
  17:38b
h and b
  4:12a
h and t
 17:14a
j and wh
  6:3a
j and [
  5:6b
j and r
  2:19a

r and k
  8:15b
n[ and v
  5:12b
n and h
  3:3b
n and m
  4:5b
n and k
  5:16
n and r
  5:6b
r and q
  13:3b
m and d
  17:20a
m and !
  6:2a
m and k
  8:7a
m and yw
  8:12b
m and wb
  15:14b
r and b
  8:1b
yz and r
  15:1
z and d
  17:31b
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z and w
  11:5b
z and n
  10:3c

vy
and 
yvn
16:8b

 hlw[ and
 @wyl[
15:4b

yk #a and
apya
8:2

41 occurrences of a valid, but inappropriate, 
choice within the semantic range of the Hebrew:

1:1
2:1a
2:2b
2:6b
2:10
2:19b
2:20 
2:21b
2:26b
2:29b

2:31b
3:2a
3:5
3:10
3:13
4:1
5:12b
5:16a
5:17a
 7:1

 7:2
 7:4
 7:8a
 8:5b
 8:9a
 10:4b
 12:2a
 12:3
 13:2
 13:3a

14:7
15:7a
15:9a
15:9b
17:5b
17:8b
17:25a
17:33b
17:41a
18:3b

23 occurrences of haplography with one or two letters:

3:5
4:3b
4:5a
4:10b
4:14a
4:20b

5:1a
5:6a
8:1b
8:5a
8:14b
8:16a

9:2
10:8
11:4
12:3b
15:2
16:5

17:11a
17:30a
17:30b
17:36b
18:2b

3 occurrences of haplography involving entire lines:

4:18       16:10b        16:14a

24 occurrences of ambiguity of the unpointed Hebrew text:

2:9
3:10

4:12
4:24

5:14b
8:1

8:2a
8:2b
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8:7a
8:7b
 8:25a

 9:9b
 14:2b
 15:13a

16:1a
16:14a

17:17a
17:41b

with scriptio defectiva:

  2:25b     2:26b      7:7a      10:3     15:10b

with scriptio plene:

  8:12a

15 occurrences of the metathesis 
of two or more letters in a word:

2:20
2:27
2:33a
4:18

5:7a
10:1a
12:3b
13:7–8

14:6
16:3a
16:7
17:2a

17:2b
17:12a
18:2a

12 occurrences where appeal to cognate 
languages brings clarity to differences: 

Arabic:
  2:1
  2:33a

3:1
8:1b

 8:2a
 17:6b

17:13

 Akkadian:          2:5           2:19             2:21b

 Aramaic:            3:7          17:34

8 occurrences of the misdivision 
of the consonantal text in (of) the Vorlage:

  1:3
  2:1b

2:6b
2:23

17:9b
17:17b

17:22
17:30a
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7 occurrences of doublets:

Greek: 2:13b 4:10b 8:9a    17:43a

Syriac: 6:5a  7:2a  17:16

7 occurrences of aural errors 
in the transmission of the text:

 8:9a 8:25a 9:5a 9:6b   16:1b
17:6a 17:13

6 occurrences where emphatics 
particles went unrecognized:

Emphatic yk:  6:4a  9:4a 15:7b 17:29a

Emphatic  l:  10:8  2:24

5 occurrences where a Semitic idiom
 is reflected in the Greek or the Syriac:

1:4b  2:13a        2:32b  4:5b       8:12a

5 occurrences of idiomatic translation:

2:4a   3:1        3:12b    4:7        17:1

5 occurrences of dittography:

2:1b  5:12a        5:13a   7:6b       10:3b

4 occurrences requiring the conflation 
of the Greek and Syriac texts:

4:18  15:5a      17:36b 18:2a
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2 occurrences where manuscript variants 
are appealed to for solution:

11:4 (Syriac)        17:6b (Greek)

2 occurrences of “double duty” prepositions::

14:1          15:3

2 occurrences of “double duty” verbs:

15:7b         16:6b

2 occurrences of “double duty” negatives:

16:6b           16:8b

1 occurrence of a“double duty” vocative:

15:2

1 occurrence of “double duty” emphatic:

15:7b

1 occurrence of the inversion of lines:

15:7b

1 occurrence of metonymy:

17:40c

1 proposed emendation:

15:7b

Since the focus of this chapter is on the disagreements of the
Syriac and Greek texts, the issue of which text to follow in the
proposal of a Hebrew Vorlage had to be decided in each instance.
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Where the proposed Vorlage follows either the Greek or Syriac text
in the proposed Hebrew the division was almost fifty-fifty. Sixty-
six times the Vorlage followed the Syriac text and sixty-five times
the Greek (out of the 215 total).

Fifty-three times the Vorlage followed neither the Greek or the
Syriac arguing that neither had retained the sense of the proposed
original Hebrew text. Both had been corrupted in the process of
transmission or translation. However, without both the Greek and
the Syriac texts the proposed Vorlage would have been much more
difficult to produce and much more speculative. It is the control of
having both texts and often the mistakes of both that in many
instances provided the clue to the proposed Vorlage.

Twenty three times the Greek and the Syriac together provided
the basis for the reconstruction of the Vorlage with both retaining
some element of the proposed Hebrew. In six instances the Greek
and the Syriac approximate each other and either could be used in
the construction of the Vorlage. This was usually due to an over-
lapping semantic ranges of a word. While neither the Greek or the
Syriac seems to more reliably preserve the Hebrew original in 61
% of the texts one or the other is followed in the proposed Vorlage.
In about 25% of the above passages neither the Greek or the Syriac
has been the basis for the Hebrew. Following is a summary by
verses of the different categories:

Greek

1:6a
2:1b
2:4a
2:5b (+
Syr)
2:5–6a
2:8a
2:8b
2:21
3:6b

3:7
4:5a
4:5b
4:8a
4:10a
4:10b
4:14a
5:1a
5:6a
5:12b
5:14b
5:16a

6:2a
6:3b
7:3
7:4
7:8b
7:10b
8:8a
8:8b
8:14b
8:20a
8:22b
8:25a

9:3a
9:9b
10:1a
10:3
10:3b
10:3c
11:1
11:4
11:5
12:3
13:3b
13:2
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14:1
14:2b
14:6
15:10b
16:3a
16:6b

17:2a
17:2b
17:5b
17:14a
1 7 : 1 5 c
(+Syr)

17:16
17:17b
1 7 : 2 2 a
(+Syr)
17:26a
17:29a

17:30
17:36b
17:38b
18:2b

Syriac

1:4b
2:1a
2:1b
2:2b
2:4a
2:6b
2:9
2:19a
2:23
2:25
2:29b
2:32b
3:4a
4:5b
4:9b
5:7a

5:12a
5:13a
6:1a
6:5a
7:1
7:2
7:6b
7:7a
7:8a
7:8a
8:1
8:2a
8:5a
8:7a
8:7a
8:11b
8:12a

8:12a
8:16a
8:16b
9:2
9:4a
9:5a
9:6b
10:1b
10:1b–2a
11:5b
12:2b
13:1
13:3a
13:7–8
15:1
15:3b
15:9b

15:13a
16:1a
16:1b
16:5
16:7a
16:10b
17:1
17:6b (+
Grk)
17:11a
17:12a
17:20a
17:22b
17:30b
17:31b
18:2a
18:3b

N e i t h e r
Greek
 or Syriac

1:1
2:1b
2:6b
2:10
2:19b
2:20

2:21b
2:24
2:26b
2:26b
2:33a
3:2a
3:3b
3:5
3:10
3:12b

4:1
4:3b
4:4a
4:6a
4:12
4:12b
4:18
4:20
6:3a
6:4a

8:1b
8:2c
8:7b
8:12b
8:15b
10:4b
10:8
12:2a
12:3b
12:3c
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13:2b
14:7
15:4b
15:7b
16:1b

16:4a
16:8b
16:14a
17:6a

17:13
17:32c
17:33b
17:34a

17:37a
17:40c
17:41a
17:41b

Greek 
and
Syriac

2:13a
2:27
2:31b
3:1
3:1–3:2a
4:7
4:24

8:2b
8:5b
8:9a
13:2
15:2
15:3b
15:4b
15:5a
17:8b
17:9b
17:15a

17:17a
17:25a
17:39b
17:43a
18:2a

Uncerta in

2:13b
5:6b

E i t h e r
Greek
or Syriac
1:3
2:4a
5:17a
15:7a
15:9a
16:11a
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CHAPTER THREE

CONCLUSIONS

J. R. Harris who discovered the Syriac text of the Psalms of
Solomon and the lost Odes of Solomon had little regard for the
Psalms of Solomon, in contrast to the Odes of Solomon which he
esteemed highly (1916: vii). He noted, “The Psalms of Solomon as
they come to us are a very harsh and unpleasant product, the result
of a couple of ungainly translations . . . . it has little interest for
ourselves and will probably have less for other people.” Previously
(1911:46), he said “we cannot expect to get any nearer to the original
language of the [Greek text of the] psalms by means of the Syriac.”
Harris’ opinion notwithstanding, this study has shown that without
a careful study of the Syriac text of the Psalms of Solomon no one
can expect to get closer to the original language of these psalms. By
using both the Syriac text and the Greek text, in key passages a
Hebrew Vorlage has been reconstructed by a process of “triangula-
tion.” The reconstructed Vorlage, rooted in the Syriac and Greek
texts, in turn, shed new light on these textual traditions, resulting in
an accumulative body of evidence which supports—with a high
degree of probability—the argument that a Hebrew Vorlage lay
behind the Greek text and the Syriac text of these psalms.

The discussion above (68–69) of the difficulty of the Greek in
Psalm 3:2a provides a good illustration of the value of the Syriac.
Both Wright (1985:654) and Trafton (1985:53) called the Greek of
this poetic line “unintelligible,” and at first glance the Syriac (which
Wright also called “unintelligible”) did not seem to be of any help in
clarifying the meaning of the phrase in Greek. Trafton translated the
Syriac phrase as “and be excited in his excitement,” which context-
ually makes no better sense than the Greek—which means  literally,
“be awake in his wakefulness. It was, however, the Syriac stem RI`,
which has a wider semantic range than simply “to become excited,
to arouse (from sleep),” which provided the clue to the meaning. This
stem is a cognate of the Aramaic/ Hebrew ry[ which appears in
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Daniel 4:1, 14, and 20 as a technical term for the “Watchers” of
heaven who never sleep but continually praise God. This nuance, not
the simple dictionary equivalent “to be excited,” is the basis for the
proposed Vorlage meaning “rejoice with his Watchers.” Without the
clue from the Syriac RI`, the meaning of the Greek phrase would
remain enigmatic. As it now stands, only Trafton’s translation of the
Syriac is problematic since he missed here the nuance of RI`.

While the cumulative weight of the psalm-by-psalm examination
of the places where the Syriac and Greek texts disagree has indicated
that both are translations of a Hebrew original, it is not possible to
say with certainty exactly when the translations were made from the
Hebrew. Because neither the Syriac or Greek textual variants were
of much value in reconciling the difficulties or in providing clues for
the reconstruction of the Hebrew Vorlage, it is likely that the
translations of the psalms into Greek and Syriac were early and that
most of the variants occurred in the later transmission of the texts in
their independent traditions. This is indicated by many instances
where the Syriac text disagreed with respect to singular / plural forms
with the Greek text. Prior to the fourth century C.E., when the system
of pointing nouns to distinguish between the singular and the plural,
the Syriac text would have been ambiguous with reference to
number. This argues for the translation from Hebrew into Syriac to
have taken place at least before that date, and probably earlier as
portions of the Peshi.tta were translated in the first century C.E.

An important aspect of this study is the methodology employed.
Barr (1987: 5–8) in his introductory work on the philological meth-
odology sets philology, which deals with new possibilities of
meaning for existing texts (often with appeal to cognate languages),
over against textual criticism, which deals with graphic errors in
transmission (where an appeal to variant readings is possible and
where, in the absence of such variants, contextual emendation is
used). He asserted that “Philology undercuts the foundations of the
textual treatment” and that the “philological treatment, if right,
cancels out textual treatment.” He admitted, however “. . . these are
not distinct [methodologies] in the sense that one must consistently
follow one and ignore the other. A competent worker must under-
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stand both, and as we have seen, it is a very common practice to
mingle the two.”

This study illustrates the complimentary nature of textual criti-
cism and philology, and the necessity to use both to reconcile
differences in and between textual traditions or to reconstruct a
Vorlage reflecting the traditions. These methodologies do not cancel
out or undermine each other. Without the use of both methods, the
argument for a Hebrew original for both the Greek and the Hebrew
behind the Psalms of Solomon would have been much more specula-
tive. While the majority of proposals presented in Chapter 2 are those
within the arena of textual criticism resulting from the confusion of
graphically similar letters, there are numerous instances where
philology has supplied the best possible solution. Textual criticism,
exegetical considerations dealing with the semantic range of a word,
and philological inquiry into cognate languages were all indis-
pensable.

In reconstructing the Vorlage, any individual word was selected
from a list of synonyms. Consequently, while absolute certainty is
not possible for any of the proposals, one can be certain of the value
of the methodology. Compared to Trafton’s thirty-eight instances
where the Syriac or the Greek supported a Hebrew Vorlage, this
study offers 213 instances. Even if all of them are not as convincing
to others who have worked with the Psalms of Solomon as they are
to the author, none of them can be simply dismissed out of hand. The
methodology employed in this study could easily be applied to many
of the pseudepigraphical works believed to have been originally
written in a Semitic language. 
 Another contribution has been the proposal of significant new
translations which depart from Wright’s translation of the Greek and
Trafton’s translation of the Syriac. The following new translations
should be noted in particular:

1:1 “at my defeat” instead of “when I was severely
troubled”

2:1b “general” instead of “sinner” 
2:2 “boots” instead of “sandals” 
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2:6b “chains upon their forearms” rather than “their neck in
a seal”

2:19b  “ruler” instead of  “beauty”
2:20b  “ruler” instead of “beauty”
2:21b  “ruler” instead of  “beauty”
2:24 “indeed” instead of “not” 
2:24 “pierced by the nobles of Egypt” instead of  “pierced on

the mountains of Egypt”
3:2a “Watchers” instead of “he is aware of you”
8:1 “the sound of tearing down walls” for “the blast of the

trumpet”
10:4 “the law codes of the Lord in the commandments are

above the rules of men” for “and the testimony of the
Lord (is) in the ways of men”

10:8 “indeed” instead of “because”
16:1b “deadly coma” for “sleep”
17:6a “they exchanged their priestly turbans for a crown”

rather than “they set up a monarchy because of their
arrogance” 

17:32c “anointed lord” for the controversial “Lord Messiah”  
17:33b “generals” instead of “multitude”

These translations and the other new ones offered in Chapter 2 are
important for any subsequent full translation of the Psalms of
Solomon which draws upon both the Syriac and the Greek textual
traditions.

These translations would also be of importance to anyone
working on the theology of these psalms. The discussion and pro-
posed Vorlage of 17:30a, for instance, supports the Greek text which
speaks of a universal God who will “have gentile nations,” against
the Syriac text which speaks of an ethnocentric God who “possess a
nation from the nations,” perhaps in reference to the Jews in the
diaspora. Which textual tradition is supported by the proposed
Vorlage theologically makes a great deal of difference. Many other
instances and the discussion of the textual differences between the
Syriac and the Greek texts have similar import for understanding the
theology of the Psalms of Solomon.
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The above study also supports the conclusion that Psalm 2 (and
perhaps Psalm 3) are about Pompey, and thus it supports a date for
this psalm being not too long after the events referred to. If the
proposed interpretation of  Psalm 4:18b holds up, the curse “may his
old age be bereft of children, from his children not one will bury
him” needs to be added to the list of (treaty) curses. If the proposals
for reading emphatic particles in 2:24, 6:4a, 9:4a, 10:8; 15:7b, and
17:29a are correct, then their use, especially that of the emphatic l,
survived much later than has been previously recognized. 

All of the items highlighted in the above paragraph are signifi-
cant in and of themselves as they resolve the differences between the
textual traditions, but the demonstration of the probability of a
Hebrew Vorlage behind both the Syriac and the Greek texts is still
the main contribution of this study.
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